
B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

B3..1 ~iS Sf V1 ttSV)

MSSVs
B 3.7.1

One..',,":turbi,ne,':;.trip,.'.,'ana Iys'~s'';;:is:.'.;:per''formed!;assoc'ng.":primarygsystem
jii,'es'sur'e'.";:;co'ntro J.'.",',:v'i a',-',.oper'at@ri.",:„if,':::.the';:;press'Usr

'Another',.;,'",an'aery'si's:ej.:s:,

perforiiied:.'asesu'm'i'nj'::,:no.,:;.'jr)iiia'i'y',;seyst'el'.";:,:preasssii'r'e""'iIa'i'ntajii,.",:.':.Nairi::,'':S

i'ress'iire'! to'".:,less's';"„athcan;::D10C,:".-of:,,';.-:the'::'steam::.',:,etienne'rator „dsesi'e'ib'i'.,esture".',

tco

The MSSVs are assumed to have two active and one passive failure
modes. The active failure modes are spurious opening. and failure

'o

reclose once opened. The passive failure mode is failure to open
upon demand. Q3.7 Q-(
The MSSVs satisfy Criterion 3 of 10 CFR 50.36 (c) (2) (ii).~ @XI Itnc,

The accident analysis requires Ger- %hit,'.:".,$fj$Q MSSVs per steam
generator be",':,OPERABFE to provide over'presas'uuhres"'protection for design
basis transie'nts occurring at 102K RTP.

The LCO re uires that
9fivep MSSVs per,.":,.'.',steim:.,gen'erato>„ be OPERABLE in compliance with

e ere'nce

The OPERABILITY of the MSSVs is defined as the ability to open t7pon
demand';::within the setpoint tolerances.l".,";Co relieve steam generator
ov'erpressure. and reseat when pressure"has been reduced. The
OPERABILITY of the MSSVs is @et~~..":.;verjfped by periodic
surveillance testing in accordance with the I'nservice Testing
Program.

This LCO provides assurance that the MSSVs will perform their
designed safety functions to mitigate the consequences of accidents
that could result in a challenge to the RCPB~or.":,:Hawaii'';gteaiP''gars'0'eiii

V5 egr',1, .v.
<9> 76-I
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MSIVs
8 3.7.2

BASES

c. A break downstream of the MSIVs will be isolated by the
closure of the NSIVs.

d. Following a steam generator tube rupture, closure of the
MSIVs isolates the ruptured steam generator from the intact
steam generators to minimize radiological releases.

e. The MSIVs are also utilized during other events such as a
feedwater line break. This event is less limiting so far as
MSIV OPERABILITY is concerned

g3:7.g - i
The MS!Vs satisfy Criterion 3 o 10 CFR 50.36 (c) (2) (ii).

farad Esne.

LCO

APPLICABILITY

This LCO requires that fair,''. MSIVs in the steam lines be OPERABLE.
The NSIVs are considered"'OPERABLE when the isolation times are
within limits, and they close on an isolation actuation signal.

This LCO provides assurance that the NSIVs will perform their
design safety function to mitigate the consequences of accidents
that could result in offsite exposures comparable to the
10 CFR 100 (Ref. 4) limits or the NRC staff approved licensing
basis.

The MSIVs must be OPERABLE in MODE 1. and in MODES 2 and 3 except
when closed and de-activated:„::(%&ted.',:;:ef",,-,'::,:pre~er}ted..:::.fKom::opeoiog)..
when there is significant mass and"enewr'gy in the"RCS and steam"
generators. When the NSIVs are closed. they are already
performing the safety function.

In MODE 4, the
steam generator energy is low::,::,:.:::.":thos!':OlF?ER)tglt!ITT!:".-:.:."(TTi::::N00E::;::4::.'::('s."":::.not:

i':eaYIfre'p5 wsgna).wra

In MODE 5 or 6, the steam generators do not contain much energy
because their temperature is below the boiling point of water;
therefore, the MSIVs are not required for isolation of potential
high energy secondary system pipe breaks in these NODES.

ACTIONS A.l

With one NSIV inoperable in MODE l. action must be taken to
restore OPERABLE status within 8 hours. Some repairs to the MSIV
can be made with the unit hot. The 8 hour Completion Time is
reasonable, considering the low probability of an accident

DCPP Mark-up of NUREG-1431, Rev. 1 Bases
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MFIVs ~ HFRVs and:~ "::Byp'as's>Va ves"" '*'B"'3'7'.3

BASES

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

signal;:";l('as";;we11:::.,"as.:,'oth'er„-":,,:ju
Cl ass'sj>I:;:I:,:,',:;:ts'i;:::,»p@%nd,':::;::ar'':,'':,:oanl "' "ed':te'd;: ''aas':::a ','backup':to.':;:::the'::::s'angl e""
failUr'. -':: as',::.,""HFRV,',::;a'nd'::::,:, ':„:.Ibyj'ass':,:,:va]pe;".::,tri p:;.':::::,:,::;::::.The;.':::HFRVsarid:::, .." ))bj'jass':.";valves:::;.:jlso',"::,cl'ose..";:::oI»':,'.:";'receipt:.'"oaf:::.:a''
cos»nijdet»t~i'iith'.,::=,':rea'ctosr,:;::::.;:t'r~p",.',(P,,"-:4);::> Ins"'addi't»on o'heeMNPfVs a'Rd

valves' check valve located.:,"':.upstTe'am.',.".of,,.',the
NFL'V. is available. The check valve isolates"the feedweater"'1'i'ne.
p' i . 4

a

oysters ii.iitact,';:steal'„"":,'jeneratorsm'doTsnot',,:"continue;"t'o)fe)eed':„)the
fieeedviatei.'-,,'jl(»'ne'":;b'reak~„-"-jn."::the,,"noir;-'!Safety'l''re],atedgpi'p»"
the'',~feedw'a,hei",.:-,'.:4o',lit:i;on,'-.';:ch~~k':":-'.:,'ill:v'esj.".ands.','th'gati',:.:t
"ii::.;: 0'„"::S ''eis eiiiiigeneca'ns.

gnd N|P'gV b ~SS ~v88v Ca)3:1.3 -
J

A description of the MFIVs,aced HFRVs, is oun in the FSAR.
Section 3:0:;::4:::,":7„(Ref. 1).

(a)3.1.3" 5
~ ~

an) Ale@'~s vN~
The design basis of the HFIVs,QB MFRVs is established by
the analyses for the large SLB. It is also influenced b the
accident analysis for the large FWLB. Cl p of the $Lunps os

.@5NFRVs and bypass valve . ~ks~4~
wayjs„:-'.".~Pe~ relied on to terminate an SLB for core and
cotLtai'nmeri4 response analysis and excess feedwater even't upon the
"receipt of a a
feedwater isolation signal on high3-:..high steam generator level.

MCP.
Failure of an MFIV, MFRV ~ or the bypass valves to
close following an SLB or FWLB can result in additional mass and
energy being delivered to the steam generators. contributing to
cooldown. This failure also results in additional mass and g3 7,'3
energy releases followin an SLB or FW event.~ hhfRV ~Pe'-SS VM)F(1S

The MFIVqai06MFRVs sa ss y cs enon o 0 CFR 50.36 (c) (2)
(ii).

CP'3. 1 (e- I

LCO This LCO ensures that the MFIVs, NFRVs-. and
bypass valves will isolate MFW flow to the steam generators ~

following an FWLB or main steam line break. These MFIVS ~em
will also isolate the non-safety related portions fr'om the safety
related portions of he m.

r
MP'his

LCO requires that,',our, NFIVs
fOui',:. NFRVs aO .:,

'----" - -
-,.by* YSsj(pgV&8 be OPERABLE. The

MFIOs "and MFRVs'nd bypass valves are considered
OPERABLE when isolation »mes are

+Fg~v
(continued)
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ADVs
B 3.7.4

BASES

I

. The AOVs,,'su'"por;tithe.,''".ARIt
COO)'dOWti";:SfunCtiOn.:„.'';.frOm:.';IiOr'mal':."";::.':hiero',-,",lOasd» te'mperature> in'.".the„'"RCS
t'o:;a'.-,:'shot:-",,:leg,::;:tern jesratu're'::::::;:os'f)350,.',,F„,'',:::(weh'hach::"::i s",:,th''.:,::iiiasp mum
tempe'r'atu'ri;..:a'1,3'ow
0)'r'i'ous:"",".,c'ieldown"..; i';ites'':,:','':ari"':';:a'p

jh'cabl'e:'.:,;.de'jending',::;-::u'pori';:;."::thse'':.'evserit'iid'

oxfs,.;:;:::;„'100,.;Phi",.",',:;fi'i;:.,"-„'the,;.":.SGTR,::,:,:ev'en',,'to'":;::25.:,F jh'r.'':,: fo',:,:::;:i„:.'.',i

ciirc6latiori',.:::.'.cooldow'n':::ev'ejt:,u'ti"ii'z'ing 'the cooling wa'ter 'supply
avail abel'e"'i'n" t'e CST aiixd;:;:::FAST.:.

. ~The AOVs are
assumed to be used by the operator to cool down the unit to RHR
entry conditions for e~eACeevgits accompanied by a loss ofoffsite power. Prior to operator actions to cool down the unit.
the AOVs and main steam safety valves (MSSVs) are assumed to
operate automatically to relieve steam and maintain the steam
generator pressure below the design value. For the recovery from
a steam generator tube rupture (SGTR) event. the operator is also
required to perform a limited cooldown to establish adequate
subcooling as a necessary step to terminate the primary to
secondary break flow into the ruptured steam generator. The time
required to terminate the primary to secondary break flow for an
SGTR End,:..th7i'sp!limit';.Yoffsi::tq':,':,dose::,'", is more critical than the time
requi

"r'ed"'t'o co'ol'oswri"eto"'RHRoe"consditions for this event and alsofor other eee~r4sevents. Thus, the SGTR is the limiting event
40 . ~!LI.„'::f„"„,!NV .:,,. q d b

OPERABLE to satisfy the SGTR accideri't analysis requirements

eau'ItedhSG,'.:; fai'9's,',open;,'t'oiiii~iimi'i'>the,',;';Offs>tire;'..::dhole'."'ind':;::th
tl(lee';:,iiitact::":,SGsjaare (itili 2nd to oco1,-,:t hneR OS~tathhla

Ix(aiiiiiii'""'I::los)rhll'erh

treaY:. of 01'6F/hi;

The ADVs are equipped with ma'n'0'il::':",block valves in the event an
ADV spuriously fails 4e open" or'""fails to close durin use.

~ q>+.7. g-)
The ADVs satisfy Criterion 3 of( O CFR 50.36 (c) (2) (ii).

I-cd-line

LCO phr~ Four'DV lines are required to be OPERABLE. One ADV line
is requit'ed from each of 9~j fear.; steam generators to ensure
that at least eRe tw'o::<AOV lines 4e are available to conduct a
unit cooldown followi'ng an SGTR, in which one steam generator
becomes unavailable. accompanied by a single. active failure of
an eeeeRd AOV ~ on an unaffected steam generator. The block

(continued)
l
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BASES

CST
B 3.7.6

'pc.3'7 - Eb

redqu> r»esv:.,:,more;:.it.'.ig;:supAp ty:;:.::.',.man:.',::::can;.":ie.,pravi'ded'.'!oy~inejseismica t,"ty,

Qua tii,:,ie 'jpoi>tioA':0 .:.~t e'.( '
» AW A WMW~d 4VAWW» WVA Add»VAdWYACW V V5

Other-:::;:eveotsÃrguir,'in'ondensate
volume ~ ai.",iF.::

U~gthe large feedwater line break coincident with a loss of
offsite power. Single failures that also affect this event
include the following:

a. Failure of the diesel generator powering the motor
driven AFW pump to the unaffected steam generator
(requiring additional steam to drive the remaining AFW

pump turbine); and

b. Failure of the steam driven AFW pump (requi ring a
longer time for cooldown using only one motor driven
AFW pump).

These are not usually the limiting failures in terms of
consequences for these events.

LCO

8AQ.".'::::,»
AA'A9A~4

8,:,'.";:,,".g>a break in either the main feedwater or AFW line near where
"the two join. This break has the potential for dumping
condensate until terminated by operator action, since the
Emergency Feedwater Actuation System would not detect a
difference in pressure between the steam generators for
this break location. This loss of condensate inventory is
partially compensated for by the retention of steam
generator inventory.

anrL FNs r @3:7.6- t

The CST satyrs ~~Criteriea 3 of 10 CFR 50.36 (c) (2) (ii).
C$ 5.'5 602peg I<'n~

To satisfy aec~aNosgrj„": :analysis assumptions. the CST Bod;;,LIST,:
must contain suffic'ient'ooling water to remove decay heat 4Pr-

following a reactor trip from 102K RTP, and then
to cool down the RCS to RHR entry conditions. assuming a
coincident loss of offsite power and the most adverse single
failure. In doing this. it must retain sufficient water to
ensure adequate net positive suction head for the AFW pumps
during cooldown. as well as account for any losses from the steam
driven AFW pump turbin .

Td ddT1 1 11 11,,11 1,,11 1 1,

/
(continued)
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CCW System
B 3.7.7

BASES

y(Ql
AVWPV '''W P hVC AX VAAAW V V Y «YIVAWPAYC 'AWWWPApWY " I CA " I'I MYA ~ ~' C W V PVWY
systyem'.:;.",~neo'."„two:;;-separcatxe .loops;.':he. ore.:,,:.tii~e;.'sysiem'.;becomes'-,::~mjas'r'ed
'ae'.> rOV''iar ex'r.".:;-":;: Orms'.
C .AY.AYRAwAVAAYYAYAVhaaohvhAAAWe

The CCM System satisfies Criterion 3 of~)0 CFR 50.36 (c) (2)(ii).

4FPL1CA(SI Ll'7g

W91. ~vs
LCO ~Iiiithh'rpe-iitl',,=.Lot(.."a,.";:gwBR-:,,on C Cgic.) oop.-;,! (s i cejii r fed::t 0: pcroprd e t he

2

v

y

a

c

ps'�(

-i
tt't'jii)mumm:.'';.he'ati,:.reiiioia].'',:',.:.Ca'p'abi.."Ii.'tyy,:;";awssu't:,-;.'9'ea'st'::.:';o'ne$

CCW.-"::lop'oj;';:::;:iii,l:;1.:.;:,,opei',at'e."..'jssudvmi Og,;,::thde,':,::iordst', case.:,.''.singl'e

Twn:,':xiii.et':.:tahe(;:::LCO;:,:::On-::,CO

aYAnd:::::0::,,both,":::,:CCM',,:::h'eat:,':,eschar'igehs'::itliedsii7'ge..,:',.t'a nL!'.:"::: andd:=ii): '':

x

2 e 2

~
..r'r ('t.a).:::CI(M:::loop:.ds!cons')'da e~dORE@BLR'::::rc(hen":I

2 h e
s

2
xa::;!I~Tvrro;,.:'-,:CICQRppmps,: oge::IC.'I:EIpih:eat'ee changend 'arid.'":::th':::,:sur g .'(tang

p. I d pill II. I . ~. d
instrumentation and controls required to perform the safety
related function are OPERABLE.

The isolation of CCW from other components or systems ~
may render those components or systems

inoperable but does not affect .the OPERABILITY of the CCW System";<

hp h lc w::x'4e Ixheap hghxc Yhahwc hccdccdhx 'p'pxdccR~vc«h» PxcpApxv hxh v Yc xh, hed

Sjgvt",";.'"':l'oPp..;;:.:al:~gxnm'erat":,:.:.0'fPthe,.:

t03er'atse:,;:j'':si'ei'4."'"'fa'i'liirhe::.'::hei,".",;th$ i4gr'if''ri6ra&0n'.-.':AYAH,~'Avxcvdc., AwA4xYAYYAcvhwwvAPxvxvxYAYMYAwcAYIYhcwxxcA .ww AA'cAwxAx ~ rdgrro((rirC

'i::,::NODES:B::,"::":25:-:3",-,.Cav'nd,,4h~the,''";:CH$ 5j)teil]))"a,"IjohhIwaTl"":.'-
"Yi''a't'ir'i's'4'em."':.4"~""'h'-"""""'' ""'"""'""r""cl':-"'"" "'ohrmx'I'ixtpfs'":pr.';:~ncjpva.,':,:sa...ed. y'Fe 8ted::':fu c '' .';Of;,f;:.~'P'l8ccide, I,rdate&coAtaitMAeftt:

ea %Vive",::,., he,'';::CFCUS.;::„'ah ',fgemh'OT(Ial;:-:a.,;-;!.: eCay'~heat!':;:farOm,';;;.th''-',."reaCtOIp~~Via
the!R ePsysdiia'.,egest!i mii~ral,": (RHR)'Tjdst edm;

In NODE 5 or 6. the OPERABILITY requirements of the CCW System
are determined by the systems it supports.

/
(continued)
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a@ ASH
B 3.7':8

BASES

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

The design basis of the QS ASIJFsystem is for one Q@ AS'
h nfl"S"", d~

containment cooling system's, to remove acti'den't('gene'rate'd,"'and "'"
core decay heat following a design basis"LOCA's discussed i''he
FSAR, Section f6.29 (Ref. 2).

The';::PSW'":sys'teil:can;;::be,,";;re;-",-
'coiiVigured-„::t'o mai.'iitajn.''.:the,-',:CCQ:,"'Regle'r'ature(ta'",,:wit'h'i'n'„".":i:Rs'ide'p gn
bas'8's!~3)iNits:,:-"::;:"" The"QS 'A%'::isj'st'em"'i s de'si gned"to per form its"

"'funcGonwith' single 'failiir'e of any active)component, aesv~
with'.;or;:,:.:vijthout the loss of offsite power. This assumes a maximum
Q'@ 'ASM temper ature of 953 '6'O'F occurring simultaneously with
maximum heat loads on the system.

The Q@ ASM>.:":system, in conjunction with the CCW System, also
cools the"u'nit=i'rom residual heat removal (RHR).

entry conditions to MODE 5 during normal and post accident
operations. The time requi red for this evolution is a function
of the number of ASM>.pvmjs::::;:I CCW hei''::,';..:exchan eiY.'::» and RHR System
~~'heat;"-':::"exchan'e'r's.""that"are o'"'erat'in"*".-

LCO

rcrreve
sh ib'-cxJI SV4 CP~ l.g IO

The Q@ ASQ,::;:system satisfies Criterion 3 of 10 CFR 50.36 (c) (2
( ). W-ulna,ll

QS 7.C-<

Two QS ASM trains are required to be OPERABLE to provide the
required"redundancy to ensure that the system functions to remove
post accident heat loads, assuming that the worst case single
active failure occurs coincident with the loss of offsite power.

An Q4S ', t3 train is considered OPERABLE during MODES 1, 2. 3.
and 4 wh™en:

a. The pump is OPERABLE; and

b. The associated piping, valves, heat exchanger, and
instrumentation and con re uired to erform the safety
related function are apa ...e.,:„.o,gp ..;. o,, ~ .:; es .

an:en e ;s,,e y,':,'::,.vn ~ons ;., e:'.,'.standby'..'-,.cr sstieIII::ASW,"'
disdia'rg",.{.'vj''a',".: FCV,'.::"-:,495';:l"', 496')'.''„'..',.jr'o'vides"',re'dundancy".:~f.'':=;:t "e

Operat'l ',:"AsW:,".,-'pump,--::,''j.:: ','.:'.standby;".:heat''"..:,.', ch'a'ngej.,'',':.oval".ed'. out',
fop!"Qp M'ti.Ag: conveAi'M''~~a>1::s3av8il ab )>t0;:(prQv,.",I)le
'Bddl: 'na I.':"':heat.'";:. rem al Ãcapabi!1 it/"b '!Va''lVln'g',."'1 n~k /<5'/cond
hea".;:e'xch'ar'i'ge'r..::i':::.".Va: '.:iftg':.'::ji'::".pro'vl'de'd,t$~pe'i':iiij't~t'i':."",n'-'" "*=

(continued)
/
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UHS
B 3.7.9

BASES
Ad itiona in ormation on t e esign and operation of the system
along with a list of components served. can be found in Reference
1.

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

The UHS is the sink for heat removed from the reactor core
and::,,:c'o'nt'aiB)ieoC following all accidents and anticipated
opserationa1 occurrences in which the unit is cooled down and
(1 d id ( ( t ( (R R( (

~The,:„::.::Pari':f) c".':,''.'O'ce)n',".;:as:::.",',".a':,::::,."ij'ngl@':..iptePiour'ce

'cg9),:,-'.I, ng;jwatgrg'dU f.'1flg~'„.norma l@@gl>'9tl9rg9flcy..';:.Shutdown!;,cogdl't.'I gns."..";.a$"i" ugii'read:,.",'O':;::AE6:,'::5'ifit',,:'""Gi'midi':;:27,::.:;:.:;:(Re'f,:".:,":.;':3)'.!

'he

UHS satisfies Criterion 3 of~0 CFR 50.36 (c) (2) (ii).~
Pe@. I(f)e

LCO The UHS is required to be OPERABLE and is considered OPERABLE ifit i."s:~::iat or below the
maximum temperature that would allow the N4 ASIA)jto operate for at
least 30 days following the

984 without exceeding the
maximum design temperature of the CCtII

sypteo. To meet this condition. the UHS temperature should not.

oring
normal unit operation. CC 3.7-CCR

Wi&Mo h~E mcAcnpt J In sentence, ~~~ ~i~
eleVarCd uuS W~ CWn S ra hf h r S'Q C'iS C.CC~P~.

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 , the UHS is required to support the
OPERABILITY of the equipment serviced by the UHS and required to
be OPERABLE in these MODES.

DCPP Hark-up of NUREG-1431. Rev. 1 Bases
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UHS
B 3.7.9

n M or . the L Y requirements o the UHS are
determined by the systems it supports.

ACTIONS A. 1 +-kA.-0CQ.

i:he.::.':.OHS,:.:is,-<inoperabl e' '
"filet",',nate'r',

If
(i .e..
'temper!attire.''::~". 64iI:,:~), acti on aesop-be

~;::::.:"!!'ii!;";i'::::,::,:-:':"":!'gl!',:::::: !:,:::,::'"'i'";,iii',-,,
ser:,'v.'i'ce m'ust"'.:':',b'

Kss'u'ra!nc'e:.:.;th) tI:.::,.:th''.IASMI:,':sjst'eiij'..!:.'a'nd';:!ah

HlLhi.A:":;..its';":;':,t8flperature'j3:;:1Nff"+'. g~~ ~~ am+ exchcn~a in scrv'(ce,

The 7-4ay 8',".'hour':;„'.'Completion Time is reasonable based on the low ."'~" ~~
probabi lity"ofan'ccident occurring during the ~aye 8::",':hour's '
that

B.l and B.2

!!ii!h~'tli;:,:,,"gi'!i,'Lii'",,'! ' ":,',", ',!!b"
Gssocla,::",',. os „'e 'RQA',":,:; $8,:

in which the LCO does not apply. To achieve this status, the unit
must be placed in at least MODE 3 within 6 hours and in MODE 5
within 36 hours.

The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating
experience, to reach the required unit conditions from full power
conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging unit
systems.

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.7.9.1 N5t'':.Usedg
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CREWS
B 3.7.IO

BASES ~ D i 8 i id t tDB ) i di
5 rem whole body dose or its equivalent to any part of the body.

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

The CREWS components are arranged in redundant. safety
related v'enti lation trains. The location of components and
ducting ensures an adequate
supply of filtered air to all areas requiring access. The CREFVS
provides airborne radiological protection for the control room

"
operators's demonstrated by the control room accident dose
analyses for the most limiting design basis loss of coolant
accident. fission product release presented in the FSAR,
Chapter 15 (Ref. 2).

The analysis of toxic gas releases demonstrates that the toxicity
limits are not exceeded in the control room following a toxic
chemical release, as presented in Reference l.
The worst .case single active failure of a component of the
CRPVS, assuming a loss of offsite power, does not impair the
ability of the system to perform its desi f ction.

66.74- I

The CRKFVS satisfies Criterion 3 of ~0 CFR 50.36 (c) (2) (ii).

LCO Two independent and redundant CR%VS trains are required to be
OPERABLE to ensure that at least one is available assuming a
single failure disables the other train.

The:,.'-,.:-":r'edundariX!,':t~aiA''a'il'ure

could r'esul't in exceeding""a'os'e o'f"'5'"re'm"to the control
room operator in the event of a large radioactive release.

The CR&VS is considered OPERABLE when the individual components
necessary to limit operator exposure are OPERABLE in both trains.
A CRKFVS train is OPERABLE when the associated:

j'ikssuriiatii'h':':Sinai'!:{6iie)le"~ai;e'"; ~ OPERABLE
"

b. HEPA filters and charcoal adsorbers are not excessively
restricting flow. and are capable of performing their
filtration functions; and

c. Heaters,:, de~er-, ductwork. valves. and dampers are
OPERABt:E. and air circulation can be maintained.

In addition, the control room boundary must be maintained.
including the integrity of the walls, floors. ceilings. ductwork,
and access doors.

(continued)
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BASES

ABLS Q~AQ44
B 3.7.12

must",ma'niia11Y4e'n'e'i,.':ci'ize".;the.',:.'heater':,,:-',from'.:th'''-'.c'o". trolgroom'".,
'"

WOAVhACC%0whh 4 *7CN CwA% C h W AhYAWA%1%AVWAMNAVhVNwWAANwNvhAA7A W % Aw lhQ

The KGS-PRKAGS 'ABVS is discussed in the FSAR. Sections )+A~
$9.4-.63 g. and B5-.6-.49 5 (Refs. 1, Knd'.:~2, and-3-. respectively)
since it may be used for normal, as weTT as post accident,
veoti':,lation':::a'Td atmospheric cleanup functions. The primary
purpos'e'o'f'"the'"iirjg',j'e,:.::.majua.',flj',"::.;:.;jnifiited heaters is to maintain
the relative humidify at 'an'accept'a'bl'~e™level, consistent with
iodine removal efficiencies per

'
AS'::",,:::0

8803-.;1'989 (Ref. 4 8).N'.:There;:,::,":fi: no,':.:',r'edu'ndant:;;.':he'atergs1nceLthe
fa'i.;:tij'I:.of'''!thi,,:;,ih'arcoa'1,:',;~aIidj,heater,,:,':-,::::ti':,a'i'n.;.:would
con'st'tuteI-":a':,',".:s'e'cond':,:.''-.'.fi'A'ure " —::":.::,"a'ddt,ti'on':,to',,,the'::::.RHR.":,"'pu'mp.':sea":1;.

fa):':kyar''e:,'.,.i'ss'um'ed::!j'ri".-:~o'nj'u'n@):on mN'!..":a~>KOCH:.„''"::;(Re%',7,):;.""
"

Quar er K3.1-&
APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

The design basis of the C~Q4GS 5BV9 is established by
the large break LOCA. The system evaluation assumes a passive
failure of the ECCS outside containment, such as an Q 8HR pump
seal failure, during the recirculation mode. In such a case, the
system limits radioactive release to within the 10 CFR 100
(Ref. 5) limits.

The analysis of the
effects and consequences of a large break LOCA is resented in
Reference 3 2. The KICK-PARAGON 'ABVS also unctions, following a
ea~H-eat LOCA. in those cases wFiere the S oes into the
recirculation mode of long term cooling, to clean up releases of
smaller leaks, such as from valve stem packin .

'temp'er)tu'r'es,.;;:.'of:."„'the,,::,':a~r'a'tiiig

Ilf8 j':l.'i'jr'e",,"a"nd',"~tIIe5!sy's
'',':.motoi.::.::::::.:coo,.'njg::,::,,,uric joii.:;:

*

w sww<4r>rr swv svrakwwrrwwRCvÃgCWrn i".ev4'*v'w5

Two types of system failures are considered in the accident
analysis for/;".i.'.:adj54iori~.:release: complete loss of function, and
excessive L'EA'KAGE".'ither"type of failure may result in a lower

(continued)
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'ABVS K4Q~4GS
B 3.7.12

BASES

efficiency of removal for any gaseous and particulate activity
released to the ECCS pump rooms following a LOCA

The 00~405 ABVS satisfies Criter ion 3 of~10 CFR 50.36 (c> ~~coo.<
(2) (ii). LeC@ 4n~

LCO Two 'rains of the EGGS-PAQGS ABVS:,.-,are
required to be OPERABLE to ensure that at least one is a'vai'lable.
assuming that a single failure disables the other train
coincident with loss of offsite power. Total system failure
could result in the atmospheric release from the ECCS pump room
exceeding 10 CFR 100 limits in the event of a Design Basis
Accident (DBA).

KGS-PRQGS 'ASVSgis considered OPERABLE when the individual
components necessary to maintain the ECCS pump room filtration
and,:;.::t'eiiipi"iat~ure are OPERABLE in both trains.

An EGGS-PREAGS 'ABVS train is considered OPERABLE when its
associated:

Sjppjjjand',..87<haltst::::.;:jfans ~re'.:OPERABLE:

~T6e:":.'c~,.<roughirig~ff1:tirpHEPA filter and charcoal
adso'rbers ar'e not excessively restricting flow. and aref i their filtration functions: and

I8 cYIChuCgl 4

ibad,

gg,7. (2.2
.hea er, . uctwork, valves. and dampers are

OPERABLE and ai r circulation can be maintained.

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4. the KQQS-PN4GS ABVS is required to be
OPERABLE consistent with the OPERABILITY requirements of the
ECCS.

In MODE 5 or 6, the EGGS-PIGS 'ABLS is not required to be
OPERABLE since the ECCS is not required to be OPERABLE.

ACTIONS 'A",":."1 Cr" man~q ins Heat. heef-

~1'i

ttta)j't)$

nYmp]:e4'i.O'ii':-:;0i'me':::.:,ip::."pr'jvl'ded::,tO'::!i';eSt)ji„':;.;eke„":Ajlte'rS'":":"='=' *"

C
- (continued)
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QRGS F,HBVS
B 3.7':I'3

BASES

APPLjCABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

The ANC4 FHBVS design basis is established by the
consequences of the limiting Design Basis Accident (DBA). which
is a fuel handling accident. The analysis of the fuel handling
accident. given in Reference 3 2, assumes that all fuel rods in
an assembly are damaged.

The DBA
analysis of the fuel handling accident assumes that only one
train of the ARCS FHBVS is functional due to a single failure
that disables the other train. The accident analysis accounts
for the reduction in airborne radioactive material provided by
the one remaining train of this filtration system. The amount of
fission products available for release from the fuel handling
building is determined for a fuel handling accident and-Acr-a

bh'rig',',:8'Up'j>::i'i.-d::.:::fj:5ii'„-':a'':.','oui':;ib.:'Ie<emeCg'eiicj:.::::.'dj'i".set,:,:"generator,:",'at.":-:aIl.
'ti'mes'.:-,Qherie'v'er",':.3'fu8$ ':".:movem'en',:-':,:i s~tak'injm"" lack;:::i5i:;the'-'-"s'merit',"fu'el'.
paid"'::~~These assumpbons and the analy

"' ll" 'tlie gui"dance
pr'ovided in Regulatory Guide 1.25 (Ref. 4 3).

The ARCS FHBVQsatisfies Criterion 3 ofl10 CFR 50.36 (c) (2)
(ii). venal 4n ~ cpa, q g

LCO

~ri GGcc~c< wHh
o»umpHoris node in we
+el hcnll ~ C~0~
~ignis, !os~ c+ gfs;w~ 'i> no+ ccnsiden y~rren+ w'W a ~(~(i'q accident., ~~I
IK>of.~ is i.nveuopeh

b~Iwe fur[ budlike mid~
QlAL Sip.

Two independent and redundant trains of the RAGS FHBVS are
required to be OPERABLE to ensure that at least one train is
available. assumin a sin le failure that disables the other
rain .::Fbi's':,'l'r'ej'ui':re'sithat':.'::wheo':.,:Ciao.,:.,':trajps',:iaaf

ithe,'''FHHvs'jlaremQPKRABLE,::„",(atI:::g'east,,",:one"

'ti.':a'i'j'"of;.::,'PERA8LK".'".::::::;aii:::::QPERASLE:

:M)'e'se.,'I"Igeoi".rator!::must';::,";,be,:','di.':r'ect:I j==
ass'o'ciatkf:.,:::wi::.th'".:::the"."",biis'.:;"::which'.xiii.'i'j4es'.aha't',";one:;GPERAHf':E.":. FHBVSvwwfwjc'%]Y*Yvk t NcsYf G4 To*Y YANoiA Aw]&j A hv fP P 4

+wc
c j%.

' '*
h

c:i'iavwkww

release from the fuel handling building exceeding the 10 CFR 100
(Ref. 6 4) limits in the event of a fuel handling accident.

The ARCS PHBVS is considered OPERABLE when the individual

fuel handling bui lding are OPERABLE in both trains. AnVB'ASS
FHBVS train is considered OPERABLE when its associated:

a. Exh'iust Pea Tao is OPERABLE;

(continued)
l
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Spent~lFuel $4e~ge Pool Boron Concentration
B 3.7.16

I

BASES

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES Most~'.,'accident conditions de-e4 result in

Tr egl.','i'g'ibli..":.reactivity effect.:,:four::..M either
;(Rif';;!:',;:2:,':,::arid!..'::33'.

of the two regions

However, sea-i4eACe,'.::.scenari'os can be postulated that could
Iiave.',:mi e'::titian,.::.:.a'.:",::negji'gibl'e"::p'os) ti'v'e;,;re!a'cubi'vit j',::-off'ect'::..,'.-'.,'~cape
~i',,',',,""",,',, !,: ll,",",!,",:::,:,, ","

",::ii ii!ilia!',"!:,,M,-,,:''!!!!'!!'",,i,",::::

'egion",M!r! 'Thi s cou'3'dijiot'enti a]:,::.fy;:.:::.:inc'rease"~th!e;.".,.:':k'::"<:.,:;:ef,'.",.':Rigi on",::.,"."2

""'""=::""'dl',:!'.!I "= M':p "8'=:,I,,:i:*':ij'=!:::::,::-:,',,!"!'""

Q3.7.G -(

Hewev~ The negative reactivity effect of the soluble boron tIIore
than„:rcompensates for the increased reactivity caused by eRher-"
e7eef. the @we postulated accident scenarios. The accident
analyses is provided in the FSAR, Section BS-.~65';:"8';:2g
(Ref. 4).

%74-<
The concentration of dissolved boron in the s'petit::.„"fuel ster.~
pool satisfies Criterion 2 of 0 CFR 50.36 (c) (2!) (ii).

I!nc-

LCO The spe7it':,:.",fuel sic-age pool boron concentration is required to be
> 9~ '2009 ppm. The specified concentration of dissolved
boron in Khe "fuel storage pool preserves the assumptions used in
the analyses of the potential criticali'ty, accident scenarios as
described in Reference 4 g:.:;:":::;::3~a'nd"';.:4. "This concentration of
dissolved boron is the minimum requi"red concentration for fuel
assembly storage and movement within the 5perihgfuel sewerage pool.

APPLICABILITY This LCO applies whenever fuel assemblies are stored in the spent
fuel s4a~ pool.

(continued)
f
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Spent Fuel Assembly Storage
8 3.7.17

BASES

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES .„":T 'e';:."anal ized".ac'cide'its

ttIat",::co7ul'd:.:shave'igil f~catnt-:,:;reac'ti pty:.',:,':e'ffects'.',",are,",the""'-" "

'Ili:s'j3'a'cemt'entt:,.!of::;.:;a;.::,'fIIel:,;:::asseiiib1

j'„",,:;:.':a';:;sign'i'fic'antt.'uck!poo1:.:~gejiipe'ratt'ure,"abo've.':::::t'e".::ld'es'~gn':,'.:5a's'~s:",:,::te'mtp

15770:;:.:.F:",:",::;::oi.,::."'a;.'cats':::::,."drop,":7aciideIIt'',:;.(Rtef7. 4 2",',:;:3'::::alId:;:4) . For these
a'ccident occurr'enc'es-, 'the presence of sol'use 'boI'on in the spent
fuel storage pool (controlled by LCO 3.7. 16. "Speiit::.„Fuel Range
Pool Boron Concentration")ens'ur'es-',.:that'7keff,:,'''%i::3.,:3,',:::.'i:e'main;::at':;:.or'.:lowT!

(+%7.4 -
>

The configuration of fuel assemblies in the fuel storage pool
satisfies Criterion 2 of 0 CFR 50.36 (c) (2) (ii).

v Q-hnw

LCO The restrictions on the placement of fuel assemblies within the
spent fuel pool. in accordance with LC938",';:7,':"..l7:::,'.<l';.."„':an'd

,X''nls'ures the k « of the speiit"ftiiel storage pool wi 1 always
remain m 0.95. assuming the pool to be flooded with unborated
waterQ$ C! a:."-,'tYejer,'a4'ore'.:;,0'f'i<;:."'.150,,'F:;.

APPLICABILITY
Tl heYe3LC05 ap~'pMp. y, whenever any fuel assembly istl"' -..tt I W I

ACTIONS A. 1

The Required Action A. 1 is modified by a Note indicating that
LCO 3.0.3 does not apply since:: :the-',:,':,iriabi'1.:itj74'i:,„"mlove":,::i'fuel:,
assejibliieS::.'.):.S,,,'aof':,,:::sLff~zi-',erat:-,":rw'ski'!ate'!'"i':@AU fi.'.'.i::".':,aj:.:".'rea'c'ter,

'„,UOCl i
>7777'7'7 7777W7777777'RS

When the configuration of fuel assemblies stored in We~a-R3.
the s ent fuel eager ~ pool is not in accordance with F~e

~~LCQ.",;,"3:";:7,,'l7,'";"-:.:1:;::3nd."::::37,'.:L7;;,g~ . . . . the
irmediate act'ion is 'to iriiti"ate a~ction to make the necessary
fuel assembly movement(s) to bring the configuration intolli i I~ii !!I!7'll I!Iii!777'lItili77ii'7777

I
(continued)
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Secondary Specific Activity
B 3.7.18

BASES

i'0'~CPR:"'::900 limits (Ref. 1) for
whole body and thyroid dose rates.

With the loss of offsite power. the remaining steam generators
are available for core decay heat dissipation by venting steam to
the atmosphere through the MSSVs and steam generator atmospheric
dump valves (ADVs). The Auxiliary Feedwater System supplies the
necessary makeup to the steam generators. Venting continues
until the reactor coolant temperature and pressure have decreased
sufficiently for the Residual Heat Removal System to complete the
cooldown.

In the evaluation of the radiological consequences of this
accidents the activity released from the steam generator
connected to the failed steam line is assumed to be released
directly to the environment. The unaffected steam generators":,''are

assumed to discharge steam and any entrained activity through"
the MSSVs and ADVs during the event.

iadliactivftj.:',:::,".i,,iles'ed':;,':to.:t
depaendi"'lapin''parim5ry'-'.:aiid..:;.:Smondai',:y:.,:::c'oOIant''"::i'ct'ivy':ty,'"-'"':wd

Of,"::::the'.:,'::',br'eak:,".";f'30w'.",:-::::..:parti'h'i'ng'::;,'.Of,:,::":$0djjie::,':.:betweser'i<the::-:.',::I:,iq'uf''d:..':i'aona'd

Sstea
'g'eneratsor'!~and::::::lijiiid:-'::

a:!Iiiaiiiiesr.,:,'cooais't'iiiit":,:ii'iah:,'::::the',:!recaiiiiiiiisdatiioosa:::::,of,:,:.,Stacoda'r'dle3fi'eua
plait')SeuctioLf'!1S::-":6.':,'::3::;-::aud:::.:!the resul'tarit radiological coriseque'nces
represent a conservative estimate of the potential integrated
dose due to the postulated steam line failure.

Secondary specific activity limits satisfy Criterion 2 of 10 CFR
50.36 (c) (2) (ii).

4 rmi~c. ~Qs.s.s - r

LCO As indicated in the Applicable Safety Analyses. the specific
activity of the secondary coolant is required to be ~ 0:::10 yCi/gm
DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131 to limit the radiological consequences of a
Design Basis Accident (DBA) to a small fraction of the required
limit (Ref. 1).

Monitoring the specific activity of the secondary coolant ensures
that when secondary specific activity limits are exceeded,
appropriate actions are taken in a timely manner
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Enclosure 2
PG8 E Letter DCL-98-144

ADDITIONALINFORNIATIONCOVER SHEET

ADDITIONALINFORlNATIONNO: Q 3.7.1.-1

REQUEST'TS
3.7.1.1, LCO Statement

ITS 3.7.1, LCO Statement
DOC 01-01-A

APPLICABILITY: DC, CP, WC, CA

CTS 3.7.1.1 LCO requires the MSSVs operable per Table 3.7-2. The STS 3.7.1
requires the MSSVs Operable as specified in Table 3.7.1-1 and Table 3.7.1-2.
The ITS 3.7.1 states the MSSVs are Operable but deletes the phrase "as
specified in Table 3.7.1-1 and Table 3.7.1-2".

Comment: DOC 01-01-A states this is consistent with the NUREG-1431. This is not
the case. Revise the submittal to retain the STS format which is an administrative
reformatting change of the CTS requirement.

FLOG RESPONSE: DOC 1-01-A was used to revise the CTS LCO based on NUREG-1431 as
modified by TSTF-235. See Comment Number Q3.7.1-4 concerning TSTF-235. To address
the administrative reformatting discussion in the comment, the FLOG discussed in the
transmittal letter and the "Methodology For Mark-Up of Current TS" in the back of Enclosure 2,
the CTS has been marked up to reflect the substance of NUREG-1431, Revision 1. In general,
only technical changes have been identified. However, some non-technical changes have also
been included when the changes cannot easily be determined to be non-technical by a
reviewer, or ifan explanation is required to demonstrate that the change is non-technical. DOC
1-13-A was created and added to the top of the page for each CTS Section 3.7 Specification.
DOC 1-13-A states: "All reformatting, renumbering, and editorial rewording is in accordance
with the Westinghouse Standard Technical Specifications, NUREG-1431. During the
development, certain wording preferences or English language conventions were adopted. As
a result, the Technical Specifications (TS) should be more readily readable, and therefore
understandable, by plant operators and other users. During the reformatting, renumbering, and
rewording process, no technical changes (either actual or interpretational) to the TS were made
unless they were identified and justified. This justification is used in those instances where, for
improved clarity, the CTS was reformatted to conform to the ITS."

ATTACHED PAGES:

Encl. 2 3/4.7-1, 3/4.7-4, 3/4.7-6, 3/4.7-7, 3/4.7-9, 3/4 7-9a, 3/4 7-9b, 3/4 7-11, 3/4.7-12,
3/4.7-13, 3/4.7-16, 3/4.7-39

Encl. 3A 3
Encl. 3B 2





3/4.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

3«.. ~: Tl%IT'NFE'W"'-NLiUC i': WRV"::

<><-<a-4

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.7. 1. 1 All main steam line Code safety valves associated with each steam
generator shall be OPERABLE

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2 and 3

ACTION+~:
qe.v.i-3

SA e KC.~f
With one or more main steam line Code safet valves
ino erable,

within 4 hours, el er e >no era valve is
res ore to 0 ERABLE status or 3. r.l-'0

per a e
ot erwise, be in at east HOT w>thin 6 hours and in HOT
SHUTDOWN within the following 6 hours.

8'ji3.„i::fi"':;:;:.>'n)Tabl'0'';:,'"3;:.j7;,',».'l.',,o

wifhin:;2:.:.;..houvs ~''Othe >we"-be'n at Ie t NDE'"3"w bin: 6 "hours

. qs.a.i-S

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

Qnl) Pli~blc (n Q0 g,[,

cp'3.7.(-5
A

3

E> -Av og

P3.7.(-q

DIABLO CANYON - UNITS 1 8 2 3/4 7-1









PLANT SYSTEMS gg.7. I-I

AUXILIARYFEEDWATER SOURCES'',:-:i'CONDENSATE'::.STORAGE:.":,'TAHE'.":::.DST;::ANN!FIRE:.":WATER".STORAGE ot-ta-A
TANK':: FW T

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

operation and

3.7.1.3 The Condensate Storage Tank (CST) leVel: shall
be at least 41.":::::.3l;!

. and the Fire Water Storage an ( WST) ';.eve:.,::shall
be a least 22:.':2X for one Un>t

'41:"::7:. for two Unit ope'rat'ion

~ 3.1-Eh

'Dc-Au=ooa

ACTION;

vcr'if'
|Adm|ETbhrhhve. rreM
~PA8ILIQ g ~
Ldgkcl'Mppl

b.

aDY. FW5T ~d Cbc EPICS g. ~ ~~a~
With the CST
Y W P w .';1.eygf.:ia5
Qithfif::::l":imi,t,

, within four hour
CjjglassNIo; or, be in at least HOT STANDBY within the 'n'e'xt 6
hOurS and in HDT, SHUTDOWN WEthtnut"r.,alienee;:.,;Upnneeteainigeneraatnr

csr or
With an FWST

VeVeI:::::;ri5tg

, within seven days restore er ui re FWST conditions: or, be in at least HOT STANDBY. within
neXt OurS and,in HOT SHUTDOWN WltTIOutoira'laanfP7UPOn:,:!Steals

APPLICABILITY, MODES I,,2 and 3-,.r':.

YRgYggYYhxtfwIRIIY+hswgxvfhYAYBfxhtv Y wYww~wthgYhY 'hwgghYgYgw, fNggwhw vhtwxOgwwghhghxwhtxgvhwgSI AtvRIghvefIAYnYxggggsv v P~'1 vhw wggwt'hvnvhPYYAYvl4
CP3.7.Eas 't

o3- otI-LS43

CS-o5- E-SRII ~

n'oE-OW-LS%3
(

th
+3.7.C - 7

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4.7.1.3.1

4.7.1.3.2

4.7.1.3.3

The CST volume shall be demonstrated at least once per 12 hours byif g I WAW g.t.!I I 1 ~
Y ShghehgiaE

The FWST volume shall be demonstrated at least once per 12 hours byif i tt~ Li,'i'ia t Ii it ti~ i

Verify the FWST is capable of being aligned to the Auxiliary
Feedwater System by cycling each FWST valve in the flow path
necessary for realignment through at least one full cycle once per
quarter.

DIABLO CANYON - UNITS 1 8 2
TA!R4-.4A
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PLANT SYSTEMS

SECONDARY SPECIFIC ACTIVITY

g3.1.)-l

al-l '3-A

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.7.1.4 The specific activity of the Secondary Coolant System shall be less than or
equal to 0. 1 microcurie/gram DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTION:

With the specific activity of the Secondary Coolant System greater than 0. 1
microcurie/gram DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131, be in at least HOT STANDBY within 6 hours andin COLD SHUTDOWN within the tollowing 30 hours.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4.7.1.4 .Ver„':,if@',."O'The specific activity of the Secondary Coolant System eh~e
Fs'.;~:0,::.::10.:."aCiVgm",:;;DOSE':"-:EQUIVN::ENT!PI',-:;:1: 1';.-',".once, ~i':.,',:"-31«':,'dais.AcAAARA%MYA(YvA~,,vAwwA(YYAwAAAwlAvAv Iv~MvY '07AvA'NO&Accv NAwAwR4vwd vAw

DIABLO CANYON - UNITS 1 & 2 3/4 7-7





PLANT SYSTEMS

MAIN STEAM LINE ISOLATION VALVESB HSIDVs''

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

g3.1.I-I

Ctl- D'3-A

3.7.1.5 Fdouir, 4HSIVki shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, HODES 2 and 3 'except:;:,Vihen.,"::aH:.:::.:;HSIVs',..'":",are.":."ct:osed:::.and

e,",'acti va edVhwwyYN~wwhhdhhdw

ACTION;

NODE 1:

I"h Dlt I D bt b t D . DIIID D tddtlb tt
provided the inoperable valve is restored to OPERABLE status within 48h: h b I btdhddhb Itbdt:."::."d th t d h

d'v
Dt

MODES 2 and 3+:

With one Fr,':,.".:,':mire HSIVs inoperable, subsequent operation in NODE 2 or 3
may proceed prov'ided the isolation valve is R~~d closed wftlB~ri;h8
hours@ad:;::::veri;:f'i'ed:;:;.c1'osed(i'nee,";jer',";;,,'"'7gdaji. Otherwise. be in at lea'st
HOT"STANDBYD wi'tbhin the next 6 Fiours and'7n at least HOT SHUTDOWN within
the following 6 hours.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4.7.1.5F~Each MSIV shall be demonstrated OPERABLE'+,,'y verifying full closureItht I d I h d « tb It tt .D.d.

!I: "I i-::,.-!!d:",,ii'td'!',-":Diihhd|d!,',t",,t,, d:,":-:,th,:;;-I*",",I tt."'!W Itt"".:'::-:: *".I
,"!Q," N'i':" ':I",'.,."i':"""i'i'"-:::.

"""'I!i"" ':.':""","N'itdt
""

th'-,:,:.

4%hvy'wNhwtwd'vdbv,PPdvt "4 'wP9'Dwv)hyyA'h9v9wd909ddbk~d. '"whvwd~PID wbmVThhd 'Sywwdhhvhhw'h. Idwb y hhw dhh
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PLANT SYSTEMS

10K ATMOSPHERIC DUMP VALVES 'DV

g3.7.l-l

oil. E o-A

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.7.1. 6 Four 10K

, Ll5nesin shall be OPERABLE.

@ADVS'A4&4e

APPLICABILITY: NODES l. 2. and 3-.~i

Vc'c'ccrcc'ncvvh"«mhbc«o«cnhnhv«v«n '«nhc«cnvnb~whb «PP(«' n9«~c«v'«ce««Skv«'nv~vnv««cncvw rrnvnvn9 nvg t nv cnrthtc'«9+Pvcn~«tm

ACTION:

a. With one less than the required number of 10K ADYTA l.';les
OPEIIAPLE. t h I P bi,~,ltltrO'OP III:,'',lI
3 EPAP I « I ht I d !Oined'id'ilia",'! t: PP'll I',I, I'; b
in at least HOT STANDBY within 'the next '6 hour's and"i'n HOT SHUTDOWN
pfthout.'..::.:'.r'el.::)ance,".,upon":.;shiism':,"jeTIejÃ4oi",,'-'.,:fbi.;'h'eat;,".",:reimval: :within the'

'OWoieng"" OurS"'."' '" '"""'"'""" '"v"v*'*"v"
*-"'"'n'.

With two less than the required numbered of lOK ADVe ',ti'mes
OPERABLE, restore at least one of the inoperable steam generator
10% ADVs to OPERABI E status within 72 hours; or be in at least
HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in HOT SHUTDOWN kith«oUt::
iielhennthe'igjceniieteeeiiogen'enhetet!!fbi,,:,.-:heenotii'n'eieneej:, Within the fOiTOWing

'ourT.

I'::.':::::t'':,::::::::::DPnhtPEEi! E I "i'!,-'!tl!i"-'::,-:-.3',:lb"'-:--:::I -'::::::!b-':::ll"itlOIIE-:,':3!!!---"IE-':-'::,P---::
'""

diib'i-::::- "ilOIIE!'t4!I'!'ll"'P! 3!,'" """I'!"',3!n"'""„":'P"""":" '": "!P. '=.':,:.h"-"'L'-=

I':HOOVED'',W1,., in,::: 3::4 Onne":A.

SURVEILI ANCE RE UIREMENTS

FEST

10X ADv i1,1nefjf,.I. 1,4 E

shall be
demonstrated OPERABLE:

a. At least once per 24 hours by verifying that the backup air bottle for
each steam generator 10K ADV has a pressure greater than or equal to
260 psig, and

b e

IKOKZE

c. At least once b ii 3 I
10X ADVs will o crate

:('new),'.i:;:.:Ve'r'i;fy7'ohnce ":CSiiple'te'":::Xywcle',.'!of:,:.'''et«a«chP'LOS:::IA'X;:"b'.Iockkv'aI,'ve":::..'oTtc'e::I!Imi',.":,..I8

months';:
nr! rcnC r.v, rwne

DIABLO CANYON - UNITS 1 Im 2 3/4 7-9a
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PLANT SYSTEMS

3/4.7.4 AUXILIARYSALTWATER SYSTEM'-:, ASM>

@3.1. I- I

O I -Iv -A

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.7.4.1 At least two auxiliary saltwater trains shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1. 2. 3. and 4.

ACTION „"I

With only one auxiliary saltwater train OPERABLE, restore at least two trains to
OPERABLE status within 72 hours or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6
hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4.7.4.1 At least two auxiliary saltwater trains shall be demonstrated OPERABLE
at least once per 31 days by verifying that each valve (manual, or".'ower-

t::,,.'ll'tti,,!Pl: "vl'P,'tllll t t t - 1 P t tp «tis not locked. sealed. or otherwise secured in osition. is in its correct
osi ion,, a.':„:oh,.'..ahn:,.or::;acr:,> uop, res,"::;:.atvrNevy . a,i,:'w,h>:,t '::.:::; e:.:,:va: ..e

P bl':.,::9 i> g.Pl': j,'I, '>r. ~ A .>QG;l, 7apac l.>e.~:~:oeiiij:-,ilare'.:-j7i::;9;ts',:,:corr,, ';, si.tion. qa.1.8-1

ac iia ."Iohfn,';,'s>v;julia::<8:,:;; les.%once:," 'g " *
hhv»C»>vhtch ~v>>'. AVA>h>YAV"ccrc >VACCw'vc. ~ cf>'4 rcv,vv".',,

~md'AVaV>W -ALL-coi

c>ohri evcct! jiosi;t:i,'ori',::.,'in,:::-.a'ccTofrdr
'v cvpvrwwrv hhc>> rhw rhcccc»hc>cc NNMhvhccrhc hcccvh>'hcvp Yhvhp>A>h NcvNvhf»>rr>hvhvhc»»p>>AvhchwhvN f>cvhcvhchccv»p >4cY 'tv NA

P..%

DIABLO CANYON - UNITS 1 8 2
TAB14. 4A
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PLANT SYSTEMS

3/4.7.5 CONTROL ROOM VENTILATION SYSTEM {CRVS)

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

g3. 7.l-l

01.13-4

3.7.5. lp4eTwo Control Room Ventilation Syste& tr'aliis>shall be OPERABLE~

APPLICABILITY: Al 1 MODES,,
Dill!Iog,lllorrelllell'tor„':;:."mmI441'Bted'.::.:Tool":","essell3I)ioes.""".

ACTION:

MODES 1. 2, 3. and 4:
gorE

P~~S aPPg arrnulMeCVSiq ~~ unitS.

cd.7. Io-I

10 14 LO

With one Control Room Ventilation System train inoperable, restore the inoperabletrain to OPERABLE status within 7 days or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the
next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

MODES 5 and 6 oe:,;.',dUr$ 'nj::li5oQen'meh'nt',::,'of::;i,'ried''t'ed':";fuel'i"::,:as'8'em':;icos: 69.7.la-med ChWhY CNÃ NVhnodse WNAdnoorhmhYhW!!ho/osomoh'dhCh CohChddICI!ohoho2d21odho CrhW(ohohrnd h h

a. With one8Control Room Ventilation System train inoperable.
restore the inoperable train to OPERABLE status within 7 daysd!m"!'. ddd d f d ddh d
Con't'rol Room Ventilation System train in the mode
or ITTTsedTetere 'osperrd'c{NE "At:TiErr4TddN$:,-,sod, ospeo rmosemeotfof;
i.i!!i'.o.':4"Sikh e'll I'Ie iliiss"" ies. Scan

cd.7. IO-
b. With both Control Room Ventilation S stem trains ino erable,

lO-27- g

10-30-4
Q'31.i -2

~to~t ILK!208
ammed)asti. y,.',suspend all operations involving CORE ALTERATIONS p3 7( 3

'"::or.:!moieiieo~t"'::::'o!,'"dscedi'srsend~foe1'S$

em ..n;:leg. pdmseddnd On do-22-hd
Q'm!.1. I0 2

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS Q5. 1.i~+

4.7.5.1 Each Control Room Ventilation System train shall be demonstrated OPE B E-:

cp57. IQ Q

DIABLO CANYON - UNITS 1 8 2
TAB14. 4A
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PLANT SYSTEMS

3/4.7. 6 AUXILIARYBUILDING

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

qg,-/. I -I

cdl- 1 3-A
YEWTILATiIOM SYSTEM ': AEVS

'.7.6.1

Two Auxiliary Buildin
~has& trains

shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTIOW:

Vent7jlK@on System

dbf'ygnghll ariBcket hcdMedr

l2- aa-Le

a. With the MEPA filter and charcoal adsorber bank inoperabl . restore the dz-do-ni
HEPA filter and charcoal adsorber ban o OPERABLE status within 24
hours or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD
SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

b. With onl one OPERABLE, restore at least
two , 'o BLE status within 7 days or

e in--at'- east- HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWNwithin the following 30 hours.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4.7.6.1 Each Auxiliary Building
shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

Yen@~;gabon System train

a. At least once per 31 days by: rnCnuJlq iniVicdcct gcvnkhe. g3.7. IZ.2+

Cease~

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 «1 on end
continuous hours with the heaters operatin . and

BlS+aa'n cH:7 E~ <->
- O-I ~

'id',"1!! i!1,,".,1,"'i,',:.:"...,,1 1'i d!dddd'di!::'ll::, '1'1",",,ia ,W,,!!'e'ii".:,::"', ..'1;",'111 '11"'--—"'-'V~nt ljat~~6it~FA3tei,",:;Tedsskt in ';;P'io i aeN~ VF~TP)5---—=--=-"---
GLIWG IMTH2VAL. -Au:oo i

b. At least once per or a er any structural
lid* 11 1 1 d 1 1

or (2) following painting, fire, or chemical release in any
ventilation zone communicating with the system, by:

DIABLO CANYON - UNITS 1 8 2
TAB14. 4A
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PLANT SYSTEMS

PLANT SYSTEMS

3/4. 7. 12 ULTIMATE HEAT SINK:(UHS''},

@3.7.I I

Ol-l3-A

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.7. 12 The ultimate heat sink (UHS)~ shall be OPERABLE with an inlet water
temperature of less than or equal to 64'F.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2,-and 3„'.;-:.;::and:,4.

ACTION:

With the requirements of the above specification not satisfied. place a second
vital component cooling water heat exchanger in service within 8 hours or be in at 7~

DTDT Dt III h tth Dl I tlhlhtlhhttttht lttl
DD \

hhl ht .

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4.7.12 The UHS shall be determined OPERABLE by verifying the inlet water
temperature to be within its limit:

a. At least once per 24 hours when the inlet water temperature is equal to
or less than 60'F. or

At least once per 12 hours when the inlet water temperature is greater
than 60'F but less than 62'F, or

At least once per 2 hours when the inlet water temperature is equal to
or greater than 62'F but less than or equal to 64'F.

DIABLO CANYON - UNITS 1 8 2
3/4 7-39





CHANGE
NUMBER

01-09

01-10

01-11

01-12

02-01

02-02

02-03

NSHC

LS31

LG

LG

LG

LS5

DESCRIPTION

The maximum p r range neutron h flux trip setpoin required for ne
or more inope ble MSSVs are revi d in accordance th the
recommen ons ofWestinghou e NSAL 94-001, d ed January 2, 1994,
and a sp ificcalculation and a alysis to support th proposed rev ion.
Since issuanceof NSAL9 -001, administrativ controls have eenin
place o require a reactor po er and high neutro flux trip setpo' reduction
to b consistent with those alues determined NSAL 94-00 or as
r uired by the CTS ifth were more conse ative. Since trip setting of

e CTS Table 3.7-1 is vised upward for e inoperable SV for
incorporation into the S, this change has een classified s less restrictive.
The settings for tw or three inoperable SSVs are mor restrictive than the
CTSorNUREG-1 1asmodifiedb W G-83.

The note on Table 3.7-2 stating that the set pressures of the MSSVs shall
correspond to the ambient conditions of the valve at normal operating
temperatures is moved to the Bases of ITS SR 3.7.1.1. This change is
acceptable because it removes details from the TS that are not required to
protect the health and safety of the public while retaining the basic limiting
condition for operation.

The MSSV~ orifice size is moved from Table 3.7-2 to a licensee-
controlled document This is design information that is not required in the
ITS for operating or OPERABILITYconcerns.

The ACTION specifies the requirements for allowed outage time (AOT)
should one of the steam supplies to the turbine driven auxiliary feedwater
(TDAFW) pump become inoperable. A previous interpretation required that
the TDAFW pump be declared inoperable and the ACTION statement for
one inoperable pump be entered. This revision is a relaxation of the CTS
requirements.

The ACTIONs are modified to require restoration of the systems to meet the
LCO within 10 days of discovery of failure to meet the LCO. This new
requirement is intended to prevent multiple overlapping ACTION entries such
that the intended AOT is exceeded. This proposed change is acceptable
because it results inmore stringent TS requirements that are both
appropriate and consistent with NUREG-1431.

ln~k q3.1.I-I

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

The descriptive material related to the definition of an auxiliary feedwater
(AFW) train is deleted from the LCO and moved to the Bases. This change
is acceptable because it removes details from the TS that are not required to
protect the health and safety of the public white retaining the basic limiting
condition for operation.

DCPP Description of Changes to Current TS





Insert for Q 3.7.1 -1

Enclosure 3A - page 3

01-13-A All reformatting, renumbering, and editorial rewording is in accordance
with the Westinghouse Standard Technical Specifications, NUREG-1431.
During the development certain wording preferences or English language
conventions were adopted. As a result, the Technical Specifications (TS)
should be more readily readable, and therefore understandable, by plant
operators and other users. During the reformatting, renumbering, and
rewording process, no technical changes (either actual or interpretational)
to the TS were made unless they were identified and justified. This
justification is used in those instances where, for improved clarity, the
CTS was reformatted to conform to the ITS.





CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE- CURRENT TS 3l4.7 Page 2 of 21

TECHNICALSPECIFICATION CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUMBER DESCRIPTION DIABLO
CANYON

COMANCHE
PEAK

WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

01-07
A

01-08

01-09
LS31

01-10
LG

01-11
LG

01-12
A

02-01
LG

The CTS SR is revised to specifically reference the
IST Program. The surveillance directly references
Table 3.7-2 for liftpoints and incorporates the footnote
from the table requiring the MSSV as left liftpoints to
be within +I- 1% of the nominal setpoint.

Not used.

is CPP s ecific chang evises the maxi um
power ran neutron hig flux trip setpoint requir d
for one more inoper le MSSVs in ac rdan with
lherec mmendation ofWestinghous NSAL 4-001
date January 20, 94, and specific nalysi and
al lations perf ed to confirm e con sions of

Westingho se NSAL.

gck Us~.

The Note on Table 3.7-2 stating that the set pressures
shall correspond to the ambient conditions of the
valve at normal operating temperatures is moved to
the Bases of ITS SR 3.7.1.1.

The MSSVorifice size is moved to a licensee-
controlled document.

The proposed change would require that the plant be
placed in HOT SHUTDOWN within 12 hours instead
of COLD SHUTDOWN within 36 hours.

The descriptive material, definition of an AFW train, in
the LCO is moved to the Bases.

Yes

NA

e/A
97-0

bmitt
stifyi g

evi d hi
trip et

oints or
no rab

SV

Yes

Yes; moved to
FSAR.

No; already
part of CTS.

Yes

Yes

NA

N~efeHo
Q4-e+h83-.

Yes

Yes; moved to
FSAR.

No; part of
CTS.

Yes

Yes

NA

Yes

Yes; moved to
USAR.

Yes

Yes

Yes

fertcr
844M

M-ALE-oo2

Yes

Yes; moved
toFSAR. ~
Yes

Yes

+- r'5 Ins e. r-4.

A
CPP Conversion Comparison Table - Current TS

Q9.1. I- I





tnsert for Q 3.7.1 -1

Enclosure 38 - page 2

01-13-A All reformatting, renumbering, and editorial rewording is in accordance
with the Westinghouse Standard Technical Specifications, NUREG-1431.

Applicability: OC, CP, WC, CA





Enclosure 2
PGSE Letter DCL-98-144

APPLICABILITY'C

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONCOVER SHEET

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.7.1.-3

REQUEST'TS
3.7.1.1 Action a

ITS 3.7.1 Required Actions A.1 and A.2
DOC 01-xx-A

CTS 3.7.1.1 Action a states that "operation in MODES 1 and 2 may proceed
provided ..." ITS 3.7.1 Required Actions A.1 and A.2 imply that operation may
continue if the Required Actions are met.

Comment: There is no explanation for the deletion of this CTS requirement. The
requirement is still applicable in the ITS because the explicit statement of the CTS is no
longer necessary due to the general requirements of ITS Section 1.3, Completion
Times. Either revise the submittal to justify this deletion or revise the CTS markup and
retain this requirement.

FLOG RESPONSE: The mark-up of CTS 3.7.1.1 Action a has been revised to include the
current wording "operation in MODES 1, 2 and 3 may proceed provided ..." This is consistent
with the other FLOG submittals.

ATTACHED PAGES:

Encl 2 3/4 7-1





3 /4.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

3/4.7.1

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.7.1.1 All main steam line Code safety valves associated with each steam
generator shall be OPERABLE

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2 and 3

ACTION+: q8.7.t-3
Sb" ii.'C-out

With one or more main steam line Code safet valves MID)W
ino erable,

within 4 hours. ei er e >no era e valve is
res ore to 0 ERABLE status or 3.'7. I-9

per a e
ot erwise, be in at east HOT w>thin 6 hours and in HOT
SHUTDOWN within the following 6 hours.

93.7.I.R

spice..fi,i: ..:;:p,nyTable',:N.:,:7::-i1', or",':-':;the:-:number'-"::of 0PERABL8:. Ys

a'nd.":::.:"-.:., 'HOOK'"::"::4',:'",w'i':thk".A"..,::.;";::.';,bout',,s':.':"""'"

. qs.~.i-5

--OP
ERASURE i'..:be'fjii';-;t'„1'!i~WODE:,:.3":withiii.tlie'~i'';L':":::.6

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4.7.1. 1~ ~ZT7F

Qnl) plicoolc in Qo

cg.7.(-5
4

3

D -A~ oo

93.7.l-y

DIABLO CANYON - UNITS 1 8 2 3/4 7-1





Enclosure 2
PG&E Letter DCL-98-144

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONCOVER SHEET

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.7.1.-4

REQUEST:

APPLICABILITY: DC, CP, WC, CA

CTS 3.7.1.1 Action a
ITS 3.7.1 Action A.1 and A.2 and Table 3.7.1-1
DOC 01-04-LS3
JFD 3.7-01

This change is beyond the scope of a conversion because of the industry
travelers referenced in this DOC (WOG-83, Rev 0 and Rev. 1) that have not
been approved by the NRC.

Comment: Withdraw the change or adopt the STS.

FLOG RESPONSE: WOG-83 has been approved by the TSTF and is designated as TSTF-
235. This traveler has been submitted to the NRC and is under review. The proposed wording
in TSTF-235 was modified from WOG-83 and these modifications have been incorporated into
the ITS. Comanche Peak, WolfCreek, and Callaway continue to pursue the changes proposed
by this traveler. Diablo Canyon will no longer pursue this change due to issuance of LAs
125/123 (dated May 28, 1998) which revised CTS 3/4.7.1.1, Table 3.7-1, "Maximum Allowable
Power Range Neutron Flux High Setpoint With Inoperable Steam Line Safety Valves" and the
associated Bases. See licensee-initiated number DC 3.7-008 for more details.

ATTACHED PAGES:

Encl 2
Encl 3A
Encl 3B
Encl 4
Encl 5A
Encl 5B
Encl 6A
Encl 6B

3/4 7-1, 3/4 7-2
1,2
1

Table of Contents, 17, 18, 19
Traveler Status Page, 3.7-1, 3.7-3
B3.7-3, B3.7-4, B3.7-5
1,4
1,6





3/4.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

3«.7.1 ~i'lil%lE -RFET.:ii:.""LiiÃR'iilSV

a<->e-4

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.7.1. 1 All main steam line Code safety valves associated with each steam
generator shall be OPERABLE

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2 and 3.

—:e'CTION+: qs.v.l-3
mage.

Sh iKC iotasWith one or more main steam line Code safet valves lJTlJ2:TSI
ino erable.

within 4 hours, ei er e ino era e valve is
res ore to 0 ERABLE status or 3.v. I-9

per a e
ot erwise, be in at east HOT within 6 hours and in HOT
SHUTDOWN within the following 6 hours.

g3.'7,I- f
,::::.'„:.~iiieg),.':::. —:::::,:„:::.:::::~eauce,::,::,'tiie:„,@ver,.'..g4rig8:,,-:..H".:i,

speci;:f4"".-'.b,nyTab1,eg8":~7~9''i'.-",'tfi5:~5u'mb5ri;of" 0PERASES'' Ys.fipthiii'" 'horiii erijalOthe"'"ise':,,":.bi*;.'j1'ii!atiQi ti'SlOE':".3!,'", hiiil6'ihoore
e'ii'd'.i "

ENSE'i'e,:.m th) ii;":,:. ihon're'!'„.

~ P1.I-5
'-:(oei)~@~.Mich one~-.:ir'~mojave'.':it'earn<,".gaia.

OPERA8KE!,';:be'!5',':>it,'-..:':!lh)st::.'%DE;":3.',.'w')thiii"thejNODE'O"'ei''i " 2eh" "

'"'URVEILLANCE

RE UIREMENTS

4.7.1.1~
4-.0-.I~;V'e'r'i;:tj''.::,:m'ch,;:-je'j'hj.::rj';;,":NSSV."-'1,::1'ff:;:;,"i:jt'pojjii',":;::,jii:",:,',Tab]),.".:.;::;3."':.".,7;:;=,2':,'":.'-ig.,Sec'Gnl)ice.,::ji'th

.:k4 ~ ''''.'%" Ol~~-X
Ma.i-g

.',~gee,;,.:,:,-",.:Kepapa~te":C'one'!9> on.::::entry,':,"ia,glow&e,,for.;~each~".:HSSY::,.

Qnly pliable in QO

cd.7.i-5
4

3

D -Ai. oa

99.7.(-q

DIABLO CANYON - UNITS 1 8 2 3/4 7-1





MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE POWER

TABLE 3.7-1 r~e
WITH INOPERABLE STEAM -04 S3

08.7. I-Lf

MAXIMUM NUMBER OF INOPERABLE
SAFETY VALVES ON ANY OPERATING
STEAM GENERATOR

MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE POW

ERCENT OF RATED THERMAL POWE

t-r~
56 i4 cPP

VCR~ St+'i~ ~~f

0 04- 3

93.1 I-Q

DIABLO CANYON - UNITS 1 8 2 3/4 7-2





DESCRIPTION OF CHANGES TO TS SECTION 3/4.7

This Enclosure contains a brief descriptionfjustification for each marked-up change to existing current
plant Technical Specifications (CTS). The changes are keyed to those identified in Enclosure 2 (mark-up
of the CTS). The referenced No Significant Hazards Considerations (NSHC) are contained in Enclosure
4. Allproposed technical changes to the CTS are discussed below; however, some administrative
changes (i.e., format, presentation, and editorial changes made to conform to the Improved Technical
Specifications (ITS)) may not be discussed. For Enclosures 3A, 3B, 4, 6A, and 6B, text in brackets "[]"
indicates the information is specific and is not common to all the Joint Licensing Subcommittee (JLS)
Plants. Empty brackets indicate that other JLS plants may have plant specific information in that location.

CHANGE
NUMBER NSHC

01-01 A

DESCRIPTION

A reference to Table 3.7-2 is deleted from the limiting condition of operation
(LCO) and moved to the surveillance requirement (SR) (refer to change 01-
07-A). This change is consistent with NUREG-1431.

01-02

01-03

LS1 A Note is added to allow separate entry for each main steam safety valve
(MSSV). The current specification requires that all MSSVs discovered to be
inoperable be returned to OPERABLE within the initial four hours provided
for the first inoperable MSSV. For example, ifa second inoperable MSSV
were discovered three hours into the ACTION statement of the first
inoperable MSSV, both MSSVs would have to be returned to OPERABLE
within the following one hour or the plant power level would have to be
reduced to that specified in Table 3.7-1. The addition of the Note allowing
separate entry for each inoperable MSSV provides the full four hours for
each inoperable MSSV.

LS2 Not applicable to Diablo Canyon Power Plant(DCPP). See Conversion
Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B). PR'1 /-V.

01-04 LS3 The CTS allows ontinued operati with inoperable MS s ifthe power
range neutron ux high trips are r duced. [] Industry tr veler WOG-83, Re .
Oanddraft v.1,providedrev edACTIONstoreq rethat:1)thereact r
powerber ducedtocompen teforthelossofpre sure reliefcapacity oa
maximu allowable power d termined in accorda e with Westinghou e
NSAL -001 and NRC Inf ation Notice 94%0 2) the power range
neutr flux high trip setp int be reduced for ino erable MSSVs ifa sitive
mo rator temperature oefficient (MTC) exis at the allowed pere nt rated
th mal power in MOD 1, and 3) the power nge neutron flux hi trip

tpoints be reduced o account for a contr rod withdrawal at pa ial power
ith more than one SSV inoperable. In dition, the Completi Time for

resetting the high x trips is revised fro four hours to 72 hou and the
ACTION is revis to specifically requir an appropriate powe reduction
withinfourhou . Thisisa relaxation incetheCTSrequire ehighneutron
flux trip setpoi t to be reduced as re ired within four hours or inoperable
MSSVs rega less of the MTC valu . Pending approval draft Rev. 1 of
WOG-83, t changes proposed i the traveler have bee modified to retain

j&f a@pl/t<ble H M P. Sea C'o version Co~par:g~ 'Reie (fndC'~'BG).
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CHANGE
NUMBER NSHC

01-05

is equimin

tlat~

C'm 9'o 0 eeqAm ~
01-06 M

01-07

01-08

DESCRIPTION

the CTS requireme to reset the power nge neutron flux-high rip setpoints
based on the nu er of MSSVs inope ble to a maximum allo able power
determined in a ordance with calcul ons or analysis to ac unt for
Westinghouse SAL 94-001 and N C Information Notice 9 %0. However,
the Completi Time of 72 hours p oposed by WOG-83 h been retained
and is justifi d based on the low obability of an event o urring during this
time and need to provide su icient time to reset the annels in an
orderly nner without inducin a transient due to hu n error. Retention of
the CT requirement for rese ng the reactor trip set ints is acceptable
becau this requirement is ore conservative than e ACTIONS specified
by eit er the ISTS or WOG 3, as revised. []
The exception to TS 3.0.4 is no longer needed due to the note associated
with the revised surveillance. The exception was allowed to TS 3.0.4 due to
the fact that the applicable MODES must be entered in order to perform the
required surveillance (ifthe MSSVs are tested in place) and to allow Mode
changes to be made ifthe applicable action was met. In the CTS, MODE 1,
2, or 3 could be entered. In NUREG-1431, the surveillance is modified by a

note that specifies that the surveillance need only be current
nor to reachin MODE 2. The surveillance not still allows MODE change <pg.7.i-5

;~ into the MODE of Applicabili of the LCO, i.e., MODE 3 for testin urpose .

G?~f VhuS ~ ~;b Cdm.ni~V~
The new ACTION adds an exp icit requirement to be in MODE 3 in 6 hours
and MODE 4 in 12 hours ifany steam generator (SG) loop has less than two
MSSVs OPERABLE. NUREG-1431 requires that the plant only be placed in
a MODE where the specification is no longer applicable, which in this case
would be MODE 4. The CTS would require the plant to enter TS 3.0.3
because operation with less than two MSSVs OPERABLE per SG is an
undefined condition, and thus not permitted. Therefore, the new ACTION
eliminates the one hour allowed for action via TS 3.0.3. This requirement is
more restrictive with the loss of the one hour for ACTIONs required by TS
3.0.3.

The CTS SR is revised to specifically reference the In-service Testing (IST)
Program developed per TS 4.0.5 and contained in the Administrative Section
of the ITS. The surveillance directly references Table 3.7-2 for liftpoints and
incorporates the requirement that the MSSV as-left liftpoints to be within+I-1
percent of the nominal setpoint

Not Used.

DCPP Description of Changes to Current TS
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS3
10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION

FOR
T HNICALCHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICT E

REQ IREMENTS WITHINTHE TECHNICALSPECIFICA ONS

The CTS allow continued ope tion with inoperable MSSVs if the power ran e neutron flux high reactor
trip setpoints are reduced. The mount of reduction in the trip setpoint is ependent on the total number
of inoperable MSSVs per SG an 's intended to compensate for the lost elief capacity (heat removal
capability and thus overpressure p tection) should a transient requiri their operation occur. In the
proposed specification, the CTS req 'ment to reduce the power ra ge high neutron flux reactor trip
setpoint is retained; however, the time complete resetting the tri setpoints would be changed from four
to 72 hours.

The CTS require that, ifthe MSSV cannot b restored to an ERABLE status within four hours, the
power range high neutron flux reactor trip set ints must b reset in the same 4-hour period. NUREG-
1431 requires that the reactor power be reduce in four h urs ifthe MSSV cannot be returned to an
OPERABLE status; however, NUREG-1431 wou not r quire resetting the power range neutron flux high
setpoints. The Westinghouse Owners Group (W G) as proposed changes to NUREG-1431 (traveler
WOG-83, as revised through draft Rev. 1) that: 1) pose that the completion time for resetting the
power range neutron flux high trip setpoint to corn ate for a positive MTC or a control rod withdrawal
event at partial reactor power to be 72 hours, 2) eci i s that power level reductions be per the
Westinghouse Nuclear Safety Advisory Letter, SAL 94 1 and 3) deletes the Maximum Allowable% RTP
for 5 MSSVs OPERABLE. However, pendin approval of raft Rev. 1 of WOG-83, the changes proposed
in the traveler have been modified to retain e current TS quirement to reset the power range neutron
flux-high trip setpoints based on the num r of MSSVs inope able to a maximum allowable power
determined in accordance with calculati ns or analysis to acc nt for Westinghouse NSAL 94-001. The
allowed Completion Time to reduce Power Range Neutron ux trip setpoints is reasonable based on
operating experience to accomplish e required ACTIONs in an rderly manner. The power levels
specified per NSAL 94-001 are ba ed on a conservative algorithm eveloped by Westinghouse to bound
the required relief capacity.

The above changes are cons'ent with NUREG-1431 as revised by OG-83 and NSAL-94-001.
This proposed TS change s been evaluated and it has been determi ed that it involves no significant
hazards consideration. T s determination has been performed in accor ance with the criteria set forth in
10 CFR 50.92(c) as quo d below:

"The Commi ion may make a final determination, pursuant to the p ceduresin 50.91, that a
proposed endment to an operating license fora facilitylicensed u er 50.21(b) or 50.22 or for
a testing cilityinvolves no significant hazards consideration, ifoperat n ofthe faci%lyin
accord ce with the proposed amendment would not:

Involve a signiTicantincreasein the probability or consequences fan accident
previously evaluated; or

Create the possibi%'ty ofa new or different kind ofaccident from an accident previously
evaluated; or
Involve a significant reduction in a margin ofsafety."

OCPP No Signflicant Hazards Evaluations





IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANTHAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
qg.?. I-$

NSHC LS3
(bed Appi~*

(continued)

The following evaluation is pr vided for the three categories of the signi nt hazards consideration
standards:

Does the change involve a ignificant increase in the prob ilityor consequences of an accident
previously evaluated?

The proposed change does no result in any hardwar changes or changes to operating
methodologies. This revision do s notaffectan ac 'nt initiator ofanyanalyzed accident. The
proposed change is based on rec nition that: 1) eactor power must be limited to compensate
for lost pressure relief (heat remov capability) 'noperable MSSVs; and 2) that there is a
need to prevent a reactor power incr se via a duced power range neutron flux high trip setting,
for transients that would cause added eat tra sfer to the secondary system. The proposed
change also allows for an appropriate a ou of time to: 1) restore the MSSV to OPERABLE or
reduce power; and 2) reduce the power e neutron flux high reactor trip setpoints. The
probability of an accident occurring and r iring MSSV operation during the 72-hour Completion
Time would be very small. The time ext si allows the reactor trip setpoint reduction to be
performed in a more deliberate manne, there reducing the potential for inadvertent reactor trips
introduced during the setpoint reducti n. Howe er, because the accident analyses are unaffected
by the proposed change, the conse ences of th accident analyses are not affected by this
change.

Therefore, the proposed change do not involve a si niTicant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident eviously evaluated.

Does the change create the ossibility of a new or differ t kind of accident from any accident
previously evaluated?

The proposed changes not require physical alteration to ny plant system or change the
method by which any s ety-related system performs its func 'on. No changes in plant operation
result from the change, and no new event initiators are intro ced.

Therefore, the prop ed change does not create the possibility a new or different kind of
accident from any cident previously evaluated.

Does this chang involve a significant reduction in a margin of safe

The proposed hange does not change any accident analysis assum ions, initial conditions or
results. The quired reduction in power level and the required reducti in power range neutron
flux high re tor trip setpoints both restore the assumed margin of safe The extension of time
to reset th reactor trip setpoints does not have a significant effect on a m rgin of safety because
the likelih od of the initial conditions and the occurrence of the sequence o events that would be
required o challenge the MSSVs during the time period is very small. In ad 'tion, the Completion
Time f reducing reactor power remains unchanged. Furthermore, the acci nt analyses are
assu ed to be initiated from conditions which are consistent with the TS LCOs. The proposed
cha ge does not affect any LCO. Therefore, there is no change in the accident nalyses and al
rel vanteventacceptancecriteriaremainvalid. Consequently, thischangedoes othave a
s'ificant effect on a margin of safety.

DCPP No Signficant Hazards Evaluations
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANTHAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS3
(continued)

g9.7. I-Q

Pf+ A/pl< covlc.
+ ~P

Therefore, the proposed change s not involve a signifi reduction in a margin of safety.

NO SIGNIFICANTHAZARDS C SID TION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that activi associated with NSHC "LS-3" resulting
from the conversion to the improved TS format isfy the no sign nt hazards consideration standards
of 10 CFR 50.92(c); and accordingly, a no si ificant hazards consid tion finding is justified.

DCPP No Signficant Hazards Evaluations
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INDUSTRY TRAVELERS APPLICABLE TO SECTION 3.7

TRAVELER
NUMBER

TSTF-36
Rev.2

Incorporated.

STATUS JUSTIFICATION NUHBER

3.7<2; only applicable
to DCPP.

COHHENTS

Adds Note that states that LCO
3.0.3 is not applicable.

TSTF44

TSTF-51

Not Incorporated.

Not Incorporated.

Not applicable.

Not applicable.

Retained CTS requirements.

Requires plant specific re-
analysis to establish decay time
dependence for fuel handling
accident.

TSTF-70
Rev. 1

TSTF-100

TSTF-101

Not Incorporated.

Incorporated.

Incorporated.

Not applicable.

3.7-05 and 3.7-1 9

3.7-29

NRC a roved

NRC approved.

NRC approved.

'Tiz3 7-005

TSTF-102 Not Incorporated. Not applicable NRC rejected change.

OG- Incorporated.
(Fo erly lpot < b~ ~A>

G-31)
7'STD ~2+

Incorpora by TU, UE 8 C.
Not Inc porated by D as
urr t Ii

TSTF-139gcv I Incorporated.
QGEee-~ g '3,1- oo5

TSTF-140)Ro).( Not Incorporated.
@8@

r.i+ c,@pl)cc4J)

3.7- l

WC ot applicable t

Not Applicable- Bases
change.

Not Applicable.

evis to re r
ux ipsetpo'reduct'fo
I ts licen d with ositiv

C. 3.7.)-0

Revises SIV TS to w
hours r AOT for o
ino rable MSIV.

ITS LCO 3.7.15 Ba ge
only.

Editorial changes to ITS LCO
3.7.6 deemed unnecessary for
LCO understanding (level vs
volume).

~a=.267

iSW-ZfR

TS1i--l7$
AV)o-)79

Incorporated by TU, UE 8 WC.
Not Incorporated by DCPP as
current licensing basis.

Inco orated.

$9.7.2-3

In<~)ooC~oL
Inc.or portend.

3.7-57 for TU, UE &
WC. Not applicable to
DCPP.

3.7-56.

Nol. Apolice.yi~

Mof +pl)mole.

ro des ewAPTIO for
fail reo a venfilati sy e
e elo SR. 7N9.7-os

evise SIV fa d MFI,
MFR and by ss val e]
test' tose rate I

a matic tuatio q37 2 3
quirem nts.
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3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

3.7. 1 Main Steam Safety Valves (HSSVs)

HSSVs
3.7.1

LCO 3.7. 1 ~ joie HSSVs e~r;::: steamjgenerator, shall be OPERABLE es

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, and 3.

ACTIONS

--------------NOTE
Separate Condition entry is allowed for each HSSV.

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TINE

A. One or more mq~
HSSVs inoperable.

A.1 Reduc pewe'- [ 8Aah':.!',,owing
to l ss than r" equ 'tof

Ha-'m
.;,.;owa ",le RTP"

"
jec.)ff. in Ta e 3 .1-1

foil::th"~nailer,'fg, RABL%
NSSV .

4 hours

3.1-90

q3.7. I-Q

DCPP Hark-up of NUREG-1431, Rev. 1 3.7-1





Table 3.7.1-1 (page 1 of 1)

Ap~~ Haxiiauqj',.:,.owa wer i
~~g ~g~Q p~g +gp5~~irJ7 APTS lNOi~6% M~VS

MSSVs
3.7.1

I inert
+fri4 cud.

NUMBER OF %5hRBB MSSVs
AERATOR'~~,:,„"',:„.,,'j:,':"';„:;:-';;;;:".'„;:NXIM0H::,"'ALLO'NABLE p.'7-VD

~a, ~g A/RlÃceJ FLY( si6u sGTRwg'r
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B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

B 3.7. 1 Hain Steam Safety Valves (MSSVs)

MSSVs
8 3.7.1

APPLICABILITY In

MODES 1. 2, and 3. ~Wwefjfive
3 HSSVs per steam generator are required to be OPERABLE,"',t'o,':,<l4initt

"

secondaryt".t.pr'ess0re.

In HODES 4 and 5, there are no credible transients requiring the
MSSVs. The steam generators are not normally used for heat removal
in MODES 5 and 6, and thus cannot be overpressurized: there is no
requirement for the MSSVs to be OPERABLE in these MODES.

ACTIONS

1

The ACTIONS table is modified by a Note indicating that separate
Condition entry is allowed for each MSSV.

A.1 d"'.2 %37 >-0

1 1 tbb 1 1 b1 . ~':1! ii. tiibiit,t,,
so that the available HSSV relieving capacity meets Refererice

'2="
requirements

Codon~oiiid::'operation with less than all gfive3 MSSVs OPERABLE for
each steain generator is permissible, if"THERMAL POWER is

bt 1 1 11 1 1 1 « 1 t,b
MSSVs. This is accomplished by restricting THERMAL POWER 5..:po'.-„:the
I'.ower,::::,::RaggiWetxtron,J,,@™tri'pgetpo'frlggso that the energy-traenes'fer
to theemost limitineges'team generator 'is 'not greater than the

11 b1

,'Ig,::;;One:;MS,;-,';'.r8
pooper at, e':-': .:,'a;-.:;Ica,:,a,:>on!:«'::l1;.;:;;,.::(. e,.;.-',:,.'.:)~.:..deioitsti.,"'s',',;:vi'a
PETR'AIII'::'.)""":yN"s';<„.
i.':i;.m::th"".'':,Um>b
teoriii~." 'ed'-:.g''"'..a':"'::rea
OTDT.:.::"„and'::,.".:;the:..";HSSV': maiiita~fnlsteeatm~'es'ssui'e.:'.bbeb'lo'w"- b GX::.":."at% s'ibe ":.'':

.t tysb,set~ b ~ a ~~gnbegvthtbtbee.cu wy'b ate wax
grab+

b nu d~g
ha'utr's'... - ': ..: '::„"-.toYi'!.N')veal'ess''.':,thaii"..".:"oi".='.'e'qtxa'I::::::'to';::,;.the;."-.',

/slee SPeCi. i, en'-.,t, e 'le:,::,:,';:;7.;:1:".;:1~~:,.Ceeri'eesjetiidi'ii"lect:::the,:,'',:Oeiiiber1'Oi':
OPESIBL'E,",,BSSVs."

trask b

iX-Aun

DCPP Mark-up of NUREG-1431, Rev. 1 Bases
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bases:
The Reactor Trip Setpoint reductions applied in TS Table 3.7.1-1 are derived th ferive on e ollowing

One MSSV lno erable

The limiting FSAR Condition II accident for overpressure concerns is I f
loa

sisa osso external

dern
oad/turbine trip..The event is analyzed with the RETRAN-02 corn «compu er program to
emonstrate the adequacy of the MSSVs to maintain the main steam system lower than

1210 psia, or 110% of the 1085 psig SG design pressure.

In a PG8 E calculation, the transient is reanalyzed to determine the effect of only foui
MSSVs per SG being available. The analysis assumes a 3% tolerance for all the
available MSSVs. The MSSV on each SG with the lowest nominal setpoint was
assumed unavailable, and the Unit 2 model is used because of its higher thermal ra.::ig.
The results of the calculation show that the peak pressures in the SGs are lower than
1210 psia, or 110% of the 1085 psig SG design pressure.

Thus, with one MSSV inoperable per SG, the remaining MSSVs a e b

(

sufficient ressu
i i s are capa le of providing

POWER (RTP .

pressure relief capacity for the plant to operate at 100% RATED THERM
( ). However, the value applied to the high neutron flux trip setpoints must

o AL

be lowered an additional 6% RTP to account for instrument a d h I

( e . ). This adjustment results in a setpoint of 94% RTP; however, the setpoint will
remain at 87% RTP for additional conservatism.

More than One MSSV Ino erable

For more than one MSSV on each loop inoperable, the following Westin house al o
'ontainedin NSAL 94-001 is used:

es ing ouse algorithm

where:

(w,h„N)
(10Q/Q)

K

Safety Analysis PR high neutron flux setpoint, percent

Q = Nominal NSSS power rating of the plant (including reactor coolant
pump heat), MWt





' lNSERT B - Continued~s ~~ 133.7.Q

Conversion factor, 947.82 (Btu/sec)/Myyt

Dc-ALL-CnZ.

Minimum total steam fiow rate capabilitY of the operablM«Vs on anY one SG at the highest MSSV ope'ningpressure Including tolerance and accumulation as

ofi
appropriate, in Ib/sec. For example, ifthe maximaximum numberinoperable MSSVs per SG is three, then w, should be a
hi hest o
summation of the capacity of the operable MSSVg operable MSSV operating pressure, excluding thethree highest capacity MSSVs.

r
vaponzation for steam at the highest MSSVp essure including tolerance and accumulation,

opening
appropriate, Btu/lbrn

N Number of loops in plant
For the case of two and three inoperable MS
F 'a e MSSVs per SG, the setpoints derived are

, he values applied to the high, neutron flux
, respectively. However t 0

g, RTP to account for instrument and

s mus e owered an additional
6'eain ies ( ef. 7), which results in setpoints of 47% and 29% RTP,





B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

B 3.7. 1 Main Steam Safety Valves (MSSVs)

HSSVs
B 3.7.1

q3.7. l-'k
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eh
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B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

B 3.7. 1 Main Steam Safety Valves (MSSVs)

HSSVs
B 3.7.1

CPS.1. >-P
B. 1 and B.2

Qnd

If ~~THE'8M'',:j'::POKER,:.: ',
the(PrQ:FRan'jeYNeiN;:r'o'rF+15x",:;Tjs j3'::"js';.';;iiot~.:;'„re'duyd„',:::::ai",::.~ij'ui,'r.'.
':. a 'e::::: .«. '::,w'i "'in"""

e a'sso'c'i'a"e''"'mp 'e'i"on ime", or 'Vf'""o'ne-or"more
steam generators have less than two MSSVs OPERABLE, the unit must be

sv.i-l placed in a MODE in which the LCO does not apply. To achieve this
status, the unit must be placed in at least MODE 3 within 6 hours,
and in MODE 4 within 12 hours. The allowed Completion Times are
reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the required
unit conditions from full power conditions in an orderly manner and
without challenging unit systems.

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.7.1.1

This SR verifies the OPERABILITY of the HSSVs by the verification of
each HSSV lift setpoint in accordance with the Inseryice Testing
Program. The ASME Code, Section XI (Ref. 4 5), requires that safety
and relief valve tests be performed in accordance with ANSI/ASME
OM-1-1987 (Ref. 6 6). According to Reference 6 6, the following
tests are required':

Visual examination;

Seat tightness determination;

Setpoint pressure determination (lift setting);

Compliance with owner's seat tightness criteria; and

e.

DCPP Mark-up of NUREG-1431,

Verification of the balancing device integrity on
balanced valves.

Rev. 1 Bases

B 3.7-5





JUSTIFICATION FOR DIFFERENCES FROM NUREG 1431

NUREG-1431 Section 3.7

This Enclosure contains a brief discussion/justification for each marked-up technical change to NUREG-
1431 to make them plant specific or to incorporate generic changes resulting from the Industry/NRC
generic change process. The change numbers are referenced directly from the NUREG-1431 mark-ups
(Enclosure 5A). For Enclosures 3A, 3B, 4, 6A, and 6B, text in brackets "[]"indicates the information is
plant specific and is not common to all the JLS plants. Empty brackets indicate that other JLS plants may
have plant specific information in that location.

CHANGE
NUMBER

JUSTIFICATION cP9.7. I-9
M applio"oie W~. ~~ ~~ co pc'r'se woe CG'reosvm 48).

3.7-01

3.7-02

3.7-03

3.7-04

ACTION A.1 is re sed, new ACTION .2 is added, and Table 3..1-1 is
revised consist t with Traveler WO -83, Rev. 0 to account for he fact that a
reduction in p er level is not dire ly proportional to the red tion in main
steam safe valves (MSSV) reli ing capability and plants ich may operate
for some art of a fuel cycle w' positive moderator te erature coefficient
(MTC). er Westinghouse N clear Safety Advisory Lett, NSAL 94-001, if
the M C is positive at the r quired reduced power lev, the reactor coolant
sys m (RCS) heat up fo wing a turbine trip event uld result in a core
p er increase and ad ional heat transfer to the condary system which

ay not be attenuate without over pressurizing t e main steam system. To
preclude this condit' the power range neutron ux high trip set point is
required to be re t to a power level consisten with the number of inoperabl
safety valves w'n 72 hours. [A Note is ad d that states that Required
Action A.2 is ly applicable in MODE 1]. hese changes are consistent ith
Westinghou Owners Group (WOG) T eler WOG-83 and NSAL 94- 1.

A recen evision to WOG43 (Rev.1 as been proposed requiring t t the
power nge neutron flux trip high tpoints be reduced when at a duced
reac r power level to account fo a control rod withdrawal event t reduced
re tor power. The identificati of this issue has identified a n-

nservatism in NUREG-143 . Consequently, the requireme in the CTS to
educe the power range ne ron flux trip high setpoints wit noperable MSSVs

[regardless of the value o TC] is retained. However, th 72 hour
Completion Time propo d in the traveler is incorporate into the ITS. These
changes are acceptab because the retention of the r quirement to reduce
the power range flu rip high setpoint is more cons ative than NUREG-1431
or WOG-83 and t extended Completion Time re gnizes the low probability
of an event occ 'ng durin the 72 hours allowe to reset the trip setpoints.

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 6B)

SR 3.7.3.1 is divided into two surveillances since both the stroke time and the
surveillance Frequency requirements are different for the feedwater regulation
and associated bypass valves and the feedwater isolation valves.

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 6B)

DCPP Description of Changes to Improved TS





CHANGE
NUMBER

'.7-26

3.7-27

3.7-28

3.7-29

3.7-30

3.7-31

3.7-32

3.7-33

3.7-34

3.7-35

3.7-36

3.7-37

3.7-38

3.7-39

3.7<0

3.7<1

3.7<2

3.7-43

JUSTIFICATION

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 6B).

Table 3.7.1-2 cps v I-9

. ia +ca<~ &i~fy~Ii'g~W
~g ~~~ ~g~ spy p~~, ~rg Io cMstsk/H'ttfn~ ct5, ~$(g~Cg5 Can a'oe M t. ~ IiH SALMI+ +I@/ CN~~ WV~~~<St~a,Not applicable to CPP. fee ConPersioOi Comparison Table (Enclosure 6B).

Revise AFW pump testing Frequency to be "In accordance with Inservice Test
Program." These changes are consistent with TSTF-101, and will eliminate
any ambiguity associated with pump testing as a result of ASME changes.

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 6B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 6B)

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 6B)

The requirement to verify a make-up flow rate during the tests demonstrating
the capability to maintain control room differential pressure above atmospheric
pressure would be deleted. The current licensing basis of the plant is to be
able to maintain a positive pressure in the control room with respect to the
outside atmosphere.

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 6B).

SR 3.7.10.3 is revised to reflect plant configuration and current licensing basis
required testing.

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 6B)

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 6B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 6B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 6B).~~ ~nscA. qQ.V. I-0

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 6B).

This change adds a Note that states that LCO 3.0.3 is not applicable to the
fuel handling building ventilation system during fuel movement since fuel
movement is independent of reactor operation. This exemption is part of the
DCPP CTS and has been proposed as a generic change to NUREG-1431 b
Industry Traveler TSTF-36, Rev. 2. Qnf Acrid is c8 C.

ACTIO A is revis and A IONSt5 decare n used per the urrent
licen

'
basis. he for the plant does not act as part o the

venti a ion system used to filter post LOCA leakage external to the g5.'7. I'5.I-1
containment.

DCPP Description of Changes to Improved TS





Insert for Q3.7.1Q

Enclosure 6A - page 4
Insert for JFD 3.7-40

Revise LCO 3.7.1, Required Actions, and Table 3.7.1-1 to be consistent with DCPP
current licensing basis. These changes are consistent with the latest CTS license
amendment 125/123, dated May 28, 1998, which changed CTS 3/4.7.1.
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Insert for Q3.7.1%

Enclosure 6B - page 1

Insert for JFD 3.7-01

The Actions are revised consistent with TSTF-235 to account for the fact that a
reduction in power level is not directly proportional to the reduction in main steam safety
valve (MSSV) relieving capability and plants which may operate for some part of a fuel
cycle with a positive Moderator Temperature Coefficient (MTC).

Applicability: DC - No - maintaining CTS
CP- Yes
WC- Yes
CA- Yes





CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE FOR DIFFERENCES FROM NUREG-1431, SECTION 3I4.7 Page 6 of 8

TECHNICALSPECIFICATION CHANGE

NUMBER DESCRIPTION DIABLO
CANYON

APPLICABILITY

COMANCHE
PEAK

WOLF
CREEK

GALLAWAY

3.7-37

3.7-38

3.7-39

3.7-40

3.7-41

3.742

ModiTies LCO 3.7.2 Condition Aand adds new Condition B and C
to be consistent with the CPSES CTS.

This proposed change deletes reference to a specific flowrate for
conducting the negative pressure test per the CPSES CTS.

SR 3.7.12.6 is added to verify the shutdown of the non-ESF fans
to prevent bypass of the ESF Filtration units (CPSES specific).

Inser+

The Main Feedwater Regulating and associated Bypass Valves
are deleted from the ITS per current licensing basis.

Add DCPP specific note that states that 3.0.3 is not applicable to
the fuel handling building ventilation system during fuel
movement since fuel movement is inde endent of reactor
operation. 4AI 2) iD

No

No, see
CN 3.749.

No

No, CTS
includes
MFRVs.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No, refer to
3.7-11.

No

No, see
CN 3.7-
49.

No

Yes

No

No, see
CN 3.7-49.

No

WAIJo gg.z.i

Yes

No

3.7-43 ACT NA ITS3.7.13 is re 'dandAC IONS an
of S 3..13 are not used the DCPP TS.

Yes No
iX-4L~g Q3.7. <9. I-1

No

3.7-44 This change would revise ITS 3.7.13 to add a new Note to the
Applicabilityand change the Conditions, Required Actions, and
SRs to conform to the design of the Emergency Exhaust System.

No, fuel
building
ventilation
not required
for post
LOCA
leakage.

No, CTS does
not require this
specification.

Yes Yes

DCPP Conversion Comparison Table - Improved TS





Insert for Q3.7.1-4

Enclosure 6B - page 6
Insert for JFD 3.7-40

Revise LCO 3.7.1, Required Actions, and Table 3.7.1-1 to be consistent with DCPP
current licensing basis.

Applicability: DC - Yes
CP-No
WC- No
CA- No





Enclosure 2
PG8 E Letter DCL-98-144

ADDITIONALINFORNIATIONCOVER SHEET

ADDITIONALINFORNIATIONNO: Q 3.7.1.-5

REQUEST'TS
3.7.1.1 Action b

ITS 3.0.4 and ITS SR 3.7.1.1
DOC 01-05-M

APPLICABILITY: DC, CP, WC, CA

CTS 3.7.1.1 Action b states that "The provisions of Specification 3.0.4 are not
applicable." A note in ITS SR 3.7.1.1 states the SR is only required in Modes 1

and 2.

Comment: This change is in accordance with the STS and it is acceptable. However,
the DOC is incorrectly justified as a "more restrictive change. ITS 3.0.4 has been
revised to permit the placement of Notes, as in this case, that permit entry into Modes of
operation where the LCO Operability can be established. This is an administrative
change that reformats the CTS requirements for the purpose of clarification by explicitly
stating the reason for Specification 3.0.4 not being applicable. Revise the submittal to
provide an "A" DOC.

FLOG RESPONSE: DOC 01-05-M has been revised to be DOC 01-05-A. The justification of
the change has been revised to indicate that the ITS Note is equivalent to the CTS 3.0.4
exception.

ATTACHED PAGES:

Encl. 2
Encl. 3A
Encl. 3B

3/4.7-1
2
1





3/4.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

3/4.7.1 Tl!STE "NfF7:-:!Nf%ES!'SV'll

ror-ra-A

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.7. 1. 1 All main steam line Code safety valves associated with each steam
generator shall be OPERABI E

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2 and 3.

ACTION+~. qe.z.l-3
move.

Slr.;
Ke.rotsl'ith

one or more main steam line Code safet valves UTllPZST
ino erable,

within 4 hours, ei er e ino era e valve is
res ore o 0 ERABLE status or 3.1. I-'I

per a e
ot erwise, be in at east HOT within 6 hours and in HOT
SHUTDOWN within the following 6 hours.
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SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS
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DIABLO CANYON - UNITS 1 8 2 3/4 7-1





CHANGE
NUMBER NSHC DESCRIPTION gP.7. I-0

01-05

is equiwt~t k>~
C'rs 5'o4 eeepAm bruce

01-06 M

the CTS requireme to reset the power nge neutron flux-high p setpoints
based on the nu erof MSSVs inoper ble to a maximum allo able power
determined in a ordance with calcul 'ons or analysis to ac unt for
Westinghouse SAL 94-001 and N C Information Notice 9 40. However,
the Completi Time of 72 hours p oposed by WOG-83 h been retained
and is justifi d based on the low obability of an event o urring during this
time and need to provide su icient time to reset the annels in an
orderly nnerwithoutinducin atransientduetohu n error. Retention of
the CT requirement for rese ng the reactor trip set ints is acceptable
becau this requirement is ore conservative than e ACTIONS specified
by eit er the ISTS or WOG 3, as revised. []
The exception to TS 3.0.4 is no longer needed due to the note associated
with the revised surveillance. The exception was allowed to TS 3.0.4 due to
the fact that the applicable MODES must be entered in order to perform the
required surveillance (ifthe MSSVs are tested in place) and to allow Mode
changes to be made ifthe applicable action was met. In the CTS, MODE 1,
2, or.3 could be entered. In NUREG-1431, the surveillance is modified by a

note that specifies that the surveillance need only be current
nortoreachin MODE2. Thesurveillancenot stillallowsMODEchange <pg.7.i-5

;~ into the MODE of Applicabili of the LCO, i.e., MODE 3 for testin urpose .

mini~vC.
The new ACTION adds an exp icit requirement to be in MODE 3 in 6 hours
and MODE 4 in 12 hours ifany steam generator (SG) loop has less than two
MSSVs OPERABLE. NUREG-1431 requires that the plant only be placed in
a MODE where the specification is no longer applicable, which in this case
would be MODE 4. The CTS would require the plant to enter TS 3.0.3
because operation with less than two MSSVs OPERABLE per SG is an
undefined condition, and thus not permitted. Therefore, the new ACTION
eliminates the one hour allowed for action via TS 3.0.3. This requirement is
more restrictive with the loss of the one hour for ACTIONs required by TS
3.0.3.

01-07

01-08

The CTS SR is revised to specifically reference the In-service Testing (IST)
Program developed per TS 4.0.5 and contained in the Administrative Section
of the ITS. The surveillance directly references Table 3.7-2 for liftpoints and
incorporates the requirement that the MSSV as-left liftpoints to be within+/- 1

percent of the nominal setpoint.

Not Used.

DCPP Description of Changes to Current TS
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Enclosure 2
PG8E Letter DCL-98-144

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONCOVER SHEET

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.7.1.-7

REQUEST:
CTS 3.7.1.1 Actions
ITS 3.7.1 Action 8
DOC 01-06-M

APPLICABILITY: DC, CP, WC, CA

ITS Action B adds a new condition for when "one or more steam generators with
less than two MSSVs OPERABLE", then MODE 4 is entered to exit LCO
Applicability. CTS 3.7.1.1 Actions would require the more severe LCO 3.0.3
shutdown for this degraded condition.

Comment: This change is not "more restrictive". In this degraded condition, the loss of
one hour is immaterial since the one hour is insufficient time to return all the MSSVs to
Operable. The one hour period is the normal allocation of time to plan for an orderly
plant shutdown. It is less restrictive to place the unit in Mode 4 rather than in Mode 5.
The "more" and the "less" restrictive features of this change are acting as opposites.
Therefore, this change should include all this discussion and then be revised as an
administrative reformatting of the CTS Table 3.7-1 requirements.

FLOG RESPONSE: The applicability for this specification is MODES 1, 2, and 3. In the CTS,
LCO 3.0.3 shutdown only requires that the licensee "... place the unit in a MODE, in which the
specification does not apply by placing it, as applicable, in..." MODE 3 in next 6 hours, MODE 4
in the following 6 hours, and MODE 5 in the subsequent 24 hours. Thus, for this specification,
LCO 3.0.3 is satisfied upon entry into MODE 4. LCO 3.0.3 allows 1 hour to prepare for an
orderly shutdown but the new Condition B does not; therefore, the change is more restrictive.

ATTACHED PAGES:

None



I



Enclosure 2
PGB E Letter DCL-98-144

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONCOVER SHEET

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.7.1.-9

REQUEST:
CTS 3.7.1.1, Table 3.7-2
ITS 3.7.1, Table 3.7.1-2
JFD 3.7-27

APPLICABILITY'C

CTS Table 3.7-2 provides the requirements for the tolerance of the liftsettings
for each valve. ITS Table 3.7.1-2 provide the requirements as a note.

Comment: The note in the lift setting column is confusing and indirect. Since the lift
setting tolerance is different, it is recommended to revert back to the CTS presentation
of the tolerance identified after each set pressure.

FLOG RESPONSE: ITS Table 3.7.12 has been revised to delete the Note under LIFT
SEXI INGS, and to add the liftsetting tolerance after each set pressure.

JFD 3.7-27 has been revised to read: "Table 3.7.1-2 is revised to identify the liftsetting
tolerance after each set pressure. This is consistent with the CTS, and avoids confusion
regarding the liftsetting tolerance for the respective setpoints."

ATTACHED PAGES:

Encl. 5A 3.7-4
Encl. 6A 4
Encl 6B 4





Table 3.7. 1-2 (page 1 of 1)
Main Steam Safety Valve Lift Settings

VALVE NUMBER

STEAM GENERATOR
¹2

MSSVs
3.7.1

LIFT SETTING
(P '.7-27

Le% t',::;,;s::.':;::NSSV,.:,',: ftS'ing', 01:er'an',"'.,.'i".s"
"=;.+3i';'::,.;-';:2I.

RV,,-",222

DCPP Mark-up of NUREG-1431, Rev. 1 3.7-4





CHANGE
NUMBER

'.7-26

3.7-27

3.7-28

3.7-29

3.7-30

3.7-31

3.7-32

3.7-33

3.7-34

3.7-35

3.7-36

3.7-37

3.7-38

3.7-39

3.740

3.7%1

3.7Q2

3.743

JUSTIFICATION

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 6B).

Table 3.7.1-2 cps.v I-9
ia n-vista Ai~fy~ Ii'p~~(1bk~c.~ en~ sec p~un'~r~;> censr~ ~r>~~ cM,a 5gvelds ~~ ~gn ~ g ~ /i f(sc%17$ Ai<~~~4/'~ ~+cwalcgg~

Not applicable to CPP. Wee ConPersioOi Comparison Table (Enclosure 6B).

Revise AFW pump testing Frequency to be "In accordance with Inservice Test
Program." These changes are consistent with TSTF-101, and will eliminate
any ambiguity associated with pump testing as a result of ASME changes.

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 6B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 6B)

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 6B)

The requirement to verify a make-up flow rate during the tests demonstrating
the capability to maintain control room differential pressure above atmospheric
pressure would be deleted. The current licensing basis of the plant is to be
able to maintain a positive pressure in the control room with respect to the
outside atmosphere.

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison,.Table (Enclosure 6B).

SR 3.7.10.3 is revised to reflect plant configuration and current licensing basis
required testing.

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 6B)

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 6B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 6B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 6B).

~~~nscr+ pQ.V. I-+

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 6B).

This change adds a Note that states that LCO 3.0.3 is not applicable to the
fuel handling building ventilation system during fuel movement since fuel
movement is independent of reactor operation. This exemption is part of the
DCPP CTS and has been proposed as a generic change to NUREG-1431 b ~ 4~
Industry Traveler TSTF-36, Rev. 2.

8 C.

ACTIO A is revis and A IONS d are n used per the urrent
licen

'
basis. he for the plant does not act as part o the

venti a ion system used to filter post LOCA leakage external to the cpg.7, i3.I-'7
containment. Inset

DCPP Description of Changes to Improved TS





CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE FOR DIFFERENCES FROM NUREG-1431, SECTION 3/4.7 Page4of8 .

TECHNICALSPECIFICATION CHANGE

NUMBER DESCRIPTION DIABLO
CANYON

APPLICABILITY

COMANCHE
PEAK

WOLF
CREEK

CALLAWAY

3.7-21

3.7-22

3.7-23

3.7-24

3.7-25

3.7-26

3.7.-27

The ACTIONs and SR 3.7.12.1 are revised to include the DCPP
specific CTS ACTION requirement for an inoperable HEPA filter
and/or charcoal absorber and to provide the appropriate charcoal
absorbermonthlydrying time ort esinglecommon charcoal
absorbe~ Iree+ 6 cPP ~ >z 2-3 I<~+ <

SR 3.7.12.3 is revised for DCPP to describe the expected actions
upon an actuation of the ABVS.

ACTION C and SR 3.7.12.4 are deleted since the DCPP ABVS
was not designed to maintain a specific negative pressure.

SR 3.7.12.5 is deleted since there are no DCPP ABVS bypass
dampers and the system automatic dampers are tested by SR
3.7.12.3.

Based on the CTS, a Note is added to [SR 3.7.3.1, 3.7.3.2,
3.7.4.1 and 3.7.4.2j to indicate that demonstration of valve
OPERABILITYis only required to be performed for entry into (and
continued operation in) MODES 1 and 2. This Note states that
the SR is only required to be performed in MODES 1 and 2. This
would allow entry into MODE 3 for the purpose of testing the
valves.

DCPP Table 3.7.1-2

/5 reviM + id~ ~lr+MR +/ecmkg+~
e4Cn Set ~sure.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No, note is
not part of
CTS.

Yes (per LA
108/107)

cP97.] p

No

No

No

No, note is not
part of CTS.

+3 7. 3-2

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

Ne uA

No

DCPP Conversion Comparison Table - Improved TS





Enclosure 2
PG8 E Letter DCL-98-144

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONCOVER SHEET

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.7.1.-10

REQUEST:
Bases ITS 3.7.1, Reference Item ¹2
DOC 01-yy-A

APPLICABILITY: DC

Bases ITS 3.7.1, Reference Item ¹2 is not adopted which pertains to the
applicable ASME Code. In the Applicable Safety Analysis and the LCO
discussion, Reference ¹2 is still utilized.

Comment: Revise the submittal to retain Reference item ¹2.

FLOG RESPONSE: The Reference 2 referred to in the Applicable Safety Analysis and LCO
discussions is "Draft ASME Nuclear Pump and Valves Code Class II, 1968." That reference
was added by the License Amendment Request 97-09 Errata submittal dated January 9, 1998
(DCL-98-003).

ATTACHED PAGES:

None





Enclosure 2
PG8 E Letter DCL-98-144

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONCOVER SHEET

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.7.2.-3

REQUEST:
CTS 4.7.1.5
ITS SR 3.7.2.1 and SR 3.7.2.2
DOC 05-08-M
JFD 3.7-56

APPLICABILITY: DC, CP, WC, CA

These changes are beyond the scope of a conversion because the industry
traveler referenced in this DOC (WOG-98) has not been approved by the NRC.

Comment: Withdraw the changes or adopt the STS.

FLOG RESPONSE: WOG-98 has been approved by the TSTF and is designated as TSTF-
289. The August 18, 1998 industry status reports indicates this traveler has been approved by
the NRC. The proposed wording in TSTF-289 was modified from WOG-98 and these
modifications have been incorporated into the ITS. The FLOG continues to pursue the changes
proposed by this traveler.

ATTACHED
PAGES'ncl.

3A 6
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CHANGE
NUMBER

05-02

05-03

05-04

05-05

05-06

05-07

NSHC

LS11

LS12

A

LS23

DESCRIPTION

This change revises the AOT/Completion Time for an inoperable MSIVfrom
four hours to eight hours in MODE 1, 2, and 3. This is a relaxation from the
AOT of the CTS which requires that the valve be returned to an OPERABLE
condition within four hours and implies that the valve must be immediately
closed in MODES 2 and 3. The revised completion time is acceptable due to
the low probability of an accident occurring that would require the closing of
the MSIVs. In addition, from a containment isolation standpoint, the
completion time can be greater for these valves as opposed to other
containment isolation valves because these valves isolate a closed system
that penetrates containment and do not act directly as the containment
boundary. This revision deletes the MODE 1 ACTION to place the plant in
MODE 3, and then MODE 4 due to an inoperable MSIVand only requires
entry into MODE 2 since the ACTIONS for MODE 2 or 3 operation would
then be applicable. Operation in MODES 2 and 3 is revised to allow more
than one MSIV to be inoperable and by a note to allow a separate condition
entry for each inoperable MSIV.

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

The LCO is changed from the OPERABILITYof each MSIVto the
OPERABILITYof four MSIVs.

A new requirement for a 7 day periodic verification of the closure [or
isolation] of inoperable isolation valves is added to be consistent with
NUREG-1431.

Not used.

A footnote is added to the SR to indicate that demonstration of MSIV
OPERABILITYis only required to be performed for entry into (and continued
operation in) MODES 1 and 2. The footnote is added in lieu of the current
exception to CTS 4.0.4. While the footnote is intended to establish the same
exemption, it is in fact less restrictive because the footnote permits an
indefinite stay in MODE 3 while the exception to CTS 4.0.4 requires testing
within 24 hours of establishing the necessary plant conditions per TS 4.0.3
as described in Generic Letter (GL) 87-09.

05-08 M This change creates a new SR for the MSIVs and [main feedwater isolation
valves (MFIVs)j to distinguish between the IST and the automatic actuation
testing of these isolation valves. The surveillance allows credit for an actual
actuation, ifone occurs, to satisfy the SRs. This change is consistent with

~er'TSTF'2'his proposed change is acceptable because it results in more
stringent TS requirements that are both appropriate and consistent with g9.7.2-3
NUREG-1431.

06-01 LG This change revises the CTS to delete the descriptive material from the CTS
LCO and moves this material to the Bases.

DCPP Description of Changes to Current TS





INDUSTRY TRAVELERS APPLICABLE TO SECTION 3.7

TRAVELER
NUHBER

TSTF-36
Rev.2

TSTFM

TSTF-51

STATUS

Incorporated.

Not Incorporated.

Not Incorporated.

JUSTIFICATION NUHBER

3.7-42; only applicable
to DCPP.

Not applicable.

Not applicable.

COHHENTS

Adds Note that states that LCO
3.0.3 is not applicable.

Retained CTS requirements.

Requires plant specific re-
analysis to establish decay time
dependence for fuel handling
accident.

TSTF-70
Rev. 1

TSTF-100

TSTF-101

TSTF-102

Not Incorporated.

Incorporated.

Incorporated.

Not Incorporated.

Not applicable.

3.7-05 and 3.7-19

3.7-29

Not applicable

NRC a roved

NRC approved.

NRC approved.

NRC rejected change.

3.7 oo5

OG-
(Fo erly

G-31)

7 57I i295

1ST~ -Z~

TS' -l7$
~Q'P- i7 f

Incorporated.

Incorpora by TU, UE 8 C.
Not Inc porated by D as
urr t lic

Incorporated. ~ 3,7roo5

Not Incorporated.

Incorporated by TU, UE 8 WC.
Not Incorporated by DCPP as
current licensing basis.

Inco orated.
P3.7.2-$

Inc.~@or c.~oL.

inc.or pore.&g

r,r„-r a pplicc4Jz.

3.7- r
WC ot applicable t

Not Applicable- Bases
change.

Not Applicable.

3.7-57 for TU, UE 8
WC. Not applicable to
DCPP.

3.7-56.

No} Applier.~i~

Mob Appriwi I<

evis M to re r
ux psetpo treduct'fo
I ts licen d with ositiv

C. 3.7. r -V

Revises SIVTS to w
hours r AOT for o
ino rable MSIV.

ITS LCO 3.7.15 Ba ge
only.

Editorial changes to ITS LCO
3.7.6 deemed unnecessary for
LCO understanding (level vs
volume).

ro des ewAjpTIO for
fail reo avenfilati sy e
e elo SR. 7W3.1-oa5

evise SIV[a d MFI,
MFR and by ss val e)
test g tose rate I

a matic tuatio q37 2 3
quirem nts.

rp,mrs TP. 3 7-oor

hip 0 c,pp~g n2 '5.~-0oz
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CHANGE
NUMBER

JUSTIFICATION

3.7A4

3.745

3.746

3.7-47

3.748

3.7A9

3.7-50

3.7-51

3.7-52

3.7-53

3.7-54

3.7-55

3.7-56

3.7-57

3.1-59
37- 5j I~d )
91-40 In~f k
3.7-4I I~4.

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 6B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Eenclosure 6B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 6B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 6B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 6B).
9.71%1 4

The requirement to verify a |FRek~)flow rate during the tests demonstrating
the capability to maintain [fuel handling] building differential pressure below
atmospheric pressure would be deleted. The current licensing basis of the
plant is to be able to maintain a negative pressure [in the fuel handling
building] with respect to the outside atmosphere.

The CTS ADV surveillance that verifies the back-up air bottle pressure once
per 24 hours is retained.

A new spent fuel pool storage specification is created for Region 1 fuel
storage due to the unique storage requirements.

'TS

3.7.11 is not used due to the mild coastal environment in which DCPP is
located, consistent with the CTS.

ITS 3.7.16 is revised to be consistent with the current licensing basis and
CTS. The boron concentration is required to be within limits whenever fuel is
stored in the spent fuel pool to prevent an increase in the k of the racks
above 0.95 should the spent fuel pool temperature increase above 150'F.
The Frequency for verification of the boron concentration is changed from 7
days to 31 days consistent with the CTS.

The LCO, Required Actions, and Suiveillances are revised per the CTS. The
CTS evaluates Region 2 fuel storage on fuel pellet diameter and a checker
board loading pattern in addition to the other NUREG-1431 requirements.

The NUREG-1431 3.7.1iti4 specification is not used since an equivalent safety
grade system does not exist. Therefore, the deletion is per the current
licensing basis. ,IbiFW,Cnd Mt&IQPSS Vt'.lyMj

This change creates a new SR for the MgtVsgnd MFtVJ to distinguish
between the IST and the automatic actuation testing of these isolation valves.
The surveillance allows credit for an actual actuation, if one occurs, to satisfy
the surveillance requirements. Th e changes are consistent with

/Although SRs 3.7.2.2 and 3.7.3. new SRs, they may be performed in
conjunction with QRs 3.7.2.1 and 3.7.3.1. Therefore, the Note allowing testing
to be perforated din MQDE 3 is also needed for+saagfa ERQ ~aTs.t

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 6B).

DCPP Description of C an es to mproved TS
3.7-4 2 In'a.v. Io- p





Enclosure 2
PG&E Letter DCL-98-144

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONCOVER SHEET

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.7.3.-1

REQUEST:
CTS 3.7.1.7 LCO Statement
ITS 3.7.3 LCO Statement
DOC 07-01-A

APPLICABILITY: DC

CTS 3.7.1.7 applies to each MFIV, each MFRV and each MFRV bypass valve.
ITS 3.7.3 LCO title and LCO statement apply to MFIV, MFRV and the associated
bypass valves.

Comment: The ITS implies that the MFIVhas an associated bypass valve. Clarify the
title and LCO statement to be "MFIV, MFRV and the associated MFRV bypass valves".

FLOG RESPONSE: The ITS 3.7.3 title has been revised to read: "Main Feedwater Isolation
Valves (MFIVs), Main Feedwater Regulating Valves (MFRVs), and MFRV Bypass Valves."
LCO 3.7.3 has been revised to read: "Four MFIVs, four MFRVs, and four MFRV bypass valves
shall be OPERABLE." The Applicability has been revised to read: "MODES 1, 2, and 3 except
when MFIV, MFRV, or MFRV bypass valve is closed and de-activated or isolated by a closed
manual valve." SR 3.7.3.2 has been revised to read: "Verifythe closure time of each MFRV
and MFRV bypass valve is s 7 seconds." SR 3.7.3.3 has been revised to read: "Verifyeach
MFIV, MFRV, and MFRV bypass valve actuates to the isolation position on an actual or
simulated actuation signal. The Bases for TS 3.7.3 have also been revised to reflect these
changes.

LAR 98-05, dated August 10, 1998 (DCL-98-109), has been submitted to add the MFWP
turbine stop valves to this specification. Trip of the MFWPs and closure of the MFIVs provide
backup feedwater isolation if a MFRV or MFRV bypass valve fails to close. The changes to the
ITS associated with LAR 98-05 will be addressed upon its approval.

ATTACHED PAGES:

Encl. 2
Encl. 5A
Encl. 5B

3/4 7-9b
3.7-7, 3.7-8, 3.7-9
B 3.7-13 through B 3.7-18





P LANT SYSTEMS
~cams.s-i ~mm.v.i-n

MAIM FEEOWATER:ISOL'ATIOW,', HFIVS': 0 REGULATIMG 'FRVSv'.:::TA'RO': BYPASS AN Ol-r3-A
4$0LA~ VALVES

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.7.1.7 Four;
4HFIVks>
four~ MFRVN. and foiir'",."'.MFRV bypass valves shall be OPERABLE,

APPLICABILITY: HOOES l. 2. and 3;'::,"::cessna't:.".'".::::Vtheen,":HvFfV,:":::::;::.MFFRV::;::-:::::::::,ovr~
bypa.ss:.','vda',ltve:;:.is,::,:".'c,

ACTION:ae

With one";:::::or:::::.:mire MFIVs, one or:,,'.."more:;:,MFRVs. or one or.;:moi.';e MFRV bypass
valves inopera'bl'e either:

a. Restore the inoperable valve to OPERABLE status

or'3.7. 9- l

b. Close the inoperable valv

C.
the inoperable valve
hours, or

. or

. isolate
within 4 7P;

:(rim),':.'.::':M$:th'.„:.'::.two';::j'al,

)ffec';tidPfl,".'"",atj|:::::,.":1'th'i''.'.::",:8:,''.:.:hour,"'."':;:„or;=
=" *

d. Be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in HOT
SHUTDOWN within the following 6 hours.

L,::::::.::::::::,':"-:,:.Cl"Oaold Or."-:,1apn Irate'edsIORCe~iA7~djya'll

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4.7. 1.7. 1 Each MFRV and MFRV bypass valve shall be demonstrated OPERABLE by
determinin the isolation time of each valve to be less than or equal to 7 seconds

at least each COLD SHUTDOWN but not more
requen y an once per ays.

C433. 7.5 5
4.7.1.7.2 Each MFIV shall be demonstrated OPERABLE by determining the isolation
time of each valve to be less than or equal to 60 seconds„'.;: o~l-q .Lo

~when tested pursuant to Specification 4.0.5.

DIABLO CANYON - UNITS 1 8 2 3/4 7-9b





MFIVs g@MFRVs ands
::,,Bypass''";VaTv'es'Mpp.v

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

Four MFIVs. fov't'FRVs. and::,
OPERABLE.

LCO 3.7.3

~r MF'W

3.7.3 Main Feedwater Isolation Valves (MFIVs),diB Main Feedwater~ Valves
(MFRVs) ar7d::": '':Bypass:::.":;Valves

V ~3.v. 3- IAfFPV
hfCRv

.:,'5y*pass~:,va1'ver sha 1 1 be

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2. Kod'"::,::3 except when NFIV, MFRV. or:,;:.:,: bypass~;::',
valve is closed and Lie-.",:activated or-'.:oso1ite'd:,": j,'ale.lo sedi aIaii oal

ACTIONS

-----------------------NOTE-
Separate Condition entry is allowed for each valve.

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One or more MFIVs
inoperable.

A.l Close or isolate MFIV.

AND

A.2 Verify MFIV is closed or
isolated.

'727hours

Once per 7 days

B. One or more NFRVs
inoperable.

B. 1 Close or isolate NFRV.

AND

B.2 Verify MFRV is closed or
isolated.

72 hours

Once per 7 days

byplay s„''>93':,f.Y@)

lAOO&i':,atHseY

1

0,':Xl::;.";:::.„",:;,:'::.:C,.OeSs8$,'Of'.';~503'85&:i Vp/BSS::.:
vol ven~

'ye~, y'~~. vc vaya aywvwmvavsrrwevavas!: aw
i",2'!~;.,.::,9','v'eii~fy,::.'bypass:::.ya::pe:>js',-:::"-'""''1 o'sed'::::i'or;:::."j".sol".a'teed~"

"'"'g;".:;ho
o

'Ojce: per.',:(l7~~,d'a'ys

DCPP Mark-up of NUREG 1431, Rev. 1 3.7-7





M~~
HFIVs @j5 HFRVs and',::Bypass'. a::.ves

CONDITION

Two valves in the
same flow path
inoperable.

REQUIRED ACTION

D. 1 Isolate affected flow
path.

COMPLETION TIME

8 hours

Required Action and
associated Completion
Time not met.

E.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours

DCPP Hark-up of NUREG-1431. REV. 1 3.7-8





~MFAV ~OK7. '3-

MFIVS, a6BMFRVS aiid':;~",,Bjj$jjjigg],„~~

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.7.3.1 Verify the closure time of each MFIVPhs~::~'"$0
SB'COA S.

In
accordance with the
gg~ser'y; ee,::TesffiicJ

SA>P'l7,.;.''::.3::.":2~gVer,'j::fy',;:,'.t'e':.:'::.il)sjire'.:"
"'ypa'ss,:'',"'.::y'a':,:i::'e::-,',ii'i':'.'~.:':::.::::::,::,"Sech'n"'s":."""

'"'" '"''""'-
P3.1.'5- <

COL:9''~"'HUTDOWN"'„,

but::::::,;::::i::iot'.:.::.more:,::,:::fjequent3j
thais,;::.:'once'':::::,.e'er,,::::.:,::,'92:,:,da'.is".:l

~ HPW, one Hvgf Q~g y~~

DCPP Mark-up of NUREG-1431. REV. 1 3.7-9













MFW
MF1Vs dnB MFRVs andi~,'Bygasstgva]Res' ='B"'3';7':3

BASES

within limits and they close on an isolation actuation signal.

Failure to meet the LCO requirements can result in additional
mass and energy being released to containment following an SLB or
FWLB inside containment. 44-a 'A feedwater isolation signal on
high steam generator level is relied on to terminate an excess
feedwater flow event-, an8 failure to meet the LCO may result in
the introduction of water'nto the main steam lines.

APPLICABILITY
<FR'4

The MFIVs,~ MFRVs and bypass valves must be
OPERABLE whenever there is significant mass and energy in the
Reactor Coolant System and steam generators. This ensures that,
in the event of an HELB, a single failure cannot result in the
blowdown of more than one st generator. In NODES 1. 2. and'::3.
the MFIVs ~.MFRVs and bypass valves are required
to be OPERABLE to limit the amount of available fluid that could
be added to containment in the case of a secondary system pipe
break inside containment. When the valves are closed and
de-activated or isolated by a closed manual valve, they are
already performing their safety function.

+RE
In NODES 4, 5, and 6. steam generator energy is low. Therefore,
the MFIVs. NFRVs, and bypass valves are normally
closed since NFW is not required.

ACTIONS The ACTIONS table is modified by a Note indicating that separate
Condition entry is allowed for each valve.

A.l and A.2

With one MFIV in one or more flow paths inoperable. action must
be taken to restore the affected valves to OPERABLE status, or to
close or isolate inoperable affected valves within.:l2 hours.
When these valves are closed or isolated, they are performing
their requi red safety function.

The F2 hour Completion Time takes into account the redundancy
afforded by the remaining OPERABLE valves and!the:.".'Class~!:;-:II,",ma1n
feedvraterm!Pung':,,:itrign and the lcvI Probability of an eveiit occurr'ing
8uring "this time period that would require isolation of the MFW

flow paths. The 72 hour Completion Time is reasonable, based on
operating experience.

Inoperable NFIVs that are closed or isolated must be verified on
a periodic basis that they are closed or isolated. This is
necessary to ensure that the assumptions in the safety analysis

(continued)
I

OCPP Mark-up of NUREG-1431, Rev. 1 B 3.7-15





~vvav 4'~~ ~
'FI

Vs,ca& NFRVs ii'd'::.'~i:,Bjpass;iValVi's

BASES

remain valid. The 7 day Completion Time is reasonable. based on
engineering judgment. in view of valve status indications
available in the control room. and other administrative controls.
to ensure that these valves are closed or isolated.

B. 1 and B.2

With one HFRV in one or more flow paths inoperable, action must
be taken to restore the affected valves to OPERABLE status. or to
close or isolate inoperable affected valves within 72 hours.
When these valves are closed or isolated, they are performing
their required safety function.

The FZ hour Completion Time takes into account the redundancy
affor'ded by the remaining OPERABLE valves 8'ii(ftFie'<'Class'::,".'I'I"":majii
'feedwater,::,:-:,'::purrrp„.'-,:,:b':,ip and the low probability of'ri event"'oc'cu'r'r'ing
cluri'ng"'this"ti'Iiie'p'eriod that would require isolation of the HFW
flow paths. The g hour Completion Time is reasonable, based on
operating experience.

Inoperable MFRVs, that are closed or isolated. must be verified
on a periodic basis that they are closed or isolated. This is
necessary to ensure that the assumptions in the safety analysis
remain valid. The 7 day Completion Time is reasonable, based on
engineering judgment, in view of valve status indications
available in the control room, and other administrative controls
to ensure that the valves are closed or isolated.

C. 1 and C.2
(gri~

With one a&ee64ed bypass valve in one or more flow paths
inoperable, action must be taken to restore the affected valves
to OPERABLE status, or to close or isolate inoperable affected
valves within 72 hours. When these valves are closed or
isolated. they are performing their required safety function.

93.7.5-r
The 7g hour Completion Time takes into account the redundancy
afforded by the remaining OPERABLE valves andghF~C~)88s71:::)Fmpp
feedwaLer!'.:.'.puriFp';ii5fp and the low probabi 1 ity""of an" even't" occiirring
8uring this t'ime period that would require isolation of the MFW

flow paths. The 72 hour Completion Time is reasonable, based on
operating experierice.

Fgv
Inoperable bypass valves that are closed or isolated
must be verified on a periodic basis that they are closed or
isolated. This is necessary to ensure that the assumptions in
the safety analysis remain valid. The 7 day Completion Time is
reasonable, based on engineering judgment, in view of valve
status indications available in the control room, and other

(continued)
/
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HF IVs @5 HFRVs and'" '."'Bypass'al.v'es

BASES

administrative controls. to ensure that these valves are closed
or isolated.

D.1

P Pl,,lp..,f...,,, f! "P I!.~
"ff!'PP"l''P!:"iffi!'i"!::"'!!WP'iiiiii..i!if„:PI!i!*

a'vs'1:a5l:e to operate auto'mat'ical'1'y" and'per for'm the requYred'"
safety function. Although the containment can be isolated with
the failure of two valves in parallel in the same flow path. the
double failure can be an indication of a comon mode failure in
the valves of this flow path, and as such, is treated the same as
a loss of the isolation capability of this flow path. Under
these conditions, affected valves in each flow path must be
restored to OPERABLE status, or the affected flow path isolated
within 8 hours. This action returns the system to the condition
where at least one valve in each flow path is performing the
required safety function. The 8 hour Completion Time is
reasonable, based on operating experience, to complete the
actions required to close the HFIV tIII MFRV, or otherwise isolate
the affected flow path. ~ IAPR/ by~a MJ~

E. 1 and E,2 cp3.'7.3-i
~m~v

If the HFIV(s), @5 HFRV(s) and bypass valve(s)
cannot be restored to OPERABLE status. or closed'r isolated
within the associated Completion Time. the unit must be placed in
a HODE in which the LCO does not apply. To achieve this status.
the unit must be placed in at least NODE 3 within 6 hours, aid'::::";,i'

tQK!,';4,:,"-.3Nthjri~42$heirs. The allowed Completion Times are
'reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the required
unit conditions from full power conditions in an orderly manner
and without challenging unit systems.

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

diat
MPÃv'nct,uFPP~~ Wee

,~ incfud!~ &e lnsbv~~+ de"vs. (pal, 1,3-5

SR 3.7.3.1 and: SR":::::3':;-:7'::3:.:2
Qc'gv gP1~ I~ Thyrse:.SRs verif~j that the closure time of each HFIV ii':';j

69::;:.Si.c5iids: N(Kth34%each-. MFRv, an bypass valves Vs
s 7 second's

" " "' '
The HFIV

closure times are assumed in the accident and
containment analyses. ~ These,".."Survei llances m Sre normally
performed upon returning the iirii't to operation"'followi'ng a
refueling outage. These valves should not be tested at power
since even a part stroke exercise increases the risk of a valve
closure with the unit generating power. This is consistent with
the ASME Code Secures-Q (Ref. 2) qu~~ stroke requirements
during operation in MODES 1 and 2.

The Frequency for ~ t'hese,,:,SR% is in accordance with the ~

!'!,,:."*:,,i,.:*:f: fi pPNii::""~
DCPP Mark-up of NUREG-1431, Rev. 1 B 3.7-17





MFW <3.7. g-J
MFIVs Qjb MFRVs 'ir'i'0:'.':,.Bgp8ss:.: V81VRs

BASES

'~i%"'87Q '3 ~PR4 ~ M~ g~Kssv J

'siiLt'0]ated,:,'',achier'i oui'.:;:s,|girja'l.:.;;:.'':.jTh,i:.s Or'i':.

loathe: +Eh '::month'::Freqoency.:::.'::is:;-;::based!: on::,:::::the,':'::r'efoeI wgxycle'".:"

Thei enfeoi e:::::::;,:;,:''th8e':':Fi,:::;eqinenec hei ;;e:: enccpet bet efi:ionI.":."0"::,::,:,i:,i'::ieb18,':itij"

DC.3;7- ~
REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Section l'8::„::::4',:::.'::7.

2.
QN.-':.1'-,,1987,:":-':::::i"(mcludin 9:::: DN ne'198;8AEDcDE NDA')'.

'AN&i,'i@%
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Enclosure 2
PG8 E Letter DCL-98-144

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONCOVER SHEET

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.7.3.-3

REQUEST:
CTS 4.7.1.6[7]
ITS SR 3.7.3.1 and SR 3.7.3.2
DOC 05-08-M
JFD 3.7-56

APPLICABILITY: DC, CP, WC, CA

These changes are beyond the scope of a conversion because the industry
traveler referenced in this DOC (WOG-98) has not been approved by the NRC.

Comment: Withdraw the changes or adopt the STS.

FLOG RESPONSE: See the response to Comment Number 3.7.2-3.

ATTACHED PAGES:

See attached pages for response to Comment Number 3.7.2-3.





Enclosure 2
PG8 E Letter DCL-98-144

ADDITIONALINFORMATION COVER SHEET

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.7.3.-5

REQUEST'TS
4.7.1.7.1 and 4.7.1.7.2

ITS SR's 3.7.3.1 and 3.7.3.2
DOC 07-xx-LG

APPLICABILITY: DC

CTS 4.7.1.7.1 and 4.7.1.7.2 require determination of the valve isolation times to
occur within a specified time which is qualified with the phrase "... not including
the instrument delays." The ITS does not retain this "phrase".

Comment: There is no DOC to state where these SR detail requirements have been
moved. This CTS requirement is expected to be moved to the Bases and/or to an
Licensee Controlled Document such as the various surveillance procedures. Revise the
submittal to provide this explanation.

FLOG RESPONSE: DOC 07-19-LG has been added to state where the detailed requirements
have been moved. DOC 07-19-LG states: "The descriptive phrase, "(not including the
instrument delays)," is deleted from the SR and moved to the Bases. The SR is intended to
verify valve stroke time only. Instrument delays are included when verifying response times."
Encl. 2 for CTS 4.7.1.7.1 and 4.7.1.7.2 has been revised to refer to the new DOC. Encl. 3A,
Conversion Comparison Table - Current TS 3/4.7 has been revised to include the new DOC.
The Bases for ITS SR 3.7.3.1 and SR 3.7.3.2 has been revised to read: "These SRs verify that
the closure time of each MFIV is s 60 seconds and that each MFRV and MFRV bypass valve is
s 7 seconds, not including the instrument delays...."

ATTACHED PAGES:

Encl. 2 3/4 7-9b
Encl. 3A 8
Encl. 3B 11

Encl. 5B B 3.7-17









CHANGE
NUMBER NSHC DESCRIPTION

07-03

07-04

07-05

07-06

07-07

07-08

07-09

07-10

07-11

07-12

07-13

07-14

07-15

07-16

LS15

LS16

LS17

LS33

LS26

LS10

LS4

LS34

The CTS are written on a per feedwater line basis and NUREG-1431 is
written for four lines. A Note is added to the ACTION statement that allows
separate condition entry for each inoperable valve. The addition of the Note
allowing separate entry for each valve inoperable in a flow path provides the
full AOT for each of the inoperable flow paths.

The AOT is revised for an individual inoperable valve from 4 hours to 72
hours. With one valve inoperable in the flowpath, flowpath isolation is still
available. The extended AOT is based upon the ability to isolate the fiow
path and the low probability of the occurrence of a main steam line break
accident. The ACTIONS are further revised to add a new ACTION for two
inoperable valves in the same flowpath to address the loss of isolation
capability. This new ACTION requires that the inoperable flowpath be
isolated within eight hours. The CTS require entry into TS 3.0.3 if two
valves in a flow path are inoperable since the condition is undefined.

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

This change revises the ACTION to apply to one "or more" [MFIVF] QFNi~ <Fr<
inoperable, consistent with NUREG-1431. This is less restrictive than the
CTS which applied to only one inoperable valve. The proposed chan e is
acceptable dce to the iow probability of an event for which the [MptV are
required to be OPERABLE and the availability of alternate methods of
performing the required function.

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

A new requirement for a 7 day periodic verification of the closure [or
isolation] of inoperable isolation valves is added. This proposed change is
accceptable because it results in more stringent TS requirements that are
both appropriate and consistent with NUREG-1431.

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

Not used.

Not used.

Not used.

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

07-17 A

08-01 LG

Cb7-IG LGi

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

hhi oppkccrdd toiXiV. 5c'c Gvwrrdron Ccmpcrisnyoetc t'arcyoaom M)~tPa +a
d'CPP

Description of Changes to Current TS

d7-I Inserk





Insert for 3.7.3-5

Enclosure 3A - page 8

DOC 07-19-LG

The descriptive phrase "(not including instrument delays)" is moved to the Bases. The
SR is intended to verify valve stroke time only. Instrument delays are considered when
verifying response times.





CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE- CURRENT TS 3/4.7 Page 11 of 21

TECHNICALSPECIFICAT!ON CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUMBER

07-09
LS10

DESCRIPTION DIABLO
CANYON

COMANCHE
PEAK

WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

Ne-NA

cga.7. 3-2.

07-10
M

07-11
M

07-12
LS4

07-13

07-14

07-15

07-16
LS34

07-17
A

08-01
LG

Verification of valve [isolation or) closure once every 7
days is added.

The ACTIONS associated with inoperable [MFIVs]
would be revised to provide the alternative of closing
[or isolating] an inoperable valve.

Not used.

Not used.

Not used.

CTS are revised to add a Note to allow separate
condition entry for each inoperable [MFIVJ.

The CPSES specific allowance to open a valve closed
per an ACTION in this specification is enveloped by
ITS SR 3.0.5.

The requirement to perform ACOTs and CHANNEL
CALIBRATIONSwould be moved to licensee
controlled documents.

+fg; ~*
mfveiHanee
alread~S-
Yes

No, part of
CTS.

NA

NA

NA

No, refer to
change 07-03-
LS15.

No, not in CTS.

Yes

No, refer to
07-05-LS17.

NA

NA

No, refer to
change 07-03-
LS15.

Yes

No, not in CTS.

Yes

Yes

NA

NA

NA

Yes

Yes, moved to
USAR.

3.1. 3-z.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes, moved
to FSAR.

dT-IB In a+S~CP3:X3-S SSS CP SsSs:SsI
PP Conversion Comparison Table - Current TS

o7- ig Induc $
L6





Insert for 3.7.3-5

Enclosure 38- page 11

07-19-LG For DCPP, the descriptive phrase regarding instrument delays is deleted
from the SR and moved to the Bases. The SR is intended to verify valve
stroke time only.

Applicability: DC - Yes
CP-No
WC-No
CA- No





Mrs +" < r

MF IVs @5 NFRVs Ind:":, '„":Bypass".".Val.ves
) "'B'"3.'7 3

BASES

administrative controls, to ensure that these valves are closed
or isolated.

D.l

p 11,,1,, 1,, fl,p
'ljplllll"''lflf"'"',,ll::.",!" ':lj\: 1" 1'"'.",ll'1'PP!!P! 111::,',,:."'*"

avNl'a5le to operate automsatica lly aiid'per'form the
'required'afety

'function. Although the containment can be isolated with
the failure of two valves in parallel in the same flow path. the
double failure can be an indication of a common mode failure in
the valves of this flow path, and as such, is treated the same as
a loss of the isolation capability of this flow path. Under
these conditions. affected valves in each flow path must be
restored to OPERABLE status. or the affected flow path isolated
within 8 hours. This action returns the system to the condition
where at least one valve in each flow path is performing the
required safety, function. The 8 hour Completion Time is
reasonable, based on operating experience, to complete the
actions required to close the NFIV IIINFRV, or otherwise isolate
the affected flow path.

(-"a MPRI hy~S
~vs'+E~

3-I
If the NFIV(s),gj! HFRV(s) and bypass valve(s)
cannot be restored to OPERABLE status, or closed, or isolated
within the associated Completion Time, the unit must be placed in
a HODE in which the LCO does not apply. To achieve this status.
the unit must be placed in at least NODE 3 within 6 hours. aid::,:::vari
NODE!:.:,':4~@'thai';%2,"',::Jieir'.'s. The al lowed Completion Times are
reasonsaNe.'based on operating experience, to reach the required
unit conditions from full power conditions in an orderly manner
and without challenging unit systems.

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

and
Mr=Re'ncL

h4FrW
+/RE UNvc

,~ fnCJudv~ &C f~f)save+ delayS. <$37.3-5
SR 3.7.3.1 and!lSF43%7!8!;":2 Jbrr.-i'P 7 ~- I~ TheYe:.SRs verif~j that the closure time of each NFIV ii:::::~
60,8eCopv'ndS: $Trd!.:"'thM@eaeh-. NFRV, an bypass valves i''

7 "seconds . The MFIV
closure times are assumed in the accident and

containment analyses. ~ These.:",:;:Survei llances m Kr'e normally
performed upon returning the unit to operation"following a
refueling outage. These valves should not be tested at power
since even a part stroke exercise increases the risk of a valve
closure with the unit generating power. This is consistent with
the ASNE Code Se~a-Q (Ref. 2) ~~ stroke requirements
during operation in MODES 1 and 2.

The Frequency for Vee thesegSRs is in accordance with the ~

DCPP Mark-up of NUREG-1431. Rev. 1 B 3.7-17





Enclosure 2
PG8 E Letter DCL-98-144

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONCOVER SHEET

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.7.4.-1

REQUEST:
CTS 3.7.1.6[7] Actions a and b
ITS 3.7.4 Actions 8 and C
DOC 06-05-LS24
JFDs 3.7-05 and 3.7-06

APPLICABILITY: DC, CP

CTS 3.7.1.6[7] Actions have been modified and new requirements are added for
when three or more ADVs are inoperable. ITS 3.7.3 Actions B and C contain
these new requirements.

Comment: Per the Bases LCO discussion, two ADVs are required for unit cool down.
Therefore, TSTF-1 00 is not applicable. Hence, ITS Actions 8 and C can be accepted if
the Required Action wording is changed to match the CTS markup. Required Action B.1
should state "Restore at least one ADV[ARV] line to OPERABLE status." Required
Action C.1 should state "Restore at least two ADV[ARV]lines to OPERABLE status."
[Note for CPSES: The CTS Action b appears to be incorrect or overly conservative
requiring 3 Operable while in a multiple condition entry with Action a.] The DOC
06-05-LS24 does not contain the technical justification that this is acceptable which is
the acknowledgement of the diverse backup methods of the Steam Bypass System and
the MSSVs. Also, the corresponding JFD's 3.7-05 and 3.7-06 do not contain any
technical justification for these changes. Revise the submittal accordingly.

FLOG RESPONSE: ITS Required Action B.1 has been revised to read: "Restore at least one
[ADV]line to OPERABLE status." ITS Required Action C.1 has been revised to read: "Restore
at least two [ADV]lines to OPERABLE status." The Bases for ITS Actions B.1 and C.1 have
been revised to read: "...restore at least one ADV line to OPERABLE status" and "...restore at
least two ADV lines to OPERABLE status," respectively.

In addition, DOC 06-05-LS24, JFD 3.7-05, and JFD 3.7-06 have been revised.

For CPSES, CTS Action b may be somewhat confusing but it is not overly conservative. With 2
out of 4 ARVs inoperable, the phrase "...restore at least three atmospheric relief valves to
OPERABLE status..." is equivalent to saying restore one of the inoperable valves. The word
"restore" seems to imply that three ARVs that were inoperable need to be restored. However,
in the CTS, it refers to the total number of ARVs operable, regardless of whether they were
previously inoperable or were always operable. We believe that the as-marked ITS Actions are
consistent with the corresponding CTS Actions. The ITS Bases have been revised to clarify the
restoration of inoperable valves.

Also (for Diablo Canyon), the Bases for ITS 3.7.4, Background (first paragraph) was revised as
follows: "Steam Bypass System" and "Steam Dump System" were replaced with "40% steam
dump valves." Also, in Bases sections for Actions B.1 and C.1, "Steam Dump System" has
been replaced with "Steam Dump System (40% steam dump valves to the condenser)."
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ATTACHED PAGES:

Encl. 3A
Encl. 5A
Encl. 5B
Encl. 6A
Encl. 6B

7
3.7-10
B 3.7-19, B 3.7-21, B 3.7-22
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CHANGE
NUMBER

06-02

06-03

06-04

06-05

06-06

NSHC

LS14

LS24

LG

DESCRIPTION

This change adds an exception to LCO 3.0 4 for the 7 day ACTION to
restore the atmospheric [dump] valve OPERABILITY. This change allows
the plant to change MODES ifone atmospheric [dump] valve is found
inoperable while in MODE 2 or 3. Allowing MODE transition with an
inoperable atmospheric [dump] valve does not significantly increase the risk
since the remaining valves are OPERABLE.

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B)

A surveillance is added that requires the manual cycling of the atmospheric
[dump] valve [block] valves [every 18 months]. This proposed change is
acceptable because it results in more stringent TS requirements that are
both appropriate and consistent with NUREG-1431.

This change adds a new ACTION for three or more inoperable atmospheric @>> LI I
[dump] valves that requires action within 24 hours. The CTS would require
entry into TS 3.0.3 for three inoperable atmospheric dum ] valves.
However, NUREG-1431 recognizes the low pro a ilityof an accident
requiring the atmospheric [dump] valves, thus permitting this configuration.

This change moves the requirements for the surveillances to the Bases. The
details of the specific test requirements such as those dealing with the
"remote manual controls" are not included in the STS, but are included in the
Bases section for the SR. [Verification that the block valves to the 10%
ADVs are open is moved to the Bases as a procedural surveillance.] This
change is acceptable because it removes details from the TS that are not
required to protect the health and safety of the public while retainin~e basic
limiting condition for operation. K-Au=cd.

06-07

06-08

06-09

06-10

07-01

LS25 Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

This change revises the LCO to refer to the atmospheric [dump] valve lines
versus atmospheric [dump] valves.

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

The LCO is changed from the OPERABILITYof each main feedwater line to
the OPERABILITYof four feedwater flowpath isolation valves [and
associated bypasses] [and the requirement to have the valves closed or
isolated ifnot OPERABLE is moved to Applicability. The ACTIONS are also
revised to compensate for the line requirement deletion].

07-02 LS37 The LCO Applicabilityis revised to exclude [MFIVsor FRVs] that are closed
[and de-activated or isolated by a closed manual valve]. NUREG-1431
recognizes that ifone or more [MFIVsor FRVs] or associated bypass valves
are closed [and de-activated] and verified closed, their safety function is
being fulfilledand there is no need to enter the ACTION statement.

DCPP Description of Changes to Current TS





Insert for Q 3.7.4 -1

Enclosure 3A - page 7

DOC 06-05-LS24:

the availability of the [Steam Dump System (40% steam dump valves to the condenser)]
and the MSSVs, and





ADVs
3.7.4

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

3.7.4 tQX,'..:Atmospheric Dump Valves (ADVs)

LCO 3.7.4 Rhea@ 'Four; ADV lines shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, and 3,
MODE 4 when steam generator is relied upon for heat removal.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One required ADV line
inoperable.

A.l -------NOTE-----------
LCO 3.0.4 is not
applicable.

Restore required ADV
line to OPERABLE status.

7 days

Two er-a~ required
ADV lines inoperable

C',":.l::-'..,',.::;:.'::i:~:TAl;,'e8;„? or'i"sore
",rijbii,'ed,"::ADV..',:lines

i.:rioj'er'a51'.ej""""'
'Pc'vnv,vAr.~.'v'.m4

a.b kxs4

B. 1 Restore::~one ADV
line to OPERABLE status.

24 72
hours

4374-I

0 D. Required Action and
associated Completion
Time not met.

Cj3.1 Be in MODE 3.

AND

GP.2 Be in NODE 4 without
reliance upon steam
generator for heat
removal.

6 hours

l8 hours

i

DCPP Hark-up of NUREG-1431. Rev. 1 3.7-10





ADVs
B 3.7.4

B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

B 3.7.4 101 Atmospheric Dump Valves (ADVs)

BASES

BACKGROUND

&7o Shorn

The 10K ADVs,'('PCV;-:::III::'~'-...PCV,:-;20.':.",';,pC~V",.«,21-"and„,~LGV..='.:22): provide a method
for cooling the unit to'esidudal*"heat removalh'(RHR) entry

dkk k kd k d k dk kk
to the condenser not be available, as discussed in the

FSAR, Section BO-.R H (Ref 1). This is done in conjunction
with the Auxiliary Feedwater System providing cooling water from
the condensate storage tank (CST) aLid.'.".";firewi'at'er.:,".-:;.'.storage::,,"tavnk

$ F+7).. The ADVs may also be required to meevt 'the des'ign=
cooldown rate during a normal cooldown when steam pressure drops
too low for maintenance of a vacuum in the condenser to permit
use of the cps.7.4-i

One ADV line for each of the fou! steam generators is provided.
Each ADV line consists of one "ADV and an associated m'anna'l: block
valve.

The ADVs are provided with upstream manNj. block valves to permit
their being tested at power, and to provhide an alternate means of
isolation. The ADVs are equipped with pneumatic controllers to
permit control of the cooldown rate.

The ADVs are ~~ normaHy: rovided with a non';,"::.Class;'g::
ressurized gas supply o'" '

5Yr'';- 444=. ei Mj'th a
oss of pressure in the normal ~~meAC air supply thwehb'a'ckupw

Aoi,-,Cl'ass':p:;::-:::tN Zrogen;sQpplg, automaticallv supplies ni'trogen t'o

Fkmte~iiii'iifial":::ivy'i"::ii'.tie'.'.;";.C4'si'.;';:I'jc'o'nt'r'01,:!:'„

swufficient pressurizecf""gwas" to'hoperate the ADVs for the time ~ ~ zrequired for Reactor Coolant System cooldown to RHR entry
conditions. In',.::;:idd'idion'.',":::;:;::,',Ii'at"ridwhedls~ai".el'."P'rohvide5",': foiggoca3::V kWdd khV V V CW ':: ',''hVhW YWVhVhYhkhWVl't 'AN'hVW%dddi'hVhdVV~ht NVhV&19dW WhV VhVtk (Vd V

NanU81,:..':Oper8t40n".-::
ikthYWWWVh%h d Y iW ht Yh'id YhWd

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

The design basis of the ADVs is established by the
capabi lity to cool the unit to RHR entry conditionsF@':":dthe'l...-.:'!I:-hl:k'.tVWW t dddd ltd'

'i''continued)

DCPP Hark-up of NUREG-1431. Rev. 1 Bases
B 3.7-19









ADVs
B 3.7.4

BASES

03 IGC&}
ls will resuH <n

C:.':4

nt i~col-~
Hith",',";tbr'ee..o'i:,',::::more; ADVNliiie5':„':.'',i'noperable',:'::::,'':a'cia'on'us:;,:,,':;; a en,".,to
restore,:, ',',':two..ADY..:;: I,;indies;:":;.0'o:QPKRAi8LE::,::5't'at'u
block'„':",::v'al v'e''.-.','ca'n'';:be',::,'c

'joss)
bli,ie'";,'with):','th'',,'iver'eaisonable';".t'o."„''."rep'aii':)~jn'o"

er'able~ADV,-'::::1'indies=-';::::,based,':,,:-on,":,':the
avai:;:j.abel,':it'y'~'of.:.:.:the';,'.'

"""'aind(HSSVs',::'jkandkthe.'How'pr'obab'i;:li

ty,;-o'f$a'n.":ev'erat. :occurrinig during''':,'.thi~s'„"'-erio'd;::that"',:!woul'd.,;w: ..::<~: "::,.:.:.„"6c '.~<,~ i ~~~ ..~i:...;«~ «v

oi ~Le i'&.acv~&~6xaowcoar '~xvwp ~ ~~p+~ p~

0 D.1 and 0 .2

If the ADV lines'cannot be restored to OPERABLE status within the
associated Completion Time, the unit must be placed in a MODE in
which the LCO does not apply. To achieve this status. the unit
must be placed in at least
NODE 3 within 6 hours. and in NODE 4, without reliance upon steam
generator for heat removal, within $1@ hours. The allowed
Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating experience.
to reach the required unit conditions from full power conditions
in an orderly manner and without challenging unit systems.

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS 'ADV;;',jiianua'l'lock:::.':.val'v'e)'",:,-';-'.,ari-::;":opei::.::i.s'sur''es,',=:;that'::„',t'hi:,.::,.v'alies-.:'."."':.hive:,;::riot

biiiii",>iiKCh'iiiitiiiiilp.';iili$fid':;:.

SR 3.? .4.1

To perform a controlled cooldown of the RCS, the ADVs must be
b1 b p Ch:::,,d",i

~os,. ng:,:.";: 'e",:::remo 'e7manua,

MVs are tes'ted"through a fuTl control cycle at least once per
fuel cycle. Performance of inservice testing or use of an ADV
during a unit cooldown may satisfy this requirement. Operating
experience has shown that these components ~~ are;:",,'imp'eCted
to pass the Surveillance when performed at the mo'nith "" """"

Frequency. The Frequency is acceptable. from a reliability
standpoint. pc-ALL-Ck3

SR 3.7.4.2

-"„. he functi '!block
va ve is o'"iso a e a ai e o en ADV',Og'.:!isMat ''''an""

,e a:,j, ,::,':.. .
':: r,, g;.,: . ..::;.'. riatiori yc ing e' ock

va ve o c ose o en e s ra es its ca ability to erform
this function.

DCPP Mark-up of NUREG-1431. Rev. 1 Bases
B 3.7-22
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CHANGE
NUMBER

3.7-05

3.7-06

3.7-07

3.7-08

3.7-09

3.7-10

3.7-11

3.7-12

3.7-13

3.7-14

JUSTIFICATION

oI lens!.

Required Action B.1 is revised to state and new C.1 states respectively that
restoration of" one" and" two" atmospheric [dump] valves
[(ADVs)] is required which will effectively exit the respective Required Actions.
This is consistent with the Bases of NUREG-143 The specific change
proposed y Industry Traveler TSTF-100 is to add the " one" phrase to
Required Action B for plants that only require three [ADVs] to be OPERABLE.
The addition of the" two" phrase to new Required ction C.1 is to
account for the requirement to have four [ADVs] OPE BLE.

a ~s
The Condition and Required Action for two or more inoperable [ADV]lines is
revised to limit the applicability to only two inoperable [ADV]lines and the
Completion Time is revised from 24 to 72 hours per the current licensing
basis. A new Condition C for three or more [ADV] lines inoperable for plants
that require four [ADV]lines is proposed. The original Condition C is retained
and relabeled as Condition D. These changes are consistent with the intent of
NUREG 1431~~~~~4 ~37.9- i

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 6B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 6B).

he SR a sociated with the fire water
storage tank (FWST) AFW pump supply elocated from the CTS on AFW
supply and included in the AFW specification for completeness.

Consistent with the CTS, ITS 3.7.6 specification description, the LCO, the
ACTION requirements and the Surveillances are revised to incorporate the
specific requirement of an OPERABLE AFW supply source via the CST and
the FWST. The volumes in gallons are converted to the equivalent level in
tank percent full. The control room readouts are in percent level.

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 6B)

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 6B)

ITS 3.7.8, ACTION A.1, Note 1, under Required Action A.1 is deleted
consistent with the CTS. The emergency diesel generators have no interface
with the auxiliary saltwater (ASW) system or the closed cooling water (CCW)
system; each diesel has its own self contained cooling system.

Consistent with the CTS, the ITS SR 3.7.8.1 Note which states that isolation
of individual components does not render the [ASW] inoperable is deleted
since the [ASW] system supplies only the CCW heat exchanger and no other
individual components.

DCPP Description of Changes to Improved TS





Insert for Q 3.7.4 - 1

Enclosure 6A - page 2

JFD 3.7-05

, which recognizes the availability of the [Steam Dump System (40% steam dump valves
to the condenser)] and the MSSVs, and the low probability of an accident requiring the
[10% atmospheric dump] valves.

JFD 3.7-06

, which recognizes the availability of the [Steam Dump System (40% steam dump valves
to the condenser)] and the MSSVs, and the low probability of an accident requiring the
[10% atmospheric dump] valves.
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Enclosure 2
PG8 E Letter DCL-98-144

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONCOVER SHEET

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.7.4.-2

REQUEST'TS
4.7.1.6.c

ITS SR 3.7.4.1
DOC 06-aa-LSa

APPLICABILITY: DC

The CTS markup for CTS 4.7.1.6.c states each ADVwill be cycled "each
refueling interval" rather than "once per 18 months". ITS SR 3.7.4.1 Frequency
is 24 months.

Comment: The Bases state the Frequency is 24 months which is not consistent with
the CTS markup. These changes have been proposed without any DOC or JFD. There
is no technical justification provided for these CTS changes. Adopt the STS text or
withdraw these CTS changes.

FLOG RESPONSE: An errata to LAR 97-09 was submitted to the NRC January 9, 1998, in
DCL-98-003. Errata changes on pages affected by NRC comment numbers are indicated with
"DC-ALL-002." Errata changes that dealt with issuance of LAs 119/117 and 118/116 (issued
7/13/97) that addressed CTS surveillance interval increases due to 24-month fuel cycles are
indicated with "DC-ALL-001."

LAs 118/116, referenced above, defined the CTS frequency notation in Table 1.1. Per LAs
118/116 and LAR 97-09 errata, the notation "R24, REFUELING INTERVAL"is defined as "At
least once per 24 months." Thus, the CTS mark-up stating: "each REFUELING INTERVAL"is
consistent with the ITS mark-up of "24 months."

ATTACHEDPAGES:

None





Enclosure 2
PG8 E Letter DCL-98-144

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONCOVER SHEET

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.7.4.-3

REQUEST:
CTS 4.7.1.6.a
ITS SR 3.7.4.3
JFD 3.7-50

APPLICABILITY: DC

CTS 4.7.1.6.a and ITS SR 3.7.4.3 both pertain to verification that the backup air
bottle has pressure every 24 hours.

Comment: ITS SR 3.7.4.3 is acceptable; however, due to the shorter frequency of this
SR, it should be placed as the first SR and the other SRs renumbered.

FLOG RESPONSE: During the ITS submittal development, the FLOG tried to maintain
consistent numbering of the SRs with respect to NUREG-1431 and the FLOG ITS. This
consistent numbering of SRs will benefit future joint efforts between the FLOG (i.e., ITS
implementation, training material, LARs, etc.) and also assist the FLOG with generic
communication with Region IV. Since SRs are generally implemented by other procedures, the
placement of the SR at the end of the NUREG 1431 SRs is not expected to result in
misapplication. Therefore, DCPP declines to make the subject SR number change.

ATTACHED PAGES:

None
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ADDITIONALINFORMATIONCOVER SHEET

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.7.5.-8

REQUEST:
CTS 4.7.1.2.1.c
ITS SRs 3.7.5.3 and 3.7.5.4
DOC 02-12-TR1

APPLICABILITY: DC, CP

CTS 4.7.1.2.1.c verifies at least once per 18 months that each AFW pump starts
and each automatic valve actuates as designed upon receipt of a AFW actuation
test signal. This SR was divided into two ITS SRs, 3.7.5.3 and 3.7.5.4, except
an actual signal may be substituted for the simulated signal.

Comment: Issue ¹1 - The DOC states that the specific identity of the simulated signal,
is no longer retained in the SR but it is to be moved to the Bases. A review of the ITS
Bases discussion for these SRs shows they do not identify these testing details. Revise
the Bases in accordance with the DOC. Issue ¹2- For DCPP, the CTS Markup has
been revised from a Frequency of 18 months to at each refueling interval. ITS SRs
state the Frequency is 24 months. The ITS Bases state the Frequency is 24 months
which is not consistent with the CTS markup. These changes have been proposed
without any DOC or JFD. There is no technical justification provided for these CTS
changes. Adopt the STS text or withdraw these CTS changes.

FLOG RESPONSE: Issue ¹1 - The Bases for ITS SR 3.7.5.3 has been revised to read: "This
SR verifies that AFW can be delivered to the appropriate steam generator in the event of any
accident or transient that generates an ESFAS, by demonstrating that each automatic valve in
the flow path actuates to its correct position on an actual or simulated actuation generated by
an auxiliary feedwater actuation signal...."

The Bases for ITS SR 3.7.5.4 has been revised to read: "This SR verifies that the AFW pumps
will start in the event of an accident or transient that generates an ESFAS by demonstrating
that each AFW pump starts automatically on an actual or simulated actuation generated by an
auxiliary feedwater actuation signal...."

Issue ¹ 2- For DCPP - An errata to LAR 97-09 was submitted to the NRC January 9, 1998, in
DCL-98-003. Errata changes on pages affected by NRC comment numbers are indicated with
"DC-ALL-002." Errata changes that dealt with issuance of LAs 119/117 and 118/116 (issued
7/13/97) that addressed CTS surveillance interval increases due to 24-month fuel cycles are
indicated with "DC-ALL-001."

LAs 118/116, referenced above, defined the CTS frequency notation in Table 1.1. Per LAs
118/116 and LAR 97-09 errata, the notation "R24, REFUELING INTERVAL"is defined as "At
least once per 24 months." Thus, the CTS mark-up stating: "each REFUELING INTERVAL"is
consistent with the ITS mark-up of "24 months."

ATTACHED
PAGES'ncl.

5B B 3.7-32





AFW System
B 3.7.5

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

(continued)

g.-I.5-8

germen~ g ~
Q4(illCrlf~~
Golumon

SR 3.7.5.3

This SR verifies that AFW can be delivered to the appropriate
steam generator in the event of any accident or transient that
generates an ESFAS, by demonstrating that each automatic valve in
the flow path actuates to its correct position on an actual or
simulated actuatio signal. This Surveillance is not required
or ya ves a are locked, sealed. or otherwise secured in the

required position under administrative controls. The 9 mo~n 49
Frequency is based on the need to perform this Surveill'ance under
the conditions that apply during a unit outage and the potential
for an unplanned transient if the Surveillance were performed
with the reactor at power. The month Frequency is acceptable
based on operating experience an'he design reliability of the

~<0~'quipment.~q

This SR is modified by a Note that states the SR is not required
in MODE 4h+eTt:-,,the7iteiin(geLie at'or7fs",.::bei'i',',;::4'ilute'd;.ypo'n':;-.for2heit

aligned and operating.

SR 3.7.5.4

q
need to perform this Surveillance
during a unit outage and the poteif the Surveillance were performe

under the conditions that apply
ial for an unplanned transient
with the reactor at poyer

LL-COl
This SR is modified by 4o Notes. IIIate;.3;:"'„:.:.',Vy6ij'at'es',"...thatFX e",:

fir.':.".the.:.:turb';ne,,".'dry'ver'::~"piiiii(„:caii:.

there'..!~i';::::jriiiiff'i'c'i,'hi't;::>itei'pj'r..'issu'r'i',:-".'t8

a'iso)4i'rt~') furict$a'nji'si'iiotI:m'jtJ)'r'ed4,=Kji!:;HGX:.:'.0;::"'',-:,'the,".''.'heat'i!i',"i~vB::
I':equirjme'nts~'would''b'9'";)ass'~j)i;:o'v'~'di'ng':.m'o'r8':..„:tom.".
iici~iiii::.;:toJiiiagiiklljets%!ti.,:::the';:i',eijiiii!ed:::m~J'~,:;.

This SR verifies that the AFW pumps will start in the event of
any accident or transient that generates an ESFAS by
demonstrating that each AFW pump starts automatically on an
actual or simulated actuation signal in NODES l. 2. and 3. In
MOD , t e required pump is already operating and the autostart
function is not re ui red. The, month Frequency is based on the

(continued)
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ADDITIONALINFORMATIONCOVER SHEET

ADDITIONALINFORIIATIONNO: Q 3.7.5.-9

REQUEST:
CTS 4.7.1.2.1.c[1]
ITS SR 3.7.5.3
DOC 02-xx-LSx

APPLICABILITY: DC, CP, WC, CA

CTS 4.7.1.2.1 item c[1] verifies all automatic valves actuate to their correct [full
open] position. ITS SR 3.7.5.3 verifies only those valves "that are not locked,
sealed or otherwise secured in position .."

Comment: This CTS change was made to the ITS markup but there was no DOC
provided to justify this less restrictive technical CTS change for verifying a reduced
number of valves. Provide the missing DOC and revise the submittal.

FLOG RESPONSE: CTS 4.7.1.2.1 item c[1] was revised to verify only those valves "that are
not locked, sealed or otherwise secured in position" actuate to their correct position on receipt
of an actuation test signal. DOC 08-05-A was added to address this change which we believe
to be administrative rather than less restrictive. The NRC accepted a similar change at Vogtle
as an administrative change, as discussed in Section 3.1.3.7 item (13) of the Vogtle SER.

DOC 08-05-A (as revised in response to Comment Number Q3.7.7-2) states: "The clarification
allows automatic valves, which are in their secured position under administrative controls, to be
exempted from the surveillance. These automatic valves are secured in their accident position
and are not required to actuate to perform their safety function. Proper positioning of valves is
administratively controlled by equipment out of service programs and locked valve programs.
These programs ensure valves are maintained in their proper position by requiring independent
verification of safety-related or other important equipment, documentation of the position of
locked equipment in a surveillance program, and periodic reviews of equipment normally
required to be locked. Exempting automatic valves that are secured in their required position is
perceived as the intent of the CTS wording, and therefore the addition of the phrase more
accurately reflects this intent and is considered to be administrative."

ATTACHED PAGES:

Encl. 2 3/4 7-5
Encl. 3A 9





SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

iti Ph.,yt,dth t ~ "',iiiii,",,;j',, d,::,"'d
automatic val ve in the @pe k~fer.'low"pathh'tid;::-both':,:stpedam
iiijjlIiaes;ato:;.";:the':-'stteafti'.;Cur.'bfiee,-.'dri:veen.':.:PiimoP th'at is not locked,
sealed", or otherwise secured in poasicteiori, is in its correct
position.

02-09-A
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DIABLO CANYON - UNITS 1 8 2 3/4 7-5





r CHANGE
NUMBER NSHC

08-02 A

DESCRIPTION

A Note is added to the ACTION that references a potential interaction with
ITS 3.4.6 dealing with OPERABILITYof the RHR system in MODE 4. The
Note requires that the applicable TS be entered for the RHR train made
inoperable by the inoperable [component cooling water (CCW) or auxiliary
saltwater (ASW)) system. The ACTIONS of the referenced TS (RCS Loops-
MODE 4) require more immediate action than are required by the [CCW or
ASM'CTIONS.

08-03 LG Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

08-04

08-05

08-06

08-07

08-08

08-09

08-10

09-01

09-02

09-03

A

TR1

A

A Note is added to the [CCWj surveillance that clarifies that the system is not
made inoperable by the isolation of individual components. This change is in
accordance with NUREG-1431, and provides clarification only.

gg7.6-CI
The surveillance is modified to clarify that valves that are locked, sealed, or
otherwise secured in their correct position are not required to be tested. This
change is in accordance with NUREG-1431, and provides ciarifrcation only. ~macr+

The SR is revised to allow credit for an actual actuation, ifone occurs, to
satisfy the SRs. The identification of the signal is moved to the Bases.

A new surveillance is added that requires verifying that each CCW pump
starts automatically on an actual or simulated signal actuation at least once
per mo ths.

The surveillances are revised to clarify that only verification of the correct
position of valves in the flowpath is required.

Not used.

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

his cha e revises e isting surveillance verify that a motive urce is +>> > ~availa that would p it the required A valves to be reposit'd. This
ha e' '

G-143

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).
eB. IN

he su lllance is r orded and the r uirement to ve the positi of los ~u ic valves 'eleted since t ASW s stem no autom c valves.

09-04

09-05

09-06

M A new surveillance is added that requires verifying that each ASW pump
starts automatically on an actual or simulated actuation signal at least once
per months. ~-au.-Oo I2

TR1 Not applica le to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

A new surveillance is added that requires verifying that each valve in the flow
path that is not locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in position is capable of
being placed in the correct position in accordance with the Inservice Testing
(IST) Program.

DCPP Description of Changes to Current TS



:0



Insert for Q 3.7.7-2, Q3.7.5-9

Enclosure 3A - page 9
Insert for DOC 8-05-A

The clarification allows automatic valves, which are in their secured position under
administrative controls, to be exempted from the surveillance. These automatic valves
are secured in their accident position and are not required to actuate to perform their
safety function. Proper positioning of valves is administratively controlled by equipment
out of service programs and locked valve programs. These programs ensure valves are
maintained in their proper position by requiring independent verification of safety-related
or other important equipment, documentation of the position of locked equipment in a
surveillance program, and periodic reviews of equipment normally required to be locked.
Exempting automatic valves that are secured in their required position is perceived as
the intent of the CTS wording, and therefore, the addition of the phrase more accurately
reflects this intent and is considered to be administrative.
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ADDITIONALINFORMATIONCOVER SHEET

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.7.5.-10

REQUEST:
CTS 3.7.1.2 and CTS 3.7.1.3 Action a
STS SR 3.7.5.5
DOC 02-yy-A
JFD B-PS

APPLICABILITY: DC, CP

For DCPP, CTS 3.7.1.3 Action a, requires the Condensate Storage Tank
flowpath open to the AFW pump suction. STS SR 3.7.5.5 verifies the required
CST flowpaths to each steam generator are properly aligned. For CPSES, there
is no CST flow path verified and hence there is no DOC, JFD, or Bases
discussion provided.

Comment: For DCPP, ITS SR 3.7.5.5 was not adopted when there appear to be CTS
requirements to ensure AFW flowpaths are properly aligned. The ITS 3.7.5 Bases LCO
discussion in the first sentence of the third paragraph states the need to "assure" the
CTS outlet valve is open. If this verification does not occur in ITS SR 3.7.5.1, retain the
STS SR 3.7.5.5. If this verification does occur in ITS SR 3.7.5.1, modify ITS SR 3.7.5.1
and the Bases to include this specific component verification. The partial plant specific
justification/reason provided as the third paragraph of ITS Bases SR 3.7.5.6 should be
moved back to SR 3.7.5.5 or adopt the STS text. For CPSES, provide a DOC or JFD,
as appropriate to justify how the CTS is affected by adopting the STS SR 3.7.5.5 text.
Revise the submittal for these issues.

FLOG RESPONSE: For DCPP - STS SR 3.7.5.5 is not required for those units that use AFW
for normal startup and shutdown. DCPP uses AFW for startups and shutdowns. The CST
flowpath to the AFW pump suction is verified to be properly aligned by completing or verifying
the current sealed valve checklist, Operating Procedure OP K-10D, Sealed Valve Checklist for
Auxiliary Feedwater System," in accordance with the "Mode 4 to 3 Transition Checklist"
included in OP L-O, "Mode Transition Checklists." STS SR 3.7.5.1 verifies that each AFW
manual, power operated, and automatic valve in each water flow path, and in both steam
supply flow paths to the steam turbine driven pump, that is not locked, sealed, or otherwise
secured in position, is in the correct position. Since the position of the valves in the CST flow
path to the AFW pump suction are controlled by the sealed valve checklist, they are not part of
the STS SR 3.7.5.1 verification. The following has been added to the Bases for STS SR 3.7.5.1
to describe how valves in the CST flowpath to the AFW pump suction are controlled: "The
valves in the flowpath from the CST to the AFW pump suction are verified to be in the correct
position prior to use of the AFW system for normal startup, and are subsequently controlled by
a sealed valve checklist. Use of AFW for normal startups and shutdowns, and performance of
the quarterly pump surveillance tests confirm that the CST flowpath to the AFW pump suction is
properly aligned." The third paragraph of ITS Bases SR 3.7.5.6 should remain unchanged.

n

For CPSES - The justification for not incorporating ITS SR 3.7.5.5 is provided by the marginal
notation in the ITS markup of "B-PS." The "B-PS" notation per the FLOG mark-up methodology
means "Bracketed - Plant Specifi" (i.e., the plant is adopting the current TS requirements). ITS
SR 3.7.5.5 is bracketed in the STS and per the STS conversion methodology would not be
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required to be adopted unless a comparable requirement already exists in the CTS. A
comparable SR does not exist in the CPSES CTS.

ATTACHED
PAGES'ncl.

5B B 3.7-31





AFW System
B 3.7.5

BASES

The 31 day Frequency' based on engineering judgment. is
consistent with @he procedural controls governing valve
operation, and ensures correct valve positions. ~insvr+

SR 3.7.5,2

Verifying that each AFW pump's developed head at the flow test
point is greater than or equal to the required developed head
ensures that AFW pump performance has not degraded during the
cycle. Flow and differential head are normal tests of

1p p f qf dq ~EP AEE
Code (Ref 2). Because it is undesirable to introduce cold AFW
into the steam generators while they are operating. this testing
is performed on recirculation flow. This test confirms one point
on the pump design curve and is indicative of overall

erformance. Such inservice tests confirm component OPERABILITY.
ren per ormance. and detect incipient failures by indicating

abnormal performance. Performance of inservice testing discussedAqqdd~fpf.qff 1 qf d 3
intervals) satisfies this requirement.

This SR is modified by a Note indicating that the SR fqoK'::the
trurbine,-:,,dr>jve$„,',:."'Ap'.puIN should be deferred until suitabTe test
condit'i8nss are 'established. This deferral is requi red because
there is insufficient steam pressure to perform the test.

fh-M>lipof &kc~+apS lO},l05,~ Ig W wreak avel~Sc„fe. in ~~ s4pplit-S iS Mt.ri$is.d Chu'in~ W6 ingenues~ Mng af +we ptsratp5

Q3.7. 5-)2

(continued)
/
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Insert for Q 3.7.5 -10

Enclosure 5B - page 8 3.7-31

SR 3.7.5.1

The valves in the flowpath from the CST to the AFW pump suction are verified to be in
the correct position prior to use of the AFW system for normal startup, and are
subsequently controlled by a sealed valve checklist. Use of AFW for normal startups
and shutdowns, and performance of the quarterly pump surveillance tests confirms that
the CST flowpath to the AFW pump suction is properly aligned.
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ADDITIONALINFORNIATIONCOVER SHEET

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.7.5.-11

REQUEST:

APPLICABILITY'C

CTS 3.7.1.3 Action a and b
ITS 3.7.5 Action F, G and H and associated Bases
DOC 03-01-LG
JFD 3.7-09

CTS 3.7.1.3 Action a and b provide actions to ensure the flow paths from the
CST and RWST are restored Operable. These requirements have been retained
as ITS 3.7.5 Action F and G.

Comment: The new ITS Actions F and G are acceptable; however, due to
considerations for multiple condition entry, Action H cannot be entered unless one or
more AFW trains are Operable to avoid a shutdown while in a Condition D situation.
The Bases to ITS 3.7.5 Action G imply a natural circulation cooldown is routine. Is this
the intent? Modify Condition H to additionally state entry is permitted if there are one or
more AFW trains Operable (and aligned to an Operable AFWwater source). Also, the
Bases must be corrected to ensure these changes are implemented and the
requirements of Action D take precedence.

FLOG RESPONSE: Diablo Canyon withdraws the proposed addition of Actions F, G, and H. If
either the flow path from the CST to the AFW pump suction, or the flow path from the FWST to
the AFW pump suction is not aligned or capable of being aligned, respectively, both required
safety-related sources are not available. Consequently, all three AFW pumps are inoperable.
Individually either supply does not have sufficient capacity to perform a cooldown of the reactor
coolant system with a reduced cooldown rate following a loss of offsite power. Action D would
require that action be initiated immediately to restore the flow path from the affected source.
With insufficient safety-related means for performing a cooldown in the limiting case, the AFW
is in a seriously degraded condition. With either supply not available, the unit should not be
perturbed by any action, including a power change, that might result in a trip. This action is in
accordance with the intent of the STS, and is consistent with CTS 3.7.1.2 Action c for conditions
that affect the operability of all three AFW trains. The valves in the flowpath from the CST to
the AFW pump suction are verified to be in the correct position prior to use of the AFW system
for normal startup, and are subsequently controlled by a sealed valve checklist. Use of AFW for
normal startups and shutdowns, and performance of the quarterly pump surveillance tests
confirm that the CST flowpath to the AFW pump suction is properly aligned. A mispositioned
valve is unlikely, and can readily be corrected. Similarly, the valves in the flow path from the
FWST are verified to be capable of being aligned to the AFW pump suction by cycling each
FWST valve in the flow path necessary for realignment through at least one cycle quarterly.
The FWST is aligned to the AFW pump suction whenever the CST is less than 10% and an
alternate AFW source to the steam generators is required, or in the event the CST is not
available. Such realignment is done in accordance with Operating Procedure D-1:V, "Auxiliary
Feedwater System - Alternate Auxiliary Feedwater Supplies." The Bases for ITS 3.7.5 has
been revised accordingly. Also, JFD 3.7-9 has been revised to indicate that the change being
made is the addition of the surveillance requirement for the FWST flow path. Also so response
to Comment Number Q3.7.6-7.
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ATTACHED PAGES:

Encl. 5A
Encl. 5B
Encl. 6A
Encl. 6B

3.7-13, 3.7-14
B 3.7-30
2
2





AFW System
3.7.5

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

C. Required Action and
associated Completion
Time for Condition A
or~B not met.

LIR
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Required AFW train
inoperable in MODE 4.

E.l Initiate action to
restore AFW train to
OPERABLE status.

Immediately

q9.7.5-~ I
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AFW System
3.7.5

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
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SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.7.5.1 Verify each AFW manual, power operated. and
automatic valve in each water flow path. Qnd
in both steam supply flow paths to the steam
turbine driven pump,3 that is not locked,
sealed. or otherwise secured in position, is in
the correct position.

31 days

SR 3.7.5.2 '8,:::,:::.i-'.-. -":::,:.:::,:,:::.",::.:::A':.%.-;::,:,. -:.::.!.

Not::"::i
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Verify the developed head of each AFW pump at
the flow test point is greater than or equal to
the required developed head.

4 VV+%VNWhYA h 'LVAWJWPV

i')>8ccof:;QaAce
wi th".":::th'"'"

'Indi;.v,i.'c@,7eM''rogr'.am':, -'""'*

SR 3.7.5.3 --- -NOTE
Not applicable in MODE 4 when steam
generator is relied upon for heat removal.

Verify each AFW automatic valve that is not
locked. sealed, or otherwise secured in
position. actuates to the correct position on
an actual or simulated actuation signal.

months

(Qk IX-ALL-CQI
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AFW System
B 3.7.5

BASES

inoperable train to OPERABLE status. The immediate Completion
Time is consistent with LCO 3.4.6.

q3.7. 5-ll

With~the:;:,CST:-,supp',:" o;,::-thee':,.A9","',pump;::;":,suction.',:': aviai1'ab1'e;;;,"the
Pj,.imary>sa get j„..rel ed,sourc'e'jot;.-',::.iater,".',;,:reqeuP '.red";,fo':.;ccoo'1dIMi,;::i s
unavai,]able,'.:>,:,.jTh':,four,",;:,hour'''sf'reqij,r)'d.',toI',,'r

store'o',",:,the;;.''AFH.,:"'pumsj-,'::is~a:::::;:reasonable".',''time'.;:::to '.,:hami t':::the.':-iiik-:::,:'froai~aii
eveii~t<'req'i'iir'i ~!4!liii:"',.:'pleric::::e'o's'cool

do(in'':~Q

the,',.<r. ui'r)'dj i'dditioiia'@so'u'r'ce:',:::",f.:.,:";,watei',:,';::r'speeded::;:,fo'r ".'a'.'::,natui I;:
'irc1)tion':;',:cco'ol:down',;.:'i's')suiiav'a'ble":;:,;-::-:,:,-':.:The'::;.'::sev'en::,days;:::,req',red'":to

j."'cr'e';;the':;"'ab$ :;I;i',ty.';„'."foi".::lFWST,:.-";eajjgrii
1

e, lst'::.',.:thBFr isks~frMiln+ceve, 4f.',.equi,ring.':i'a';:,":AatUra1,''.'::cR„.f„,'cU:,,tl'on
os'dW'fi""''Oses %5iip'oii':::;the'!a $ 1eQes)iioi'i'-:0'cess':=.::::I::":-::ARi;,ho'o'si

"

H'55:hand'."':H:2

iii",,':jrhieh,the";.eL''C,,;does;,::riot':",':a july:::::;::.;:To.',hchieve.',.'s"-';status';.;:,;:t
U9>t~.;NUSst';;:,'.,b8'~P',Ced~1 0;.'",:Bt';;;!18aSt;-:;;:%
AXE,",:::,.4j'wi.:who",$r'el',"i'ansce','. :u'""""..':::the':4teaiii':.:".j'esne "sa'tosr:,::-:'.:::fo''r...'::::bseat':,.eiiio™va:,

i"".on'd1.::." jris';.:;.:$.n'.";.aii':;.'.:':,:o'rdeer'ly",'''.'iiia'nor.,:.:"::::sa'rid::"".,t'h'oiit.: cehaeU eiig 'j::;.:'i@At.
S S

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3,7.5.1

Verifying the correct alignment for manuals power operated. and
automatic valves in the AFW System water and steam supply flow
paths provides assurance that the proper flow paths will exist
for AFW operation. This SR does not apply to valves that are
locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in position, since they are
verified to be in the correct position prior to locking, sealing,
or securing. This SR also does not apply to valves that cannot
be inadvertently misaligned, such as check valves. This
Surveillance does not require any testing or valve manipulation;
rather, it involves verification that those valves capable of
being mispositioned are in the correct position.

(continued)
I
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CHANGE
NUMBER

3.7-05

3.7-06

3.7-07

3.7-08

3.7-09

3.7-10

3.7-11

3.7-12

3.7-13

3.7-14

JUSTIFICATION

ak l~
Required Action B.1 is revised to state and new C.1 states respectively that
restoration of" one" and" two" atmospheric [dump] valves
[(ADVs)] is required which will effectively exit the respective Required Actions.
This is consistent with the Bases of NUREG-143 The specific change
proposed y Industry Traveler TSTF-100 is to add the " one" phrase to
Required Action B for plants that only require three [ADVs] to be OPERABLE.
The addition of the" two'hrase to new Required ction C.1 is to
account for the requirement to have four [ADVs] OPE BLE.

Q. hats
The Condition and Required Action for two or more inoperable [ADV]lines is
revised to limit the applicability to only two inoperable [ADV]lines and the
Completion Time is revised from 24 to 72 hours per the current licensing
basis. A new Condition C for three or more [ADV]lines inoperable for plants
that require four [ADV]lines is proposed. The original Condition C is retained
and relabeled as Condition D. These changes are consistent with the intent of
NUREG 1431~~~~~4 CP3.7.3I- I

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 6B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 6B).

he SR a sociated with the fire water:7.>-ii
storage tank (FWST) AFW pump supply elocated from the CTS on AFW
supply and included in the AFW specification for completeness.

Consistent with the CTS, ITS 3.7.6 specification description, the LCO, the
ACTION requirements and the Surveillances are revised to incorporate the
specific requirement of an OPERABLE AFW supply source via the CST and
the FWST. The volumes in gallons are converted to the equivalent level in
tank percent full. The control room readouts are in percent level.

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 6B)

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 6B)

ITS 3.7.8, ACTION A.1, Note 1, under Required Action A.1 is deleted
consistent with the CTS. The emergency diesel generators have no interface
with the auxiliary saltwater (ASW) system or the closed cooling water (CCW)
system; each diesel has its own self contained cooling system.

Consistent with the CTS, the ITS SR 3.7.8.1 Note which states that isolation
of individual components does not render the [ASW] inoperable is deleted
since the [ASW] system supplies only the CCW heat exchanger and no other
individual components.

DCPP Description of Changes to Improved TS





CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE FOR DIFFERENCES FROM NUREG-1431, SECTION 3/4.7 Page 2 of 8

TECHNICALSPECIFICATION CHANGE

NUMBER DESCRIPTION DIABLO
CANYON

APPLICABILITY

COMANCHE
PEAK

WOLF
CREEK

GALLAWAY

3.7-08

3.7-09

3.7-10

3.7-11

SR 3.7.5.1 is revised to add a Note consistent with the CTS and
the plant specific design. The verification of flowcontrol valve
position is deferred until conditions are appropriate.

he surveillanc~requirement
associated with the FWST AFW pump supply~elocated from
the CTS on AFW supply and included in the DCPP AFW
specification for completeness.

The specification description, the LCO, the ACTION requirements
and the Surveillance are revised to incorporate the DCPP plant
specific requirement for OPERABLE AFW supply sources via the
CST and the FWST per the current licensing basis.

The Required Actions for CPSES feedwater isolation and
associated bypass valves inoperable are revised consistent with
the current licensing basis.

No, AFW
valves have
a correct
position.

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

3.7-12

3.7-13

Inane-4 (Sea(A Sub~i~g
Note 1. under Action Required A.1 is deleted. The DCPP
emergency diesel generators have self contained cooling
systems that do not rely upon an external source of cooling water.

Yes No No No

DCPP Conversion Comparison Table - Improved TS
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PG8 E Letter DCL-98-144

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONCOVER SHEET

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.7.5.-12

REQUEST:

APPLICABILITY'C

CTS 4.7.1.2.1.a.3
ITS SR 3.7.5.1 and Bases LCO/SR 3.7.5.1 discussion
DOC 02-zz-LG

CTS 4.7.1.2.1.a.3 has been modified to add the STS bracketed verification of
both steam supply flow paths to the TDAFWpump per ITS SR 3.7.5.1.

Comment: The ITS Bases LCO discussion in the fourth sentence state the need to
"assure" the Operability of various listed steam supply line components. If this
verification does not occur in SR 3.7.5.1, provide a new ITS SR. If this verification does
occur in SR 3.7.5.1, modify ITS SR 3.7.5.1 and the associated Bases to include these
component verifications in this SR.

FLOG RESPONSE: Clarification for determining steam trap operability is added to the Bases
for ITS SR 3.7.5.2. The revised statement is as follows: "The ability of steam traps 104, 105,
and 106 to remove condensate in the steam supplies is verified during the inservice testing of
the pumps." ITS SR 3.7.5.1 and its associated Bases addresses only the verification of correct
valve alignment.

ATTACHED PAGES:

Encl. 5B B 3.7-31





AFW System
B 3.7.5

BASES

The 31 day Frequency>~ m based on engineering judgment. is
consistent with Cate procedural controls governing valve
operation, and ensures correct valve positions. ~ln~r+

SR 3.7.5.2

Verifying that each AFW pump's developed head at the flow test
point is greater than or equal to the required developed head
ensures that AFW pump performance has not degraded during the
cycle. Flow and differential head are normal tests oflppf ddl~ldpd
Code (Ref 2). Because it is undesirable to introduce cold AFW
into the steam generators while they are operating. this testing
is performed on recirculation flow. This test confirms one point
on the pump design curve and is indicative of overall
performance. Such inservice tests confirm component OPERABILITY.

ren per ormance. and detect incipient failures by indicating
abnormal performance. Performance of inservice testing discussed

1 Ahdhd~fpf.dl 1 1 E d 3
intervals) satisfies this requirement.

This SR is modified by a Note indicating that the SR foK:.:the
4r..bipe-::,dr'ivy:,:,;::AFMÃpuIIN should be deferred until suita'b t'es 'test
coiidit'ions are'"estabTished. This deferral is required because
there is insufficient steam pressure to perform the test.

~G ilia of she:m ~PS l% 105,and IOtcpW vernan ~enSa:~ ia ~~ Mppli~ i> Qs=/if''d diAv'in] W8, ig~rVs~ ~ng Of ~ p mph

@3.7. 5- l2

(continued)
/
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ADDITIONALINFORINATIONCOVER SHEET

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.7.6.-7

REQUEST:

APPLICABILITY'C

CTS 3.7.1.3 Action a
ITS 3.7.6 Required Action A.1 and Completion Time
JFD 3.7-10

The CTS requirements have been adapted to the ITS format which necessitates
the deletion of Required Action A.1 and the 12 hour periodic verification.

Comment: These ITS changes appear to be acceptable; however, the JFD 3.7-10
describes the change but does not specifically describe the deletions of Required Action
A.1 and the 12 hour periodic verification. Also, there are no technical justifications
provided for these deviations from the STS. Provide the required justifications and the
deletion descriptions.

FLOG RESPONSE: The Actions for ITS 3.7.6 have been revised to be consistent with the STS
3.7.6 Actions. Required Action A.1 has been revised to read: "Verifyby administrative means
OPERABILITYof backup water supply," to be done within 4 hours, and the once per 12 hours
thereafter" completion time has been reinstated. ITS 3.7.6 Condition A has been revised to
read: "CST or FWST level not within limit." Required Action A.2 (formerly 8.1) has been
revised to read: "Restore CST or FWST level to within limit." The associated Bases have been
revised accordingly. DOC 02-04-M (first sentence) has been revised to read "... (ADVs), the
condensate storage tank (CST) and the fire water storage tank (FWST), be operable...." DOC
02-04-M (last sentence) has been revised to read: "This change clarifies the Applicability of
AFW, CST and FWST, and ADVs to the RCS - Loops - MODE 4 TS." Also, DOCS 03-04-LS43
and 03-05-LS44 have been added to justify the changes in the CTS requirements.

DOC 03-04-LS43 states: "CTS 3.7.1.3, "AuxiliaryFeedwater Sources," requires that the
condensate storage tank (CST) have an open flow path to the AFW pump suction, and that the
fire water storage tank (FWST) have a flow path capable of being aligned to the AFW pump
suction. If the CST flow path is not open to the AFW pump suction, CTS 3.7.1.3, Action a,
requires that the flow path be restored within 4 hours, or that the Unit be in HOT STANDBY
within the next 6 hours and in HOT SHUTDOWN within the following 6 hours. Ifthe FWST flow
path is not capable of being aligned to the AFW pump suction, CTS 3.7.1.3, Action b, requires
that the capability to align the flow be restored within 7 days or that the Unit be in HOT
STANDBYwithin the next 6 hours and in HOT SHUTDOWN within the following 6 hours.
These flow paths directly affect the operability of the AFW system, and are included in ITS
3.7.5, "AuxiliaryFeedwater System." If the flow path requirements are not met, the operability
of all three AFW trains is affected, and ITS 3.7.5, Required Action D requires that action be
initiated immediately to restore one AFW train to operable status. ITS LCO 3.0.3 and all other
LCO Required Actions requiring Mode changes are suspended until one AFW train is restored
to operable status. Since a Unit shutdown is not required, ITS 3.7.5, Required Action D, is less
restrictive than CTS 3.7.1.3, Action a or b, even though action is initiated immediately to restore
the degraded condition.





Enclosure 2
PG8 E Letter DCL-98-144

This change is acceptable because it is consistent with other conditions that affect the
operability of all three AFW trains, and is consistent with the CTS action for those conditions. If
all three trains are inoperable in MODE 1, 2, or 3, the Unit is in a seriously degraded condition
with no safety-related means for conducting a cooldown, and only a limited means for
conducting a cooldown with non safety-related equipment. The limiting event for AFW supply,
i.e., CST and FWST minimum volumes, is based on a loss of offsite power which assumes a

reduced RCS cooldown rate and requires seismically qualified water sources. The lower RCS
cooldown rate on natural circulation increases the cooldown period until the RHR system can
be used to remove further decay heat. Both CST and FWST required volumes are necessary
to provide the necessary water volume to complete such a cooldown. In such a condition, the
unit should not be perturbed by any action, including a power change, that might result in a trip.
The seriousness of this condition requires that action be started immediately to restore one
AFW train to operable status.

Since the ITS action is the same as the CTS action for other conditions that impact the
operability of all three trains of AFW, avoids a plant transient which could lead to a condition
where both supplies would be needed, and the flow path is likely to be restored quickly, this
change from the CTS would not significantly impact plant safety."

DOC 03-05-LS43 states: "CTS 3.7.1.3 requires that the CST have a useable volume of at least
164, 678 gallons of water (41.3%). If the CST has less than that volume, CST 3.7.1.3, Action a,
requires that it be restored within 4 hours, or that the Unit be in HOT STANDBYwithin the next
6 hours and in HOT SHUTDOWN within the following 6 hours. This action is retained in the
ITS; however ITS 3.7.6, Required Action A.2 also allows up to 7 days to restore the CST level
provided operability of a backup water supply, including flow paths from the backup water
supply to the AFW pump suction, is verified within 4 hours and every 12 hours thereafter. This
change is acceptable because sufficient water is available to cool down the unit, assuming the
limiting event for AFW supply, and because of the low probability of an event occurring during
this time period requiring the CST."

NSHC LS43 and LS44 have been added because of the relaxation in the CTS requirements.

ATTACHED PAGES:

Encl. 2
Encl. 3A
Encl. 3B
Encl. 4
Encl. 5A
Encl. 5B

3/4 7-6
4,5
6
Table of Contents, new LS43, new LS44
3.7-16
B 3.7-36, B 3.7-37
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PLANT SYSTEMS gp.7. I- I

AUXILIARY FEEDWATER SOURCES'"'::-':":::.CDNDENS!ATFXSTDRAGE"":::TARN"l OST::::i'YANDiiRIRE!!HATER'TSTORAGE o!-!A-A

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

operation and

3.7.1.3 The Condensate Storage Tank (CST) level: shall
be at least 41;",'"::3X:::

. and the Fire Water Storage an WST) -„heve,:: shall
be a least 22.::i'2X for "one Unit

6'";;-'.7X for two Unit operation

g 3.1-Eb

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2 and +~ ...,,
ACTION;
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EEn~ canna Par ~K~ ~'Nra-afka
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With an FWST
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~ within seven days restore e
r ui re FWST conditions; or. be in at least HOT STANDBY. within
next ours and in HOT SHUTDOWN without::,met,:iancisupor~i::":sfeaII|

th
ap3.7 ro- 7

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4.7.1.3.1

4.7.1.3.2

4.7.1.3.3

The CST volume shall be demonstrated at least once per 12 hours byii h ~i:,,!:,hi
The FWST volume shall be demonstrated at least once per 12 hours byh~!h:,''ffi iihi
Verify the FWST is capable of being aligned to the Auxiliary
Feedwater System by cycling each FWST valve in the flow path
necessary for realignment through at least one full cycle once per
quarter.

DIABLO CANYON - UNITS 1 & 2
TAQ4-.4A

3/4 7-6





CHANGE
NUMBER NSHC

02-04 M

~d ~Q $~ ljNcl'~ ~v. (~1 0

DESCRIPT(ON
Q3.7. (p- I

The LCO Applicabilityand ACTION are revised to includ a requirement that
an AFW train with a motor driven pump, the appropriate tmospheric dump
valves (ADVs),the condensate storage tank (CST be operable in MODE
4 when the SG is relied upon for heat removal. This reflects the situation
where credit is taken for a reactor coolant system (RCS) loop for heat
removal in MODE 4 in lieu of a residual heat removal (RHR) train. (Refer to
RCS HOT SHUTDOWN CTS.) This change clarifies the Applicabilityof
AFW, CST and ADVs to the RCS loops-MODE4TS.

02-05

02-06

02-07

02-08

02-09

02-10

02-11

02-12

02-13

A

LG

LS6

LS21

TR1

Although previously implied, the addition of the footnote for three inoperable
AFW trains assures that TS 3.0.3 will not be entered and that no other
ACTION statement for other inoperable components will be applied that
might force the unit into an unsafe condition.

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

The surveillance to verify valve alignments is revised to include automatic
valves. This proposed change is acceptable because it results in more
stringent TS requirements that are both appropriate and consistent with
NUREG-1431.

The surveillance interval for the AFW pump performance is changed from
once per 92 days on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS (STB) to 'in accordance
with the IST Program." This proposed change willeliminate any potential
ambiguity associated with AFW pump testing as a result of ASME changes
and results in consistent presentation of pump testing throughout the TS.

The surveillance is revised to combine the water flowand steam flowpaths
into one SR. This proposed change is acceptable because it is
administrative in nature; no change to technical requirements would result.

The time to achieve HOT SHUTDOWN conditions ifACTIONS are not
completed is changed from 6 to 12 hours. This time is reasonable to reach
the required conditions under the circumstances, since the SG heat removal
system is degraded, but is the system performing the cooldown to MODE 4.

The testing requirements for pumps and valves are separated into two SRs
in accordance with NUREG-1431.

The respective valve and pump SRs are revised to allow credit for an actual
actuation, ifone occurs, to satisfy the SRs. The identification of the initiating
signal is moved to the Bases.

The requirement to verify that the fire water storage tank is capable of
realignment as an AFW backup supply is moved to the AFW ITS from the
CTS describing the AFW sources and volume requirements. Both the flow
path verification and the frequency are moved to make the AFW ITS
complete.

DCPP Description of Changes to Current TS





CHANGE
NUMBER MSHC

02-14 M

DESCRIPTION

The Note for testing of the steam TDAFWpump is revised to explicitly
define when the testing must be performed. Previously, the time period was
unspecified.

02-15

02-16

02-17

02-18

02-19

02-20

02-21

03-01

LG

A

LG

LS35

LG

LG

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

Not applicable to'DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

The description of the AFW supply pathway is deleted due to its relocation to
AFW ITS 3.7.5 and associated Bases. The revised specification deals only
with the required volumes of the AFW pump supply sources.

03-02 LS22 Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

03-03

04-01

04-02

05-01

osW
Q 5-CS

LG

LS8

LS9

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

The revision requires isotopic analysis for DOSE EQUIVALENTI-131
concentration to be performed on a 314ay frequency. The conditional
performance requirements in the current surveillance (i.e., based on 10
percent of the allowable limitfor radionuclides contained in Table 4.7-1) are
deleted. This results in a more restrictive requirement for the isotopic
analysis.

The SR of Table 4.7-1 to determine gross radioactivity is deleted. The
change is acceptable because radioiodines and the resulting thyroid dose
are limiting, not noble gases and whole-body dose. The primary to
secondary leakage limits and DOSE EQUIVALENTl-131 limits ensure the
dose analyses in the [Final Safety Analysis Report J remain valid.

The MODE ofApplicabilityfor the main steam isolation valves (MSIVs) is
revised to clarify that in MODES 2 and 3 with all MSIVs closed [and de-
activated], the safety function of the MSIVs is already met. Thus,
OPERABILITYof the MSIVs in this condition is not required.
IA~4- QS.1. ( - 1
In~4

DCPP Description of Changes to Current TS





Insert for Q 3.7.6 - 7

Enclosure 3A

DOC 03-04-LS43

Page 5

CTS 3.7.1.3, "AuxiliaryFeedwater Sources," requires that the condensate storage tank
(CST) have an open flow path to the AFW pump suction, and that the fire water storage
tank (FWST) have a flow path capable of being aligned to the AFW pump suction. If the
CST flow path is not open to the AFW pump suction, CTS 3.7.1.3, Action a, requires
that the flow path be restored within 4 hours, or that the unit be in HOT STANDBYwithin
the next 6 hours and in HOT SHUTDOWN within the following 6 hours. Ifthe FWST
flow path is not capable of being aligned to the AFW pump suction, CTS 3.7.1.3, Action
b, requires that the capability to align the flow be restored within 7 days or that the unit
be in HOT STANDBYwithin the next 6 hours and in HOT SHUTDOWN within the
following 6 hours. The flow paths from the CST and FWST to the AFW pumps directly
affect the operability of the AFW system, and not the operability of the CST and the
FWST.

Consequently the flow path requirements are now included in ITS 3.7.5, "Auxiliary
Feedwater System." For the AFW system to be operable, ITS 3.7.5 requires that the
CST have an open flow path to the AFW pump suction and that the FWST have a flow
path capable of being aligned to the AFW pump suction. If these flow path requirements
are not met, the operability of all three AFW trains is affected, and ITS 3.7.5, Required
Action D requires that action be initiated immediately to restore one AFW train to
operable status. ITS LCO 3.0.3 and all other LCO Required Actions requiring Mode
changes are suspended until one AFW train is restored to operable status. Since a unit
shutdown is not required, ITS 3.7.5, Required Action D, is less restrictive than CTS
3.7.1.3, Action a or b, even though action is initiated immediately to restore the
degraded condition, and is likely to be completed before the CTS completion times
expire.

This change is acceptable because it is consistent with other conditions that affect the
operability of all three AFW trains, and is consistent with the CTS action for those
conditions. Ifall three trains are inoperable in MODES 1, 2, or 3, the unit is in a
seriously degraded condition with no safety related means for conducting a cooldown,
and only a limited means for conducting a cooldown with non-safety related equipment.
The limiting event for AFW supply, i.e., CST and FWST minimum volumes, is based on
a loss of offsite power which assumes a reduced RCS cooldown rate and requires
seismically qualified water sources. The lower RCS coo!down rate on natural circulation
increases the cooldown period until the RHR system can be used to remove further
decay heat. Both CST and FWST required volumes are necessary to provide the
necessary water volume to complete such a cootdown. In such a condition, the unit
should not be perturbed by any action, including a power change, that might result in a
trip and loss of offsite power. The seriousness of this condition requires that action be
started immediately to restore one AFW train to operable status.

Since the ITS action is the same as the CTS action for other conditions that impact the
operability of all three trains of AFW, avoids a plant transient which could lead to a



0



condition where both supplies would be needed, and the flow path is likely to be
restored quickly, this change from the CTS would not significantly impact plant safety.





Insert for Q 3.7.6-7

Enclosure 3A Page 5

DOC 03-05-LS44

CTS 3.7.1.3 requires that the CST have a useable volume of at least 164,678 gallons of
water (41.3%). If the CST has less than that volume, CST 3.7.1.3, Action a, requires
that it be restored within 4 hours, or that the unit be in HOT STANDBYwithin the next 6
hours and in HOT SHUTDOWN within the following 6 hours. This action is retained in
the ITS; however ITS 3.7.6, Required Action A.2 also allows up to 7 days to restore the
CST level provided operability of a backup water supply, including flow paths from the
backup water supply to the AFW pump suction, is verified within 4 hours and every 12
hours thereafter. This change is acceptable because sufficient water is available to
cooldown the unit, assuming the limiting event for AFW supply, and because of the low
probability of an event occurring during this time period requiring the CST.
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TECHNICALSPECIFICATION CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUMBER

03-02
LS22

03-03
LG

04-01
M

04-02
LS8

05-01
LS9

DESCRIPTION

The requirement to verify the OPERABILITYof the
ESW system when acting as backup to the CST for
AFW supply by verifying the system is in operation is
deleted. The surveillance willnow require that the
OPERABILITYof the backup system be verified 'by
administrative means."

The CPSES specific description of how to verify the
OPERABILITYof the service water system when
acting as backup to the CST forAFW supply is moved
to the Bases. The surveillance willnow require that
the OPERABILITYof the backup system be verified
'by administrative means.

Isotopic analysis for DOSE EQUIVALENTl-131
concentration is to be performed on a 31 day
frequency. The conditional performance requirements
in the CTS are deleted.

The SR of Table 4.7-1 to determine gross
radioactivity is deleted.

The MODE of Applicabilityfor MSIVs is revised to
clarify that in MODES 2 and 3 with all MSIVs closed
[and de-activatedj, the safety function of the MSIVs is
met.

DIABLO
CANYON

No, the service
water system is
not a credited
AFW backup
supply

No, the service
water system is
not a credited
AFW backup
supply

Yes

Yes

Yes

COMANCHE
PEAK

No, refer to 03-
03-LG.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

WOLF CREEK

Yes

No, refer to
03-02-LS22.

Yes

Yes

No, maintaining
CTS.

CALLAWAY

Yes

No, refer to
03-02-LS22.

Yes

Yes

No,
maintaining
CTS.
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DCPP Conversion Comparison Table - Current TS





Enclosure 3B

DOC 03-04-LS43

Page 6

Insert for Q 3.7.6 - 7

The proposed change requires that an inoperable flow path affecting the operability of all
three AFW trains be restored immediately. The shutdown of the plant per DCPP CTS
3.7.1.3, Action a, is no longer required.

Applicability:
DC- Yes
CP-No
WC- No
CA- No





Insert for Q 3.7.6 - 7

Enclosure 3B

DOC 03-05-LS44

Page 6

The DCPP proposed change allows 7 days to restore the CST level to within limit
provided operability of a backup water supply, including flow paths from the backup
water supply to the AFW pump suction, is verified within 4 hours and every 12 hours
thereafter.

Applicability:
DC- Yes
CP-No
WC- No
CA- No





NO SIGNIFICANTHAZARDS CONSIDERATION

(continued)

IV. Specific No Significant Hazards Considerations -"LS" (continued)

LS31.
LS32
LS33.
LS34.
LS35.
LS36..
LS37
LS38.
LS39..
Recurring No Significant Hazards Considerations -"TR"

....................&I..~..... ~~~~>
.Not applicable to DCPP

.........................................54

....Not applicable to DCPP

.......Not applicable to DCPP
......Not applicable to DCPP

.........................................56

..................... . ............... 58

.......Not applicable to DCPP

TR1

Lsi40 hbl. Applicable w~ ~cp3:r. I-8
LSQ t

LS92.
LS Q3 lesw4 g
LS ~ insark J

.....60





Insert for Q 3.7.6 -7

Enclosure 4

IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANTHAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LSP3
10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION

FOR
TECHNICALCHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHINTHE TECHNICALSPECIFICATIONS

CTS 3.7.1.3, "AuxiliaryFeedwater Sources," requires that the condensate storage tank
(CST) have an open flow path to the AFW pump suction, and that the fire water storage
tank (FWST) have a flow path capable of being aligned to the AFW pump suction. Ifthe
CST flow path is not open to the AFW pump suction, CTS 3.7.1.3, Action a, requires
that the flow path be restored within 4 hours, or that the unit be in Hot Standby within the
next 6 hours and in Hot Shutdown within the following 6 hours. Ifthe FWST flow path is
not capable of being aligned to the AFW pump suction, CTS 3.7.1.3, Action b, requires
that the capability to align the flow be restored within 7 days or that the unit be in Hot
Standby within the next 6 hours and in Hot sSutdown within the following 6 hours. The
flow paths from the CST and FWST to the AFW pumps directly affect the operability of
the AFW system, and not the operability of the CST and the FWST.

Consequently, the flow path requirements are now included in ITS 3.7.5, "Auxiliary
Feedwater System." For the AFW system to be operable, ITS 3.7.5 requires that the
CST have an open flow path to the AFW pump suction and that the FWST have a flow
path capable of being aligned to the AFW pump suction. If these requirements are not
met, the operability of all three AFW trains is affected, and ITS 3.7.5, application of
Required Action D requires that action be initiated immediately to restore one AFW train
to operable status. ITS LCO 3.0.3 and all other LCO Required Actions requiring Mode
changes are suspended until one AFW train is restored to operable status. Since a unit
shutdown is not required, ITS 3.7.5, Required Action D, is less restrictive than CTS
3.7.1.3, Action a or b, even though action is initiated immediately to restore the
degraded condition, and is likely to be completed before the CTS completion times
expire.

This change is acceptable because it is consistent with other conditions that affect the
operability of all three AFW trains, and is consistent with the CTS action for those
conditions. Ifall three trains are inoperable in Modes 1, 2, or 3, the unit is in a seriously
degraded condition with no safety related means for conducting a coo!down, and only a
limited means for conducting a cooldown with non-safety related equipment. The
limiting event for AFW supply, i.e., CST and FWST minimum volumes, is based on a
loss of offsite power which assumes a reduced RCS cooldown rate and requires
seismically qualified water sources. The lower RCS cooldown rate on natural circulation
increases the cooldown period until the RHR system can be used to remove further
decay heat. Both CST and FWST required volumes are necessary to provide the
necessary condensate volume to complete such a cooldown. In such a condition, the
unit should not be perturbed by any action, including a power change, that might result





in a trip and loss of offsite power. The seriousness of this condition requires that action
be started immediately to restore one AFW train to operable status.

Since the ITS action is the same as the CTS action taken for other conditions that
impact the operability of all three trains of AFW, avoids a plant transient which could
lead to a condition where both supplies would be needed, and the flow path is likely to
be restored quickly, this change from the CTS would not significantly impact plant
safety.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been performed in
accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted below:

"The Commission may make a final determination, pursuant to the proceduresin
50.91, that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a faci%ty licensed
under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facilityinvolves no significant hazards
consideration, ifoperation of the facilityin accordance with the proposed
amendment would not:

1. Involve a significantincrease in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind ofaccident from any
accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reductionin a margin ofsafety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant hazards
consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

The CST and FWST are used for accident mitigation and are not initiators of an
accident. Consequently, a change to the required actions will not affect the
probability of an accident. The proposed change revises the actions taken in the
event the CST flow path is not open to the AFW pump suction, or the capability
to align the flow path from the FWST to the AFW pump suction is lost. Action
would be immediately taken to restore the affected flow path. In such a
condition, any action that might result in a unit trip and loss of offsite power, such
as a power reduction, is avoided. The elimination of the shutdown requirement
reduces the probability that an inoperable AFW system would be required to
function. The AFW system automatically supplies feedwater to the steam
generators to remove decay heat from the RCS upon the loss of normal
feedwater supply. The proposed change is consistent with the CTS actions for
other conditions that affect the operability of all three AFW trains. Therefore, the
proposed change does not involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated.





Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change does not require physical alteration to any plant system or
change the method by which any safety related system performs its function.
Thus, the proposed change does not create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from those previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

The proposed change is consistent with the action taken for other conditions that
affect the operability of three AFW trains. The margin of safety established by
the LCO remains unchanged. Thus there is no reduction in the margin of safety
from that previously established.

NO SIGNIFICANTHAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with NSHC
"LS-43" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c); and accordingly, a no
significant hazards consideration finding is justified.





Enclosure 4
Insert for Q 3.7.6 - 7

IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANTHAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
NSHC LS<4

10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
FOR

TECHNICALCHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE
REQUIREMENTS WITHINTHE TECHNICALSPECIFICATIONS

CTS 3.7.1.3 requires that the CST have a useable volume of at least 164,678 gallons of
water (41.3%). If the CST has less than that volume, CST 3.7.1.3, Action a, requires
that it be restored within 4 hours, or that the unit be in Hot Standby within the next 6
hours and in Hot Shutdown within the following 6 hours. This action is retained in the
ITS; however ITS 3.7.6, Required Action A.2 also allows up to 7 days to restore the CST
level provided operability of a backup water supply, including flow paths from the backup
water supply to the AFW pump suction, is verified within 4 hours and every 12 hours
thereafter. This change is acceptable because sufficient water is available to coo!down
the unit, assuming the limiting event (natural circulation cooldown) for AFW supply, and
because of the low probability of an event occurring during this time period requiring the
CST.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been performed in
accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted below:

"The Commission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in
50.91, that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facilitylicensed
under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facilityinvolves no significant hazards
consideration, ifoperation of the facilityinaccordance with the proposed
amendment would not:

1. Involve a significantincrease in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibi%ty of a new or different kind ofaccident from any
accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reductionin a margin ofsafety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant hazards
consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

The CST and FWST are used for accident mitigation and are not initiators of an
accident. Consequently, a change to the required actions will not affect the
probability of an accident. The proposed change allows 7 days to restore the





CST level to within limit provided operability of a backup water supply, including
flow paths from the backup water supply to the AFW pump suction, is verified
within 4 hours and every 12 hours thereafter. Sufficient water is then available to
cooldown the unit, assuming the limiting event for AFW supply. Therefore, the
proposed change does not involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change does not require physical alteration to any plant system or
change the method by which any safety related system performs its function.
Thus, the proposed change does not create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from those previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

The proposed charrge allows additional time to restore the CST level to within
limit provided a backup water supply is verified to operable. Since sufficient
water is available to cooldown the unit, the margin of safety established by the
LCO remains unchanged. Thus there is no reduction in the margin of safety from
that previously established.

NO SIGNIFICANTHAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with NSHC
"LSP4" resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c); and accordingly, a no
significant hazards consideration finding is justified.





3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

3.7.6 Condensate Storage Tank (CST) and~!Fi'i„'.ejWatertStorage,::.Ta'nk:::::,:CFu))ST):
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APPLICABILITY: MODES 1. 2, and 3.
MODE 4 when steam generator is relied upon for heat removal.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. CST leve no within
limit.

A.1

,es Ore.':s S:.,k:. e

4 hours

;,-'.P,:":","',:.,",",:.'FMST,:::: .eve1,';;q
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Sl itC ~

Restore ~ „:.LIIGHT,: level
to within imi't.

7 d
ays

Required Action and
associated Completion
Time not met.

Be in MODE 3.

AND

Qg Be in )40OE 4. without
reliance on steam
generator for heat
removal.

6 hours

1'8 hours

@3. 7 4-7

DCPP Mark-up of NUREG-1431, Rev. 1

3.7-16





BASES

arel FwsT
CST

B 3.7.6

gt" 3. 1-A

Ussr,:,:.:oÃ'i.:aC)'ng.:::::;:::::.'"-..TheXe':,"':::;lmvels.";.-: ii':e based on hol'ding the uni't in

RHR entry conditions at 9%3 25'F/hour. Thi's'basis "i™'s

established in Reference 4

The OPERABILITY of the CST 'aifd':;:FIIISTgis determined by maintaining
the tank level% at or above the m'iiiimum required level'I.

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, and 3, and in MODE 4. when steam generator is
being relied upon for heat removal, the CST m and":.::FQST%':,i'm
required to be OPERABLE.

In MODE 5 or 6. the CST m Kr,;::::,FHSj.:,:jre not required because the
AFW System is not required.

ACTIONS
42

A.l and
q3.7.4=l

I::;:,the!'CST",:.';ay,.',:::FW
i,'evelyn%'Bf,.e):0, qkvl: ..70'j:,.:';:,"':., e: '',,::„"'„::::,'bevel!>',os'):.M$),'estof.',ed
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YR. 3 7-OOZ
DCPP Hark-up of NUREG-1431. Rev. 1 Bases B 3.7-36









Enclosure 2
PG8 E Letter DCL-98-144

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONCOVER SHEET

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.7.7.-2

REQUEST'TS
4.7.3.[1].b

ITS SR 3.7.7.2
DOC 08-05-A

APPLICABILITY: DC, CP, WC, CA

CTS 4.7.3.[1].b requires that each automatic valve is verified to actuate to its
correct position. Corresponding ITS SR 3.7.7.2 limits this verification by
excepting those valves that are "locked, sealed or otherwise secured in position."

Comment: This CTS change is acceptable; however, this results in fewer valves that
need this verification which is a "less restrictive" change. In addition, for CPSES, the
(***)footnote in the CTS markup has omitted the beginning phrase "in the flow path."
Revise the submittal to provide the appropriate justification for the proposed change.

FLOG RESPONSE: The FLOG believes that the proposed change is an administrative change.
The NRC accepted a similar change at Vogtle as an administrative change, as discussed in
Section 3.1.3.7 item (13) of the Vogtle SER.

DOC 08-05-A is revised to include: "The clarification allows automatic valves, which are in their
secured position under administrative controls, to be exempted from the surveillance. These
automatic valves are secured in their accident position and are not required to actuate to
perform their safety function. Proper positioning of valves is administratively controlled by
equipment out of service programs and locked valve programs. These programs ensure valves
are maintained in their proper position by requiring independent verification of safety-related or
other important equipment, documentation of the position of locked equipment in a surveillance
program, and periodic reviews of equipment normally required to be locked. Exempting
automatic valves that are secured in their required position is perceived as the intent of the CTS
wording, and therefore, the addition of the phrase more accurately reflects this intent and is
considered to be administrative."

In response to the CPSES specific comment, CPSES has included a revised CTS page to add
the words "in the flow path" to the (***)footnote.

ATTACHED
PAGES'ncl.

3A 9





CHANGE
NUMBER NSHC

08-02 A

DESCRIPT(ON

A Note is added to the ACTION that references a potential interaction with
ITS 3.4.6 dealing with OPERABILITYof the RHR system in MODE 4. The
Note requires that the applicable TS be entered for the RHR train made
inoperable by the inoperable [component cooling water (CCW) or auxiliary
saltwater (ASW)] system. The ACTIONS of the referenced TS (RCS Loops-
MODE 4) require more immediate action than are required by the [CCW or
ASW] ACTIONS.

08-03

08-04

08-05

LG Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

A Note is added to the [CCW] surveillance that clarifies that the system is not
made inoperable by the isolation of individual components. This change is in
accordance with NUREG-1431, and provides clarification only.

6+7.5-$
The surveillance is modified to clarify that valves that are locked, sealed, or
otherwise secured in their correct position are not required to be tested. This
change is in accordance with NUREG 1431, and provides clarification only ~macr+

08-06

08-07

08-08

08-09

08-10

09-01

09-02

09-03

09-04

09-05

09-06

TR1 The SR is revised to allow credit for an actual actuation, ifone occurs, to
satisfy the SRs. The identification of the signal is moved to the Bases.

A new surveillance is added that requires verifying that each CCW pump
starts automatically on an actual or simulated signal actuation at least once
per mo ths. 'iX;Au-cubi

The surveillances are revised to clarify that only verification of the correct
position of valves in the flow path is required.

Not used.

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

his cha e revises e isting surveillance verify that a motive urce is +>> > >availa that would p it the required A valves to be reposit'd. This
ha e' '

G-143

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).
gB'7 N

he su illance is r orded and the r uirement to ve 'he positi of
u icvalves'eletedsince ASWs stem noautom 'alves.

M A new surveillance is added that requires verifying that each ASW pump
starts automatically on an actual or simulated actuation signal at least once
per months. M-au.-O0 I

TR1 Not apptim%te to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 38).

A new surveillance is added that requires verifying that each valve in the flow
path that is not locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in position is capable of
being placed in the correct position in accordance with the Inservice Testing
(IST) Program.

DCPP Description of Changes to Current TS





Insert for Q 3.7.7-2, Q3.7.5-9

Enclosure 3A - page 9
Insert for DOC 8-05-A

The clarification allows automatic valves, which are in their secured position under
administrative controls, to be exempted from the surveillance. These automatic valves
are secured in their accident position and are not required to actuate to perform their
safety function. Proper positioning of valves is administratively controlled by equipment
out of service programs and locked valve programs. These programs ensure valves are
maintained in their proper position by requiring independent verification of safety-related
or other important equipment, documentation of the position of locked equipment in a
surveillance program, and periodic reviews of equipment normally required to be locked.
Exempting automatic valves that are secured in their required position is perceived as
the intent of the CTS wording, and therefore, the addition of the phrase more accurately
reflects this intent and is considered to be administrative.





Enclosure 2
PG8 E Letter DCL-98-144

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONCOVER SHEET

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.7.7.-4

REQUEST'TS
4.7.3.[1].b

ITS SRs 3.7.7.2 and 3.7.7.3
DOC 08-06-TR1

APPLICABILITY: DC, CP

CTS 4.7.3.[1].b verifies at least once per 18 months that each CCW automatic
valve [and pump] actuates as designed upon receipt of its [associated ESF],
Safety Injection or [Phase "B" Isolation] test signaI. ITS SR 3.7.7.2 and ITS SR
3.7.7.3 [new for DCPP] verify the automatic CCW valves and the CCW pumps
actuate on an "actual signal or a simulated signal."

Comment: The DOC states the specific identity of the simulated signal is no longer
retained in the SR but is moved to the Bases. A review of the ITS SRs 3.7.7.2 and
3.7.7.3 Bases discussion shows these signals are not identified there. Revise the Bases
accordingly per the DOC.

FLOG RESPONSE: The Bases for SR 3.7.7.2 and SR 3.7.7.3 has been updated to include
ESF actuation signals.

ATTACHED
PAGES'ncl.

5B B 3.7-42





CCW System
8 3.7.7

proper flow paths exist for CCW operation. This SR does not
apply to valves that are locked. sealed'r otherwise secured in
position. since these valves are verified to be in the correct
position prior to locking, sealing, or securing. This SR also
does not apply to valves that cannot be inadvertently misaligned,
such as check valves. This Surveillance does not require any
testing or valve manipulation; rather. it involves verification
that those valves capable of being mispositioned are in the
correct position.

The 31 day Frequency is based on engineering judgment. is
consistent with the procedural controls governing valve
operation, and ensures correct valve positions.

SR 3.7.7.2 ~ A taf ~ 8 ctovk sfsfvm~ t~46~ cd:7 7-0

This SR verifies proper automatic operation of the CCW valves on
an actual or simulated actuation signal. The CCW System is a
normally operating system that cannot be fully actuated as part
of routine testing during normal operation. This Surveillance is
not required for valves that are locked, sealed. or otherwise
secur d in the required position under administrative controls.
The month Frequency is based on the need to perform this
urveillance under the conditions that apply during a unit outage

~~4 and the potential for an unplanned transient if the Surveillance
were performed with the reactor at power. Operating experience
has shown that these c onents usually pass the Surveillance
when performed at the month Frequency. Therefore, the
Frequency is acceptable from a reliability standpoint.

2CI K-Au=m

SR 3.7.7.3 'aft'~~ tOr (CSS,S, Cyf Off&k.ptyeimw (Cia'-4~tfmfy~)

This SR verifies proper automatic operation of the CCW pum s on ~ceno-w
an actual or simulated ": 'l.""actuation signal.

The
month Frequency is based on the need to perform this

urveillance under the conditions that apply during a unit outage
and the potential for an unplanned transient if the Surveillance
were performed with the reactor at power. pjThfs'„::;surfei':1':lance
requVrtemerit", app lieaptOJthwe:-:,STS autO,=Stai t a'nd':":theilatV!'a'uter,
transferlautomatlcssvtawi'ts:-:".,onl ji~'' Operating "espverience has shown
that theYe co'mpone ts usua ly pass the Surveillance when
performed at the month Frequency. Therefore, the Frequency is
acceptable from a'eliability standpoint.

1. FSAR. Section 9:.'2':„"2.

2. FSAR, Section 6„,2. g g,7-D

3v ~P t4282,
s

RCv'IS'lan I, "fyalua+~ Of'PP4K CAW T~Perp~uf C
ScEtlAriOS ~ Qi~90 QlnyCFyi, +hits (rAd

2f'CPP

Hark-up of NUREG-1431. Rev. 1 Bases 8 3.7-42 dCkd Dece~ar IRrt7.





Enclosure 2
PG8 E Letter DCL-98-144

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONCOVER SHEET

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.7.7.-5

REQUEST'TS
4.7.3.1

ITS SRs 3.7.7.2 and 3.7.7.3
DOC 08-07-M

APPLICABILITY: DC

CTS 4.7.3.1.b requires each automatic CCW valve to be actuated once per 18
months. Also, the CTS has been modiTied to add a new requirement to verify
each pump starts automatically at least once per 18 months. The CTS markup
has been further changed to "each refueling interval" from the "once per 18
months." ITS SR 3.7.7.2 and SR 3.7.7.3 Frequency is 24 months.

Comment: The Bases for SR 3.7.7.2 and SR 3.7.7.3 state the Frequency is 24 months
which is not consistent with the CTS markup. These changes have been proposed
without any DOC or JFD. There is no technical justification provided for these CTS
changes. Adopt the STS text or withdraw these CTS changes.

FLOG RESPONSE: An errata to LAR 97-09 was submitted to the NRC January 9, 1998, in
DCL-98-003. Errata changes on pages affected by NRC comment numbers are indicated with
"DC-ALL-002." Errata changes that dealt with issuance of LAs 119/117 and 118/116 (issued
7/13/97) that addressed CTS surveillance interval increases due to 24-month fuel cycles are
indicated with "DC-ALL-001."

LAs 118/116, referenced above, defined the CTS frequency notation in Table 1.1. Per LAs
118/116 and LAR 97-09 errata, the notation "R24, REFUELING INTERVAL"is defined as, "At
least once per 24 months." Thus, the CTS mark-up stating: "each REFUELING INTERVAL"is
consistent with the ITS mark-up of "24 months."

ATTACHED PAGES:

None





Enclosure 2
PG8 E Letter DCL-98-144

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONCOVER SHEET

ADDITIONALINFORIIATIONNO: Q 3.7.7.-6

REQUEST:
CTS 3/4.7.3
ITS 3.7.7 Action A
DOC 08-yy-LSy

APPLICABILITY: DC

ITS 3.7.7 Bases discussion of LCO and Action A.1, states "Split loop alignment
of the CCW during normal operation requires Condition A to be entered because
the CCW system cannot tolerate a single failure in this configuration."

Comment: The split loop configuration is not identified in the ITS 3.7.7 and it is not
explained at all in the Bases. Provide an additional detailed explanation to enable a
technical reviewer to make an independent determination pertaining to how the "split
loop configuration" affects the ITS LCO conversion.

FLOG RESPONSE: The CCW system split loop configuration requires that two CCW pumps
(minimum), two CCW heat exchangers, both CCW vital headers, and the surge tank be
operable. Each CCW pump is aligned to a single header. This requires the following:
(1) shutting one of the two normally opened CCW pump discharge valves for each of the three
CCW pumps, (2) shutting one of the two return header cross-connect valves (CCW-4 or CCW-
5), (3) shutting one of the two supply header cross-connect valves (CCW-23 or CCW-24), and
(4) isolating the post-accident sample coolers since they cross-connect the vital headers. The
position of the vital header supply and return cross-connect valves determines which CCW
pump(s) are supplying the non-vital header. (See attached figure.)

In the above configuration, the CCW system cannot withstand a single failure because
depending on the alignment, an ESF load cooled by CCW will go without power while the
redundant load will lose CCW cooling. For example, while in split loop operation, with CCW
pump 2 and 3 supplying headers A and C, and CCW pump 1 supplying header B, a LOCA with
bus F failure occurs. All of the header B components have lost cooling since CCW pump 1 is
no longer running. Centrifugal charging pump 1 on header A has CCW cooling but no power,
centrifugal charging pump 2 on header B has power but no CCW cooling. Therefore, both are
unable to provide their safety function.

ATTACHED PAGES:

No changes to submittal pages, however, see attached figure.
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Enclosure 2
PG&E Letter DCL-98-144

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONCOVER SHEET

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.7.8.-6

REQUEST'TS
4.7.4.1

ITS SR 3.7.8.1
DOC 09-03-A
DOC 08-08-A

APPLICABILITY'C

CTS 4.7.4.1 veriTies that each "manual, power operated or automatic" valve is in
its correct position. ITS SR 3.7.8.1 requires the verification of only manual or
power operated valves.

Comment: Resolve the contradiction and make the CTS and the ITS consistent. Also,
the CTS has been modified to add "in the flow path" to this CTS SR. There is no CTS
DOC indicated on the CTS markup for this CTS change while DOC 08-08-A has been
used elsewhere. Revise the submittal to remove these contradictions and provide the
missing technical justification for these changes.

FLOG RESPONSE: DOC 09-03-A has been reworded to read: "The surveillance is revised to
require verification that only manual or power operated valves in the flow path servicing safety-
related equipment that are not locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in position, are in the
correct position. This change is consistent with the intent of the CTS to provide assurance that
the proper flow paths exist for ASW system operation. The requirement to verify the position of
automatic valves is deleted because there are no "automatic" valves in the ASW system, i.e.,
valves that reposition on an ESF or other actuation signal."

ATTACHED PAGES:

Encl. 3A 9





CHANGE
NUMBER NSHC

08-02 A

DESCRIPTION

A Note is added to the ACTION that references a potential interaction with
ITS 3.4.6 dealing with OPERABILITYof the RHR system in MODE 4. The
Note requires that the applicable TS be entered for the RHR train made
inoperable by the inoperable [component cooling water (CCW) or auxiliary
saltwater (ASW)) system. The ACTIONS of the referenced TS (RCS Loops-
MODE 4) require more immediate action than are required by the [CCW or
ASW] ACTIONS.

08-03

08-04

08-05

08-06

08-07

08-08

08-09

08-10

09-01

09-02

09-03

09-04

09-05

09-06

LG

TR1

A

TR1

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

A Note is added to the [CGA surveillance that clarifies that the system is not
made inoperable by the isolation of individual components. This change is in
accordance with NUREG-1431, and provides clarification only.

g+1.5-9
The surveillance is modified to clarify that valves that are locked, sealed, or
otherwise secured in their correct position are not required to be tested. This
change is in accordance with NUREG-1431, and provides clarification only. ~tooer+

The SR is revised to allow credit for an actual actuation, ifone occurs, to
satisfy the SRs. The identification of the signal is moved to the Bases.

A new surveillance is added that requires verifying that each CCW pump
starts automatically on an actual or simulated signal actuation at least once
per mo ths. 'iX.-Au-cni
The surveillances are revised to clarify that only verification of the correct
position of valves in the flow path is required.

Not used.

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

his cha e revises e isting surveillance verify that a'motive urce is gp7 p 7availa that would p it the required A valves to be re osit'd. This
ha e' '

G- 43

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).
gB.7 N

he su illance is r orded and the r uirement to ve the positi of
u ic valves deleted since t ASWs stem no autom 'alves.

A new surveillance is added that requires verifying that each ASW pump
starts automatically on an actual or simulated actuation signal at least once
per months. lX-au.-uO I

Not appliance le to DCPP. Bee Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

A new surveillance is added that requires verifying that each valve in the flow
path that is not locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in position is capable of
being placed in the correct position in accordance with the Inservice Testing
(IST) Program.

DCPP Description of Changes to Current TS





Insert for Q 3.7.8 -6

Enclosure 2A - page 9

DOC 09-03-A

The surveillance is revised to require verification that only manual or power operated
valves in the flow path servicing safety-related equipment that are not locked, sealed, or
otherwise secured in position, are in the correct position. This change is consistent with
the intent of the CTS to provide assurance that the proper flow paths exist for ASW
system operation. The requirement to verify the position of automatic valves is deleted
because there are no "automatic" valves in the ASW system, i.e., valves that reposition
on an ESF or other actuation signal.





Enclosure 2
PG8 E Letter DCL-98-144

ADDITIONALINFORIIATIONCOVER SHEET

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.7.8.-7

REQUEST'TS
4.7.4.1

ITS SR 3.7.8.1
DOC 09-01-M
JFD 3.7-15

APPLICABILITY'C

These changes are beyond the scope of a conversion because they have not
been approved by the NRC.

Comment: Withdraw the changes or adopt the STS.

FLOG RESPONSE: Diablo Canyon withdraws the proposed change.

ATTACHED PAGES:

Encl. 2
Encl. 3A
Encl. 3B
Encl. 5A
Encl. 5B
Encl. 6A
Encl. 6B

3/4 7-12
9
12
3.7-21
B3.7-46
3
3





PLANT SYSTEMS

3/4,7.4 AUXILIARYSALTWATER SYSTEM:.": PASS

gg. 7. I- I

ol-p 6 4

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.7.4.1 At least two auxiliary saltwater trains shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

~ gC
ACTION

"'ith

only one auxiliary saltwater, train OPERABLE, restore at least two trains to
OPERABLE status within 72 hours or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6
hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4.7.4.1 At least two auxiliary saltwater trains shall be demonstrated OPERABLE
at least once per 31 days by verifying that each valve (manual, Or: power-
s" ~) iiipp',iiiP!,lip''PP!! i i f - 1 h ip «p

is not locked. sealed. o''therwise secured in osition. is in its correct
os'on ',',,;a.'~p p,,"„:;anw v,pOr:",:apr „upp..gesv,gawre:; aii -,-'~.--'" '::: -"'::; e:,;va:,.e" a~ib]e-, ';beiiij-.'..laC —.i';.:itS'..::Cp'ri '-piSjH''.ii".-wh "-""—" '-

.M ':W ''' 'P ''"P"~P''PhC..vhPPPPPPVhv .~%WVP.V444&4 'WhWPV"WWi4~ q.1.8- t

KU)W

a 'lOn';„,.lS.;gnh::p tp "::::: @aha. 'vp::OnCe
p

p hvhvhvphhw .wive p'... hw 'wvhv'w ':mv "vhv hp,.'.v'have .w".

oct ~eu0c idrevAw -Au=col

correhct:,:,'90sitf DAgg'''accol'i5anc'8's..'.'5) th':@h'e.;„'3'nps&rvlce'l: Test.Ag.:~:Progrp,aN',~

'"MODE''.'4;-:,';:,"~::.;for„':;:::"res'i'dua'I!'-,:heat';;:: removal,::~3'oow'ws;,:made',,:::i'no
PwhWpvhV, ~VhvlCPPP'8 whV4 Nw hvPhvvhphPhpVPhWNwXPvPv~~h,whwPPvpPvPhVph% h 'P hwvwvhWPC'6 wh whvhwPV wwhv

DIABLO CANYON - UNITS 1 8 2
TAB14.4A

3/4 7-12





CHANGE
NUMBER NSHC DESCRIPTION

08-02 A A Note is added to the ACTION that references a potential interaction with
ITS 3A.6 dealing with OPERABILITYof the RHR system in MODE 4. The
Note requires that the applicable TS be entered for the RHR train made
inoperable by the inoperable [component cooling water (CCW) or auxiliary
saltwater (ASW)) system. The ACTIONS of the referenced TS (RCS Loops-
MODE 4) require more immediate action than are required by the [CCW or
ASWj ACTIONS.

08-03

08-04

08-05

LG Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

A Note is added to the [CGA surveillance that clarifies that the system is not
made inoperable by the isolation of individual components. This change is in
accordance with NUREG-1431, and provides clarification only.

gyes.5-CI
The surveillance is modified to clarify that valves that are locked, sealed, or ~wv T.Z
otherwise secured in their correct position are not required to be tested. This
change is in accordance with NUREG-1 431, and provides ctarification only ~inner+

08-06

08-07

08-08

08-09

08-10

09-01

09-02

09-03

09-04

09-05

09-06

TR1 The SR is revised to allow credit for an actual actuation, ifone occurs, to
satisfy the SRs. The identification of the signal is moved to the Bases.

A new surveillance is added that requires verifying that each CCW pump
starts automatically on an actual or simulated signal actuation at least once
per mo ths. ~-Au=ca
The surveillances are revised to clarify that only verification of the correct
position of valves in the flowpath is required.

Not used.

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

his cha e revises e sting surveillance verify that a motive urce is g37p 7availa that would p it the required A valves to be reposit ed. This
ha e' '

G-143

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).
gB. I N

he su illance is r orded and the r uirement to ve 'he positi of
uto ticvalves'eleted since t ASWs stem noautom 'alves.

M A new surveillance is added that requires verifying that each ASW pump
starts automatically on an actual or simulated actuation signal at least once
per months. ZC-aU.-OO I2

TR1 Not appiica le to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

A new surveillance is added that requires verifying that each valve in the flow
path that is not locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in position is capable of
being placed in the correct position in accordance with the Inservice Testing
(IST) Program.

DCPP Description of Changes to Current TS
i
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Surveillance Requirements (continued)

ASAR@
3':7. 8

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

B. Required Action and
associated Completion
Time of Condition A>)not
met.

B.1 Be in MODE 3.

AND

B.2 Be in MODE 5.

6 hours

36 hours

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.7.8.1

Verify each QS 'A% manual-, and power operated,
h n'p

safety related equipment, that is not locked,
sealed, or otherwise secured in osition. is in
the correct osition or,„':::: heat~a;.;:,,ye>;: cr. e,'-',::,

Bvag t ', ',,,e;.,;s, „„,<i 8,,''.a:'t „.;:,va'l,:vse::,"s ',U.Idl';58)-"'apa
oi':: "ii)'j 'c'edgii:!';0:ii~'i:':r:" .:„::desi;::6'1

days

cps.7 $'-7

SR 3.7.8.2 h~ 'IBI'i!j""::.:i,:s |ln
valve in the flow path that is''ot locked.
sealed. or otherwise secured in position,

.id:,'.:d,t . th
posi ion.
6+g~

'fj
accordance.::,:%7th
%83-.',I,nseljv1 cc
Vise,':;:;Pi'ej'ram.

SR 3.7.8.3 Verify each Q@ 'A% pump starts automatically
on an actual or simu]ated actuation signal.

DCPP MARK-up of NUREG-1431, Rev. 1 3.7-21









CHANGE
NUMBER

JUSTIFICATION

3.7-15

3.7-16

3.7-17

3.7-18

3.7-19

3.7-20

3.7-21

3.7-22

3.7-23

3.7-24

3.7-25

SR 3.7.8.1 is re sed to include equirement to v ify that power d air is
available suc that the valves ay be placed in eir required po tions as
described i the Bases. Th normal operating onfiguration require
reconfig tion for an AS pump failure or r train separati for Iong term
heat r oval following DBA. The OPE BILITYdefine in the LCO states
valv s must be capa e of performing ir safety-relate function. Motive
f ce is required f the valves tc be PERABLE.

SR 3.7.8.2 is revised to include only power operated valves since there are no
automatically operated valves in the ASW system. The surveillance is revised
to require movement of power operated valves to demonstrate the ability to
reconfigure the ASW system as described in the FSAR and the ITS Bases.
These changes assure continued compliance with the existing licensing basis.

The UHS specification is revised, per the current licensing basis, to specify
that for the system to perform its intended function, it is temperature limited.
The Required Action A is revised to include the CTS license basis
requirements which encompasses ACTION B, thus the ACTION B inoperable
statement is deleted. The surveillance requirements are revised per the CTS
and renumbered with respect to temperature limits and frequencies and the
remaining NUREG-1431 surveillances that are not applicable are deleted.

The CTS surveillance for leakage testing of ABVS dampers M2A and M2B is
retained.

Not applicable to DCPP, See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 6B).

Not applicable to DCPP, See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 6B).

The ACTIONs are revised to include the CTS action requirement for an
inoperable HEPA filter and/or charcoal absorber. SR 3.7.12 1 is revised to
reflect the plant design of one common cha c al absorber ban e
appropriate charcoal absorber drying tim .

Inwr ) qs.'7. iz.z-
SR 3.7.12.3 is revised consistent with the C, to describe the expected
actions upon an actuation of the ABVS. This revision reflects the plant design
of one common HEPA filter and charcoal absorber bank, and the need to
verify alignment for flow through the bank.

ACTION C and SR 3.7.12.4 are deleted consistent with the CTS, since the
ABVS was not designed to maintain a specific negative pressure. The system
is designed and balanced to maintain building inflow, but not at a specific
negative pressure.

SR 3.7.12.5 is deleted consistent with the CTS, since there are no ABVS
bypass dampers and the dampers that activate to align the system to the
common HEPA filter charcoal absorber bank are tested by SR 3.7.12.3.

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 6B).

DCPP Description of Changes to Improved TS





CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE FOR DIFFERENCES FROM NUREG-1431, SECTION 3I4.7 Page 3 of 8

NUMBER

3.7-14

3.7-15

3.7-16

3.7-17

3.7-18

3.7-19

3.7-20

TECHNICALSPECIFICATION CHANGE

DESCRIPTION

The Note for SR 3.7.8.1 is deleted since the DCPP ASW system
supplies only the CCW heat exchanger and no other individual
components.

SR 3...1 is revi d to include a CPP specific r quiremen o
veri the availa ity of power d air so that th alves be
pl edinthei correct ositio sasdescribed the Bas

SR 3.7.8.2 is revised to include only power operated valves since
there are no automatically operated valves in the DCPP ASW
system. The surveillance is revised to require movement of
power operated valves to demonstrate the ability to reconfigure
the ASW system as described in the FSAR and the ITS Bases.

The DCPP UHS specification is revised to reflect the fact that for
the system to perform its intended function, it is temperature
limited. The LCO is revised to note that the specification limits
the temperature to less than or equal to 64 F. SR numbers are
revised accordingly and the remaining surveillances are deleted
as being not applicable.

The DCPP specific CTS surveillance for leakage testing of ABVS
dampers M2Aand M2B is retained.

Required Action B.1 is revised to state that restoration of "all but"
one [ASDJ line is required, which willeffectively exit Required
Action B.1 and re-enter Required Action A.1.

A Callaway specific Condition is added to address the
inoperability of one of the Essential Service Water (ESW)
supplies to the turbine4riven AFW pump.

DIABLO
CANYON

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No, refer
to change
3.7-5 and
3.7.

No

APPLICABILITY

COMANCHE
PEAK

No

No

No

No, refer to
change 3.7-5
and 3.7-6.

No

WOLF
CREEK

No

No

No

Yes

No

GALLAWAY

NevA

qadi.

Ir'-7

No

No

Yes

Yes

DCPP Conversion Comparison Table - Improved TS





Enclosure 2
PG8 E Letter DCL-98-144

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONCOVER SHEET

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.7.8.-8

REQUEST:
CTS 4.7.4.1
ITS SR 3.7.8.3
DOC 09-04-M

APPLICABILITY'C

CTS 4.7.4.1 has been modified by ITS SR 3.7.8.3 which is a new requirement to
verify each pump starts automatically at least once per 18 months.

Comment: ITS 3.7.8.3 and the Bases state the Frequency is 24 months which is not
consistent with the CTS markup. These changes have been proposed without any DOC
or JFD. There is no technical justification provided for these CTS changes. Adopt the
STS text or withdraw these CTS changes.

FLOG RESPONSE: An errata to LAR 97-09 was submitted to the NRC January 9, 1998, in
DCL-98-003. Errata changes on pages affected by NRC comment numbers are indicated with
"DC-ALL-002." Errata changes that dealt with issuance of LAs 119/117 and 118/116 (issued
7/13/97) that addressed CTS surveillance interval increases due to 24-month fuel cycles are
indicated with "DC-ALL-001."

LAs 118/116, referenced above, defined the CTS frequency notation in Table 1.1. Per LAs
118/116 and LAR 97-09 errata, the notation "R24, REFUELING INTERVAL"is defined as, "At
least once per 24 months." Thus, the CTS mark-up stating: "each REFUELING INTERVAL"is
consistent with the ITS mark-up of "24 months."

ATTACHED PAGES:

None





Enclosure 2
PGSE Letter DCL-98-144

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONCOVER SHEET

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.7.8.-9

REQUEST:
CTS 4.7.4.1
ITS SR 3.7.8.1
JFD 3.7-14

APPLICABILITY: DC

ITS SR 3.7.8.1 has not adopted the STS note which states "Isolation of [ASWj
SWS flow to individual components does not render the SWS inoperable."

Comment: Per JFD 3.7-14, the ASW is dedicated to CCW and no valve realignments
are required with a safety injection signal. Therefore, it is acceptable to not retain the
STS note. However, the Bases Background discussion, first paragraph, second
sentence states that ASW is directed to various non-safety related sources. DCPP is
requested to provide an explanation for this contradiction.

FLOG RESPONSE: The Bases for ITS 3.7.8, BACKGROUND (first paragraph), has been
revised to read: "The ASW system provides a heat sink from the Pacific Ocean for the removal
of process and operating heat from the CCW system. The CCW system then provides cooling
to safety-related components during all modes of operation, including a DBA, and also to
various non safety-related components during normal operation and shutdown." to clarify that
the ASW system does not provide cooling to non safety-related components directly.

ATTACHED PAGES:

Encl. 5B B 3.7-43



0



Q4S ASW
B 3.7 8

BASES

B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

B 3.7.8 A'uX715ary;-:.;SaltWaVer'System 4QJSk;(»ASQ)::

BASES

BACKGROUND The QS ASH provides a at sink fr, ''@he;,."PQBf .c;;Ocea'n for e
removal o'f'process and operating h"'" t fro'm"'sa'f 'y"related
component vj a,,::;the::;-'::c pone':,''cool'".:water;:( 3);!',systejI d ing
all!'IIIod:,".'.of:,,'.op'ei'a4' ri:-:.:-:':~'nclI'1digg'Design"8" is "AccYdent DBA) or
transi t. During ormazd" opera ion, and a ormal shutd , the
Q@ » also prov des this fu tion for v ious

n-safety r lated compo nts. The afety relate fun
is overed by is LCO. A 7.V-9

laser4.
The QS ',SM consists of two ~~ate, 100K capacity, safety
related,'ooling water trains. Each train consists of 4e 'one
100K capacity pump, one component cooling water (CCW) heat

'

g .pipig. 1i ...:di tti
The pumps are

automatically started upon receipt of a safety injection signal
or':„,::".,4kV,'."~yBtceat4c~ltr'.:anste7..

Ni>rmal,;conf >gurats aj::.:::,$ i:-:,daj,:::,.0nesh atn'!oper atT0n pi»ti':::<»Ie::::pi|:oy:d

co'o,'I

pUmp i'ofl':::GAe'l'Unit'5$0%86pp]g:::.".,'.the" CCM; heBO exchangefl('s)!~ofl5iiheboUle
ii'iit'»i'!FI4601Ljs%oiitjolfel':bi!EC8~17Q!-;::,"r

W (nser+
Additiona >n ormation about the design,and operation of the Q4S
'ASM.'".='systej»:,. 1s
prese'nte6 in the FSAR. Section ~M9 9,: '."':7; (Ref. 1). The
principal safety related function of the Q'@ ASHQj~stem.:::,."is the
removal of decay heat from the reactor via the iit'a)i::-:::CCW System.J&4wvAIW

DCPP Mark-up of NUREG-1431. Rev. 1 Bases
B 3.7-43

/
(continued)





Insert for Q 3.7.8 - 9

Enclosure 5b - page B 3.7-43

The ASW system provides a heat sink from the Pacific Ocean for the removal of
process and operating heat from the CCW system. The CCW system then provides
cooling to safety-related components during all modes of operation, including a DBA,
and also to various non safety-related components during normal operation and
shutdown.





Enclosure 2
PG8 E Letter DCL-98-144

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONCOVER SHEET

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.7.8.-10

REQUEST:
CTS 3/4.7.4.1
ITS 3.7.8 Bases
DOC 09-zz-A

APPLICABILITY: DC

The ITS Bases provide additional discussion over what is contained in the CTS
Bases.

Comment: Issue ¹1 - The Bases Background discussion in the last four sentences of
the second paragraph and LCO discussion item b, describe capability to support the
opposite unit. DCPP shall state explicitly that this LCO is not submitted for a shared unit
LCO system operation. Also, state that the two Operable ASW trains are kept
separated from the other unit for operation in accordance with this LCO. Issue ¹2-
LCO bases discussion of item b states that the ASW train components to be ~Oerabte
need ~onl be "... capable of performing their intended safety function". This changes the
meaning of "Operable". Explain the technical basis for this rewording of the STS text
requirements. Issue ¹3 - In the Applicable Safety Analysis, second paragraph, the last
sentence has not been adopted. It states "One SWS train is sufficient to remove decay
heat during subsequent operations in Modes 5 and 6." Explain what is different about
the DCPP design which requires more than one ASW train.

FLOG RESPONSE: Issue ¹1 - This LCO is not submitted for a shared unit ASW system
operation. The two operable ASW trains are kept separated from the other unit for operation in
accordance with this LCO. ITS Bases 3.7.8, BACKGROUND (second paragraph) has been
revised to add the following: "In the event of a total loss of ASW in one unit, the capability to
cross-tie units ensures the availability of sufficient redundant cooling capacity for the affected
unit. Ifthe unit cross-tie capability were used, the unit with no operable ASW train would enter
LCO 3.0.3, and the unit from which ASW was being provided would be in a 72-hour action with
the cross-tied train then declared inoperable." Requirements for operability of the unit cross-tie
valve are included in ECG 17.1. ECGs are administratively controlled documents that are
specifically intended to implement operating and surveillance guidelines for equipment not in
the TS, but considered important to the safe operation of the plant.

Issue ¹2 - DCPP withdraws the proposed change.

Issue ¹3-DCPP withdraws the proposed change. To reflect the DCPP design, the Bases for
ITS 3.7.8, APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSIS (second paragraph, last sentence), has been
revised to read: "One ASW train is sufficient to remove decay heat during subsequent
operations in MODES 5 and 6. However, in the split train configuration during post-accident
operation, operator action may be required to realign the ASW and CCW systems to prevent
loss of all cooling to containment and safety-related systems following specific active failure
scenarios."





Enclosure 2
PG8 E Letter DCL-98-144

ATTACHED PAGES:

Encl. 5B B 3.7-43 through B 3.7-45





BASES

Q@ ASH
8 3.7 8

B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

8 3.7.8 A'uxor':1;iarg:,'Sal'blat'er:.: System 4Q4Q ,'(ASH):

BASES

BACKGROUND The Q@ 'ASM provides a at sink fr. :~/he:."Pacif,.''c,:.:Ocean for e
removal o'f'process and operating h" t from saf'y"related
component ui'a'~,'thi'::„::::c 'oli'nh',cool;'g,"iiter,:,.'::,"."( ').':systel d ing
il;7,::::::mod,if: ojiei.'.at i-5'n'Hudi'i'' "

Design B's AccYdent DBA) or
tr'ansi t. During orma'1 opera ion, and a ormal shutd n, the
Q@ also prov des this fu tion for v ious

n-safety r lated compo nts. The afety relate fun
is overed by is LCO. R 7.V-9

Inserk
The SWS A% consists of two ee~4e, 100% capacity, safety
related, cooling water trains. Each train consists of 4we one
100K capacity pump, one component cooling water (CCW) heat

" *

. pip . 1 .'=d tti~
The pumps re

automatically started upon receipt of a safety injection signal
or.".::AkV-'gvtomit'ic:;:transt'ei>..

g QYg hv

vs
4 t~ i+i . f,~~tw iwAA . ww tT w w{dthAP)h P t RAvwlg

cool<iiig',,',:-The,".-':O'lW';"u'i'iitNcros's. ti'e'wa'l&j$(FGV:.'«".602),::.:.jl.'low's-","one.'':!'ASW'"
pum'p~'on",",'one)'unit.:'::;i."0!'suppl95thei;."CCMPIieat"';,"'e'xch'anj'ip'(i')'~~ii'the'i:

tnser +
Additiona in ormation about the design and operation of the QS
ASQwyi tern>,. is
preseiite6 in the FSAR. Section ~2-.4..'} 9~:~7; (Ref. 1). The
principal safety related function ot the QK ASH.'.;:,'sysYemgis the
removal of decay heat from the reactor via the>ital:"::gCW System.M4~w ~

/
(continued)
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Insert for Q 3.7.8 -10

Insert for Bases - Background - page B3.7-43

In the event of a total loss of ASW in one unit, the capability to cross-tie units ensures
the availability of sufficient redundant cooling capacity for the affected unit. Ifthe unit
cross-tie capability were used, the unit with no operable ASW train would enter LCO
3.0.3, and the unit from which ASW was being provided would be in a 72-hour action
with the cross-tie then declared inoperable."





SNS ASW
B 3.7':8

BASES

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

The design basis of the QJS O'SM:;:system is for one Q4S ASMt i.i ' it ti CCW'Wt,d,~
containment cooling systems, to remove acc'~'deriR'i;gen'crate'd'::.and

"
'oredecay heat following a design basis"LOCA as"discussed 'i''he

FSAR. Section $6.29 (Ref. 2).

Th'"..ASW„sys'tern:..'caII:;:b'e:'.:,;re;-'.,'.
ioiiVj'gu'r''ed::;:t'o mai.retain.,'"::thee,,:CCW.;";:i."emp'ii.'it'ur'e,:,:;to":,::~it'h'$'6".:':,:'i':ts:;,.'de's
b'as'is:;:;:;.-Baits:::;'*'Th'e"%WE"ASW:::sy'stem"i's"'des'i'gned"to 'pe'rform 'its " '"
'fii'nc'tion w'i'th a single 'fai'lur'e"of any active'.:::',:component, assv~g
withI',,oi;-:,'.:;:gfthoQ the loss of offsite power. This assumes a maximum
Q@""ASM"temperature of ~ 64 F occurring simultaneously with
maxim'um heat loads on the system.

The SWS 'A%'".syst'eij, in conjunction with the CCW System. also
cools the unit"from residual heat removal (RHR).

entry conditions to MODE 5 during normal and post accident
operations. The time required for this evolution is a function
of the number of ASW~pvmp5~ CCW hei'-,;'~exchan eral and RHR Sys4eR
~~heat::."exchan'ers"th'at" are o erati'n- ."

LCO

i |.move
'st ib--eli SW cjoy 1.P- i0

The Q@ ASPBjste(i satisfies Criterion 3 of 10 CFR 50.36 (c) (2(ii) . ~ line.

QS'7 0-i

Two SWS O'SM trains are required to be OPERABLE to provide the
required redundancy to ensure that the system functions to remove
post accident heat loads, assuming that the worst case single
active failure occurs coincident with the loss of offsite power.

An Q4S 'ASM train is considered OPERABLE during MODES 1, 2, 3,
and 4 when:

a. The pump is OPERABLE; and ~e sHkC.-aH

b. The associated piping, valves. heat exchanger, and
instrumentation and con re ui red to erform the safety
related function are apa,. e.",a.t:p ;,orm~n ,'.,:, es ~
yn en e ;,:s ,,e y,.'.:;, un '~ops ,', e:,";standby.',"..;.'cr sstied;:ASW„','
d'fi'c'0'a'rg"''',;,(fiia.,:-,:FCV.,'::495':,"'.'"':,.",496).': Pr'ov'ide's',r'edur'ida'n'cy'bf':;:lt 7
opi,) 8tl '.;,:ASH>pump,:~,,:<staiidby(heat 'h'a'ngii.;,"::;.".':,,.;;val .ed.:,':out::
foi",",:.:0'p"r'at'ii'ij'.",mnverj)" ncaa':,'':;";',',3;.'s:":.'ave'1;:ab '.''::4i::provi'Ch
'a'd'Ch':.: „oiig,"':':'h%t.',~reIiI

"
a1!,".Ca'pab);:::1,'it j,'4'-:.:;va I.'v'jng';"".i''rii

h'ea-"„.,:e'xch'ang)„'i,.':! '':Vi::,in'g.":;l.s:,:',".p'rov'i'ded'".ti.:;:,pei9'iieet':;::!.:,t'i', "''i' '

/
(continued)
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Insert for Q 3.7.8 -10

Enclosure 5B - page B 3.7-44

Applicable Safety Analysis

One ASW train is sufficient to remove decay heat during subsequent operations in
MODES 5 and 6. However, in the split-train configuration during post-accident
operation, operator action may be required to realign the ASW and CCW systems to
prevent loss of all cooling to containment and safety-related systems following specific
active failure scenarios.





QJS ASM
B 3.7.8

BASES

ep:ati: during':. e-."„-1 ongii:: '::cool.:in, ase'' f.':.''a::': A
s 'Jl'd ',';:s'in'1'e':'sive';,':fa're'.,occu'r'.

~n~s ~ 3.1-0IO

APPLICABILITY In MODES l. 2. 3. and 4. the Q4S ASA system is a normally
operating system that is required "to support the OPERABILITY of
the equipment serviced by the Q4S AQP,"",sjsfeIII and required to be
OPERABLE in these MODES.

In MODES 5 and 6. the OPERABILITY requirements of the Q4S ASM

systeIII are determined by the systems it supports.
C' hVlhVAlhV

ACTIONS A.l

If one Q4MSM train is inoperable, action must be taken to
restore OPERABLE status within 72 hours. In this Conditions
the remaining OPERABLE SNS 'ASM train is adequate to perform the
heat removal function. Howev'er, the overall reliability is
reduced because a single failure in the OPERABLE SNS AS!4 train
could result in loss of SWS 'ASM''ysteIII function. Aevi~

~I II

The
seeead Note indicates that the applicable Conditions and Required
Actions of LCO 3.4.6. "RCS Loops -MODE 4." should be entered if
an inoperable Q@ 'ASH train results in an inoperable decay heat
removal train. This is an exception to LCO 3.0.6 and ensures the
proper actions are taken for these components. The 72 hour
Completion Time is based on the redundant capabilities afforded
by the OPERABLE train, and the low probability of a DBA occurring
during this time period.

B. 1 and 8.2

If the Q4S @$8 train(cannot be restored to OPERABLE status within
the associated Completion Times, the unit must be placed in a
MODE in which the LCO does not"apply. To achieve this status,
the unit must be placed in at least MODE 3 within 6 hours and in
MODE 5 within 36 hours.

The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating
experience. to reach the required unit conditions from full power
conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging unit
systems.

I
(continued)
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ADDITIONALINFORMATIONCOVER SHEET

ADDITIONALINFORNIATIONNO: Q 3.7.9.-1

REQUEST:
CTS 3/4.7.12
ITS 3.7.9
DOC 13-01-LG

APPLICABILITY: DC

CTS 3/4.7.12 is written as a common LCO to both units shown as the (*)
footnote. ITS 3.7.9 only states this fact in the Bases.

Comment: This is a shared system LCO for both units which must be identified in the
ITS LCO and not placed in the BASES. The Applicability should be "Any unit in Mode 1,

2, 3, and 4" and the Actions shall have a note inserted which states "Actions apply
simultaneously for both units."

FLOG RESPONSE: The CTS states that the UHS is common to both Units; not that the LCO
is common to both Units. The LCO must be met for each Unit only when the unit is in the
applicable MODES. The NRC proposed wording would require that the LCO be met for both
Units whether or not the one Unit is in MODES 1, 2, 3, or 4, and that both Units would have to
simultaneously take the required actions if the LCO is not met. This is not the intent of the TS.
As currently written, both Units are required to implement the Required Actions simultaneously
if both Units are in the applicable MODES. Therefore, no changes have been made to the
submittal.

ATTACHED PAGES:

None
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ADDITIONALINFORMATIONCOVER SHEET

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.7.9.-2

REQUEST:
ITS SRs 3.7.9.1 and 3.7.9.2
DOC 13-ww-A

APPLICABILITY: DC

Comment: The ITS markup does not appear to be a version of NUREG-1431, Rev 1.

The ITS SRs 3.7.9.1 and 3.7.9.2 text is acceptable but certain "redline and strike-out"
text is not part of the STS. Portions of the STS text are unchanged but they are
redlined. Revise the ITS markup.

FLOG RESPONSE: The ITS mark-up for SRs 3.7.9.1 and 3.7.9 2 have been revised to reflect
NUREG-1431.

ATTACHED
PAGES'ncl.

5A 3.7-23





UHS
3.7.9

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREHENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.7.9. 1 NQT:::USE ';.
o

cp3 7.$ -2

Sa~z',:"":,7:,,',":2';:::..''.::;::,'",;:::.";';~i::,.:::, '"'pq;
y. avepaq~agei.;,:„'teApera upgo,::.-',HS is <

f903—"'Fwithfn:;:..1:i5i't~.

24.",;:hoiir,~
jf,.':UHS"
teiiiperatur5:,fs:;g

y60'yp y$

~*Kv.!wMwv'ND

2>"'h'ours'":j fYUHS
(exile'r'a't0'.r'e'.:5'.!,'62:g
biit~"'~'",64;..F,,:"," *'"

,~T7

N-3-.2-.9 A
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Enclosure 2
PG8 E Letter DCL-98-144

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONCOVER SHEET

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.7.10.-1

REQUEST:
CTS 3.7.5.1, (*) Footnote
ITS 3.7.10 and Bases
DOC 10-13-LG

APPLICABILITY: DC

CTS 3.7.5.1 (*) Footnote states "The CRVS is common to both units". This
statement is moved to the ITS 3.7.10 Bases Background discussion.

Comment: For the user of this shared system LCO, this situation must be placed
directly into the LCO. Therefore, the Actions must have a note added that states
"Actions apply simultaneously to both units." Provide a new DOC or revise the DOC
and the CTS markup as appropriate for retaining this CTS requirement.

FLOG RESPONSE: A note has been added to state that the Actions apply simultaneously to
both units. The Bases has been revised to state: "The ACTIONS are modified by a Note that
states that ACTIONS apply simultaneously to both units. The CRVS is common to both units."
DOC 10-13-LG has been revised by adding the following: "Also, the ACTIONS are modified by
a Note stating that the ACTIONS apply simultaneously to both units." JFD 3.7-59 has been
added to discuss the difference from NUREG-1431. The CTS markup and NUREG-1431
markup have been revised to indicate these changes.

ATTACHED PAGES:

Encl. 2
Encl. 3A
Encl. 3B
Encl. 5A
Encl. 5B
Encl. 6A
Encl. 6B

3/4 7-13
11

15
3.7-24
B 3.7-55
5
8





PLANT SYSTEMS

3/4.7.5 CONTROL ROOM VENTILATION SYSTEM.:'(CRV9):
m «o «««~m

g3. /.f-l

ol ra 4

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.7.5. 1PheTwo Control Room Ventilation Syste& Xraaiis'-:.;:;shall be OPERABLE~

APPLICABILITY: Al 1 MODES.«vr««v «Jwhw w w««)i i'Y&YAvwpdtiwt«M«dvpf%w )vpvA««w&w gv wAwp«

ACTION:

MODES 1. 2, 3 ~ and 4:
gorE

A~I~S ID.PPQ Simul MecVSlq ~~ uni&.

cP3.7. I0- I

lo Im-! m

With one Control Room Ventilation System train inoperable, restore the inoperabletrain to OPERABLE status within 7 days or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the
next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

8',.ith>:.::,:two:",'Iiiiiera i ''e:. j'„""eii':e'i':.:.i': ',':::",

MODES 6 and 6 'Or:.:;::Chring"':::Iieiiie«at~OT!'::;:Irradtialteds::::fnmlaaamahl!ea: ~!Oan!O-

a. With one~eControl Room Ventilation System train inoperable,
restore the inoperable train to OPERABLE status within 7 days'"i:,,.mm!a!' ' P ' «' E«LE
Control Ro'om Ventilation System train in the mode
Or,;:.-,Ahmmdi'ate1y~msasaendi!CONECW!TENATI08$ ",':.and,," osPen,:::movement!'of,

ia6.7. IO-
b. With both Control Room Ventilation S stem trains ino erable,

~tel
immediate,. j':suspend all operations involving CORE ALTERATIONS

a«+cPoP«'%'..«6 «m 'IESSOV ankara Q'3.1. I0-2
SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

43.7. IO- 3
Io-zn- M

Q3. I.i~q

4.7.5. 1 Each Control Room Venti lation System train shall be demonstrated OPE BLE-:

Q~ I Io-1
cl . 4

0

DIABLO CANYON - UNITS 1 8 2
TAB14. 4A

3/4 7-13





CHANGE
NUMBER

10-11

NSHC

LS19

DESCRIPTION

The Frequency of the surveillance requiring verification of the CR ventilation
system capability to maintain a positive pressure is relaxed to months on
a STB, consistent with NUREG-1431. The new Frequency requires one of
the two trains to be tested every months instead of both trains every
months. The most likely cause of a ai ure to achieve the required pressure
is a failure of the ventilation pressure boundary. Thus, when one train
successfully demonstrates the ability to maintain the pressure, in all
likelihood the other train willalso. This results in less testing of the CR
ventilation system than is required by the CTS.

10-12 LS32 Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

10-13

10-14

10-15

10-16

10-17

LG

LG

LG

The footnotes indicating that CR ventilation system is common to both units,
and that the system may be considered OPERABLE with no chlorine
monitors ifno bulk chlorine gas is stored within the SITE BOUNDARY,are
moved to the Bases. A5ni~e Aceous are ~aa< PW bye go~ ~tin)~~v aunuldlctalsiq +~ v/li&.
Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

The requ'ment to have available e rgency power urce or R
ventilat'systemism edto the Ba s. This chang isconsisten 'thth
Base of NUREG-1 for '

s 'eddurin fu
mo emend g'3.1. Io-3
The SR to measure ventilation system flow rate is not identified as a
separate SR in the ITS because it is verified during the other in-place filter
tests (see ITS 5.5.11).

10-18

10-19

LS36 Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

10-20

10-21

10-22

LS39

LS38

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B .

itptn me@/>
The ACTION to immediately suspend

hen both
trains of CR ventilation are inoperable in MODES 5 and 6 and during
movement of irradiated fuel assemblies is deleted consistent with NUREG-
1431. This change is acceptable because the immediate suspension of
CORE ALTERATIONSand movement of irradiated fuel provides adequate
protection from a release of radioactivity. Boron dilution events leading to
criticalityare not postulated as these events are prevented from occurring.

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

DCPP Description of Changes to Current TS

11
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CRVS
3.7.10

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

3.7. 10 Control Room
CPS)

Vents;1ation System (GAG=-S

LCO 3.7. 10 Two C494 ERVS trains shall be OPERABLE.Wk DAI

APPLICABILITY: MODES l. 2. 3, 4. 5"",~",':.',,and;"::6';,

During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies,

ACTION~ ~i'i~ ~yq ~ mul~blq +,~ un'ts.

Q3 7 lo-I
3.'3-89

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One QAQ4 CAVD train
inoperable"."'

A. 1 Restore GRQ'-S CRVS train to
OPERABLE status".""'"

7 days

B. Required Action and
associated Completion
Time of Condition A not
met in MODE 1, 2, 3,
or 4.

B.l Be in MODE 3.

AND

B.2 Be in MODE 5.

6 hours

36 hours

C. Required Action and
associated Completion
Time of Condition A not
met 'iK':;.HODF.;:,'.8".':„or.':;,:;:6"';-:::er

uring" iiiovemen""o
'rradiatedfuel

b1 i

C . 1.I

Place OPERABLE GRQ4 CAVD
train in eawgeaey

mode.

OR
SSuAZA8~

)g L/0'if'fha+We ~M
MV5 +/<el i5 ~N 4
be(

Immedi ately

Q3. 7. IO- Q

Immediate~

«B.-l io-5

DCPP Mark-up of NUREG-1431, Rev. 1 3.7-24









CHANGE
r

NUMBER
JUSTIFICATION

(N

3.7<4

3.745

3.7<6

3.7<7

3.7<8

3.749

3.7-50

3.7-51

3.7-52

3.7-53

3.7-54

3.7-55

3.7-56

3.7-57

31-59
37-W f~f$
9. l-40 Ici~c $
37-Gl Ireer4.

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 6B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Eenclosure 6B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 6B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 6B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 6B).
3.7 IS.I 4

The requirement to verify a ~~/flow rate during the tests demonstrating
the capability to maintain [fuel handling] building differential pressure below
atmospheric pressure would be deleted. The current licensing basis of the
plant is to be able to maintain a negative pressure [in the fuel handling
building] with respect to the outside atmosphere.

The CTS ADV surveillance that verifies the back-up air bottle pressure once
per 24 hours is retained.

A new spent fuel pool storage specification is created for Region 1 fuel
storage due to the unique storage requirements.

'TS

3.7.11 is not used due to the mild coastal environment in which DCPP is
located, consistent with the CTS.

ITS 3.7.16 is revised to be consistent with the current licensing basis and
CTS. The boron concentration is required to be within limits whenever fuel is
stored in the spent fuel pool to prevent an increase in the k of the racks
above 0.95 should the spent fuel pool temperature increase above 150'F.
The Frequency for verification of the boron concentration is changed from 7
days to 31 days consistent with the CTS.

The LCO, Required Actions, and Surveillances are revised per the CTS. The
CTS evaluates Region 2 fuel storage on fuel pellet diameter and a checker
board loading pattern in addition to the other NUREG-1431 requirements.

The NUREG-1431 3.7.1N4 specification is not used since an equivalent safety
grade system does not exist. Therefore, the deletion is per the current
licensing basis.

r MFrtu Cnu Mrttu brfaes VarVCSj

This change creates a new SR for the MStVsLend MpiVs to distinguish
between the IST and the automatic actuation testing of these isolation valves.
The surveillance allows credit for an actual actuation, if one occurs, to satisfy
the surveillance requirements. The e changes are consistent with

tAlthough SRs 3.7.2.2 and 3.7.3. new SRs, they may be performed in
conjunction with QRs 3.7.2.1 and 3.7.3.1. Therefore, the Note allowing testing
to be performedrfin MODE 3 is also needed for48es~ SR~ ~STs.t

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 6B).

81. Io- I

A 5. 7. l7.2-$
G.7. io-

DCPP Description of C an es to mproved TS
3.7-co 2 Insect e>.~, io- ~





Insert for Q 3.7.10.-1

Enclosure 6A - page 5

3.7-59 This change adds a Note to the ACTIONS stating that the ACTIONS
apply simultaneously to both units. The CRVS is common to both units.





'ONVERSION

COMPARISON TABLE FOR DIFFERENCES FROM NUREG-1431, SECTION 3I4.7 Page 8 of 8

TECHNICALSPECIFICATION CHANGE

NUMBER DESCRIPTION DIABLO
CANYON

APPLICABILITY

COMANCHE
PEAK

WOLF
CREEK

CALLAWAY

,3.7-54

3.7-55

3.7-56

The LCO, Required Actions, and Surveillances are revised per
the DCPP specific CTS to incorporate Region 2 fuel storage
requirements.

NUREG-1431 Specification 3.7.14 is not used since an
equivalent safety grade system does not exist. Therefore, the
deletion is per the current licensing basis.

p MfY4f

This change creates a new SR for the MSIVs (and MFIV to
distinguish between the IST and the automatic actuation testing
of these isolation valves. The SR allows credit for an actual
actuation, ifone occurs, to satisfyQe surveillance requirements.

/Although SRs 3.7.2.2 and 3.7.3.55're new SRs, they may be
performed in conjunction with SRs 3.7.2.1 and 3.7;3.1..
Therefore, the Note allowing testing to be performedk MODE 3
is also needed for thesaaaw SRg~ 3 7.2.I

Yes, per LA
116/114.

Yes

Yes

ig 9.7-ED
i@~-eaZ

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

3.7-57 This change establishes appropriate Required Actions and
Completion Times for ventilation system pressure envelope
degradation.

ht4 ~
IAs~r+ cp~g. io- i
ln5~4 gyes )g g
IAS</+ ~p g i(
lns@ $

CTS~
DC-Au.-OCB

o, retained Yes Yes Yes

. DCPP Conversion Comparison Table - Improved TS





Insert for Q 3.7.10.-1

Enclosure 6B

3.7-59 This change adds a Note to the ACTIONS stating that the ACTIONS
apply simultaneously to both units. The CRVS is common to both units at
DCPP.

Applicability: DC - Yes
CP-No
WC- No
CA- No
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ADDITIONALINFORMATIONCOVER SHEET

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.7.10.-2

REQUEST:

APPLICABILITY: DC

CTS 3.7.5.1, Action a for Modes 5 and 6
ITS 3.7.10 Action C and Bases for Background
DOC 10-05-LS18

If one CRVS train is inoperable for 7 days, CTS 3.7.5.1, Action a for Modes 5
and 6 requires an option which is to place the Operable train in operation in the
recirculation mode. ITS 3.7.10 Required Action C.1 retains this CTS requirement
and adds another option per Required Actions C.2.1 and C.2.2 which is to
"suspend CORE ALTERATIONSand suspend movement of irradiated fuel
assemblies."

Comment: Issue ¹1 - The addition of the new Required Actions is acceptable;
however, the DOC provided contains an inadequate technical justification for this
relaxation. The NSHC discussion contains the technical justification required.
Therefore, revise this DOC using the NSHC text and provide a revised
justification for this CTS change. Issue ¹2 - The STS LCO is based upon the
assumption that the "emergency mode of operation" of the CRVS is for
protection from the potential toxic gas or radiation release scenarios. At DCPP
based upon the Bases Background discussion, it appears the recirculation state
does not have the boost from the pressurization system to keep toxic and
radiation contamination from leaking inward. Therefore, the STS text should be
adopted and the "pressurization" mode of operation rather than the recirculation
mode of operation is necessary in Required Action C.1. Issue ¹3 - Are there two
pressurization systems, one for each CRVS train or is this also shared? Explain
the function and design of these systems. Issue ¹4- The Bases uses the CRVS
"mode" of operation like the DCPP plant "MODE"of operation. This is confusing.
Also, explain why the other "modes of operation" do not have to be considered
Operable. Explain what is the "MODE 1" of operation and others, ifmore.

FLOG RESPONSE: Issue ¹1 - DOC 10-05-LS18 has been revised to add the following: "In
MODES 5 and 6, the CTS required that the remaining CR [emergency filtration (ventilation)
system (CREFS)] train be placed in the [pressurization] MODE if the inoperable train cannot be
returned to an OPERABLE condition in 7 days. NUREG-1431 recognizes the primary function
of the [CREFS] in MODES 5 and 6 is to protect CR personnel from a fuel handling accident.
Therefore, NUREG-1431 permits the inoperable train to remain inoperable ifCORE
ALTERATIONSand/or movement of irradiated fuel assemblies are suspended, thus eliminating
the potential for a fuel handling accident. This is a relaxation from the CTS." NSHC LS18 was
revised to state: "[pressurization]" vs. "recirculation," since mode of operation is plant-specific.

Issue ¹2- ITS 3.7.10, Required Action C.1, has been revised to require placing the CRVS in the
pressurization mode. The Bases for ITS 3.7.10 has been revised accordingly. CTS 3.7.5.1,
Action a, has been revised and DOC 10-30-A has been added to reflect this change. DOC 10-
30-A states: "CTS 3.7.5.1, Action a allows up to 7 days (in MODES 5 and 6) to restore an
inoperable CRVS train to OPERABLE status. Ifthat cannot be accomplished, it further requires
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that the operation of the remaining OPERABLE train be initiated and maintained in the
recirculation mode. In ITS 3.7.10, Required Action C, "recirculation mode" has been changed
to "pressurization mode," to reflect the mode of operation designed to maintain the control room
environment for the duration of the most severe design basis accident.

Issue ¹3- There are two pressurization systems, one for each CRVS train. Each system
consists of two supply fans, suction and discharge dampers for each fan, a balancing damper,
and a filter heater. The function of these systems is to pressurize the TSC and CR following all
credible accident conditions. The OPERABILITYof the fans, in conjunction with the CRVS
design, limits personnel radiation exposure to 5 REM or less whole body, or its equivalent in the
control room. The balancing damper equalizes or balances air flow between trains. The
balanced air flow is the pressurization fans'ischarge to the inlets of the filtration units. The
filter heaters reduce the relative humidity by heating the inlet air to increase charcoal filter
efficiency.

Issue ¹4 - The Bases for ITS 3.7.10 has been revised to use "mode" vs. "MODE"to
differentiate the "mode" of operation of the CRVS from the plant "MODE" of power plant
operation. There are four modes of operation.

Mode 1 is the normal mode (recirculation - 73% and makeup - 27%). One of the two supply
fans draws fresh air in through a series of dampers, a filter, and a cooling coil, and discharges it
into the control room. An exhaust fan sends part of this back out to the atmosphere, but 73% is
recirculated back to the supply header.

Mode 2 is the fire mode. (100% makeup). Airenters the control room as in Mode 1. Nearly all
of it is discharged back out to the atmosphere. Mode 2 is manually initiated.

Mode 3 is the recirculation mode (100% recirculation). No air is supplied from, or discharged
to, the outside. The suction header is supplied by recirculation flow from the control room. In
addition, 27% of the control room air is recirculated by a filter booster fan through the HEPA
and charcoal filter. Mode 3 is manually initiated.

Mode 4 is the pressurization mode. It is the same as mode 3 except the control room is also
pressurized. It is automatically initiated on high radiation or Phase A isolation. It can also be
manually initiated.

The following was added to the BACKGROUND section by the Errata submittal (PG&E Letter
DCL-98-003, dated January 9, 1998): "Mode 4 is the only required mode for the CRVS to be
considered OPERABLE. The other modes of operation are useful for certain emergency
situations, such control room smoke removal; but they are not required for OPERABILITY."
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PLANT SYSTEMS

3/4.7. 5 CONTROL ROOM VENTILATION SYSTEM ':{CRVS)
m: c:~am

gp.7 I-I

or-is-4

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.7.5. le~Two Control Room Ventilation Syste& tr''alas:;~shall be OPERABLE~

APPLICABILITY: All NODES.

Dur~rnormoremenat ofmrrad'iated'*foe1massemhlres::.

ACTION:

MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4:
gem

4~IQggs (Eppes svYIUlM~llf~~ vni&.

A@3.7. I6- I

io I'4 re

With one Control Room Ventilation System train inoperable, restore the inoperabletrain to OPERABLE status within 7 days or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the
next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

h" .''..'a e:,:j;.'-.:':.'en'esr',.'., '::,
IIO ES 5 and 6 .'or!!",drrrrno.:"::: moeement'of::::;1,r regia'tedt'feel:. Iassmtrtilriiei: ~ceo.io-

a. With one(Control Room Ventilation System train inoperable.
restore the inoperable train to OPERABLE status within 7 daysii't!mild i i" i i i "h ii i IrzEzorControl Boom'Vetntilation System train in the mode
oro;:,:,:ar'airmi"dm'Yet~ay,,::,Ssooaoenod::,::CI{!mmE::,.ALEEIIYATTOBS anmj":,'SPen:inmywmntief. ro-~-4
'.:fJ!.rsa,, a .e:i!„::Ue: ~'"!88$'em .',:;.,le. ~ . (At5%.1 -2+NJA ttQcl

g3 rr. IO-
b. With both Control Room Ventilation S stem trains ino erable.

~AlmmrC~to~f
immediate:..y,,'suspend all operations invo ving CORE ALTERATIONS

GS$ ~tU,.''.l.. P~~~r r~ts
aajmr.1. ICr-2

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

(p3.7. (0- 3
lO-Z 7- lg

4.7.5.1 Each Control Room Ventilation System train shall be demonstrated OPE B E-:

(at%7.10- 7
a-.

0

DIABLO CANYON - UNITS 1 8 2
TAB14. 4A

3/4 7-13





CHANGE
NUMBER

09-07

10-01

10-02

10-03

10-04

10-05

10-06

10-07

10-08

10-09

10-10

NSHC

LG

LS7

A

LS18

LG

LG

LS27

TR1

DESCRIPTION

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

The descriptive material, related to the definition of a ventilation train, is
deleted from the LCO and moved to the Bases.

The Applicabilityand applicable ACTIONS are revised to incorporate "during
movement of irradiated fuel assemblies" in addition to all MODES (i.e.,
MODES 1ut}. ~trtaer S cp'5.-7. io-+
Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

A new ACTION statement is added by NUREG-1431 to require entering TS
3.0.3 immediately iftwo trains of the CR ventilation system are inoperable in
MODES 1,2, 3, or 4. The CTS requires entry into TS 3.0.3, since the
condition of two trains inoperable is undefined; therefore, the revision has
been classified as administrative.

A new option is added to the ACTION by NUREG-1431 that allows the
suspension of CORE ALTERATIONSor movement of irradiated fuel versus
placing the CR ventilation systemin the recirculationmode. ~tvrserk rgag.to-Z

The details and description of the monthly SRs
for train operability are moved to the Bases. This is an example of removin
details that are not required to be in the TS and is consistent with NUREG-
1431.

The surveillance that verifies CR temperature once per 12 hours is moved to Q3,7 (o 7
a licensee controlled document ~Wn~4

QeKK/r
The description of the ventilation filterspecific testing requirements and the
required surveillances are moved to the Ventilation Filter Testing Program
(VFTP) as defined in the Administrative Controls of the ITS. No technical
changes to requirements or test specifics except as noted in separate
change numbers are made. A new SR is added that requires [CR and
AuxiliaryBuilding ventilation] system filter testing in accordance with the
VFTP. The requirements of this specification ar 1) moved to Section ~rp5.5-8
5.5.11 of the ITS, or 2)

~ tnt/cd W ITS ~.Ci~
Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

The SR is revised to allow credit for an actual actuation, ifone occurs, to
satisfy the SRs. The identification of the initiating signaI is moved to the
Bases.

DCPP Description of Changes to Current TS

10





Insert for Q 3.7.10.-2

Enclosure 3A

DOC 10-05-LS18

Page 10

[In MODES 5 and 6, the CTS required that the remaining CR [ventilation system
(CRVS)] train be placed in the [pressurization] MODE ifthe inoperable train cannot be
returned to an OPERABLE condition in 7 days. NUREG-1431 recognizes the primary
function of the [CRVS] in MODES 5 and 6 is to protect CR personnel from a fuel
handling accident. Therefore, NUREG-1431 permits the inoperable train to remain
inoperable ifCORE ALTERATIONS and/or movement of irradiated fuel assemblies are
suspended, thus eliminating the potential for a fuel handling accident. This is a
relaxation from the CTS.]





CHANGE
NUMBER

10-23

10-24

11-01

11-02

12-01

12-02

12-03

12-04

NSHC

LS13

LS28

LS29

TR1

DESCRIPTION

The "within 31 days after removal" requirement for completion of laboratory
analyses is deleted. This requirement is not contained in the ITS nor is it

'ontainedin the RG 1.52 or the applicable ANSI standards. Failure to
complete an analysis within 31 days has insignificant safety consequences
because the results would be available within approximately the same time
period and it is very unlikely that the charcoal would be degraded to the
extent that there would be a complete loss of a safety function.

The 30 C temperature specified for laboratory testing of filtercarbon
samples is added to be consistent with NUREG-1431. P his temperature is
also specified in ASTM D 3803-1989.] This proposed change is acceptable
because it adds a requirement already required to be performed when
testing in accordance with the standard already specified in the TS; no
change to technical requirements would result.

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

Not used.

The SR is revised to allow credit for an actual actuation, ifone occurs, to
satisfy the SRs. The identification of the specific signals that initiate the
change in state of the equipment is moved to the Bases.

12-05 LS32 Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

12-06

12-07

12-08

12-09

12-10

i2-II
13-01

13-02

13-03

LG

LG Iree
LG

LG

The descriptive material and details of the retained ventilation surveillance
testing are moved to the Bases. The change is acceptable because it
removes detail no longer required in the TS to protect the health and safety
of the public while retaining the basis limiting condition for operation.

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Compariso Table Enclosu
vrpvn~ ~cr~ M

The CTS ABVS LCO is extended to the supply fan The ABVS "train" is
efined i e ITS Bases to include the supply fan ~~ f';I~g +~7 /gQ'3. l.i~.z- i

The Note sta ing a e ultimate heat sink (UHS) is common to both units is
moved to the Bases, consistent with NUREG-1431.

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

DCPP Description of Changes to Current TS
IO-ZS-H
IO-Z L& .-'.

IO -21 -hh I~ < a Wv.io-$
IO-2th
io zq.. tdoI Usedlo-+ A Jsarcf'3.7.i0-2.lb- 'll- M

12
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Enclosure 3A Page 12

10-30-A DCPP CTS 3.7.5.1, Action a allows up to 7 days (in Modes 5 and
6) to restore an inoperable CRVS train to OPERABLE status. If
that cannot be accomplished, it further requires that the operation
of the remaining OPERABLE train be initiated and maintained in
the recirculation mode. In ITS 3.7.10, Required Action C,
"recirculation mode" has been changed to "pressurization mode,"
to reflect the mode of operation designed to maintain the control
room environment for the duration of the most severe design
basis accident. The CTS reference to "recirculation mode" is
interpreted to be the "pressurization mode" with regard to
compliance."
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CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE- CURRENT TS 314.7 Page 17 of 21

TECHNICALSPECIFICATION CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUMBER DESCRIPTION DIABLO
CANYON

COMANCHE
PEAK

WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

10-21
LS38

The ACTION to immediately suspend positive
reactivity changes when both trains of control room
ventilation are inoperable in MODES 5 and 6 and
during movement of irradiated fuel assemblies is
deleted.

Yes No, not in CTS. Yes Yes

10-22
M

10-23
LS13

10-24
A

11-01
M

11-02
LS28

12-01-LS29

A requirement to operate the filtration system fans for
at least 15 minutes would be added consistent with
NUREG-1431.

The 'within 31 days after removal'equirement for
completion of laboratory analyses is deleted. This
requirement is not contained in the ITS nor is it
contained in RG 1.52 or the applicable ANSI
standards.

The 30'C temperature specified for laboratory testing
of filtercarbon samples is added. p his temperature is
specified by ASTM D 3803-1989, but is also explicitly
stated in NUREG-1431.]

A new specification for CR heat removal is added to
ensure that the CR equipment functions following a
DBA.

Extends the AOT for an inoperable CR NC unit from
7 to 30 days.

The Frequency of the surveillance for verification of
the ESF filtration train capability to maintain a
negative pressure relative to atmospheric pressure is
revised from 18 months to 18 months on a STB.
4 5'7 tO I WC/~ only

No, the CTS
requires 10
hours.

Yes

Yes

No, not part of
CTS.

No, not part of
CTS.

No, CTS does
not require the
surveillance.

No, refer to
10-03-LS7.

Yes

Yes

No, part of
CTS..

No, part of
CTS.

Yes

Yes

Yes

No, part of CTS.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No, retaining
CTS.

No, part of
CTS.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Q%.7. <o-ia - wc.lcA only
DCPP Conversion om anso Table - Current TS
)0 2'7- g In~% a.v. Ia
iO-28 W Qef
lQ- 2. I blok Used
IO- M-4 In~+ a.~.lp- Z./0 5I Q'qg

~9. o->g CA ~lg





Insert for Q 3.7.10.-2

Enclosure 3B Page 17

10-30-A DCPP CTS 3.7.5.1, Action a, is revised to refer to "pressurization mode"
vs. "recirculation mode." to reflect the mode of operation designed to
maintain the control room environment for the duration of the most
severe design basis accident.

Applicability: DC - Yes
CP-No
WC- No
CA- No





IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANTHAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS18
10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION

FOR
TECHNICALCHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENT CHNICALSPECIFICATIONSP~f izcwang
In MODES 5 and 6, the CTS require that the remaining CR [emergency filtration (ventilation) system
(CREFS)j train be placed in the 'ODE if the inoperable train cannot be returned to an
OPERABLE condition in seven days. NUREG-1431 recognizes the primary function of the [CREFSj in
MODES 5 and 6 is to protect CR personnel from a fuel handling accident. Therefore, NUREG-1431
permits the inoperable train to remain inoperable ifCORE ALTERATIONSand/or movement of irradiated
fuel assemblies are suspended, thus eliminating the potential for a fuel handling accident. This is a
relaxation from the CTS.

The NSHCs involved with the proposed amendment have been evaluated, focusing on the three
standards set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted below:

The Commission may make a final determination, pursuant to the proceduresin paragraph 50.91,
that a proposed amendment to an operating license fora facilitylicensed under paragraph
50.21(b) orparagraph 50.22 or a testing facilityinvolves no significant hazards consideration, if
operation ofthe faci%tyin accordance with the proposed amendment would not:

(1) Involve a significantincreasein the piobabi%ty or consequences ofan
accident previously evaluated; or

(2) Create the possibility ofa new or different kind ofaccident from any accident
previously evaluated; or

(3) Involve a significant reductionin a margin ofsafety."

The following evaluation is provided for the NSHC.

Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident
previously evaluated?

The proposed change does not alter the unit configuration or operation or the function of any
safety system. Consequently, the change does not increase the probability of an accident as
defined in the FSAR Update. Allowing the unit to comply with an ACTION REQUIREMENT by
eliminating the potential for an analyzed accident places the unit in a safe condition.

Therefore, the proposed change does not involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident
previously evaluated?

The proposed change does not require physical alteration to any unit system or change the
method by which any safety-related system performs its function.

DCPP No Signficant Hazards Evaluations

42





CRVS
3.7.10

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

3.7. 10 Control Room
CRVS)

hl V'\

Vent%1at'>on System (Qt94
X

LCO 3.7. 10 Two QKF4 ERVS trains shall be OPERABLE.
C 'AV(W+

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1. 2. 3, 4. S~„':a d,"6<
During movement of err'adia'ted fuel assemblies.

g5fP-
ACTION~ ~l~ ~>g'sllflUl~s)lf khtx+llMA5~

cd%. lelQ

3. 3-89

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One GRQ'-S 'CRV8 train
inoperable.""

A.l Restore GRQ4 CRVS train to
OPERABLE status. = 7 days

B. Required Action and
associated Completion
Time of Condition A not
met in MODE 1, 2, 3.
or 4.

B.l Be in MODE 3.

AND

B.2 Be in MODE 5.

6 hours

36 hours

C. Required Action and
associated Completion
Time of Condition A not

irradiated fuel
bl i

C.I.I

Place OPERABLE QKF4 CRVS
train in eve-grey

mode.

OR
S5ur'aASOr

Q Vilify~wg ~tK
M~ ~in i5 ~~c. 4

n

Immediately

CPS:7 IO"Z.

Immund'AAel '3.7 <2.

@$ .7.I 0

DCPP Mark-up of NUREG-1431, Rev. 1 3.7-24





CREWS
B 3.7.10

B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

B 3.7.10 Control Room Vent'$1$ t'ion System (CREWS)

BASES

BACKGROUND The CREFVS provides a protected environment from which operators
can cont'rol the units',,"frsom";;:::the„::":.cormoran"::."co'ntrol:„;:",r:oom following an
uncontrolled release"of radi'opec''ivi'ty, 'che'acmic'ai's,!'orictoxic:::,"gas.

The CRKFVS consists of two independent. redundant trains that
recirculate and filter the control room air:Longe.'>t'iLin..:';:;.frmom".,":,each
Un>i'}',:. Each train consists of a"„".,';'.hed.ate~i a prefi'1ter e'-""4eAM.
a 'hi'gh efficiency particulate a'im (HEPAc) filter, an activated
charcoal adsorber section for removal of gaseous activity
(principally iodines), and a one',:;::"pressuriszjtion::;'.sup jlygfan";.",-;.one
jilter,,",:booster,',,'::Tao',:':;::.'::an5::,::;one:;:,:.:mair'i„::siipj]y. fan. Ouact'wpor'k.

dam ers", an'd"'instrumentamtione al'so for'mc'part of the system —.ae

K-AU:ceZ

~4 'e~~>q
t uired ~~~
cps W~ ~pic~
OKR48.6'.%C Olhef-M~ of cpelc6'on
am ~ef4I /ac certain
Emergency eikuceunSsum As ~l aavn~Ke. urn~; hu+~</ GC nc+ un'

~45 op~Le(.

The CREEPS is an emergency system, parts of which may also
operate during normal unit operations:.:::
cpa.-~R-. Upon receipt of @he anj'actuating signal4sk. the
normal air supply to the control room is isolated, and the stream
of oiitj~des ventilation air i..rom::;:the':-:pr'ephor,",.izabon,"':system,.:.',and"~
rec'ircul ated LMtro j:.:":jroom.':,::a'i'i,'::,.:;.''::j's"'',j'ass'ed tlirough the 'system fi'l'ter

The".';'p'i',es'shui",ijitwii,;.:'::,s

jstems".::.,dcraws,'hee',:pind',i'di'region:'':'5r''.,"„':thijab'sen'c6:':oti:;"'releases",,i'!;':th'''''iiileptf!8,:'...',iThe

C CCh Cdj 'd «'S'~cce~ '"c 'Sic cued% aNp: 'c . wM ' " M~hhdwht 'CCe~iaa *'pdC+C40''CwrÃw'cyprei".i(iherdS
' ''em'OVme any iharge pari'.iCteS in one air,

~ to prevent excessive
loading of the HEPA filters and charcoal adsorbers. Continuous
operation of each XLIier,,":;,'train for at least 10 hours per month.th tCt; Pd' Pttdp h

d d P . Ihdhtdh ~h *''i t p
the effectiveness of 'rcoal adsorbers.

~d~e CI37 <0 2
g'anodal,:,:,or!,:autcmatiho:,::tactuation of e CRRFVS laces the s stem in
one:of."."thread states:„.: j;:))) pressuri'zafi n

;'4:).,,:::2)'..:reci.ec01ac)Po.;::;:.( ';..3),':,:!.',.or.,.:'!8)",:."':siiiike'.":i',emovi'.i:!,:: C~3e
'Ci

Actuation of the system to the r&~rcgatianjiiede

closes the unfiltered outside air intake and unfiltered exhaust
dampers ~ and aligns the system for recirculation of the control
room air through the redundant trains of HEPA and the charcoal
filters. The pressorNYitÃoa:.pode also

(continued)
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CRKFVS
B 3.7.10

BASES
C.l.t,e ~ ~ q3.7. IQ 3

C,2.1 and C.2.2 ~ssuri 2QÃon 4 + ~ i

::Io',:!NODE'.'",;.6'::.,'jirg6.";:;,or- dur ing movement of irradiated fuel assemblies
f the inoperable CRKPS train

cannot be restored to OPERABLE status within the required
Completion Time, action must be taken to immediately place the
OPERABLE CRKVS train in the eaergeRcy mode. This
action ensures that the remainsng train is OPERABLE. that no
failures preventing automatic actuation will occur and that any
active failure would be readily detected.

—
": '.";:Ki

'on'1y,:,."on',''.CRtItS".,::i."raTn"::.:,:':jib'OPERABL''K:-,-'.<'tTi'e:'.,'.,OPERABL'E::.train>must,.;
"'c'a

jab'le,'of(b'y'i'';p'owei'.':ed.:':-:::;fi';om'.an'.:.":OPERAHL'E:,"die'se1,'beni"i'.a'toi),',
i s;-..di'.rectl:y~assocjaRed::i@i'.:th!';:the:',:;bus':,','Qh'l eh@i's';.:ieIIergjz'i ng'ith'e
GPERASL'EjCRVS;".Xi a)n':::.:.'.",;:, The"ljSYh'i4ieq'u'ireiiients';.'',for'.'the.';-'one'-,::;:OPERABLE
CRVSs t'r'a'i'r'i.'."".as'su'r'e's',';"-,that':;.'-;',':the:'.v'eiiti 1ati"on)„fiinitioii,~w'i(1,'':!'ii'ot;,,',:,:b''.,:,:
di)r!n'i::0,::fu'iiiiihTrTdIfi7'':%%Cd eii'iYiYt ii!8!~Siibsi"ieiit~ilOSS'o1::: Ot'f
'iite':;pojieii„;:::';o'.,~ ~o ~~o~ a i.c.c ~ o.~ . '=~@a~ io-z
An alternative to Required Action C.1 is to immediately suspend
activities that could result in a release of radioactivity that
might require isolation of the control room. This places the
unit in a condition that minimizes risk. This does not preclude
the movement of fuel to a safe position.

D. 1 and 0.2

In:.,':,NODE:::,„::5,',o~z';,:;6".",.;";.'or during movement of irradiated fuel assemblies
, with two CREWS trains

inoperable, action must be taken iome i tel to suspend @so.<c,-<
activities..'....."..., .......-., '..::,—,that could
result in a re se o ra ioac ivy y a mug en er the control
room. This places the unit in a condition that minimizes
accident risk. This does not preclude the movement of fuel to a
safe position.

E.l

If both CRKFVS trains are inoperable in MODE 1. 2. 3. or 4. the
CRKQS may not be capable of performing the intended function and
the unit is in a condition outside the accident analyses.
Therefore, LCO 3.0.3 must be entered immediately.

/
(continued)
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Enclosure 2
PG&E Letter DCL-98-144

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONCOVER SHEET

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.7.10.-3

REQUEST:

APPLICABILITY'C

CTS 3.7.5.1, Action b for Modes 5 and 6 and 4.7.5.1.b.2
ITS 3.7.10 Bases for Applicability, Actions and Surveillances
DOC 10-16-LG

CTS 3.7.5.1, Action b for Modes 5 and 6 and 4.7.5.1.b.2 pertain to verification
that the remaining CRVS train receives electrical power from a separate
Operable vital bus. These requirements have been moved to four places in the
ITS 3.7.10 Bases for Applicability, Action A and Action C and the first paragraph
of Bases for Surveillances.

Comment: This Operability requirement must be included as a note to the LCO
statement rather than repetitively buried in the Bases. Also, 4.7.5.1.b.2 should be
retained in the ITS based upon the importance of this surveillance.

FLOG RESPONSE: CTS 3.7.5.1 ACTION b., which pertains to the verification that the
remaining CRVS train receives electrical power from a separate OPERABLE vital bus, has
been retained. This retained CTS Action has been inserted as a second part of ITS ACTION C.
During an outage with emergency power supplies potentially out-of-service, it is especially
important to be able to verify that the remaining OPERABLE CRVS train has the required power
supply. CTS 4.7.5.1 b.2) has been retained and a new ITS SR created to verify the alignment
of the emergency power supplies. JFD 3.7-61 is created, as follows, to justify the added SR
that incorporates CTS 4.6.5.1 b.2). DOC 10-06-LG which was shown as applicable to CTS
ACTION b. for MODES 5 8 6 has been deleted since the train related information is retained.

JFD 3.7-61: "A new SR 3.7.10.2 is created and the existing SRs are renumbered to incorporate
CTS 4.7.5.1 b.2). The train concept incorporates a requirement for an OPERABLE source of
emergency power for each safety-related train. However, during an outage with emergency
power supplies potentially out-of-service, the remaining OPERABLE CRVS train should be
verified to have the required power supply. Therefore, the CTS surveillance is retained."

ATTACHED
PAGES'ncl.

2
Encl. 3A
Encl. 3B
Encl. 5A
Encl. 5B
Encl. 6A
Encl. 6B

3/4.7-13, 3/4.7 14
11

16
3.7-24, 3.7-25, 3.7-26
B 3.7-55 through B 3.7-58
5
8





PLANT SYSTEMS

3/4.7.5 CONTROL ROOM VENTILATION SYSTEM {CP~V$)'.

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

o>im-A

3.7.5.1~Two Control Room Ventilation Syste& tr'a|:ns:,„'.'shall be OPERABLE~

APPLICABILITY: Al 1 MODES.
Doe~5'j.'~veeek of~"jrridi:ated.;,':, gg!.:assemb".Res':..

ACTION cd.7. Io- I

MODES 1. 2. 3. and 4: pa~wsappgsn ulMecuslq~~ unt&.

With one Control Room Ventilation System train inoperable, restore the inoperabletrain to OPERABLE status within 7 days or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the
next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

)imme l.B 8:: p'.:i,'eA .8r'Y.'.:"+'.

MODES 5 and 6 Or;,.":,::derinD::::."mOYTeaieiLt;,;,'.iif!.;:IrradLated::;:!faiel:;:::.aaaemhlaiea: ~me~.bo-

a. With one(Control Room Ventilation System train inoperable,
restore the inoperable train to OPERABLE status within 7 daysnt!:;.iii d i DEIMLE
Control Room Ventilation System train in the mode
o rn,':jmramdi'ate1y:..rsleso maned! CORE;.AL%i4Tl'ONS:land,': osRen,~moyeamnt+V:

g3.7. IO-
b. With both Control Room Ventilation S stem trains ino erable.

jmmedjat8: y,.::,suspend all operations invo ving CORE ALTERATIONS
,::@i":;.':,moveiiient':..":::;.of:„:i'',adi'ate'd"::,':fuel:

axax a~4a~ Pre SSuV a~arsas$ ,:;1:es.
Q5:7.EO 2

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

43:7 Io- 3
lO-27- M

0'3. 7. <~+

4.7.5. 1 Each Control Room Ventilation System train shall be demonstrated OPE B E-:

ci47. IO- 1a

0

DIABLO CANYON - UNITS 1 & 2
TAB14.4A

3/4 7-13





NT SYSTEMS

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREHENTS Continued 'K-d),( L-OOi

b. At least once per 31 days by:
(0 CXo- t6

~Keogh

sad- verifying that
operate for at least 10 continuous hours with the heate

operating, R4>e >~ de)3.'7.10-K

I ) -L.

e

-hetH
(reu)pec(ccm eecund CBs Rcvsz snus 'e czcecuc"cc uldaeeevendcw'an pjclcrrceeny Fls ence(urre).

c. At least once per REFUELING INTERVAL or (1) after any structural io-csE-e
maintenance on the HEFA filter or charcoal adsorher housings, or (2)
following painting; fire, or chemical release in any ventilation zone
communicating with the system by:

1) Verifying that the cleanup system satisfies the in-place penetration
and bypass leakage testing acceptance criteria of less than 1~ and uses
the test procedure guidance in ANSI N510-1980, and the system flow rate
is 2100 cfm + 108;

lo-n - 4

0-'cee" e
d. At least once per 18 monthsor ,(1) after any structural maintenance on e

charcoal adsorber housings, or (2) following painting, fire, or chemical
release in any ventilation zone communicating with the system, or (3) after
72cl c I 1 c c c 'cc 'cc'c.~

ch 'Ic ~ 1yi f c i h p1
obtained in accordance with Regulatory Position C.6.b of Regulatory Guide
1.52e Revision 2, March 19?8, meets the laboratory testing criteria of ASTH
D3803-1989 at 70% R.H. for a methyl iodide penetration of less than 1<.

co-zce-A

Lfeipecafur c o( m'E end at

DIABLO CANYON " UNITS 1 5 2

3297'd)9)02.4a TAB >4 T.7

3/4 7-].4 Unit I " Amendment No. gQQQ,~
Wit Z " Amendment No. 3$ ($ 777~, ~





CHANGE
NUMBER

10-11

NSHC

LS19

DESCRIPT(ON

The Frequency of the surveillance requiring verification of the CR ventilation
system capability to maintain a positive pressure is relaxed to months on
a STB, consistent with NUREG-1431. The new Frequency requires one of
the two trains to be tested every months instead of both trains every
months. The most likelycause oi a ai ure to achieve the required pressure ~stair
is a failure of the ventilation pressure boundary. Thus, when one train
successfully demonstrates the ability to maintain the pressure, in all
likelihood the other train willalso. This results in less testing of the CR
ventilation system than is required by the CTS.

10-12 LS32 Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

10-13

10-14

10-15

10-16

10-17

LG

LG

LG

A

The footnotes indicating that CR ventilation system is common to both units,
and that the system may be considered OPERABLE with no chlorine
monitors ifno bulk chlorine gas is stored within the SITE BOUNDARY,are
moved to the Bases. AbnsMe. Aceous u e medi /ed bye Qtt~ ~An)~~c~ gpplV ~~~ceusikf *hot@ un &.
Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

The requ ement to have available e rgency power urce or R
ventilat' system is m ed to the Ba s. This chang is consisten 'th th
Base of NUREG-1 or

'
s r ed durin fu

mo ement. g'5.1. Ict-3

The SR to measure ventilation system flow rate is not identified as a
separate SR in the ITS because it is verified during the other in-place filter
tests (see ITS 5.5.11).

10-18

10-19

LS36 Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

10-20

10-21

10-22

LS39

LS38

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B .

tkvt= ~t
The ACTION to immediately suspend

hen both
trains of CR ventilation are inoperable in MODES 5 and 6 and during
movement of irradiated fuel assemblies is deleted consistent with NUREG-
1431. This change is acceptable because the immediate suspension of
CORE ALTERATIONSand movement of irradiated fuel provides adequate
protection from a release of radioactivity. Boron dilution events leading to
criticalityare not postulated as these events are prevented from occurring.

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

DCPP Description of Changes to Current TS





CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE- CURRENT TS 3I4.7 Page 16 of 21

TECHNICALSPECIFICATION CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUMBER DESCRIPTION DIABLO
CANYON

COMANCHE
PEAK

WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

10-14
A

10-15
LG

10-16

10-17
A

10-18
LS36

10-19
A

10-20
LS39

The statement that LCO 3.0.4 is not applicable is
deleted based upon the new ITS definition of LCO
3.0.4 which does not apply in MODES 5 and 6.

The ventilation system flow rates would be moved to
licensee controlled documents. These flow rates are
established in conjunction with flowbalancing of the
ventilation systems.

he DCPP pecific re irement t ave an ailabl
emerge y power s rce for th control r m
ventil ion syste s moved t he Base . This
ch geisconsi entwithth Basesof UREG 431

ventilation stems re ired durin fuel m ement.

The SR to measure ventilation system flow rate is not
identified as a separate SR in the ITS because it is
verified during the other in place filter tests (see ITS
5.5.11).

The CPSES specific action shutdown requirement is
revised from MODE 3 in the next 6 hours and MODE
5 in the following 30 hours to enter LCO 3.0.3. This
effectively adds up to one hour to the completion time.

Clarifies that for CPSES, the pressurization'ode is
called the "emergency recirculation mode.

This change establishes appropriate Required Actions
and Completion Times for ventilation system pressure
envelope degradation.

No, TS 3.0.4
exemption is
not in CTS.

No, retained in
CTS.

Yes

No

No, TS 3.0.4
exemption is
not in CTS.

No, retained in
. CTS.

A@3.v. s0-3

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes, to USAR.

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes, to
FSAR.

Yes

No

No

Yes

DCPP Conversion Comparison Table - Current TS





CRVS
3.7.10

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

3.7.10 Control Room
CRVS)

I h'6

Ven't%lati.on System (CAQ=S

LCO 3.7. 10 Two GAQ'-S CRVS trains shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES l. 2. 3, 4. 5';:::,','an'd:"'6';:",

During movement of 'irradiated fuel assemblies,

l4$TP
ACTION~ ~(~ gPP5q Qielul~blq +tckhM't5.

Cp3.7. Io-l

3. 3-S'I

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One QKF4 'CRVS train
inoperable."

'" A.l Restore GRQ'-S CRV8 train to
OPERABLE status"."'"

7 days

B. Required Action and
associated Completion
Time of Condition A not
met in HODE l. 2, 3,
or 4.

B.l Be in MODE 3.

AND

B.2 Be in MODE 5.

6 hours

36 hour'

C. Required Action and
associated Completion
Time of Condition A not
met )$",;:,.HODE';::,".,5,';::.;Oi~6:„:::.jo'r,:

duriiig 'mov'ement of '""
irradiated fuel

b1

C.1.I

Place OPERABLE QKF4 CRV5
train in emergency

mode.

OR
SSur itch~

)+Vcr'Ify4e+ wz cpERAGM
~45 ~(n i5 ~lc of.
Wc
OP em~ra~

Immediately

CPS:T. I0- Q

INIYlediA4d

egg.7.i 0- $

DCPP Mark-up of NUREG-1431, Rev. 1 3.7-24





ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION

CRVS
3.7.10

COHPLETION TIHE

C. (continued) 'C.'::29'..-,j'.'."Suspend<CORE
""ALTERATIONS8

:.I'iiiiediat'ely,

C.2 .g Suspend movement of
irradiated fuel assemblies.

Immediately

D. Two QtQ4 CRY'rains
ino erabl

:in"''.:'NODEH:5,":!oi'.,-,':::,:6',::,::.,";:or,---

aur'i"ng movaemaent of
irradiated fuel

bl i

D„..".::..K.'::..:t SiFSpTnd:,C08E
ALTERATIONS"'.':

ANN)

D.2::,;„,:;:::N Suspend movement of
irradiated fuel
assemblies.

Immedfa tgly

Imps
QE7. IO IZ.

Immediately

E. Two QtQ4 CPS trains
ino erable"

s
n" HODE-1 2. -3- "o'--4-:

E. 1 Enter LCO 3.0.3. Immediately
CPS. 7. IQ-t aa

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREHENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.7. 10. 1 Operate each CRQ--S CRVS train for
W 10 continuous hours"'with the heaters
operating

31 days

SR 3.7.10@1 Perform required F94 CATS filter testin~ in
accordance with the Venti!Iatwton:.:FiIter!Teatinj
P!i r'ae:::.":(VFTP)'..

ps
In accordance
with VF~TP

57. (0.2. Me'if' ~ cN5 ccdundcnk- + is alqne(*
receIVC eecaimL FoIhldr &n z s~~ op82A~gi&4p

9I!naia g.a-r I

45.7./0-3

DCPP Hark-up of NUREG-1431, Rev. 1 3.7-25





SURVEiLLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE

SR 3.7.10.I0 Verify each,0RRfS,CRVS train aeeeetee...
autoemaa'tj'ca)::ly. sw'i'tches':"„''into;:::t'he":,,''p'r'eessur'i'zationa
mOde'.::-:".IIflOpena'ti On.',On"'a'ne aC'teua lee Ore'RS'iiiiul a

teed'"""ea

a'c"u'a "i"oii*s'i'gn'ae .'"

@5,7. Io-3

SR 3.7. 10.W Verify one CAQ4 CRIIS train can maintain a
positive pressure o'f — 6:-:=::125 inches watera,~
M-k6aQ ouLside~atmosp'1'ere during the'"I"'" '" e

CRVS
3.7.10

FREQUENCY

months F

gq. K 4U=CQI

r
a
STAGGERED
TEST BASIS

DCPP Mark-up of NUREG-1431, Rev. 1 3.7-26

















Insert for Q 3.7.10.-3

Enclosure 5B

Insert SR 3.7.10.2

SR 3.7.10.2

This SR assures that the emergency power alignment is appropriate for the operating
conditions of the plant. With the power supply options available it is appropriate to verify
that the redundant fans for each train are aligned to receive power from separate
OPERABLE vital bus.





I

BASES

CREWS
B 3.7.10

SR 3.7. 10. 4)3.7. to

This SR verifies the integrity of the control room enclosure. and
the assumed inleakage rates of the potentially contaminated air.
The control room positive pressure, with respect to potentially
contaminated adjacent areas. is periodically tested to verify
proper functioning of the CREWS. During the p'ressur''ization
edgeway mode of operation, the CR%VS is desi'g'ned'o "pressurize
the control room ~ $0. 12M inches water gau e ositive ressure
with respect to th':..."outhde,':,::atmos'pher'ei,": , in
order to prevent unfi'l'tered i'nTeaka'gae. he „. is designed to
maintain this positive pressure with one
train/ The Frequency of

months on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS is consistent with the
guidance provided in NUREG-0800 (Ref. 4).

OC.-AU=~<

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Secti on 9,'."'4":::i@4-.43.
c v/'Yo& 0

2. FSAR, Chapter l5.

, Rev—.a 'ANSI.;..SVO-::;:1'986.
area cuba >.aaav... v, ns

'UREG-0800,Section 6.4, Rev. 2, July 1981.

OCPP Hark-up of NUREG-1431, Rev. Bases B 3.7-58





CHANGE
NUMBER

JUSTIFICATION

3.7<4

3.7<5

3.746

3.7A7

3.748

3.749

3.7-50

3.7-51

3.7-52

3.7-53

3.7-54

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 6B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Eenclosure 6B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 6B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 6B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 6B).
~3.7. A. I -4

The requirement to verify a I~flow rate during the tests demonstrating
the capability to maintain [fuel handling] building differential pressure below
atmospheric pressure would be deleted. The current licensing basis of the
plant is to be able to maintain a negative pressure [in the fuel handling
building) with respect to the outside atmosphere.

The CTS ADV surveillance that verifies the back-up air bottle pressure once
per 24 hours is retained.

A new spent fuel pool storage specification is created for Region 1 fuel
storage due to the unique storage requirements.

'TS

3.7.11 is not used due to the mild coastal environment in which DCPP is
located, consistent with the CTS.

ITS 3.7.16 is revised to be consistent with the current licensing basis and
CTS. The boron concentration is required to be within limits whenever fuel is
stored in the spent fuel pool to prevent an increase in the k of the racks
above 0.95 should the spent fuel pool temperature increase above 150'F.
The Frequency for verification of the boron concentration is changed from 7
days to 31 days consistent with the CTS.

The LCO, Required Actions, and Surveillances are revised per the CTS. The
CTS evaluates Region 2 fuel storage on fuel pellet diameter and a checker
board loading pattern in addition to the other NUREG-1431 requirements.

3.7-55

3.7-56

3.7-57

3'l-59
37- % I~ek
91-40 In~f'k
3.7-CoI I~4.

The NUREG-1431 3.7.1N4 specification is not used since an equivalent safety ~U ~z
grade system does not exist. Therefore, the deletion is per the current
licensing basis. hA~,Chd MCRV bfIfgSS vteil~j

This change creates a new SR for the MStVsLend MptVs to distinguish
between the IST and the automatic actuation testing of these isolation valves.
The surveillance allows credit for an actual actuation, if one occurs, to satisfy
the surveillance requirements. The e changes are consistent with

/Although SRs 3.7.2.2 and 3.7.3. new SRs, they may be performed in
conjunction with QRs 3.7.2.1 and 3.7.3.1. Therefore, the Note allowing testing
to be performeddin MQDE 3 is also needed forrtgese~gs SR+ arne.t ~>gg ED.
Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 6B).

S.l. Io-I
4 0.7. I7.2-9
Q.7.!0-

DCPP Description of C an es to mproved TS
3.1-Co 2 Inmk g ~.7. >O- S





Insert for Q 3.7.10.-3

Enclosure 6A - page 5

Insert for 3.7-61

3.7-61 A new SR 3.7.10.2 is created and the existing SRs are renumbered to
incorporate CTS 4.7.5.1 b.2). The train concept incorporates a
requirement for an OPERABLE source of emergency power for each
safety-related train. However, during an outage with emergency power
supplies potentially out-of-service, the remaining OPERABLE CRVS train
should be verified to have the required power supply. Therefore, the CTS
surveillance is retained.





Insert for Q 3.7.10.-3

Enclosure 6A - page 5

Insert for 3.7-62

CTS (3.7.5.1], Action b. for Modes 5 and 6, require veriTication that the ventilation
system placed in operation be capable of being powered by an emergency power
source. ITS LCO [3.7.10], Required Actions, are revised to incorporate this
requirement.





CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE FOR DIFFERENCES FROM NUREG-1431, SECTION 3/4.7 Page 8 of 8

NUMBER

,3.7-54

3.7-55

3.7-56

TECHNICALSPECIFICATION CHANGE

DESCRIPTION

The LCO, Required Actions, and Surveillances are revised per
the DCPP specific CTS to incorporate Region 2 fuel storage
requirements.

NUREG-1431 Specification 3.7.14 is not used since an
equivalent safety grade system does not exist. Therefore, the
deletion is per the current licensing basis.

p MFA/

This change creates a new SR for the MSIVs [and MFIV to
distinguish between the IST and the automatic actuation testing
of these isolation valves. The SR allows credit for an actual
actuation, ifone occurs, to satisfy+e surveillance requirements.

/Although SRs 3.7.2.2 and 3.7.3.5@re new SRs, they may be
performed in conjunction with SRs 3.7.2.1 and 3.7.3.1..
Therefore, the Note allowing testing to be performed& MODE 3
is also needed for thee~w SRiil~ 8 7.2.I

DIABLO
CANYON

Yes, per LA
116/114.

Yes

Ct)d A4Cj8f

Yes

~ 9.7-EP

APPLICABILITY

COMANCHE
PEAK

No

No

Yes

WOLF
CREEK

No

No

Yes

CALLAWAY

No

No

Yes

3.7-57 This change establishes appropriate Required Actions and
Completion Times for ventilation system pressure envelope
degradation.

i4ok ~
I~<f+ cp3 1. io- i
Ifl504 gyes >g g
IAS@'/4- ~3 g
/nSee4.

~ / lO-$

o, retained Yes
CTS~

DC"Au.-oc3

Yes Yes

. DCPP Conversion Comparison Table - Improved TS





Insert for Q 3.7.10.-3

EncIosure 6B - page 8

Insert for 3.7-61

3.7-61 A new SR 3.7.10.2 is created and the
existing SRs are renumbered to
incorporate CTS 4.7.5.1 b.2) for DCPP.

Yes No No No





Insert for Q 3.7.10.-3

Enclosure 6B - page 8

Insert for 3.7-62
DC CP WC CA

3.7-62 CTS [3.7.5.1], Action b. for Modes 5 and 6,
require verification that the ventilation
system placed in operation be capable of
being powered by an emergency power
source. ITS LCO [3.7.10], Required
Actions, are revised to incorporate this
requirement.

Yes No-
not in
CTS

Yes Yes





Enclosure 2
PG8 E Letter DCL-98-144

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONCOVER SHEET

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.7.10.-4

REQUEST:

APPLICABILITY: DC, WC, CA

CTS 3.7.5.1 [3.7.6], Action a and b for Modes 5 and 6
ITS 3.7.10 Actions C and D
DOC 10-xx-M

CTS 3.7.5.1 [3.7.6], Action a and b for Modes 5 and 6 have been modified by
ITS 3.7.10 Actions A, B, and C by the addition of an "immediate" Completion
Time for both Actions and the addition of suspending the "movement of
irradiated fuel assemblies" in Action b.

Comment: These two CTS more restrictive changes were not identified in the CTS
markup and no DOCs were provided to justify these changes. Provide the appropriate
DOCs for these changes.

FLOG RESPONSE: DOC 10-02-M justified the addition of "during movement of irradiated fuel
assemblies" to the Applicability, and the revisions to the applicable ACTIONS. CTS 3.7.5.1 for
DCPP and CTS 3.7.6 for Callaway and WolfCreek, Actions a and b have been revised to
reference this DOC. Also DOC 10-02-M has been revised to include the following: "During
movement of irradiated fuel assemblies, the [CRVS] must be OPERABLE to cope with the
release associated with a fuel handling accident."

DOC 10-27-M has been added and states the following: "Ifthe inoperable [CRVS] train cannot
be restored to OPERABLE status within the required Completion Time, action must be taken to
immediately place the OPERABLE [CRVS) train in the [pressurization] mode. This action
ensures that the remaining train is OPERABLE, that no failures preventing automatic actuation
will occur, and that any active failure would be readily detected." CTS 3.7.5.1 for DCPP and
CTS 3.7.6 for Callaway and WolfCreek, Actions a and b have been revised to reference this
DOC.

ATTACHED
PAGES'ncl.

2
Encl. 3A
Encl. 3B

3/4 7-13
10, 12
17





PLANT SYSTEMS

3/4.7. 5 CONTROL ROOM VENTILATION SYSTEM ':{'CQ'ItS).
oi-im-A

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.7.5.1pheTwo Control Room Ventilation Syste& Crazies;:,shall be OPERABLE~

APPLICABILITY: Al 1 MODES.
Dui",jig'.:::~iement N~>i':prado'ted~Nue.:'t':,:::::.':issemb,loess.

ACTION:

MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4:
garEp~~S appQ SrrnulMeeVSlq ~~ vni&.

A@3.7 I0- I

io-is-Lm

With one Control Room Ventilation System train inoperable. restore the inoperabletrain to OPERABLE status within 7 days or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the
next 6 hour s and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

fights:,:tm„'ti"""n ia'.$ :::j,:i:.es'na "er.,''.: ':is i ".:>=='
v~r~iyyAv:..~wvi4Nv<E 'tyA4

rrOOES 6 and 6 or".;,,:'dLrring:mrrair'e::,ment:::ro'f:;:::!1rradryated'::::::feral::.::;:ass'eakillee: ~em~.io-

a. With one)Control Room Ventilation System train inoperable,
restore the inoperable train to OPERABLE status within 7 daysm:.re:"''i i i d i t. i p i tt D EM E nrrrrnrControl lromom Vemntilation System train in the mode
o gtfiiiimdiatelyi'smnamerenmde'..CCrOrrErAETEITAT'fOiiS:.-:.:end,: rrSPen ~moveme~tjo1

rradmi'atedon'ntlleldi,:asmnsaemmtrl:iesm. ~~.. 'ios.n.
tay3.7. IO+b. With both Control Room Ventilation S stem trains ino erable,

~tamil.
imme iat8;,.y.:,suspend all operations invo ving CORE ALTERATIONS

;or, moire'iiihiit;:::::,::o'i:::"i
jr!ad'ia't'earTrt'ui!1,'aeemhsi'::ice

prmmeriripaiN 'O-ZO- m
Q'mr:V. t 0-2

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS Q3. 7. <~g

4.7.5. 1 Each Control Room Ventilation System train shall be demonstrated OPE BLE-:
Cp3.7. I0 7

0

DIABLO CANYON - UNITS 1 8 2
TAB14. 4A

3/4 7-13





CHANGE
NUMBER

09-07

10-01

10-02

10-03

10-04

10-05

10-06

10-07

10-08

10-09

10-10

NSHC

LG

LS7

LS18

LG

LG

LS27

TR1

DESCRIPTION

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

The descriptive material, related to the definition of a ventilation train, is
deleted from the LCO and moved to the Bases.

The Applicabilityand applicable ACTIONS are revised to incorporate "during
movement of irradiated fuel assemblies" in addition to all MODES (i.e.,
MODES 1-6). ~trainer S es.a. Io-+

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

A new ACTION statement is added by NUREG-1431 to require entering TS
3.0.3 immediately if two trains of the CR ventilation system are inoperable in
MODES 1, 2, 3, or 4. The CTS requires entry into TS 3.0.3, since the
condition of two trains inoperable is undefined; therefore, the revision has
been classified as administrative.

A new option is added to the ACTION by NUREG-1431 that allows the
suspension of CORE ALTERATIONSor movement of irradiated fuel versus
placing the CR ventilation systemin the recirculation mode. ~trnser@ dra,g ro-2

The details and description of the monthly SRs
for train operability are moved to the Bases. This is an example of removin
details that are not required to be in the TS and is consistent with NUREG-
1431.

The surveillance that verifies CR temperature once per 12 hours is moved to ~g.7.<o g
a licensee controited document. ~Wn~4. .5-f
The description of the ventilation filterspecific testing requirements and the
required surveillances are moved to the Ventilation Filter Testing Program
(VFTP) as defined in the Administrative Controls of the ITS. No technical
changes to requirements or test specifics except as noted in separate
change numbers are made. A new SR is added that requires [CR and
AuxiliaryBuilding ventilation) system filter testing in accordance with the
VFTP. The requirements of this specification ar 1) moved to Section cps.g-8
5.5.11 of the ITS, or 2)

~ rnarcd A ITS ~.
t i~

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

The SR is revised to allow credit for an actual actuation, ifone occurs, to
satisfy the SRs. The identification of the initiating signal is moved to the
Bases.

DCPP Description of Changes to Current TS

10





Insert for Q 3.7.10 -4

Enclosure 3A - page 10

DOC 10-02-M

During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies, the [CRVS] must be OPERABLE to
cope with the release associated with a fuel handling accident.





CHANGE
NUMBER

10-23

10-24

11-01

NSHC

LS13

DESCRIPTION

The "within 31 days after removal" requirement for completion of laboratory
analyses is deleted. This requirement is not contained in the ITS nor is it

'ontainedin the RG 1.52 or the applicable ANSI standards. Failure to
complete an analysis within 31 days has insignificant safety consequences
because the results would be available within approximately the same time
period and it is very unlikely that the charcoal would be degraded to the
extent that there would be a complete loss of a safety function.

The 30'C temperature specified for laboratory testing of filtercarbon
samples is added to be consistent with NUREG-1431. [This temperature is
also specified in ASTM D 3803-1 989.] This proposed change is acceptable
because it adds a requirement already required to be performed when
testing in accordance with the standard already specified in the TS; no
change to technical requirements would result.

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

11-02

12-01

12-02

12-03

LS28 Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

LS29 Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

Not used.

12-04 TR1 The SR is revised to allow credit for an actual actuation, ifone occurs, to
satisfy the SRs. The identification of the specific signals that initiate the
change in state of the equipment is moved to the Bases.

12-05 LS32 Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

12-06

12-07

12-08

12-09

12-10

i2-Il
13-01

13-02

13-03

LG

LG
Iree'G

LG

The descriptive material and details of the retained ventilation surveillance
testing are moved to the Bases. The change is acceptable because it
removes detail no longer required in the TS to protect the health and safety
of the public while retaining the basis limiting condition for operation.

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Compariso Table Enclosvip'~ a Cr ~ C

The CTS ABVS LCO is extended to the supply fan The ABVS "train" is
efined i e ITS Bases to include the supply fan

Q3.'7. 12.2- i tP37. IZ.Z- I

The Note sta ing a e ultimate heat sink (UHS) is common to both units is
moved to the Bases, consistent with NUREG-1431.

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

DCPP Description of Changes to Current TS
IO-Z5-M
io-z 4b;.
IO -2 I -M l~ < a W~.io-$
Io-zB Nol.~
iO-<q.. de

OS'o-&-A~~~ es.7.io-z10- >L-g

12





Insert for Q 3.7.10 -4

Enclosure 3A - page 12

10-27 Ifthe inoperable [CRVS) train cannot be restored to OPERABLE
status within the required Completion Time, action must be taken
to immediately place the OPERABLE [CRVS] train in the
[pressurization] mode. This action ensures that the remaining
train is OPERABLE, that no failures preventing automatic
actuation will occur, and that any active failure would be readily
detected."





CONVERSION COIIPARISON TABLE- CURRENT TS 3/4.7 Page 17 of 21

TECHNICALSPECIFICATION CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUMBER

10-21
LS38

10-22
M

10-23
LS13

10-24
A

11-01
M

11-02
LS28

12-01-LS29

DESCRIPTION

The ACTION to immediately suspend positive
reactivity changes when both trains of control room
ventilation are inoperable in MODES 5 and 6 and
during movement of irradiated fuel assemblies is
deleted.

A requirement to operate the filtration system fans for
at least 15 minutes would be added consistent with
NUREG-1431.

The "within 31 days after removal" requirement for
completion of laboratory analyses is deleted. This
requirement is not contained in the ITS nor is it
contained in RG 1.52 or the applicable ANSI
standards.

The 30'C temperature specified for laboratory testing
of filtercarbon samples is added. tThis temperature is
specified by ASTM D 3803-1989, but is also explicitly
stated in NUREG-1431.]

A new specification for CR heat removal is added to
ensure that the CR equipment functions following a
DBA.

Extends the AOT for an inoperable CR NC unit from
7 to 30 days.

The Frequency of the surveillance for verification of
the ESF filtration train capability to maintain a
negative pressure relative to atmospheric pressure is
revised from 18 months to 18 months on a STB.
Q 5:r. (0 I wcf~ ~iv

DIABLO
CANYON

Yes

No, the CTS
requires 10
hours.

Yes

Yes

No, not part of
CTS.

No, not part of
CTS.

No, CTS does
not require the
surveillance.

COMANCHE
PEAK

No, not in CTS.

No, refer to
10-03-LS7.

Yes

Yes

No, part of
CTS.-

No, part of
CTS.

Yes

WOLF CREEK

Yes

Yes

Yes

No, part of CTS.

Yes

Yes

Yes

CALLAWAY

Yes

Yes

No, retaining
CTS.

No, part of
CTS.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Q>.7.io-i8 - WolcA onion
DCPP Conversion om a iso Table - Current TS

IO 2'7 Q lnm+ a.v. Io
Ia-26 nbf %cd
Io- 2.9 @rod Used
I0- ~- A Inw+ '3.1.i0-2.lO- 5i

-CA an(





Insert for Q 3.7.10 - 4

Enclosure 3B - page 17

10-27-M

Provides action to immediately place the operable [CRVS] train in the [pressurization]
mode if inoperable [CRVS] cannot be restored to operable status within the required
completion time.

Applicability
DC- Yes
WC- Yes
CA- Yes
CP-No





Enclosure 2
PG&E Letter DCL-98-144

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONCOVER SHEET

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.7.10.-5

REQUEST:
CTS 3.7.5.1, Action b for Modes 5 and 6
ITS 3.7.10 Action D
DOC 10-21-LS38

APPLICABILITY'C

CTS 3.7.5.1, Action b for Modes 5 and 6 for two CRVS trains inoperable
suspends "all operations involving CORE ALTERATIONSor positive reactivity
changes." ITS 3.7.10 contains these requirements in Action D.

Comment: This DOC is confusing because it states the Actions to "suspend all
operations involving CORE ALTERATIONSand movement of irradiated fuel
assemblies...." are deleted when this is not the case per the CTS and ITS markup. In
fact, suspending "movement of irradiated fuel assemblies" is added to the CTS. Explain
and provide the correct and appropriate DOCs for these changes.

FLOG RESPONSE: DOC 10-21-LS38 has been revised to read: "The ACTION to immediately
suspend positive reactivity changes when both trains of CR ventilation are inoperable ..." to be
consistent with enclosure 3B and with the enclosure 4 NSHC LS38.

ATTACHED PAGES:

Encl. 3A





CHANGE
NUMBER

10-11

NSHC

LS19

DESCRIPTION

The Frequency of the surveillance requiring veriTication of the CR ventilation
system capability to maintain a positive pressure is relaxed to months on
a STB, consistent with NUREG-1431. The new Frequency requires one of
the two trains to be tested every months instead of both trains every
months. The most likely cause of a i ure to achieve the required pressure
is a failure of the ventilation pressure boundary. Thus, when one train
successfully demonstrates the ability to maintain the pressure, in all
likelihood the other train willalso. This results in less testing of the CR
ventilation system than is required by the CTS.

10-12 LS32 Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

10-13

10-14

10-15

10-16

10-17

LG

LG

LG

The footnotes indicating that CR ventilation system is common to both units,
and that the system may be considered OPERABLE with no chlorine
monitors ifno bulk chlorine gas is stored within the SITE BOUNDARY,are
moved to the Bases. A~ +i e. AC~Ms are cncaiHed Qo untie. ~ti~~ ~~c ~~ cppl~ ~m&x/ceasiq *bet@ un+s.

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

The requ'ment to have available e rgency power urce or R
ventilat n systemis m ed to the Ba s. This chang is consisten 'th th
Base of NUREG-1 or

'
s eddurin fu

mo ement. +5.1. l0-3
The SR to measure ventilation system flow rate is not identified as a
separate SR in the ITS because it is verified during the other in-place filter
tests (see ITS 5.5.11).

10-18

10-19

LS36 Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

10-20

10-21

10-22

LS39

LS38

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B .

H<vc rnatch
The ACTION to immediately suspend

hen both
trains of CR ventilation are inoperable in MODES 5 and 6 and during
movement of irradiated fuel assemblies is deleted consistent with NUREG-
1431. This change is acceptable because the immediate suspension of
CORE ALTERATIONSand movement of irradiated fuel provides adequate
protection from a release of radioactivity. Boron dilution events leading to
criticalityare not postulated as these events are prevented from occurring.

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

DCPP Description of Changes to Current TS
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ADDITIONALINFORIIATIONCOVER SHEET

ADDITIONALINFORIIATIONNO: Q 3.7.10.-6

REQUEST:
CTS 3.7.5.1, Action b for Modes 5 and 6
ITS 3.7.10 Action D
DOC 10-yy-LG

APPLICABILITY: DC

CTS 3.7.5.1, Action b for Modes 5 and 6 has been modified by ITS 3.7.10 Action
D by not retaining the CTS action to suspend "positive reactivity changes."

Comment: This CTS requirement has been moved to the Bases discussion of Action
D.1 and D.2. Therefore, this CTS change should be identified on the CTS markup and
categorized as an "I G" change. Provide the appropriate DOC for this change.

FLOG RESPONSE: The phrase ", including positive reactivity changes," has been deleted
from the ITS 3.7.10 Bases for Required Actions D.1 and D.2. Justification for deleting the
phrase is provided in DOC 10-21-LS38 and NSHC LS38.

ATTACHED
PAGES'ncl.

5B B 3.7-56









Enclosure 2
PG8 E Letter DCL-98-144

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONCOVER SHEET

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.7.10.-7

REQUEST'TS
4.7.5.1.a [4.7.6.a]

ITS, Licensee Controlled Documents
DOC 10-07-LG

APPLICABILITY: DC, WC, CA

CTS 4.7.5.1.a [4.7.6.a] require the control room temperature verified less than
120'F once per 12 hours. This has not been retained in ITS 3.7.8 but is
proposed to be relocated to Licensee Controlled Documents.

Comment: There is no technical basis provided to justify the relocation of these CTS
requirements. The generic "LG" NSHC is inadequate. The identity of the licensee
controlled documents is not reported. Also, for DCPP, the CTS markup incorrectly
identifies this change as an "R" CTS change. Revise the submittal to provide these
corrections, information and justifications.

FLOG RESPONSE: The CRVS for Diablo Canyon and CREVS for WolfCreek and Callaway
provides airborne radiological protection for the control room operators, as demonstrated by the
control room accident dose analyses for the most limiting design basis loss of coolant accident
fission product release, presented in the FSAR. The requirement to verify CR temperature
once per 12 hours is not necessary to demonstrate operability of the CRVS or CREVS to
perform this function. The intent of this requirement is to ensure that: (1) the ambient air
temperature does not exceed the allowable temperature for continuous duty rating for the
equipment and instrumentation cooled by this system, and (2) the control room will remain
habitable for operations personnel during and following all credible accident conditions.

Thus, DOC 10-07-LG has been revised to include the following additional justification: "The
NRC has previously approved moving this type of detailed information or specific requirements
to a licensee-controlled document that is maintained in accordance with applicable regulatory
requirements. This temperature is not an initial condition or controlled parameter for any
licensing-based accident scenarios. Also, its inclusion in the ITS is not necessary to adequately
protect the health and safety of the public. The basic requirements for maintaining
OPERABILITYare still retained in the Technical Specifications."

Enclosure 3B, "Conversion Comparison Table - Current TS 3/4.7," identifies the location of the
relocated requirement. Any changes to the relocated requirements will be controlled in
accordance with 10 CFR 50.59.

For Diablo Canyon, the CTS markup has been revised to refer to DOC 10-07-LG vs. DOC 10-
07-R for CTS SR 4.7.5.1.a.

ATTACHED PAGES'

Encl. 2
Encl. 3A

3/4 7-13
10









CHANGE
NUMBER

09-07

10-01

10-02

10-03

10-04

NSHC

A

LG

LS7

DESCRIPTION

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

The descriptive material, related to the definition of a ventilation train, is
deleted from the LCO and moved to the Bases.

The Applicabilityand applicable ACTIONS are revised to incorporate "during
movement of irradiated fuel assemblies" in addition to all MODES (i.e.,
MODES 1-6).~inner 4 3.1. Io-+

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

A new ACTION statement is added by NUREG-1431 to require entering TS
3.0.3 immediately iftwo trains of the CR ventilation system are inoperable in
MODES 1, 2, 3, or 4. The CTS requires entry into TS 3.0.3, since the
condition of two trains inoperable is undefined; therefore, the revision has
been classified as administrative.

10-05

10-06

10-07

10-08

10-09

10-10

LS18

LG

LG

LS27

TR1

A new option is added to the ACTION by NUREG-1431 that allows the
suspension of CORE ALTERATIONSor movement of irradiated fuel versus
placing the CR ventilation systemin the recirculalionmode. ~tnserk tgagrO.E

The details and description of the monthly SRs
for train operability are moved to the Bases. This is an example of removin
details that are not required to be in the TS and is consistent with NUREG-
1431.

The surveillance that verifies CR temperature once per 12 hours is moved to +3.7,io '7
a licensee controlled document. ~Wn~i

QK5+S'he

description of the ventilation filter specific testing requirements and the
required suiveillances are moved to the Ventilation Filter Testing Program
(VFTP) as defined in the Administrative Controls of the ITS. No technical
changes to requirements or test specifics except as noted in separate
change numbers are made. A new SR is added that requires [CR and
AuxiliaryBuilding ventilation] system filter testing in accordance with the
VFTP. The requirements of this specification ar 1) moved to Section gg.g-8
5.5.11 of the ITS, or 2)

~ mmcd m l~~.t-i~
Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

The SR is revised to allow credit for an actual actuation, ifone occurs, to
satisfy the SRs. The identification of the initiating signal is moved to the
Bases.

DCPP Description of Changes to Current TS

10





Insert for Q 3.7.10 -7

Enclosure 3A - page 10

DOC 10-07-LG

The NRC has previously approved moving this type of detailed information or specific
requirements to a licensee controlled document that is maintained in accordance with
applicable regulatory requirements. This temperature is not an initial condition or
controlled parameter for any licensing-based accident scenarios. Also, its inclusion in
the ITS is not necessary to adequately protect the health and safety of the public. The
basic requirements for maintaining OPERABILITYare still retained in the technical
specifications."





Enclosure 2
PG8 E Letter DCL-98-144

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONCOVER SHEET

ADDITIONALINFORNIATIONNO: Q 3.7.10.-8

REQUEST'TS
4.7.5.1.b.1 and 3 [4.7.6.b]

ITS SR 3.7.10.1
DOC 10-06-LG

APPLICABILITY: DC, WC, CA

CTS 4.7.5.1.b.1 and 3 [4.7.6.b] verify at least once per 31 days that each CRVS
[CREVS] train operates and each component operates for its specified length of
time. ITS SR 3.7.10.1 requires these similar verifications but in less detail.

Comment: Issue ¹1 (for DCPP and WCGS only) - The DOC states that the specific
details which comprise the CTS 4.7.5.1.b.1 and 3 [4.7.6.b] requirements are no longer
retained in the SR but are moved to the Bases. A review of the ITS SR 3.7.10.1 Bases
discussion shows these details are not there. Revise the Bases accordingly per the
DOC. Issue ¹2- The CTS markup of CTS 4.7.5.1.b.1 [4.7.6.b] shows it has not been
modified to require that "each train" respectively operates for the specified length of
time. The CTS markup still states the "system" operates rather than each "train" which
is inconsistent with ITS SR 3.7.10.1. Revise this DOC or provide new DOCs for these
changes. Issue ¹3 - What are the respective "modes of operation" for these operational
tests in ITS SR 3.7.10.1? For Callawa and WCGS, it is assumed to be the CRVS
mode. For DCPP, it is assumed to be the pressurization mode of operation since the
booster and pressurization supply fans are operating. Provide a detailed explanation
and include it in the Bases. Issue ¹4 (For DCPP and WCGS) - The CTS markup of the
Action a for Modes 5 and 6 has DOC 10-06-LG identified but it cannot be determined

'hichCTS change this DOC is to justify.

FLOG RESPONSE: Issue ¹1 - The words from CTS, governed by DOC 10-06-LG, have been
incorporated into ITS SR 3.7.10.1 for WCGS and DCPP.

Issue ¹2 - Based on the format and use of the word "system" in CTS, especially in the current
LCO and the initial sentence of the Surveillance Requirements, there is no technical difference
between the CTS and ITS with respect to the OPERABILITYor surveillance requirements for
this system. Furthermore, adopting the ITS would result in no differences from current
procedures and practices with regard to testing each train of the system to demonstrate the
capability to perform its safety function. As discussed in the response to Comment Number
3.7.1-1, a generic DOC was initiated and applied to each LCO to address format changes
between the CTS and ITS.

Issue ¹3 —For Callaway and WolfCreek, there is no specified mode of operation for the
monthly test of the fans and filter drying evolution. As noted in the Bases for SR 3.7.10.1, the
test is a check that the fans in each train function properly; and this occasion is used to operate
filter train heaters to dry out the charcoal beds. The test of system startup in the emergency
mode is performed under the test specified in ITS SR 3.7.10.3.

For Diablo Canyon, the test is performed in the pressurization mode of operation by initiating,
from the control room, flow through the HEPA filterand charcoal adsorber using either





Enclosure 2
PG8 E Letter DCL-98-144

redundant set of booster and pressurization supply fans. The Bases for SR 3.7.10.1 have been
revised to reflect this method of testing.

Issue A - The CTS markup for WCGS and DCPP has been modified to remove the DOC
10-06-LG from the ACTION statements. Also, DOC 10-06-LG itself has been modified to
remove reference to "required ACTIONS." Use of this DOC against the changes to the Action
Statements is a vestige of a former use of this change that is no longer applicable.

ATTACHED PAGES:

Encl. 2
Encl.3A
Encl 3B
Encl. 5B

3/ 4 7-13
10
14
B 3.7-57





PLANT SYSTEMS

3/4.7.5 CONTROL ROOM VENTILATION SYSTEM

.'(CRVS)'IMITING

CONDITION FOR OPERATION

g3.7.l-l

or-rs-A

3.7.5.1pheTwo Control Room Ventilation Syste& tralfrs-shall be OPERABLE~

APPLICABILITY: Al1 MODES

'uar.,inj',:,tIIovemetli of,:,.'..'::.;':,.:i::rrsad7.aieo;",':iu'e:.l::.::.assemb."tyes::.:".
V YA!W(Y ~ rrwdrrwdharwNwA hpwrhwhrrwrrWipprhmwwhdhrpdYhddw!WsYmvdpYhmdhWrhwrwhd 'lmhparY!r

ACTION:

MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4:
garEp~~s appQ arfnulknecvSltt 'lo~ un<OS.

cd.7. IQ-I

ro-rs-r e

With one Control Room Ventilation System train inoperable. restore the inoperabletrain to OPERABLE status within 7 days or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the
next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

lit, h3t pro trarnvs', of:s:;, cR!, vs!t rdasn~s,:. nopegb)e'en!.IiIooEs:::,'1l',::23,,::.or;:,:::::4!i.:',:::::;.:,;l'::::~fi*"-'".a"e. i:,':,,'eo:er'd:::: ':;:: ': I

NOOES 5 and 6,orddrrrdnr!Imrifrement!i~if:zirradrated!fiTe1:;::passe:"Taflri res: (ceo~ io- ) ~~
a. With onegControl Room Ventilation System train inoperable,

io-s'7- dddr

restore the inoperable train to OPERABLE status within 7 days
!!,",","lf!,'',lm!,''!'Pill l l d l l P l «P d dd ld

Control N'oo!om Ventilation System train in the mode
airtermiedh'ate1y,.':sryr'sioendd'cojIE";::.A1!TElI'ATdoNsraiid:" aspen.:lmovmrientpof:. 'o ~ A

say3.7. ID-
b. With both Control Room Ventilation S stem trains ino erable.

~tc~k
i~mmediate,. y. suspend all operations invo ving CORE ALTERATIONS

'.oi 'Iaavegewn.','''07Zgfra i'ate';",:;:,ue.:
dp hah'YVdadhV'hxa" "" 'M SO f I

+dan
CKs

ass'
Q'mr,1.10-'ar.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

A(3:7. (0- 3
Io-s i- M

dti 3.1. i~g

4.7.5. 1 Each Control Room Ventilation System train shall be demonstrated OPE B E-:

QE7. Io 7

0

i

DIABLO CANYON - UNITS 1 8 2
TAB14. 4A

3/4 7-13





CHANGE
NUMBER

09-07

10-01

10-02

10-03

10-04

10-05

10-06

10-07

10-08

10-09

10-10

NSHC

LG

LS7

A

LS18

LG

LG

LS27

TR1

DESCRIPTION

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

The descriptive material, related to the definition of a ventilation train, is
deleted from the LCO and moved to the Bases.

The Applicabilityand applicable ACTIONS are revised to incorporate "during
movement of irradiated fuel assemblies" in addition to all MODES (i.e.,
MODES 1-6).~trtser 4 5.7. IO-+

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

A new ACTION statement is added by NUREG-1431 to require entering TS
3.0.3 immediately iftwo trains of the CR ventilation system are inoperable in
MODES 1, 2, 3, or 4. The CTS requires entry into TS 3.0.3, since the
condition of two trains inoperable is undefined; therefore, the revision has
been classified as administrative.

A new option is added to the ACTION by NUREG-1431 that allows the
suspension of CORE ALTERATIONSor movement of irradiated fuel versus
placing the cR ventilation system in the recirculation mode. ~tnserk oa,g,ro.z
The details and description of the monthly SRs
for train operability are moved to the Bases. This is an example of removin
details that are not required to be in the TS and is consistent with NUREG-
1431.

The surveillance that verifies CR temperature once per 12 hours is moved to Q3.7 io 7
a licensee controlled document ~Wn~a

QeKsgr
The description of the ventilation filterspecific testing requirements and the
required suiveillances are moved to the Ventilation Filter Testing Program
(VFTP) as defined in the Administrative Controls of the ITS. No technical
changes to requirements or test specifics except as noted in separate
change numbers are made. A new SR is added that requires [CR and
AuxiliaryBuilding ventilation] system filter testing in accordance with the
VFTP. The requirements of this specification ar 1) moved to Section cp55-e,
5.5.11 of the ITS, or 2)

~ pe~~ A I~ SPS.Ci~
Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

The SR is revised to allow credit for an actual actuation, ifone occurs, to
satisfy the SRs. The identIfication of the initiating signal is moved to the
Bases.

DCPP Description of Changes to Current TS

10





CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE- CURRENT TS 314.? Page 14 of 21

TECHNICALSPECIFICATION CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUMBER

10-01
LG

DESCRIPTION

The DCPP specific text description, definition of a
ventilation train, is deleted from the LCO and moved
to the Bases.

D'IABLO
CANYON

Yes

COMANCHE
PEAK

WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

10-02
M

10-03
LS?

10-04
A

10-05
LS18

The Applicabilityand ACTIONS are revised to include
"during movement of irradiated fuel assemblies.

The SR for control room ventilation system is revised
to require the filtration units without electric heaters to
be tested for only15 minutes instead of 10 hours.

An ACTION statement is added to require entering
3.0.3 if two trains of the control room (CR} ventilation
filter system are inoperable in MODES 1, 2, 3, or 4.

A new option is added to the ACTIONs by NUREG
1431 that allows the suspension of CORE
ALTERATIONSor movement of irradiated fuel versus
placing the ventilation system in the
mode. uri cAan

Yes

No, plant
configuration
includes
heaters.

Yes

Yes

Q3 7.J0-2

No, part of
CTS.

Yes

Yes

No, part of
CTS.

Yes

No, refer to
10-22-M.

Yes

Yes

Yes

No, refer to
10-22-M.

Yes

~Yes

10-06
LG g~b monthly SRs for train operability are moved to

the Bases.

Yes
A/3.1 l0-8

No, not in CTS. Yes Yes

10-0?
LG

The surveillance that verifies CR temperature once
per 12 hours is moved to a licensee-controlled
document.

Yes, moved to
ECGs.

No, not in CTS. Yes, moved to
USAR.

Yes, moved
to FSAR.

DCPP Conversion Comparison Table - Current TS





CRKFVS
B 3.7.10

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

(g
K57-ED

Once'::,'a'c'tuated~'due:;,:,.t'o'":.;,'a:-::,"fiiHi=';,hand]:i'ng'..a'c'ci de'nt"the",!CRVS."..>mu>'s'('-'::

be'<pr>object>'ed,':against;::i'.::,::,::sinjl'e',.':fai',lure".~,:,Thi s';;pr'otecti on',":::,:: a'l th>ojgh
ii'ot':.,',:re'q'u'i:i;ed::for.:":.::,:,itIIIedi'ate,::,ace'ide'nil'i:.'esponse.'::'::,,:".i'':,:.''a'ssured:,: b>y"

"'eqiii.:ring",':.,,th'at::::;.;.aI:,'backiip:,:::power,'!Isup'eely.'.;:;,:be.''pi;ovided:: >a

bboveI::in'-.'A'ppljc'aback'i',.::::,:::;:.':;:;::.:Thi's::;:,.:back'-.::

p'ergo'rmanee;::.::,o'.;::QK25) s'uir've'~:1';l~r'its'':::,',:that',.':.Vei"::,i:,fy'„"::the.'.'".a>b~;:)ity'„,:'.-::."to
.'i'.,'an>s..e'r'.,::,:,'ilaw'eri:'su ji..:;i:es'."..'=''"'='YLY>

w v> >>>>vs@ Mw '>> Y>>>>>>w >> > +AwkAAwAv

The'."-',31:,':,daygprocedur'alger'ificati oi:.-."of!''thi:;,:"se'rate;:; vital:;:power + ~.7 ~o ~
sup ".Ij'e'spfoi",:,'their:."edu'iidarit''::fans'.-''.";,. '".',"'„'"".,";-'," -'

."'assu>'r''es::.,::sv'stmYr'eliab'il>it'v":'"'><

~,.;: 4>> y~cm' ~ y4 .y ~~~>>>>'>>',~usa ~C>C'smWw~'+>>@+~>>> v4 ~ wavy
R@t@E4R~.

, bq in'ig,~ ~~ l rcarn, /loof ~augh ~
'tie Pil4 cLncL GMl~~~ usi~q gj~uy'g~a~
set of Ixcskr and pyesxryiyd'on ~~y ~,SR 3.7.10.1

The
31 day Frequency is based on the reliability of the equipment and
the two train redundancy availability.I~4 SR S.a.io.2.

31. fo-3
SR 3.7.10. @
This SR verifies that the required CRKFVS testing is performed in
accordance with the fVentilation Filter"Testing Program (VFTP)3.
The CRKFItS filter tests are in accordance with Aery@ Aa-y
QA4e-44'ANSI':;=:51'6-.;.:1980.:::.,'(Ref. 3). The fVFTP3 includes testing
the per ormance 'of the HEPA filter, charcoal adsorber efficiency,
minimum flow rate, and the physical properties of the acti vated
charcoal. Specific test Frequencies and additional information
are discussed in detail in the fVFTP9.

49.7. lo-
Standby systems should be checked periodically to ensure that

= they function roperly. As the environment and normal operating
conditions on this system are not too severe, testing each train
once every mon rovides an adequate check of this system.
Monthly heater operations dry out any moisture accumulated in the
charcoal from humidity in the ambient air. systems with heaters
must be operated for ~ 10 continuous hours with the heaters
ener ized aiidio'pe'i55ing"::;:.'iutomahcaH'j„ ..: '. Dc.S l-E

SR 3.7. 10. C<3 Q3.7.e-3

/
(continued)

This SR verifies that each CR%VS train automa6Ca,.l,''fx,starts and
operates 1n;:,theYpres'soriia'lion,.":iiede;:,.on an actual"or simulated
actuation signals'jenerated4fi:.;m'i':.i';:-l::Phase.",:.':,";:0,:g";:I'soIIf~on. The
Frequency of 'onths"is spec'i>fied i'
ABACI:. Si'0,;,1980 (Ret. 3>.

2 I '~-Au=co

DCPP Hark-Up of NUREG-1431. Rev. Bases B 3.7-57
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ADDITIONALINFORMATIONCOVER SHEET

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.7.10.-9

REQUEST:

APPLICABILITY: DC, CP, WC, CA

CTS 4.7.5.1.c.3; [4.7.6.c.1 and 3]; [4.7.7.1.b.283]
ITS SR 3.7.10.4
DOC 10-17-A
DOC [10-15-LG]
DOC [10-24-A]
JFD 3.7-33

CTS 4.7.5.1.c.3 [4.7.6.c.1 and 3] [4.7.7.1.b.3] verifies a system flow rate(s) of

10% at least once per 18 months. This CTS requirement is not retained in ITS
3.7.10.4.

Comment: Issue ¹1 - ITS SR 3.7.10.4 should state the required flow rate for each train
because for the HEPA filter to be effective, the train flow must be within the specified
flow rate range of+ 10% and still meet the room pressurization requirement. Issue ¹2-
For DCPP, ITS SR 3.7.10.3 has a JFD 3.7-33 that is referenced; however, it is not
understood what purpose this JFD has to do with this SR. For all, explain why the
makeup flow requirement was not adopted in more detail and/or revise this JFD
accordingly.

FLOG RESPONSE: Issue ¹1: The ventilation flow requirements of CTS 4.7.5.1.c.3 (4.7.6.c.1
and 3) (4.7.7.1.b.3) were moved to ITS 5.5.11a and b. See the response to NRC comment
Q 5.5-8 for a complete explanation of where the specific CTS ventilation system requirements
were moved. ITS SR 3.7.10.4 corresponds to CPSES CTS 4.7.7.1.i (DCPP 4.7.5.1.e.3, WCGS
and Callaway 4.7.6e.3). While the CPSES surveillance included a specific maximum makeup
flowrate as part of the surveillance, the other licensees did not. The purpose of this surveillance
is to verify the positive pressure of the control room with limited intake of outside air. Thus the
testing should limit the makeup flowrate. For CPSES the maximum makeup flowrate is in the
CTS and thus is included in the ITS. For the others, the makeup flowrate is not in the CTS and
is controlled by the testing procedures.

Issue ¹2: (for DCPP) - The reference to JFD 3.7-33 has been deleted for ITS SR 3.7.10.3. It is
applicable to ITS SR 3.7.10.4 only. For the explanation regarding why the makeup flow
requirement was not adopted, see response to issue ¹1.

For WolfCreek and Callaway, the reason that a makeup flow rate has not been incorporated
into the proposed ITS is that such a flow rate is not specified in the CTS. This justification is
documented in JFD 3.7-33. Furthermore, such a flow rate is not necessary to be included in
this specification because the flow rates through the filters are assured by the performance of
other surveillance requirements (i.e., ITS 5.5.11). The CTS requirement is to demonstrate that
the system can maintain the required pressure differential in the control room with respect to
the outside atmosphere. The CTS requirement has been carried over into ITS SR 3.7.10.4.



~ 1
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ADDITIONALINFORMATIONCOVER SHEET

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.7.10.-10

REQUEST:
CTS 4.7.5.1.e.1 and 2
ITS SRs 3.7.10.3 and 3.7.10.4
DOC 10-zz-LSz

APPLICABILITY: DC

CTS 4.7.5.1.e.1 and 2 requires each CRVS train to be actuated and
pressurization tested once per 18 months. The CTS markup has been further
changed to "each refueling interval" from the "once per 18 months." ITS SR
3.7.10.3 and SR 3.7.10.4 Frequency is 24 months.

Comment: The Bases for SR 3.7.10.3 and SR 3.7.10.4 state the Frequency is 24
months which is not consistent with the CTS markup. These changes have been
proposed without any DOC or JFD. There is no technical justification provided for these
CTS changes. Adopt the STS text or withdraw these CTS changes.

FLOG RESPONSE: An errata to LAR 97-09 was submitted to the NRC January 9, 1998, in
DCL-98-003. Errata changes on pages affected by NRC comment numbers are indicated with
"DC-ALL-002." Errata changes that dealt with issuance of LAs 119/117 and 118/116 (issued
7/13/97) that addressed CTS surveillance interval increases due to 24-month fuel cycles are
indicated with "DC-ALL-001."

LAs 118/116, referenced above, defined the CTS frequency notation in Table 1.1. Per LAs
118/116 and LAR 97-09 errata, the notation "R24, REFUELING INTERVAL"is defined as, "At
least once per 24 months." Thus, the CTS mark-up stating: "each REFUELING INTERVAL"is
consistent with the ITS mark-up of "24 months."

ATTACHED PAGES:

None
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ADDITIONALINFORMATIONCOVER SHEET

ADDITIONALINFORINATIONNO: Q 3.7.10.-12

REQUEST:
CTS 3.7.5.1 Action a and b Modes 5 and 6
ITS 3.7.10 Action D and E
JFD 3.7-aa

APPLICABILITY'C

ITS 3.7.10 Action C and D have the same phrase added to their respective
Condition statement which is "...for reasons other than Condition D...".

Comment: There is no JFD to explain or justify these deviations from the STS. The
change is circular because Condition D is referenced back to itself and Condition E is
the same as Condition D. Remove or correct these proposed deviations from ITS
3.7.10.

FLOG RESPONSE: ITS ACTIONS D and E have been revised to delete the phrase "...for
reasons other than CONDITION D..."

ATTACHED PAGES:

Encl. 5A 3.7-25





ACTIONS (continued)
f

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION

CRVS
3.7.10

COMPLETION TIME

C. (continued) C''2.gj~>'~Su'spend<.CORE"

LTERATI ONSET

C . 2.P; Suspend movement of
irradiated fuel assemblies.

:Immed~ateTy

Immediately

D. Two GAQ4 CINS trains
ino erabl

D,.'„::3:":,:::i.",".:,~ Sus'pendI'CORE
'ALTERATIQNS'i~

7mwm'edj ately.
WAWOAYh' h hgt

5n':McODE:;:.:::5:.';:::,or.:,::;6;"'::.,",::or'.;-'-"

ausring movement 'of
irradiated fuel

bl i
D.2:.:,::;:I Suspend movement of

irradiated fuel
assemblies.

~S
$37, lO- IZ

Immediately

E. Two QRQ4 CRVS trains
ino erable

'> n- NODE'-1
~

'," 3-.""o''-4;

E. 1 Enter LCO 3.0.3. Immediately
Cp'3. I. IQ-tZ

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.7. 10. 1 Operate each QK$--S CRVS train for~ 10 continuous hours 'with the heaters
operating

31 days

SR 3.7.10@ Perform required GAQ4 C@$ filter testing in
accordance with the LFentdlation'=F!1ter:;.,":!Te'steno
P,,'r'o'""rram:;.::., VFTP)':..

In accordance
with VFTP,

67. ioz u'erik'~ CNs rcdondrn& Q is Ngnei* 9I ~s g1roiNc8tvc 8lcc~icpg. Fottlet' p. 5'Q~ oFB24M v'iKkC>

/ 45,sF./0 3

DCPP Mark-up of NUREG-1431, Rev. 1 3.7-25
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ADDITIONALINFORMATIONCOVER SHEET

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.7.10.-18

REQUEST'TS
4.7.5.1.e.2 and 3; [4.7.6.e.2 and 3]

ITS SRs 3.7.10.3 and 3.7.10.4
DOC 10-aa-LSa

APPLICABILITY: DC, WC, CA

CTS 4.7.5.1.e.1 and 2 requires the CRVS [CREVS] system to be actuated and
pressurization tested once per 18 months. The ITS SRs 3.7.10.3 and 4 requires
that each "train" rather than the "system" be tested.

Comment: Issue ¹1 - The CTS markup does not match the ITS requirements. A new
DOC or a revised DOC must be provided with the revised CTS markup to explain this
change in the CTS requirements. Issue ¹2 (for Callaway and WCGS) - CTS 4.7.6.e.2
contains details of how this test is performed which have not been retained in the ITS. It
is recommended that these details be moved to the ITS SR 3.7.10.3. Issue ¹3 (for
Callaway and WCGS) - In 4.7.6.e.2 and 3, does the automatic mode of operation
switch-over occur to "recirculation or CRVIS" modes of operation as presented in ITS
SR 3.7.10.3? Both ITS SR 3.7.10.3 and ITS SR 3.7.10.4 should be performed in the
CRIVS mode of operation. Correct or revise the ITS and CTS markups for consistency.

FLOG RESPONSE: Issue ¹1 - With respect to these specifications, there is no difference
between "system" and "train." The difference between the CTS and ITS wording is strictly a
format issue. As discussed in the response to Comment Number 3.7.1-1, a generic DOC was
initiated and applied to each LCO to address format changes between the CTS and ITS.

Issue ¹2 (for Callaway and WCGS) - When the CREVS is initiated by the signals identified in
the Bases for SR 3.7.10.3, it automatically assumes the CRVIS lineup. The CRVIS lineup
includes operating the filtration system train and the pressurization system train. By design, the
CREVS system components actuate to the proper lineup without intervention by the operating
staff. The details of how the system alignment is achieved have been incorporated into the
Background Bases for ITS 3.7.10. Refer to the second through fifth paragraphs of that section
of the Bases. Apparently, the version of the Standard Technical Specifications in effect when
the plants were licensed, considered the recirculation mode to be synonymous with the
emergency, i.e., CRVIS, mode of operation. However, the CTS surveillance also specifies that
flow be directed through the HEPA filters and charcoal adsorbers. The only mode of operation
of CREVS that directs flow through both the filtration system and the pressurization system
filters and adsorbers is the CRVIS mode. The CTS 4.7.6.e.2) details concerning how the
testing is performed will be moved to the ITS SR 3.7.10.3 Bases. DOC 10-26-LG has been
initiated to address moving these details to the ITS Bases.

In the past, the CREVS at WCGS was used to isolate the control room from a postulated
chlorine leak on site. In the lineup used to prevent chlorine ingress, the pressurization system
fans were not operating; however, the lineup allowed recirculation of control room air through
the filtration system filters and adsorbers. This lineup was referred to as the "recirculation"
lineup. The previous use of the term "recirculation" in reference to a chlorine release is the





Enclosure 2
PG8 E Letter DCL-98-144

basis for the differences in the response to Comment Number Q 3.7.10-15 for Callaway and
WCGS.

Issue P3 (for Callaway and WCGS) - When the CREVS is initiated by the signals identified in
the Bases for SR 3.7.10.3, it automatically assumes the CRVIS lineup. Therefore, SR 3.7.10.3
is performed in the CRVIS lineup. In addition, SR 3.7.10.4 is performed in the CRVIS lineup.
These requirements are identical to the testing performed under CTS surveillance requirements
4.7.6.e.2 and 3. There is no need to revise the ITS and CTS markups, because the proposed
ITS requirements are no different than the CTS requirements.

ATTACHED
PAGES'one
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ADDITIONALINFORMATION COVER SHEET

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.7.12.2.-1

REQUEST:
CTS 3.7.6.1 Action b
ITS 3.7.12 Action
DOC 12-xx-A
DOC 12-10-M

APPLICABILITY'C

With only one exhaust fan Operable, CTS 3.7.6.1 Action b requires the
restoration of two exhaust fans Operable within 7 days or shutdown to Mode 5
within 36 hours. ITS 3.7.12 Action B has similar Required Actions but changes
the Condition statement to when "one ABVS train" is inoperable rather than "the
exhaust fan".

Comment: DOC 12-10-M is identified as the technical Basis for this change; when in
fact, it is a middle step to the real change, which is use of "ABVS trains" in place of
"exhaust fans". DOC 12-10-M is acceptable for the LCO statement above but a new
DOC should be provided which is appropriate for this CTS change.

FLOG RESPONSE: The original submittal intended that DOC 12-10-M apply the LCO to the
supply fans and other required equipment as well as to exhaust fans, thus creating a "train." As
explained in the ITS 3.7.12 Bases, train includes the supply and the exhaust fans as well as the
single heater and the single combination of roughing filter, HEPA filter, and charcoal adsorber.
DOC 12-10-M has been revised to clarify its intent. The movement of the detailed information
to the Bases should have been identified as an LG-DOC, which has now been created. The
subject revision was intended to be consistent with the industry's Writers Guide and the
philosophy of NUREG-1431. These documents describe the LCO as simply as possible in
terms of the lowest functional capability of the system and relegate the details of what
constitutes an OPERABLE system to the Bases; however, the appropriate strike-outs were not
shown. A new LG-DOC 12-11-LG is created to justify the relocated information, and the
ACTION b. markup has been corrected such that DOC 12-10-M and DOC 12-11-LG are
correctly applied. DOC 12-11-LG is as follows:

"The details of what constitutes an OPERABLE ABVS train that are not required to be in the TS
are moved to the ITS 3.7.12 Bases. The basic limiting conditions of operation that are
applicable to ABVS trains are retained to protect the health and safety of the public. This
change is consistent with the industry's Writers Guide and the philosophy of NUREG-1431 in
which the LCO describes as simply as possible the lowest functional capability of the system
and relegates the details of what constitutes an OPERABLE system to the Bases."

ATTACHED
PAGES'ncl.

2 3/4 7-16
Encl. 3A 12
Encl. 3B 18





PLANT SYSTEMS

3/4.7. 6 AUXILIARYBUILDING

qg.7. I -1

chl- I 8"A
.YEMTtILATIIIIASYSTEM 'ABVS

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.7.6.1 Two Auxiliary Buildingm~;. trains
shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3. and 4.

ACTION:

Veiiti,''.I.:aBon System

dy'PCnugl irltfC4Cf hC~

+3.1-ED

Iz- al "Lch

Q3.7. i2.'2 3

a. With the MEPA filter and charcoal adsorber bank inoperabl . restore the tz-to-sa
HEPA filter and charcoal adsorber ban o OPERABLE status within 24
hours or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD
SHUTDOWN within the followin 30 hours.

~d
b. With onl one OPERABLE, restore at least

two .: " to BLE status within 7 days or
be in-at" east"'HDT-'STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN
within the following 30 hours.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4.7.6.1 Each Auxiliary Building
shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

Ventngatl'onnSystem train

a. At least once per 31 days by: yncnWlq iniHcdcct ~Me. g3.7.I2,2-3

d htth h h h h t 1 h
continuous hours with the heaters operatin , aced

SlS+aa'n Cek3:7 I~ <->
C-I-

t'r'i;:::::.:-:::-:::h,,'d,",':,"'::,,W,".,: ddsh'hh:,::f!'!t",;:,i:,,hats",,,!ted,"hi!ii"!:::..=.d .::-M'tWtdh dhhhtj,
etthds dtdtemhdAt- Xe;Au:co i

b. At least once per or a er any structuralh«h « t 1 d h
or (2) following painting, fire. or chemical release in any
ventilation zone communicating with the system, by:

DIABLO CANYON - UNITS 1 8 2
TAB14. 4A

3/4 7-16





r CHANGE
NUIIBER

10-23

10-24

11-01

NSHC

LS13

DESCRIPTION

The "within 31 days after removal" requirement for completion of laboratory
analyses is deleted. This requirement is not contained in the ITS nor is it

'ontainedin the RG 1.52 or the applicable ANSI standards. Failure to
complete an analysis within 31 days has insignificant safety consequences
because the results would be available within approximately the same time
period and it is very unlikely that the charcoal would be degraded to the
extent that there would be a complete loss of a safety function.

The 30'C temperature specified for laboratory testing of filtercarbon
samples is added to be consistent with NUREG-1431. [This temperature is
also specified in ASTM D 3803-1989.] This proposed change is acceptable
because it adds a requirement already required to be performed when
testing in accordance with the standard already specified in the TS; no
change to technical requirements would result.

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

11-02

12-.01

12-02

12-03

LS28 Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

LS29 Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

Not used.

12-04 TR1 The SR is revised to allow credit for an actual actuation, ifone occurs, to
satisfy the SRs. The identification of the specific signals that initiate the
change in state of the equipment is moved to the Bases.

12-05 LS32 Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

12-06

12-07

12-08

12-09

12-10

i2- II
13-01

13-02

13-03

LG

A

LG Irser

LG

LG

The descriptive material and details of the retained ventilation surveillance
testing are moved to the Bases. The change is acceptable because it
removes detail no longer required in the TS to protect the health and safety
of the public while retaining the basis limiting condition for operation.

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Compariso Table Enclosu
Qgf ~p'ip77cvlf' gg'M Ch

The CTS ABVS LCD is extended to the supply fan The ABVS.train" is
efinedi eITSBasestoincludethesupplyfan i ~f;i~g. q+7/gg3. l.l2.7.» i

The Note sta ng a e ultimate heat sink (UHS) is common to both units is
moved to the Bases, consistent with NUREG-1431.

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

DCPP Description of Changes to Current TS
IO-ZS-H
IO-2~ 4h -'.

IO -Z1 -M l~ < mw~.io-Q
IO-2G nXku~
io-<q., dW Used
iO-M-A—I~KeS.7.iO-2.iO- '3L -M

12





Enclosure 3A

Insert 12-11 LG

Page 12

Insert for Q 3.7.12.2-1

The details of what constitutes an OPERABLE ABVS train that are not required to be in
the TS are moved to the ITS 3.7.12 Bases. The basic limiting conditions of operation
that are applicable to ABVS trains are retained to protect the health and safety of the
public. This change is consistent with the industry's Writers Guide and the philosophy of
NUREG-1431 in which the LCO describes as simply as possible the lowest functional
capability of the system and relegates the details of what constitutes an OPERABLE
system to the Bases.





CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE- CURRENT TS 3/4.7 Page 18 of 21

TECHNICALSPECIFICATION CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUMBER DESCRIPTION DIABLO
CANYON

COMANCHE
PEAK

WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

12-02
M

12-03

12-04
TR1

12-05
LS32

12-06
LG.

12-07
M

12-08
M

12-09
A

12-10
M

A new ACTION is added to cover the condition when
both emergency exhaust system trains are inoperable
in MODES1,2,3, or4.

Not Used.

The SR is revised to allow credit for an actual
actuation and moves signal specifics to the Bases.

Deletes the STB for the 31 day testing.

The details and description of the SR for train
OPERABILITYare moved to the Bases.

A new CPSES specific surveillance is added to verify
that non safety-related fans stop upon initiation of an
actual or simulated signal.

A new Callaway specific surveillance is added to
verify the capability of the emergency exhaust system
(EES) to maintain a negative pressure. A Note is also
added to the Applicabilityof the EES TS to clarify
when both EES functions are required to be
OPERABLE.

The Callaway specific surveillance is revised to
specify the ventilation system line-up that is required
for performance of the negative pressure test.

The DCPP specific CTS ABVS LCO is extended to
the supply fans.

No, addressed
by ITS LCO
3.0.3.

N/A

Yes

No, STB not
part of CTS.

Yes

No

No

Yes

No, addressed
by ITS LCO
3.0.3.

N/A

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

N/A

Yes

No, refer to 3/4.9
SRs.

No, not in CTS.

No

No

No

Yes

N/A

Yes

Yes

No, not in
CTS.

No

Yes

Yes

/2-I/-Lg Insuk q3.7.r2.2-/

DCPP Conversion Comparison Table - Current TS





Enclosure 3B

Insert 12-11 LGa

Page 18 of 21
Insert for Q 3.7.12.2-1

12-11-LG The details of what constitutes an
OPERABLE ABVS train that are not
required to be in the TS are moved to the
ITS 3.7.12 Bases for DCPP.

Yes No No No
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ADDITIONALINFORMATIONCOVER SHEET

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.7.12.2.-2

REQUEST:
CTS 4.7.6.1.a.2
Bases for ITS SR 3.7.12.1
DOC 12-06-LG

APPLICABILITY'C

CTS 4.7.6.1.a.2 pertains to verification that each exhaust fan is aligned to
receive electrical power from a separate Operable vital bus. This CTS
requirement is moved to the Bases for ITS SR 3.7.12.1.

Comment: This DOC contains no technical justification for determining whether this
CTS requirement can be moved to the Bases. The reference to the "LG" NSHC is of no
help in evaluating this CTS change. Without this justification, it is recommended to
retain this CTS surveillance. (Also, see Comments 3.7.10.-3 and 3.7.10.-17 of ITS
3.7.10 and Comment 3.7.13.1.-2 of ITS 3.7.13 (DCPP) for comparable situations.)

FLOG RESPONSE: The change to move the surveillance verifying that each exhaust fan is
aligned to receive electrical power from a separate OPERABLE vital bus is rescinded. DOC 12-
10-M as revised by Q 3.7.12.2-1 is applied to CTS 4.7.6.1 a.2) to require verification of the
power supplies to the ABVS trains such that each train is aligned to receive electrical power
from a separate OPERABLE vital bus. In addition, JFD 3.7-21 is revised to insert a note that
requires the verification of train power supplies during the performance of SR 3.7.12.1.

ATTACHED
PAGES'ncl.

5A
Encl. 6A
Encl. 6B

3.7-30
3
4





SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

~3.1. j'2.2-2
SURVEILLANCE ffaj~

ggfalsf2d ~C Cobol ~

ABVS' ""3.7.12 qg.z.jz.z(

(p3. 7. j2.2-K

FREQUENCY

~lnme+
3.7.12.1 Operate each EGG!WRAC@ ABVS train for ~.:;.".:,15

jjj indies.,'.:'.;:"an'd,::.:';o'e,',",t'ra)'n"..or..:,:::,::i,:.::"10„:,:.'.co'nt duo'ussae
ho'i'ii:s,.':,:;::w'i'ttt':::Itli'i,'',,':heate""',::versa'tirig"e~r

31
days

,~cH

SR 3.7.12.2 Perform required KGS-PPk*C4 'ABVS filter
testing in accordance with the Venti,:latjorj
Fi12eB,.'stsiTgf'Pfcgt',airi>(VFTP3:.

'naccord
ance with
the VFTP,

ii i.i.ii.i i ii i Rii-Wtiiiiil'5" i i
an actual or simulated actuation signal Brfdsj45e
system",'..i';eal'ignis)':.to..'„,&ham%;'. :throujh'ithe;:.';cp'iiion'""
HEPA'!::::fi':lftsei:'",:a)id.".ihi"i,';i'oal::,:!':.''adh'0'r'ber'"."""

months

SR 3.7.12.4 NOTg;;OSEOi~P';,:

SR 3.7. 12. 5:„::::.:";:.:::;::;':::;.::,":<.:',':NOTj~USEG";:.":-;..."„.:; BS

hs EAU.-mj
Se": 3:;.7!1'2',:,E';-::;:i::::.:,::-::::::Vei,iggi~g!itNafpeakageitafgagh,:;::th'el AiBllS:,,OaagiafS

N2A":.::,'siege:,N2Bi;3e,':,:less'~thai'i,'.,:-o'il::.'eijiijl„:itj,':B;::,cfiiiiwhfi'i
sob'je'ct'ed!''to~i~Cons&nt,:.'::P'r'es's'ure',:or.,"..",",:Prges'siire
De'cay.„",::LeakIi::Rate;.,'Sesqui:':ih,".:.':."acti::,'dsaence',';,i):th).":ARNE
NS10.:;;::2989''3:::.::~iThe':,.'XeSt;,'.;':jij:.;eS'si)iV.",:,.:'fOjj'the',:l;eak'-,'.''ilute
tesst'-,'':ihWll":.be,'ba's)dion)i'.::.:'.:i''xi'muam,':;op'e'r'ati'n'g
'p'ress0re'.,'pi<def ii'e'dj>".i'r'i.'::,ASNE:„:::851L''1989il,.:!if~(8.
~~'ii'c es.'''::ia'r:,"..::,,''Qa"uge'.",

"" ' ""

"''CPP
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Enclosure 5A - page 3.7-30

Insert SR 3.7.12.1

Insert for Q 3.7.1 2.2-2

This surveillance shall verify that each ABVS
train is aligned to receive electrical power
from a separate OPERABLE vital bus.



0-



CHANGE
NUMBER

JUSTIFICATION

3.7-15

3.7-16

3.7-17

3.7-18

3.7-19

3.7-20

3.7-21

3.7-22

3.7-23

3.7-24

3.7-25

SR 3.7.8.1 is re sed to include equirement to v ify that power d air is
available suc that the valves ay be placed in eir required po tions as
described i the Bases. Th normal operating onfiguration require
reconfig tion for an AS pump failure or r train separati for long term
heat r oval following DBA. The OPE BILITYdefine in the LCO states
valv must be capa e of performing ir safety-relate function. Motive
f ce is required t the vaives tc be PERABLE.

SR 3.7.8.2 is revised to include only power operated valves since there are no
automatically operated valves in the ASW system. The surveillance is revised
to require movement of power operated valves to demonstrate the ability to
reconfigure the ASW system as described in the FSAR and the ITS Bases.
These changes assure continued compliance with the existing licensing basis.

The UHS specification is revised, per the current licensing basis, to specify
that for the system to perform its intended function, it is temperature limited.
The Required Action A is revised to include the CTS license basis
requirements which encompasses ACTION B, thus the ACTION B inoperable
statement is deleted. The surveillance requirements are revised per the CTS
and renumbered with respect to temperature limits and frequencies and the
remaining NUREG-1431 surveillances that are not applicable are deleted.

The CTS surveillance for leakage testing of ABVS dampers M2A and M2B is
retained.

Not applicable to DCPP, See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 6B).

Not applicable to DCPP, See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 6B).

The ACTIONs are revised to include the CTS action requirement for an
inoperable HEPA filter and/or charcoal absorber. SR 3.7.12 1 is revised to
reflect the plant design of one common cha c al absorber ba e
appropriate charcoal absorber drying tim .

Incor ) S.'7. iz.z-
SR 3.7.12.3 is revised consistent with the C, to describe the expected
actions upon an actuation of the ABVS. This revision reflects the plant design
of one common HEPA filter and charcoal absorber bank, and the need to
verify alignment for flow through the bank.

ACTION C and SR 3.7.12.4 are deleted consistent with the CTS, since the
ABVS was not designed to maintain a specific negative pressure. The system
is designed and balanced to maintain building inflow, but not at a specific
negative pressure.

SR 3.7.12.5 is deleted consistent with the CTS, since there are no ABVS
bypass dampers and the dampers that activate to align the system to the
common HEPA filter charcoal absorber bank are tested by SR 3.7.12.3.

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 6B).

DCPP Description of Changes to Improved TS





Insert for Q 3.7.12,2-2

Enclosure 6A

Insert JFD 3.7-21 (a)

Page 3

A note is added that requires that the power supplies for each train be verified to be
from separate OPERABLE vital bus.





Insert for Q 3.7.12.2-3

Enclosure 6A - page 3

Insert JFD 3.7-21 (b)

and manual initiation of the heater from the control room.





CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE FOR DIFFERENCES FROM NUREG-1431, SECTION 3/4.7 Page 4 of 8

TECHNICALSPECIFICATION CHANGE

NUMBER DESCRIPTION DIABLO
CANYON

APPLICABILITY

COMANCHE
PEAK

WOLF
CREEK

CALLAWAY

3.7-21

3.7-22

3.7-23

3.7-24

3.7-25

3.7-26

3.7.-27

The ACTIONs and SR 3.7.12.1 are revised to include the DCPP
specific CTS ACTION requirement for an inoperable HEPA filter
and/or charcoal absorber and to provide the appropriate charcoal
absorbermonthlydrying time ort esinglecommon charcoal
absorbe~lnse+6 cps.l.iz2-3 I+~++-

SR 3.7.12.3 is revised for DCPP to describe the expected actions
upon an actuation of the ABVS.

ACTION C and SR 3.7.12.4 are deleted since the DCPP ABVS
was not designed to maintain a specific negative pressure.

SR 3.7.12.5 is deleted since there are no DCPP ABVS bypass
dampers and the system automatic dampers are tested by SR
3.7.12.3.

Based on the CTS, a Note is added to [SR 3.7.3.1, 3.7.3.2,
3.7.4.1 and 3.7.4.2) to indicate that demonstration of valve
OPERABILITYis only required to be performed for entry into (and
continued operation in) MODES 1 and 2. This Note states that
the SR is only required to be performed in MODES 1 and 2. This
would allow entry into MODE 3 for the purpose of testing the
valves.

DCPP Table 3.7.1-2

is r eviad -b/d~Q M lrp&ff'/m~~hg+r-
eden De( pntSSurC..

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No, note is
not part of
CTS.

Ne- vA

Yes (per LA
108/107)

%97.

(-5'o

No

No, note is not
part of CTS.

+37. 3 2.

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

DCPP Conversion Comparison Table - Improved TS





Insert for Q 3.7.12.2-3

Enclosure 6B - page 4

Insert JFD 3.7-21 (b)

and manual initiation of the heater from the control room.





Enclosure 6B - page 4
Insert JFD 3.7-21 (a)

Insert for Q 3.7.12.2-2

A note is added that requires that the power supplies for each train be verified to be
from separate OPERABLE vital bus.





Enclosure 2
PG8 E Letter DCL-98-144

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONCOVER SHEET

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.7.12.2.-3

REQUEST:
CTS 3/4.7.6.1 Action a
ITS 3.7.12 Action A
DOC 3.7-cc

APPLICABILITY'C

CTS 3.7.12 Action A permits 24 hours to restore an inoperable HEPA filter and
charcoal adsorber filter bank. ITS 3.7.12 Action A retains these CTS
requirements.

Comment: Issue ¹1 - The Bases Background discusses the "manually initiated heater"
which is also common to both ABVS trains for emergency operations as similar to this
Action A. Therefore, add the common "manually initiated heater" to ITS Action A as
another component which must be restored in 24 hours. Issue ¹2- ITS SR 3.7.12.1
must be modified to state that each train is "initiated manually from the control room" to
periodically verify that this function is available if needed in emergency operations.

FLOG RESPONSE: The "manually initiated heater" has been added to ITS 3.7.12 CONDITION
A and Required Action A.1 as an additional component that must be restored in 24 hours. SR
3.7.12.1 has been revised to require that the heater be manually initiated from the control room
to periodically verify that this emergency function is available.

ATTACHED
PAGES'ncl.

2
Encl. 5A
Encl. 5B
Encl. 6A
Encl. 6B

3/4 7-16
3.7-29, 3.7-30
B 3.7-65, B 3.7-66, B 3.7-67
3
4





PLANT SYSTEMS

3/4.7. 6 AUXILIARYBUILDING

g3.7. I -I

cjl-I'8"A
IIENTILYAT!IONSYSTEM:!ABVS:

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.7.6.1 Two Auxiliary Building
~ha~ trains

shall be OPERABLE.
td ~. d dep .45VrCaWC)

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTION;

Venial at~on System

ds ~l 48~ h~~

>3:7-EG

ls- as Lo

(Pi.7. l2.'2 3

a. With the HEPA filter and charcoal adsorber bank inoperabl . restore the js-fo-ja
HEPA filter and charcoal adsorber ban o OPERABLE status within 24
hours or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD
SHUTDOWN within the followin 30 hours.

~d
b. With onl one OPERABLE'estore at least

two .-.
- 'o BLE status within 7 days or

be in- at- east" HOT'STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN
within the following 30 hours.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4.7.6.1 Each Auxiliary Building
shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

steat!:lotion System train

a. At least once per 31 days by: yncnuJlq inch~ ~We
CUntvel ~ ~3.7. l2.2+

hd'~ ff1 h h I p t f t1
continuous hours with the heater+ operatin , sad

WS+Can CNI3:7 I2,.2-1
c.

.f''iii-'.:-":-::::p...,::f:,.:,,"-::,::-::hi!',:..dihhpd'iiif!'!t,'"i!O,-',t', d-MIME:,:.":::,::::,d:,.:;,Nth:,-:,dm

GUNG IhlTE$h/AI 3X.-Au=ca t

b. At least once per or a er any structural
th 1*f11 h I d 1 h fd

or (2) following painting. fire, or chemical release in any
ventilation zone communicating with the system, by:

DIABLO CANYON - UNITS 1 I| 2
TAB14. 4A

3/4 7-16





3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

3.7.12
'AtJX]ilil3rg.:!BUll1Ging

Veri''i'.let'i.on":::!S stem:;"(ABVS);

ABVS
"3.7.1

45.7.ia.x-r-

LCO 3.7.12 Two KGS-fQQGS ABLS trains shall be OPERABLE.
4Ac O'A vp

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1. 2 ~ 3, and 4.

ACTIONS

CONDITION

or mazellq 'tnikfcAed ~
REQUIRED ACTION

g3.7. i2.2-S

COMPLETION TIME

''A"~,:,.-:;.'The."":,''comon";.HEPA",:,'"fi"'.;lter",
'and/or::.",":charcoal'-',::idsii,;ber
inop5ra ":.ae~

g~::3,ter.",and::;,'cha'rcsos'a1.:'="
IIdsosr'5'er:,. 'Zo'i::OPERABLg
s 8'us;:;;

housr
8

$7-ZI

A B. One KGS-PIGS
ABLS train
inoperable.

A B. 1 Restore C4Q~EAGS
AS|I'S%train to OPERABLE
st'a™tus.

7 days

g3,7. i2.2-+

Required Action and
associated
Completion Time not
met.

8 C.l Be in MODE 3.

AND

8 C.2 Be in MODE 5.

6 hours

36 hours

DCPP Mark-up of NUREG-1431, Rev. 1 3.7-29





SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

gp.1. l2.2 "2 SURVEILLANCE
~ncaa( ~c shsthtal axvn

ABVS""'"3.7. 12 qg.z.n,al

Q3.1. l2.2-K

FREQUENCY

~lnmr4
SR 3.7.12.1 Operate each C4Q~QCS ABsV5 train for ~,',::;15e

mint'd;es::;::; arId,":;:.oenel,'tr,"as'n'. or,:;:.".i;,:10,':.:":continuous
"

h'o'u'rs~",~ii't'h':;"the.:::-::heate'"" 'oj'e'r'W'~ii'gs'~er:

31
days

,WZI

SR 3.7.12.2 Perform required KQ4-PREACHY 'ABVS filter
testing in accordance with the"fait)litjon
Fsl,teil:::.Test>'ii'g:::PlegiRi",;,(VFTP):.

In
accord
ance with
the VFTPP

vs x4~

M 3..12.3 V h ~e
an actual or simulated actuation signal and,",;,th7,
sTsteiiifigaligas"':,.'!te,:."eshaiist""»thigggh",:.the ::;: se'"asses

HE~PA.; iilteiiiagd'.::cha its'gal",:~aChhhbei .

months

SR 3.7. 12. 4 NOTt'..".USED;,i';:.:';";:

SR 3.7. 12. 5 g'""o'"'''NÃjUSEOg"'"'X.AU.-ml
sub''cted'-,."':to'.'l5'':;;Constant'-.";."::P''rj'ssureI!o'jj::.P'i''es's'ii'r'e=
Oeca j'„'':,Leak,:::Rate';:."Tes't."';'::irI';.",',a'ciordarIee;.,".:w)th':ARNE
N510.-.,'2989;.~.';.:;;,:.The';::::ILeSt':::ipi.essure,:::;::.foi'„,'<'the.:",leak«,:'.::,i'.,it6

0'e'st'",::~h'a3..'I':."","be,::,;=:ba's'jd.'',on''~3":::iiia'x'imgu'm'',"':,"op'strati)ij're'ss0r'e'.".ai",,'de'f'is.ned.:::io"'ASNEIN510,"-.,1989I;:.:;.if;.:".,'".:8

~i'ii7ha's:i.w'as'tei:,-::::'gsa isa':.

DCPP Nark-up of NUREG-1431, Rev. 1 3.7-30





AB/S K4CS-Page
B 3.7.12

BASES

efficiency of removal for any gaseous and particulate activity
released to the ECCS pump rooms following a LOCA

The 5666-PREA55 ABjjS satisfies Criterion 3 of jlO CFR 50.36 (c> ~cdann.<
(2) (ii).

L>C@
4nf'CO

Two 'rains of the ECCS-PREARM ABVS"„.:;fare
required to be OPERABLE to ensure that at least one is avai'1'a'ble.
assuming that a single failure disables the other train
coincident with loss of offsite power. Total system failure
could result in the atmospheric release from the ECCS pump room
exceeding 10 CFR 100 limits in the event of a Design Basis
Accident (DBA).

EGGS-PARAGON ABVSE)is considered OPERABLE when the individual
components necessary to maintain the ECCS pump room filtration
and~temj5eratTTre are OPERABLE in both trains.

An KGGS-PPA4GS 'ABVS train is considered OPERABLE when its
associated:

Th{.":;gammon,''.roughing''5:;lier',p;;.;HEPA filter and charcoal
adssordberX"are nots "excessivaelsy restricting flow, and aref r i their filtration functions and

If,~~l tft

ibad.

gg,7. (2.2-3
Ehea er, , uctwork, valves. and dampers are

OPERABLE and air circulation can be maintained.

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, the EGGS-PAKACS ABVS is required to be
OPERABLE consistent with the OPERABILITY r'equirements of the
ECCS.

5 5 5 6. 5 5556656'A AAEIE 5 5 5
OPERABLE since the ECCS is not requi"red to be OPERABLE.

ACTIONS 'AU$ A"mCft~q tnifs~ ~f-
8''Ii!4Fe'.:: om7ttoti'"'':HEPA'":ffft8j '.end"':::ch'hrcog:Rlsorner "..':bank

pie,:j
Bi'jiiiii::::::.:thed,;eotiie,.'-":.'fane tji'o'nAodtl';;the,'isy
Ca mp letTO'n::'.."Ati'm'el'~'ip'iii'dedjdnj-:.tO'::irate,:O'Are...it '~a''::.fi'tem,a

(continued)
/

DCPP Mark-up of NUREG-1431, Rev. 1 Bases B 3.7-65
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ABLS K~nuW
B 3.7.12

BASES

supp].:,ie's::.',.::for:,.;:-;'the';::::exhaust,:".,:::fa'n's'-.:.'::, "a''.;a%'i'-''T ', ur.ve
'cyst'eiIi"."'."r'e dun dana@'...'.".=

cp3.7.I2.2 -3

a e '::asso'res

The
31 day Frequency is based on the known reliability of equipment
and the two train redundancy available.

SR 3.7. 12.2

This SR verifies that the required EGG!WN4GS AHA)testing is
performed in accordance with the Vents,.::3'ation"„:,.Fjjte'r.;,",Te'sting
Program,,::,(VFTP>:. The KGGS-PREAGS /AS ffTter'test's""are

in"'ccordance"withReferencei.,.".:3',:;;and 4". The VFTP.; includes testing
HEPA filter performance, cha'rcoal adsorbed"'efficiency, minimum
system flow rate, and the physical properties of the activated
charcoal (general use and following specific operations).
Specific test Frequencies and additional information are
discussed in detail in the ilF'7P,.

SR 3.7.12.3

This SR verifies that each KGS-PIGS ABLS train starts and
operates on an actual or simulated actuatTon signal and:!%hat,";:ljje
system,.":;il;ign's"::,Co"':!exh'aust;::" h'rough::ithe.:,.":.coiimion„.":,':HEPA",TUte'r,:."..:arid

'""

'hats'pecified"i'n Refer ces":":..3!an'd 4.8
SR 3.7. 12.4 ffOt'::::::.:,Used)w9ANli)08c'd4

SR 3.7.12.5 Not'::UM5cegwzfncS xwA

DCPP Hark-up of NUREG-1431. Rev. 1 Bases 8 3.7-67





CHANGE
NUIIBER

3.7-15

3.7-16

3.7-17

3.7-18

3.7-19

3.7-20

3.7-21

3.7-22

3.7-23

3.7-24

3.7-25

JUSTIFICATION

SR 3.7.8.1 is re sed to include equirement to v ify that power- d air is
available suc that the valves ay be placed in eir required po tions as
described i the Bases. Th normal operating onfiguration require
reconfig tion for an AS pump failure or r train separati for long term
heat r oval following DBA. The OPE BILITYdefine in the LCO states
valv smustbecapa eofperforming irsafety-relate function. Motive
f ce is required f the vetves tc be PERABLE.

SR 3.7.8.2 is revised to include only power operated valves since there are no
automatically operated valves in the ASW system. The surveillance is revised
to require movement of power operated valves to demonstrate the ability to
reconfigure the ASW system as described in the FSAR and the ITS Bases.
These changes assure continued compliance with the existing licensing basis.

The UHS specification is revised, per the current licensing basis, to specify
that for the system to perform its intended function, it is temperature limited.
The Required Action A is revised to include the CTS license basis
requirements which encompasses ACTION B, thus the ACTION B inoperable
statement is deleted. The surveillance requirements are revised per the CTS
and renumbered with respect to temperature limits and frequencies and the
remaining NUREG-1431 surveillances that are not applicable are deleted.

The CTS surveillance for leakage testing of ABVS dampers M2A and M2B is
retained.

Not applicable to DCPP, See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 6B).

Not applicable to DCPP, See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 6B).

The ACTIONs are revised to include the CTS action requirement for an
inoperable HEPA filter and/or charcoal absorber. SR 3.7.12 1 is revised to
reflect the plant design of one common cha c al absorber ban e
appropriate charcoal absorber drying tim .

Inwit

) 8:7. iz.z-
SR 3.7.12.3 is revised consistent with the C ~ to describe the expected
actions upon an actuation of the ABVS. This revision reflects the plant design
of one common HEPA filter and charcoal absorber bank, and the need to
verify alignment for flow through the bank.

ACTION C and SR 3.7.12.4 are deleted consistent with the CTS, since the
ABVS was not designed to maintain a specific negative pressure. The system
is designed and balanced to maintain building inflow, but not at a specific
negative pressure.

SR 3.7.12.5 is deleted consistent with the CTS, since there are no ABVS
bypass dampers and the dampers that activate to align the system to the
common HEPA filter charcoal absorber bank are tested by SR 3.7.12.3.

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 6B).

DCPP Description of Changes to Improved TS
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Insert for Q 3.7.12.2-3

Enclosure 6A - page 3

Insert JFD 3.7-21 (b)

and manual initiation of the heater from the control room.





insert for Q 3.7.12.2-2

Enclosure GA Page 3

insert JFO 3.7-21 (a)
/

A note is added that requires that the power supplies for each train be verified to be
from separate OPERABLE vital bus.





CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE FOR DIFFERENCES FROM NUREG-1431, SECTION 3/4.7 Page 4 of 8

NUMBER

3.7-21

3.7-22

3.7-23

3.7-24

3.7-25

3.7-26

3.7.-27

TECHNICALSPECIFICATION CHANGE

DESCRIPTION

The ACTIONs and SR 3.7.12.1 are revised to include the DCPP
specific CTS ACTION requirement for an inoperable HEPA filter
and/or charcoal absorber and to provide the appropriate charcoal
absorber monthly drying time or e single common charcoal
abSOrbe~inse+6 cP3~iZZ-3 Iri~+<
SR 3.7.12.3 is revised for DCPP to describe the expected actions
upon an actuation of the ABVS.

ACTION C and SR 3.7.12.4 are deleted since the DCPP ABVS
was not designed to maintain a specific negative pressure.

SR 3.7.12.5 is deleted since there are no DCPP ABVS bypass
dampers and the system automatic dampers are tested by SR
3.7.12.3.

Based on the CTS, a Note is added to tSR 3.7.3.1, 3.7.3.2,
3.7.4.1 and 3.7.4.2] to indicate that demonstration of valve
OPERABILITYis only required to be performed for entry into (and
continued operation in) MODES 1 and 2. This Note states that
the SR is only required to be performed in MODES 1 and 2. This
would allow entry into MODE 3 for the purpose of testing the
valves.

DCPP Table 3.7.1-2

is revised + id'/rpwff'/ecm<r,+~~ DC+ ~SSur4„

DIABLO
CANYON

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No, note is
not part of
CTS.

Ne- NA

Yes (per LA
108/107)

%97. z-9

APPLICABILITY

COMANCHE
PEAK

No

No

No, note is not
part of CTS.

+~7. 3-2

WOLF
CREEK

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

CALLAWAY

No

No

Yes

He uA

DCPP Conversion Comparison Table - Improved TS





Insert for Q 3.7.12.2-3

Enclosure 6B - page 4

Insert JFD 3.7-21 (b)

and manual initiation of the heater from the control room.





Enclosure 6B - page 4
Insert JFD 3.7-21 (a)

Insert for Q 3.7.12.2-2

A note is added that requires that the power supplies for each train be verified to be
from separate OPERABLE vital bus.





Enclosure 2
PG8 E Letter DCL-98-144

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONCOVER SHEET

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.7.12.2.-4

REQUEST:
CTS 4.7.6.1.b and d
ITS SRs 3.7.12.3, 3.7.12.4, and 3.7.12.6
DOC 12-xx-LSx

APPLICABILITY: DC

CTS 4.7.6.1.b requires ABVS filter testing once per 18 months and CTS
4.7.6.1.d requires each ABVS train to be actuated and pressurization tested
once per the REFUELING INTERVAL. The CTS markup for 4.7.6.1.b has
changed the 18 months to once per the "REFUELING INTERVAL". ITS SRs
3.7.12.3, 3.7.12.4, and SR 3.7.12.6 Frequency requirements are stated as once
per 24 months.

Comment: The Bases for SR 3.7.12.3 and SR 3.7.12.6 state the Frequency is 24
months which is not consistent with the CTS markup. These changes have-been
proposed without any DOC or JFD. There is no technical justification provided for these
CTS changes. Adopt the STS text or withdraw these CTS changes.

FLOG RESPONSE: An errata to LAR 97-09 was submitted to the NRC January 9, 1998, in
DCL-98-003. Errata changes on pages affected by NRC comment numbers are indicated with
"DC-ALL-002." Errata changes that dealt with issuance of LAs 119/117 and 118/116 (issued
7/13/97) that addressed CTS surveillance interval increases due to 24-month fuel cycles are
indicated with "DC-ALL-001,"specifically CTS 4.7.6.1 b.2).

LAs 118/116, referenced above, defined the CTS frequency notation in Table 1.1. Per LAs
118/116 and LAR 97-09 errata, the notation "R24, REFUELING INTERVAL"is defined as, "At
least once per 24 months." Thus, the CTS mark-up stating: "each REFUELING INTERVAL"is
consistent with the ITS mark-up of "24 months."

ATTACHED
PAGES'one





Enclosure 2
PG8 E Letter DCL-98-144

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONCOVER SHEET

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.7.12.2.-5

REQUEST:
CTS 4.7.6.1.b.2
ITS SR 3.7.12.4
DOC 10-17-A
JFD 3.7-23

APPLICABILITY: DC

CTS 4.7.6.1.b.2 verifies the system flow rate of 73,500 cfm +10% during system
operation. This CTS requirement has not been retained in ITS SR 3.7.12.4.

Comment: JFD 3.7-23 states the system is designed to meet a building in-flow
requirement rather than a negative pressure requirement. Explain how this in-flow
requirement can be verified "as achieved" without the verification of the ABVS train
system design flow rates which are done in CTS 4.7.6.1.b.2. Also, state what is the
ABVS system mode of operation utilized when this test is conducted. Adopt the
standard text for STS SR 3.7.12.4 or provide detailed justification why these CTS
requirements are not retained.

FLOG RESPONSE: As stated in CTS 4.7.6.1 b., the ventilation system testing is conducted in
accordance with ANSI N510-1980. As noted in DOC 8-08-A, the ventilation filter testing and
the required surveillances have been moved to the Ventilation Filter Testing Program of ITS
5.5.11. As stated in DOC 10-17-A, the requirement to measure ventilation system flow rate is
not separately identified since the ventilation system flow rate is verified as part of the VFTP.
This testing is conducted in the Safeguards Only mode of operation with the flow aligned
through the common HEPA filter/charcoal adsorber bank and the system flow rate is verified to
be 73,500cfm+/- 10%. Thus the CTS requirement for system flow verification is retained as
part of the VFTP.

ATTACHED PAGES:

None





Enclosure 2
PGRE Letter DCL-98-144

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONCOVER SHEET

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.7.12.2.-6

REQUEST:
CTS 3/4.7.6.1
ITS 3.7.12 Action C
DOC 3.7-23

APPLICABILITY'C

The ITS 3.7.12 contains an "Action C" which is not part of the STS upon which
this submittal is to be based. Also, the ITS header refers to an another system
"ABACS"which is unknown in the STS model to be used in this submittal.

Comment: DCPP has presented an ITS markup on a version of the NUREG-1431
(STS) which is not issued by the NRC. Submit ITS markup on correct version.

FLOG RESPONSE: A revised ITS page is attached showing the applicable changes, the
deletion of CONDITION C and the correct ITS system header.

ATTACHED PAGES:

Encl. 5A 3.7-29, 3.7-30





3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

3.7.12
Aux~,,l.,:i'ir'.''j,,,':Bui:']ding

Venti':1 ti:on',"Systei:;.':;(ABLS);

ABVS"" '3.7.1
43 7. l2.'Z-4

LCO 3.7. 12 Two KGS-PRKAGS ABVS trains shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: NODES 1, 2. 3 ~ and 4.

ACTIONS

CONDITION

oc ~lq'(niQ~ ~
REQUIRED ACTION

g3.7. i2.2.-S

COMPLETION TIME

'A'"';-":„''::„".'-;~The"..,'.io"" rjPHEP'A':.;":-:.f~l'tear,.',:'"'"
ar'id/o'.,:,,'":"ctiar,cs'oa I'„"'i'das'orbs'„er

j'iiower'a ". e".''
*"""'"-'"""'""'"

'A,::.:::.1:::-:;:Re'store %he;.".',"commog;.'.HEPT"

jdsor'bar,',, 'Zo,'::.~OPERAsHLg

5 8 us''>'.
Cw.'r>.w'riveMv:C

I,OUra'4(A'IY a

5

A B. One C4GS-PREACHY
'ABLS train
'inoperabl e.

A 8.1 Restore KGS-PAEAN
'O'BVS~train to OPERABLE
status.

7 days

q3.7. t2.2-(

8 g. Required Action and
associated
Completion Time not
met.

8 C.l Be in NODE 3.

AND

8 6.2 Be in NODE 5.

6 hours

36 hours

DCPP Hark-up of NUREG-1431, Rev. 1 3.7-29





SURVEILLANCE REQUIREHENTS

gP,1. 12.2-2 SURVEILLANC isa'~fiiaall Accanal fasaam

ABVS
3.7. 12 qg.w.in~4

(q3.'7. E2. 2-8

FREQUENCY

SR 3.7. 12. 1

~Inde+
Operate each KGS-PRC4CS 'ABVS train for ~.:,l5
mj'shiite~''",'''and.:,;one",.;::,'tra$ n"-..or,.":.:i 910 ':co'nt$ 'nu'o'u's

ho'uers'.„"w'ith:,:,-"the„'-"heatee""',::::,"oj'eratjiig'r-'44er-
'1days

,WdH

SR 3.7.12.2 Perform required KQS-PAEAGS 'ABLS filter
testing in accordance with the Vent)::latijri

In
accord
ance with
the VFTPe

VNh AW V

! 3.7.12.3 i 1 ~IBt
an actual or simulated ac'tuation signal and::."'the
system':,re'aligris-:-,:::.to,,'Pxhaus'0:;,.thr'ough;:":;thegc7mion"'"
HEHA':.fi1eef!aiid<%h'ai'ioa1 9'aC'eeorbiij.

months

SR 3.7.12.4 NOT(USED~.: RS 2~3

SR 3.7. 12. 5 g$':;:,"''::'i:',::;."-":::HOT!.::.USEG.-".:.-"::.;.'. RS

cab

K.AU.-cot

subjects;":.'t$ '..;i'jConsta'nt;,:;.Pres'sure::.:.':,o'",::,;Pi':ess'ii're
De'ca j',:.'::;Leak'~RatejTes't>!'ji$",a'ccorda'r)'c'e:-:..w) th~ASNE
N510:,;:2989:::::,:,::.,:;:,The;:".::,test:,:p'ressiire:.;.;i~i;:.:~the,:;;leak:::.:;-':r'ate
test:",.,shiB',::N,'Mjb'ased','on:",.'a'::,":iiia'x$ mum',";op'ei',at)nj

'"
9feieiii', ::aced fcitied'::,:,i HAS E,:H:,,'tl510',198 ,:9:,::'::, of8

!i',
"e'e,:::,:::i~i'ia"e'i';;:::;-'jiig'e;:"'CPP
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Enclosure 2
PG8 E Letter DCL-98-144

ADDITIONALINFORIIATIONCOVER SHEET

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.7.13.1.-1

REQUEST:
CTS 3.9.12 Action a and b
ITS 3.7.13 Actions A and B
DOC (3.9) 12-02-LG

APPLICABILITY: DC

In CTS 3.9.12 Actions a and b, when one FHBVS train is inoperable, fuel
movement and "crane operation with loads over the spent fuel pool" can proceed
within limitations; and, with two FHBVS trains inoperable, fuel movement and
"crane operation with loads over the spent fuel pool" are suspended. ITS 3.7.13
does not retain these requirements.

Comment: The DOC states the phrase "crane operations with loads over the spent fuel
pool" is removed from the CTS but there is no location for where this CTS requirement
is to be found. Revise this DOC to provide this additional discussion.

FLOG RESPONSE: ITS Section 3.9, Enclosure 3B states: that the phrase "crane operations
with loads over the spent fuel pool" has been moved to the FSAR.

ATTACHED PAGES:

None





Enclosure 2
PG8 E Letter DCL-98-144

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONCOVER SHEET

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.7.13.1.-2

REQUEST:

APPLICABILITY: DC

CTS 4.9.12 Action a
Bases for ITS Applicable Safety Analysis, LCO, Action A and SR Note
DOC (3.9) 12-09-LG

CTS 4.9.12 Action a verifies that the remaining Operable FHBVS train is capable
of being powered from a separate Operable emergency power source. This CTS
requirement is moved to four places in the Bases for ITS Applicable Safety
Analysis, LCO, Action A and SR Note.

Comment: This DOC contains no technical justification for determining whether this
CTS requirement can be moved to the Bases. The reference to the "LG" NSHC is of
limited help in evaluating this CTS change. Without this justification, this Operability
requirement must be included as a note to the LCO statement rather than repetitively
buried in the Bases. (See Comments 3.7.10.-3 and 3.7.10.-17 of ITS 3.7.10 and
Comment 3.7.12.2.-2 of ITS 3.7.12 (DCPP) for comparable situations.)

FLOG RESPONSE: DOC 12-09-LG applicable to CTS 3.9.12 ACTION a. is rescinded. ITS
ACTIONA.2 is revised to incorporate the CTS requirement to verify that the operating FHBVS
is capable of being supplied by an OPERABLE emergency power source.

ATTACHED
PAGES'ncl.

(3.9) 2
Encl. 5A

3/4 9-13
3.7-31





cFUELING OPERATIONS

3/4.9.12 FUEL HANDLING BUILDING VENTILATION SYSTEM

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

cj) 3. l. l3.I-Q

12-Q2-LG

c. The provisions of Specification 3.0.3 are not applicable.

3.9.12 Two Fuel Handling Building Ventilation Sysh+ae trains shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: RheReve. tIuring;:movement":los irradi ated fuel m assembl;i'es in
the epe4'Fuel '-Haidl i "g Biii':kjing.

a. With one Fuel Handling Building Ventilation +~a train
inoperable. fuel movement within the spent fuel pool er-'rane

may proceed
provided the OPERABLE Fuel Hand ing Building Ventilation
-.~m traij is fQYOC

in operation
Q9;1. ls.l-2.

abser4e=s h ie-an-cn

b. With no Fuel Handling Building Ventilation ~~ ti'.aNs
OPERABLE. suspend all operations involving movement of'*"

d:"'I sf l it|i tt p tf 1P EDuntil at least one Fuel
Handling Building Ventilation Sy.~m trNii is restored to OPERABLE
status.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

QPKAAQQ:—: >2-a9-uc cp3. I.I'3.1

At least once per 31 days by initiating flow through imch.,";traili
of'".'FHBVS " and ver na 1 -Q -A
that the system operates for at least 15 minutes:

'RE I=V LI+5 Xi4TERVAL
At least once pe or (1) atter any structural main enance on
the HEPA filter or charcoal absorber housings. or (2) following painting,
fire, or chemical release in any ventilation zone communicating with the
system by:

~g7.IS I-4
1) Visually verifying that. with the system operating at a flow rate

of 35.750 cfm + 10K and exhausting through the HEPA filters and
charcoal absorbers, the damper valve M-29 is closed: ~a-a -A

2) Verifying that the cleanup system satisfies the in place q2.Q4 A
penetration and bypass Leakage testing acceptance
criteria of less than lR and uses the test procedures
guidance in ANSI N 510 - 1980. and the system flow rate is 35.750
cfm ~ 10K:

DIABLO CANYON - UNITS 1 5 2

TS39 4A

3/4 9-13 Unit 1 - Amendment No. 113
Unit 2 - Amendment No. lli

May rB >005





I

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

RAC4.-:F.HBiS
3.7:13

3.7.13 Fuel He'iidlieg';:!Building lue-44eeeee Veiitg l'et'ioii System (SBABS FHBVS)

PS
LCO 3.7. 13 Two ARCS FHBVS trains shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY:
During movement of irradiated
handj'j$g building.4v n w.e.ww %

::;,:.":,::::',I.'Ca"'.:::3;"';.0.":.3,',::::n:::::not;":Ia'jji:1:;i,'c)ble„

fuel assemblies in the fuel

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One RQGS FLIBV$ train
inoperable.

and ~e'fy ~+ ik i S ~le
of Sci+ paplA ed ~ cnOR~ ~encq Pawl/

A.1 Restore ARK FHBV$ train
to OPERABLE status.

,''g,;.'Place: 0:h'e:-."GPER'ABsL''E".:":,::.FHSV,

Q 0'i'iioÃb'fojiei5tieo:::

DA

.,"0F'Sosgegd::,,moeteejwt;,:,,of,:,
~@ji;.,',rle'dieted~i'fi'ie'f';,."ess'embli es

j'ri:,"'t)e',,':f,'iii3:'~,::haiidl:,ir'ij"
bUi:1.d~.ng~)

cp3.7, l3.I-Z

INARCH.'i:8k~]g

feneyyO 4 ve-nurestsen.g

Oesndgh'eon S C~~ Q3.1.>3. i-1

4-e
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Enclosure 2
PG8 E Letter DCL-98-144

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONCOVER SHEET

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.7.13.1.-3

REQUEST:
CTS 4.9.12.b, c, e, and f
ITS SR 3.7.13.2 and ITS 5.5.11
DOC (3.9) 12-04-A
DOC (3.9) 12-10-LS9

APPLICABILITY: DC

Comment: DOC (3.9) 12-04-A is referenced as the technical basis for changes made
to 3.9.12 Action a and to 4.9.12.d.2. However, this DOC does not apply to the changes
made to these portions of the CTS. These DOC references in the CTS markup should
be removed or DCPP should explain their necessity for being there.

FLOG RESPONSE: DOC (ITS 3.9) 12-04-A is deleted as technical reference for the strike
through of the phrase "and discharging through at least one train of HEPA filters and charcoal
adsorbers" of CTS 3.9.12 ACTION a. The use of DOC (3.9) 12-04-A is deleted as technical
reference for the strike through of the phrase "the HEPA filters and charcoal adsorbers" of
Surveillance 4.9.12 a. Instead, LG-DOC 12-09-LG is revised as follows to justify the movement
of this information to the ITS bases.

"This revision is consistent with the industry's Writer's Guide and the philosophy of NUREG-
1431 in which the LCO describes as simply as possible the lowest functional capability of
the system and relegates the details of what constitutes an OPERABLE train to the Bases.
Therefore, the details of what constitutes an OPERABLE train, such as a required flow path,
for ACTIONS or surveillances is more appropriately discussed in the bases than in the
ACTION or surveillance unless that information is specifically unique. In the case of
specifying that flow be through the HEPA filters/charcoal adsorbers, that information is
specific to the concept of a FHBVS train; thus it need not be discussed in the ACTION or
surveillance. The retained requirements assure that the health and safety of the general
public is protected while removing unnecessary details from the ITS."

ATTACHED
PAGES'ncl

(3.9) 2
Encl (3.9) 3A
Encl (3.9) 3B
Encl 5B

3/4 9-13
7
7
B 3.7-71





EFUEL ING OPERATIONS

3/4.9.12 FUEL HANDLING BUILDING VENTILATION SYSTEM

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.9.12 Two Fuel

APPL ICABILITY;

ACTION:
a

C.

Q3:i.i'9.>-~

12-02-LG

The provisions of Specification 3.0.3 are not applicable.

Handling Building Ventilation ~m trains shall be OPERABLE.

Neaever- Duiiiii'j;:'moveNenti".of irradiated fuel m assembl:ies in
the ~"Fu'eT"~"Haridl'iii"BiiHdiFT '.

With one Fuel Handling Building Ventilation S~R train
inoperable. fuel movement within the spent fuel pool'r-'-aRe

may proceed
provided the OPERABLE Fuel Handling Building Ventilation

trGlj is y'CY04
in operation

Q3.'7 G.i-Z.
abse4er-s.

With no Fuel Handling Building Ventilation Sys4em ti;alns
OPERABLE. suspend all operations involving movement of'"
i",.:ei'ne f 1 ithi th p t f EDuntil at least one Fuel
Handling Building Ventilation 5~m t'riVn is restored to OPERABLE
status.

SURVEILI ANCE RE UIREMENTS

431.ra. I-3

At least once per 31 days by initiating flow through 'each';,t'rairi
of;"-FHBVS C

that the system operates for at least 15 minutes:
'RE'PU LzAb Xi4TRKAL

At least once pe or (1) after any structural main enance on
the HEPA filter or charcoal absorber housings. or (2) following paintingsfire. or chemical release in any ventilation zone communicating with the
system by: ~ga.l&.l-4
1) Visually verifying that, with the system operating at a flow ra e

of 35.750 cfm + 10K and exhausting through the HEPA filters and
charcoal absorbers. the damper valve N-29 is closed: ~g-o -A

2) Verifying that the cleanup system satisfies the in place q2 04 p,
penetration and bypass Leakage testing acceptance
criteria of less than 1% and uses the test procedures
guidance in ANSI N 510 - 19BO, and the system flow rate is 35.750
cfm + 10K;

DIABLO CANYON - UNITS 1 8 2

Tc; <0 nA

3/4 9-13 Unit 1 - Amendment No. 113
Unit 2 - Amendment No. 111

[Pay 2B 1995





DESCRIPTION OF CHANGES TO TS SECTION 3/4.9
(Continued)

HANGE
NUIVlBER NSHC DESCRIPTION

12-09

12-10

12-11

12-12

14-01

14-02

14-03

4-O4

'4-05

14-06

14-07

14-08

14-09

14-10

15-01

LG

LS9

A

LS26

LS11

LS12

LS13

LG

Thereq ementfor nOPE LEemerge ypowers rcefor n
OPER LEFHB trainis ovedto the ses. This'onsi ent

th UREG-14 . In~+ qs.7.i5.1-3

The "within 31 days after removal" requirement for completion of
laboratory analyses is deleted. This requirement is not contained in
the ITS nor is it contained in the regulatory guide or ANSI standards.

The SR to measure [FHBVSj flow rate is not identified as a separate
SR in the ITS because it is verified during the other in-place filter
tests (see ITS 5.5.11 a. and b.). This change does not result in a
change to technical requirements.

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 3B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 3B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 3B).

This change would delete the ACTION requirements to suspend all
other movement of fuel assemblies and crane operations. This
change is consistent with NUREG-1431.

Deletes the action statement requirement to verify spent fuel pool
boron concentration every 8 hours while ACTION is being taken to
relocate noncomplying spent fuel assemblies from Region 2 to
Region 1. This change is consistent with NUREG-1431. q3,7. l7. 2-2
The requireme~nt to keep recoras or the bumup analysis for all
assemblies inrRegion 2 would be relocated to a licensee controlled
document. This change is consistentwith NUREG-1431, and moves
requirements that do not meet the criteria for inclusion in the TS.

N tu u. ~in~ia
g5. i.i7. 3 2

Not used

Not used.

Not used. cq gt. I i l 3-5
The Statement that 3.0.4 is not applicable is deleted. This is ~~ q Ig 2 p
consistent with NUREG-1431. This change does not result in
change tc technical requirements. ~in~i 'an,g y, t

The requirement to empty the spent fuel exclusion zone area prior to
any spent fuel shipping cask handling operations is relocated to a
Licensee controlled document.





ITS 3.9
Enclosure 3A- page 7

Insert for 3.7.13.1-3

Insert (3.9)12-09-LG

This revision is consistent with the industry's Nlriter's Guide and the philosophy of
NUREG-1431 in which the LCO describes as simply as possible the lowest functional
capability of the system and relegates the details of what constitutes an OPERABI E
train to the Bases. Therefore, the details of what constitutes an OPERABLE train, such
as a required flow path, for ACTIONS or surveillances is more appropriately discussed
in the bases than in the ACTION or surveillance unless that information is specifically
unique. In the case of specifying that flow,be through the HEPA filters/charcoal
adsorbers, that information is specific to the concept of a FHBVS train, thus it need not
be discussed in the ACTION or surveillance. The retained requirements assure that the
health and safety of the general public is protected while removing unnecessary details
from the ITS.





CONVERSION COMPARIS ABLE- CURRENT TS 3/4.9 P f8

TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUMBER

12-08
LS16

12-09
LG

12-10
LS9

12-11
A

12-12
LS26

14-01
LS11

14-02
M

14-03
LS12

DESCRIPTION

The proposed change would allow th -month
testing of the tFHBVsj ability to maintain the required
pressure differential between the building and the
outside atmosphere to be performed on a
STAGGERED TEST BASIS.

The equireme oran ABLE em gency
po er source or an OPE BLE FHB train is

vedtoth Bases. /na~v
The "within 31 days after removal" requirement for
completion of laboratory analyses is deleted.

The SR to measure [FHBVsj flow rate is not identified
as a separate SR in the ITS because it is verified
during the other in-place filter tests (see ITS 5.5.11 a.
and b.)

This change establishes appropriate ACTIONS and
Completion Times for Fuel Building pressure
envelope degradation.

This change deletes the restrictions on placing spent
fuel assemblies into Region 2 of the spent fuel pool
and changing storage locations designations from
Region 1 to Region 2.

This changes the Applicabilityfrom "Whenever
irradiated fuel assemblies are in the spent fuel pool"
to "Whenever any fuel assembly is in Region 2 of the
spent fuel pool."

This change would delete the ACTION requirements
to suspend all other movement of spent fuel and
crane operations.

DIABLOCANYON

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

o, maintaining
CT~

No, Requirement
not in CTS.

No, already in
CTS.

Yes

COMANCHE
PEAK

No, CPSES does
not have this
specification

No, CPSES does
not have this
specification.

No, CPSES does
not have this
specification in
CTS 3/4.9.

No, CPSES does
not have this
specification in ~

CTS 3/4.9.

No, CPSES does
not have this
specification in
CTS 3/4.9

No, CPSES does
not have this
specification in
CTS 3/4.9

No, CPSES does
not have this
specification in
CTS 3/4.9

No, CPSES does
not have this
specification in
CTS 3/4.9

WOLF CREEK

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

M-AL/-oat

Yes

Yes

Yes

GALLAWAY

Yes

XZ;ALL-oal

No

Yes

Yes

No, maintaining
CTS

Yes

Yes

Yes

DCPP Conversion Comparison Table - Current TS





ITS 3.9
Enclosure 3B —page 7 of 8

Insert (3.9)12-09-LG

Insert for 3.7.13.1-3

The details of what constitutes an OPERABLE train, such as a required flow path, for
ACTION a. and surveillance 4.9.12 a. is moved to the Bases of ITS 3.7.12 for DCPP.

Applicability: DC - Yes
CP-No
WC-No
CA- No





FHBYS
B 3".7:13

BASES

b. HEPA filter and charcoal adsorber are not excessively
restricting flow. and are capable of performing their
filtration function: and

c. . . ductwork. valves, and dampers are
OPERABLE, and air circulation can be maintained.

APPLICABILITY

In NODE 1'g2':;::.,::3+@> 5 or 6. the ARCS FHBVS is not required to be
OPERABLE since

'" ' '"';it:;
pr'ovl'des eo'!;safe'ty~furict'icos"':~iso~iatild;:Nith:,:.:these„-HOOES;:;,o',
GDere 40o.
es w 4'~~ 0"NAYOIY

During movement of irradiated fuel in the fuel handling
~b'uAd'ing, the AQGS FHBVS is required to be OPERABLE to
alleviate the consequences of a fuel handling accident.

w'osu'I'd~n'ot~ipiec jTpCa'riy',::aetio'1':,:.'.:
i.'::!I','.-„".'mo'v'i'j'ig","::)::i','i';adi'8'ted!.''"fuel'ssemb3,$

:ei%ivhi.':l;e>::i'ii %0ES',::..':::3':,:-

Ii'jidepensdre'i'-':.„'::osf.;'.":i'.i.ac'toj 'apse'rani'ons':~.:,':;.,:;:::,Tthesrefoi".e':,":.'-.>t'nrabil.,:i::ty."!to
""

susperid:.";:Iiiov'merit':ofj„'i"r'radi@ed,::::AH;:,';:-:a5sembH'es'."-::>'s',::nost:-''sof fineit
Leas~on~to'."-'-r'iqiii.'re":.'.j,':.,".'r'eahcto'r."'-.,":shiu'tdown'9

,ec.. cv'~ ~,M 'co

A. Q.1. l3. I

With one AQGS FHBVS train inoperable, action must be taken to
restore OPERAB tus
lmmed18telg''

~ve W
i envied.
v red AcSm
S.l e. 8.2

F') 83:1-7+

thBt!i<.:.,: '.',.'n

as,!'-.an!,'mergenCy,;spOWer,;:lSOrurCe"::;:,"':.-ar...:.:SySpend:.::mO'yemsent'',-:'Ofj j'r''i,adi'ra'ted",:,':.fidel',
as'semb)its,:;jiF th):.fueel '::haiidli'nj,'":,:biii)diiig.;:,",,"".,::::744j;::"'.:The',''s'uspenhsi'os,:-,:.'of:
bio'vement:.'::.:",of.;::'.'fu'8"'sssemb1'.j;es':,:'"does'.-':.":iot'!p'recjo~dee:::mo'veme'nt:.'::;of:"
'a ssemN':i es'j~tQ,',"8'afe'-"'osit':koA '.

Qnd is dbderp>g ~~gh >< 37 f$ ( 3MEPA Zi Ikr ~ chare~I adsorb+ .

(cont>nued)
/
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Enclosure 2
PG8 E Letter DCL-98-144

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONCOVER SHEET

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.7.13.1.-4

REQUEST'TS
4.9.12.a

ITS SR 3.7.13.1
DOC (3.9) 12-bb-Lsb

APPLICABILITY'C

CTS 4.9.12.a verifies at least once per 31 days that each FHBVS train operates
by "initiating flow through ... the HEPA filters and the charcoal adsorbers" and
each heater/component operates for its specified length of time. ITS SR
3.7.13.1 requires these similar verifications but the quoted phrase is not retained.

Comment: This ITS proposed change is acceptable; however there is no technical
justification provided to justify why this phrase is not retained in the ITS SR 3.7.13.1. In
other similar DOCs (i.e 10-06-LG), these details of how to perform the test are identified
and then moved to the Bases of the applicable ITS SR. Provide a revised DOC and
CTS markup.

FLOG RESPONSE: See response to Comment Number Q 3.7.13.1-3.

ATTACHED PAGES:

See response to Comment Number Q 3.7.13.1-3.





Enclosure 2
PG8 E Letter DCL-98-144

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONCOVER SHEET

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.7.13.1.-5

REQUEST:
CTS 4.9.12.b and d
ITS SRs 3.7.13.3, 3.7.13.4, and [3.7.13.5]
DOC (3.9)12-xx-LSx

APPLICABILITY: DC

CTS 4.9.12.b requires FHBVS filter testing once per 18 months and CTS
4.9.12.d requires each FHBVS train to be actuated and pressurization tested
once per the REFUELING INTERVAL. The CTS markup for 4.9.12.b has
changed the 18 months to once per the "REFUELING INTERVAL". ITS SR
3.7.13.3 and SR 3.7.13.4 Frequency requirements are stated as once per 24
months.

Comment: The Bases for SR 3.7.13.3 and SR 3.7.14.4 state the Frequency is 24
months which is not consistent with the CTS markup. These changes have been
proposed without any DOC or JFD. There is no technical justification provided for these
CTS changes. Adopt the STS text or withdraw these CTS changes.

FLOG RESPONSE: An errata to LAR 97-09 was submitted to the NRC January 9, 1998, in
DCL-98-003. Errata changes on pages affected by NRC comment numbers are indicated with
"DC-ALL-002." Errata changes that dealt with issuance of LAs 119/117 and 118/116 (issued
7/13/97) that addressed CTS surveillance interval increases due to 24-month fuel cycles are
indicated with "DC-ALL-001,"specifically CTS 4.9.12 b and 4.9.12 d.

LAs 118/116, referenced above, defined the CTS frequency notation in Table 1.1. Per LAs
118/116 and LAR 97-09 errata, the notation "R24, REFUELING INTERVAL"is defined as, "At
least once per 24 months." Thus, the CTS mark-up stating: "each REFUELING INTERVAL"is
consistent with the ITS mark-up of "24 months."

ATTACHED
PAGES'one





Enclosure 2
PG8 E Letter DCL-98-144

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONCOVER SHEET

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.7.13.1.-6

REQUEST'TS
4.9.12.b.1 and 3

ITS SR 3.7.13.4
DOC (3.9)12-11-A
JFD 3.7-49

APPLICABILITY'C

CTS 4.9.12.b.1 and 3 verify FHBVS system flow rate of 35,700 cfm + 10% at
least once per 18 months. This CTS requirement is not retained in ITS SR
3.7.13.4.

Comment: Issue ¹1 - ITS SR 3.7.13.4 should state the required flow rate for each train
for the HEPA filters to be effective and to preserve the integrity of the HEPA filter at the
specified flow rate range of + 10%. JFD 3.7-49 states that the "makeup flow rate
requirement" is deleted when there is none stated in the CTS or ITS. There are
numerous CTS train flow rate requirements which must be met via ITS SR 3.7.13.4 to
achieve the required building negative pressure. Adopt the text of the STS SR
requirement or explain in more detail why this is not required. Issue ¹2- There is no
CTS DOC identified on the CTS markup for CTS 4.7.9.12.b.1 which is not retained.
Explain technical basis for this change. For both of these issues, provide a new or
revised CTS DOC, a revised CTS markup and a new or revised JFD, as appropriate for
these CTS changes.

FLOG RESPONSE: ITS 3.7.12.4 is intended to verify the integrity of the fuel handling building
enclosure, as stated in the SR 3.7.12.4 Bases. The VFTP, ITS 5.5.11, specifies the flow rates
for filter testing. As stated in Section 3.9 DOC 12-04-A, the surveillances and the flow
requirements related to filter testing have been moved to ITS 5.5.11, which is consistent with
NUREG-1431. These changes do not result in any change to technical requirements. In
addition, Section 3.9 DOC 12-11-A states that the flow rate testing conducted in accordance
with ANSI N510-1980 are not identified as a separate surveillance in the ITS since the flow rate
is verified by conducting in-place filter tests according to the requirements of the VFTP (ITS
5.5.11). The intent was not to duplicate requirements in separate technical specifications.

The term "make-up" flow rate requirement referred to in JFD 3.7-49 actually refers to the flow
rate requirement of SR 3.7.12.4. JFD 3.7-49 has been revised to delete the reference to
"makeup" and only refer to the required flow rate.

The DCPP CTS 4.9.12 d.3) requires the system to maintain a negative pressure of 1/8 inch
relative to the outside atmosphere during system operation. If the building is very leak tight, the
required flow is relatively low and if the building is not as leak tight, then a higher flow is
required. The flow rate for building integrity is not specified; however, the flow rate for filter
testing is specified in ITS 5.5.11 as part of the VFTP.

The requirements of CTS 4.9.12 b.1) were moved to the VFTP of ITS 5.5.11. Due to an over-
sight, the identifier for DOC 12-04-A, which justifies this change, was not shown and has been
inserted.





Enclosure 2
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ATTACHED
PAGES'nclosure

(3.9) 2 3/4 9-13
Enclosure 6A 5
Enclosure 6B 7





EFUELING OPERATIONS

3/4.9.12 FUEL HANDLING BUILDING VENTILATION SYSTEM

L IHITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.9.12 Two Fuel Handling Building Ventilation @~as trains shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: LAeReve. purlin'g;:movemeiit:,o'. irradiated fuel m assemblies in

ACTION:
a. With one Fuel Handling Building Ventilation Sy~a train

inoperable. fuel movement within the spent fuel pool'r-'~
may proceed

provided the OPERABLE Fuel Handling Building Ventilation
Sys4em traij is f~

in operation
Q 3.'7 l3.I-z

abser4er-s. M l2-cn

b. With no Fuel Handling Building Ventilation SyA~ tra'ins
OPERABLE. suspend all operations involving movement of'""
::irradia'tedqfuel within the spent fuel pool ED

until at least one Fuel
Handling Building Ventilation S~ triton is restored to OPERABLE
status.

c. The provisions of Specification 3.0.3 are not applicable.

RVE ILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

QPERAILI'.—: ie-oe-cz +9 I.I'3. I-B

At least once per 31 days by initiating flow through 'each train
of:"-'FHBVS and ver" ""no' - -A
that the system operates for at least 15 minutes:

'RE I=V Lzgb XNTKRVAL
At least once pe or (1} atter any structural main enance on
the HEPA filter or charcoal absorber housings. or (2) following paintingsfire. or chemical release in any ventilation zone comunicating with the
system by:

(p31. (S.I-4
1) Visually verifying that. with the system operating at a flow ra e

of 35.750 cfm + lOR and exhausting through the HEPA filters and
charcoal absorbers. the damper valve N-29 is closed: ~ig-o -A

2) Verifying that the cleanup system satisfies the in place q2p4A
penetration and bypass Leakage testing acceptance
criteria of less than ll and uses the test procedures
guidance in ANSI N 510 - 1980. and the system flow rate is 35.750
cfm + 10K:

DIABl0 CANYON - UNITS 1 & 2

TS39.~A

3/4 9-13 Unit 1 - Amendment No. 113
Unit 2 - Amendmem No. 111

gay ZR 1004





CHANGE
d

NUMBER
JUSTIFICATION

3.744

3.7<5

3.7<6

3.747

3.7<8

3.7A9

3.7-50

3.7-51

3.7-52

3.7-53

3.7-54

3.7-55

3.7-56

3.7-57

31-59
37- % f~f$
91-40 Incor k
37-kl Ireer4.

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 68).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Eenclosure 68).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 68).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 68).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 68).
~s.7. i~. I-r.

The requirement to verify a ~~flow rate during the tests demonstrating
the capability to maintain [fuel handling] building differential pressure below
atmospheric pressure would be deleted. The current licensing basis of the
plant is to be able to maintain a negative pressure [in the fuel handling
building] with respect to the outside atmosphere.

The CTS ADV surveillance that verifies the back-up air bottle pressure once
per 24 hours is retained.

A new spent fuel pool storage specification is created for Region 1 fuel
storage due to the unique storage requirements.

ITS 3.7.11 is not used due to the mild coastal environment in which DCPP is
located, consistent with the CTS.

ITS 3.7.16 is revised to be consistent with the current licensing basis and
CTS. The boron concentration is required to be within limits whenever fuel is
stored in the spent fuel pool to prevent an increase in the k of the racks
above 0.95 should the spent fuel pool temperature increase above 150'F.
The Frequency for verification of the boron concentration is changed from 7
days to 31 days consistent with the CTS.

The LCO, Required Actions, and Surveillances are revised per the CTS. The
CTS evaiuates Region 2 fuel storage on fuel pellet diameter and a checker
board loading pattern in addition to the other NUREG-1431 requirements.

The NUREG-1431 3.7.1iti4 specification is not used since an equivalent safety
grade system does not exist. Therefore, the deletion is per the current
licensing basis. ,RAFA@,end McRV btIpGSS >CD'cSj

This change creates a new SR for the MgtVsLend MptVt5 to distinguish
between the IST and the automatic actuation testing of these isolation valves.
The surveillance allows credit for an actual actuation, if one occurs, to satisfy
the surveillance requirements. Th e changes are consistent with

/Although SRs 3.7.2.2 and 3.7.3. new SRs, they may be performed in
conjunction with QRs 3.7.2.1 and 3.7.3.1. Therefore, the Note allowing testing
to be performeddin MODE 3 is atso needed fordfutse=nlttsSR~~aos.t

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 68).

'5:7. Ia- I

Qs 7. i7.2-$
3.7. io-

DCPP Description of C an es to mproved TS
3.7-4 2 Inwk e>.~. >o- ~





CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE FOR DIFFERENCES FROM NUREG-1431, SECTION 3I4.7 Page 7 of 8

NUMBER

3.7-45

3.7-46

3.7R7

3.748

3.7-49

3.7-50

3.7-51

3.7-52

3.7-53

TECHNICALSPECIFICATION CHANGE

DESCRIPTION

ITS 3.7.15 is revised to be CPSES specific to address the two
spent fuel pools and the in-containment storage racks.

Revised to delete "irradiated fuel assemblies seated in" since
accident analysis assumes fuel assembly lying on top of the fuel
storage racks.

This change adds TS 3.7.19, a safety chilled water system which
is in the CPSES CTS.

This change adds TS 3.7.20, an UPS HVAC system which is in
the CPSES CTS.

The requirement to verifya~flow rate during the tests
demonstrating the capability to maintain )fuel handling) building
differential pressure below atmospheric pressure would be
deleted. The current licensing basis of the plant is to be able to
maintain a negative pressure [in the fuel handling building] with
respect to the outside atmosphere.

The CTS DCPP specific ADVsurveillance that verifies the back-
up air bottle pressure once per 24 hours is retained.

A new spent fuel pool storage specification is created for Region
1 fuel storage due to unique storage requirements at DCPP.

ITS 3.7.1 is not used due to the mild coastal environment in
whichfg~@l s o ted. 3c-Au-co

ITS 3.7.16 for DCPP is revised to be consistent with the current
licensing basis and CTS.

DIABLO
CANYON

No

No, ITS is
consistent
with CTS.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

APPLICABILITY

COMANCHE
PEAK

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No, see
CN 3.7-38.

No

WOLF
CREEK

No

No, ITS is
consistent
with CTS.

No

Yes

No

CALLAWAY

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

No

DCPP Conversion Comparison Table - Improved TS





Enclosure 2
PG8 E Letter DCL-98-144

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONCOVER SHEET

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.7.13.1-7

REQUEST:
CTS 3.9.12 Action a
ITS 3.7.13 Action A and B
JFD 3.7-43

APPLICABILITY: DC

With one FHBVS train inoperable, CTS 3.9.12 Action a permits operations to
proceed providing the Operable train is in operation. ITS 3.7.13 Action A
immediately requires either of three actions which are to restore the train
Operable, place the Operable train in operation or suspend movement of fuel.

Comment: The rewrite of Action A is an editorial combining of STS Action A and C into
one Action which makes the immediate restoration of the inoperable train impossible.
There is no technical justification provided for not adopting the STS format which can
easily replicate the CTS requirements. Revise the DOCs or JFDs as necessary to adopt
the STS text.

FLOG RESPONSE: The ITS has been revised to restore ACTION C and delete the editorial
revision of ACTION A. JFD 3.7-43 has been revised to accurately reflect the changes.

ATTACHED PAGES:

Encl. 5A 3.7-31, 3.7-32
Encl. 5B B 3.7-71, B 3.7-72, B 3.7-73
Encl. 6A 4
Encl. 6B 6





RLGNFHB>S
3. 7". 13

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

3.7.13 Fuel Hen'dlbng::..",Building Ajn-ggeenujj Ventileutiorj System (FBAgg FHBVS)

PS
LCO 3.7. 13 Two ARCS FHBVS trains shall be OPERABLE.u pphw Y7 s

APPLICABILITY:
During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in the fuel
h&d'.ti'ng bui 1 ding.

~sjk,CO','.;3:.'.0:;"::3,,"'j~'i'„'::.',not'i,':ap5)Liable

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One FBAGS FHBVS train
inoperabl e.

QnJ VCr'ify+~+ ip eS ~ld'-
of 8c'jQ Peal&'~ ~ mCR~ ~encq

Powe/'.l

Restore ARCS FHBVS train
to OPERABLE status.

",'$,-:::Place„::;::thegoPEAABL'JFHBVi

Q tiiii'::~ngugeddtdjj
n's'I

"""~@'i".i..'ra'Ch"jted 'fi'ie,'f::,":;:!as'seRgjes
jji.::0h'e.':,'„:.,fue:i!i-'-ha'n'dl,.:i'rig

-"""

-''jsii:)ding„":

Cetic.7, l3. I-2
: mme sa. e. y.

Kijmedjete1y„'.

vmncnFC 4 eg -nulesbejedg

Cond: hemn 8 C

6-@sees Q3.a. i3. t - 1

B. 3—.er—4-.

DCPP Mark-up ot NUREG-1431, Rev. 1 3.7-31





CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

2~3

~. Two ARCS FHSYS trains
inoperabl e during
movement of irradiated
fuel assemblies in the
fuel bui lding.

.1 Suspend movement of
irradiated fuel
assemblies in the fuel
hand'A'nj:.;,bui ding.

wh4owv&w 'Y

QJHfl

ren~bthgd~ ELI e a.~~ pgc. sa-st

Imaediately

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.7. 13.1 Operate each 'AQGS FHBLSjtrain for

~ 15 minutes3.

31 day
s ~S

SR 3.7.13.2 Perform required QRQS FHBVS filter testing in
aCCOrdanCe With the Ventiiart'jOrii~FKitee'Sfeat'inn

In
accordanc
e with
the VIP.,

SK(3.'.:.";7','::;48."::8l':"';::;":-::;-'.;<>Verify each ARCS FHBVS train actuates on an"
actual or simulated"'a'ctuation signal.

months
PS

'K-ALL-oot

SR 3.7. 13. 4 Verify one ARCS FHBVS train can maintain a
pressure ~L~O.;,125 inches water gauge with
respect to at'mospheric pressure during the

p'oat'„::.d":ti4 p
ths
on a
STAGGERED
TEST BASIS

DCPP Mark-up of NUREG-1431, Rev. 1 3.7-32









PHAGE FHBVS
B 3'.7:"13

BASES

1 ~a~ lceou>

p)h~

(continued)
I

DCPP Mark-up of NUREG-1431. Rev. 1 Bases B 3.7-72





QA4 FHBVS
B 3':7".13

BASES

ACTIONSvcv'Lp Ma ~'$ vie'Pe~m~w

<contiiiiied)
'='"

.l 1 g~.1. e. I-1

When two trains or the ggAgg RIBVS are inoperable during movement
of irradiated fuel assemblies 'in the fuel Iiandl:i'nmg',"building.

a

suspend movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in the fuel
handling'",L bui lding. This does not preclude the movement of fuel
issmb3,Les'.„-:to a safe position.

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

'thai'.,l',a>~b)'@'usp,:,-'', jow
L'COsectioii',,.',:.:This';".b'a'c'L~ii j'A',":ascms'iiihd !usaf the'jet'f ormavnce. 'of::.-ign-,
~i!surve1! i ann~ms"

SR 3.7. 13. 1

Standby systems should be checked periodically to ensure that
they function properly. As the environmental and normal
operating conditions on this system are not severe. testing each
train once every month provides an adequate check on this system.

vmvw .i!,:!sm,mws'..::,,'ll:,." d! m"5 " "'wd
:,i...,,::,",:,'''::::,,i',,'',"',"*,',:ll, 'll," ',"',0'::i",i. 1 'a "'t'ai,',''')'w",!t,"'i::,;,r,',i;:

equipment and the two train redundancy available.

SR 3.7.13.2

This SR verifies that the required AQGS FHBVS testing is
erformed in accordance with the Vents'3'ation","Fi,fteYg&tlng

,f'equi„.:.am.:-:,'tVFTP). The ARCS FHBVS filter""tesvts are in accordance
with

' 'tsRef. 6~and 6). The fVFTP9 includes
testing HEPA filter performance. charcoal adsorber efficiency.
minimum system flow rate, and the physical properties of the
activated charcoal (general use and following specific
operations). Specific test-frequencies and additional
information are discussed in detail in the V~FTP.

(continued)
I

OCPP Mark-up of NUREG-1431, Rev. 1 Bases B 3.7-73





CHANGE
NUMBER

3.7-26

3.7-27

3.7-28

3.7-29

3.7-30

3.7-31

3.7-32

3I7 33

3,7-34

3.7-35
/

3.7-36

3.7-37

3.7-38

3.7-39

3.7-40

3.7<1

3.7<2

JUSTIFICATION

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 6B).

Table 3.7.1-2 F9 7. I-9

, ia VER>~ 6) id~~~ (iaaf ~w
(wle~c g~ eau see p~m, ~ra r> cushy~ wry'~ c~,~5(gveIM ca ~a o~ ~ ~ ~ llrvscr'e~ 6 i~rvr<c-4 ~ rr~c~~~q;~„

Not applicable to~CPP. See ConFersiSo Comparison Table (Enclosure 6B).

Revise AFW pump testing Frequency to be "In accordance with Inservice Test
Program." These changes are consistent with TSTF-101, and will eliminate
any ambiguity associated with pump testing as a result of ASME changes.

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 6B)

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 6B)

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 6B)

The requirement to verify a make-up flow rate during the tests demonstrating
the capability to maintain control room differential pressure above atmospheric
pressure would be deleted. The current licensing basis of the plant is to be
able to maintain a positive pressure in the control room with respect to the
outside atmosphere.

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 6B).

SR 3.7.10.3 is revised to reflect plant configuration and current licensing basis
required testing.

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 6B)

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 6B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 6B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 6B).

. ~ @seek p3.7. I-4

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 6B).

This change adds a Note that states that LCO 3.0.3 is not applicable to the
fuel handling building ventilation system during fuel movement since fuel
movement is independent of reactor operation. This exemption is part of the
DCPP CTS and has been proposed as a generic change to NUREG-1431 b ~ 4~
Industry Traveler TSTF-36, Rev. 2.

ACTIO A is re and A IONSC5 d45are n used per the urrent
licen

'
basis. e for the plant does not act as part o the

venti ation system used to filter post LOCA leakage external to the cp5.7. i 5.1- 7

containment. Inst%

DCPP Description of Changes to Improved TS





Insert for 3.7.13.1-7

Encl. 6A Page 4

ACTION A is revised and ACTION 8 is not used and ACTIONS C and D are re-labeled
B and C per the current licensing Basis.





CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE FOR DIFFERENCES FROM NUREG-1431, SECTION 3I4.? Page 6 of 8

NUMBER

3.7-37

3.7-38

3.7-39

3.7-40

3.7-41

TECHNICALSPECIFICATION CHANGE

DESCRIPTION

Modifies LCO 3.7.2 Condition A and adds new Condition B and C
to be consistent with the CPSES CTS.

This proposed change deletes reference to a specific flowrate for
conducting the negative pressure test per the CPSES CTS.

SR 3.7.12.6 is added to verify the shutdown of the non-ESF fans
to prevent bypass of the ESF Filtration units (CPSES specific).

Inser+.

The Main Feedwater Regulating and associated Bypass Valves
are deleted from the ITS per current licensing basis.

DIABLO
CANYON

No, see
CN 3.7-49.

No

No, CTS
includes
MFRVs.

APPLICABILITY

COMANCHE
PEAK

Yes

Yes

Yes

No, refer to
3.7-11.

WOLF
CREEK

No

No, see
CN 3.7-
49.

Yes

CALLAWAY

No

No, see
CN 3.7<9.

No

N/AIJo gg.g.i

Yes

3,7-42 Add DCPP specific note that states that 3.0.3 is not applicable to
the fuel handling building ventilation system during fuel
movement since fuel movement is inde endent of reactor
operation. dna cd bio

Yes

+Ser4

No

3.7-43

3.7-44

ACT NA ITS3.7.13 isre 'dandAC IONS an tg
of S 3..13 are not used the DCPP TS.

This change would revise ITS 3.7.13 to add a new Note to the
Applicabilityand change the Conditions, Required Actions, and
SRs to conform to the design of the Emergency Exhaust System.

Yes
iX-Act~2,

No, fuel
building
ventilation
not required
for post
LOCA
leakage.

No
Q3.7. i9. i-1

No, CTS does
not require this
specification.

No

Yes

No

Yes

DCPP Conversion Comparison Table - Improved TS





Encl. 6B

3.7-43

Page 6

Insert for 3.7.13.1-7

ACTION A is revised and ACTION B is not used and ACTIONS C and D are re-labeled
8 and C per the DCPP current licensing Basis.

Applicability: DC - Yes
CP- No
WC- No
CA- No





Enclosure 2
PG8 E Letter DCL-98-144

ADDITIONALINFORIIATIONCOVER SHEET

ADDITIONALINFORNIATIONNO: Q 3.7.13.1-8

REQUEST:
CTS 4.9.12.b.1
STS SR 3.7.13.5
DOC (3.9) 12-ee-LSe

APPLICABILITY: DC

CTS 4.9.12.b.1 requires that damper valve "M-29" is closed while operating the
system with flow through the HEPA filter and charcoal adsorbers. ITS 3.7.13
does not contain a similar requirement.

Comment: STS SR 3.7.13.5 requires verification that each [FHBVS] filter bypass
damper can be closed. There is no JFD provided to explain why this SR is not adopted
when there appears to be an exact similarity between the CTS and STS requirements.
Provide an explanation to justify not adopting or adopt the STS requirement.

FLOG RESPONSE: ITS SR 3.7.13.5 has been adopted and revised to specifically discuss
damper M-29.

ATTACHEDPAGES:

Encl. 5A 3.7-33
Encl. 58 8 3.7-74





SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

V~<fq dt.'mph" M-2Q ac< be c.'i~.
43.7.>s.i-g

DCPP Mark-up of NUREG-1431, Rev. 1 3.7-33





BASES

SR 3.7.13.3
DC 3.1-ED

This SR verifies that each ARCS FHBVS train starts and operates
on an actual or simulated actuation signal and,:;directs::,:,its
'exhaus'4".:":flow.'-.:'trough.':.'the',::HEPA'::::."::Fy",:lters:.'i":a'nd ch'arco'a,:I,;.:
banks "'The'onth"'Frequency'is 'consisten't"with"Reference

SR 3.7. 13. 4 XC-Au:can

This SR verifies the integrity of the fuel ha'n'dliiig.",,'building
enclosure. The ability of the fuel handl'iong:::,':.hu'ildirig to maintain
negative pressure with respect to potentia11y uncontaminated
adjacent areas is periodically tested to verify proper function
of the RRGS FHBVS. During the impost accidentj-mode of
operation, the FZA'CS PHBVS is designed to maintain a slight
negative pressure in the fuel han51."i'ng building, to prevent
unfiltered LEAKAGE. The ARCS FHBVS"'is designed to maintain a
the.".:buHdiog„:,pressur'e",'. ~.;.-;:,0:.'K25 inches water gauge with respect to
a 'mosp "e'ri c" pressur
b@4M9. The Frequency of months is consistent with the
guidance provided in NUREG 0, Section 6.5. 1 (Ref. 7).

M-%=oat
An X8 month Frequency (on a S AGGERED TEST BASIS) is consistent
with Reference 6.

SR 3.7.13.5
Q'8.7.13. I-8

~Won c+ dQmper M-ZR is n~m~ % ensure ~-tee. sys+~
fcgcRgns pnye7y, 7he, oPaPA8zu1y g o(agape- kf-gg I s fanged
i k Ik cM bc c'Jo>cd . + gP lyrcn+~ +~)++<~
wW Re~m ( .

(continued)
t'CPP

Hark-up of NUREG-1431, Rev. 1 Bases B 3.7-74





Enclosure 2
PG8 E Letter DCL-98-144

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONCOVER SHEET

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.7.15.-1

REQUEST:

APPLICABILITY: DC, CP, WC, CA

CTS 3.9.10[1 1], Applicability
ITS 3.7.15 Applicability and Licensee Controlled Documents
DOC (3.9) 11-01-LG

CTS 3.9.10[11] is Applicable whenever irradiated fuel assemblies are in the
[spent) fuel pool. ITS 3.7.15 is Applicable during movement of irradiated fuel
assemblies in the [spent] fuel pool.

Comment: The CTS change appears to be acceptable as proposed in the ITS 3.7.15
markup; however, there is no explanation pertaining to what is actually relocated to the
Licensee Controlled Documents. This appears to be a "LS" category change rather
than an "LG"change. Revise the DOC, or provide a new DOC and revise the CTS
markup, as necessary, for the appropriate change category and technical justification
required for this CTS change.

FLOG RESPONSE: DOC 11-01-LG was revised during the Section 3.9 review in response to
Comment Number Q 3.9-21.

ATTACHED
PAGES'one





Enclosure 2
PG8 E Letter DCL-98-144

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONCOVER SHEET

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.7.16.-1

REQUEST:
CTS 3.9.14.2 Action b
ITS 3.7.16 Note to Required Action A.1
DOC (3.9) 14-10-A

APPLICABILITY: DC

CTS 3.9.14.2 Action b states "The provisions of Specification 3.0.3 and 3.0.4 are
not applicable". ITS 3.7.16 has a Note to Required Action A.1 which states that
only "LCO 3.0.3 is not applicable."

Comment: The DOC for this CTS change provides inadequate technical justification to
explain why this administrative change is acceptable. Provide a revise DOC that
contains this technical discussion.

FLOG RESPONSE: Section 3.9 DOC 14-10-A has been revised to include the following: "An
exception to LCO 3.0.4 is not required because compliance with the Required Action would
permit continued operation of the unit for an unlimited period of time in a MODE or other
specified condition. This provides an acceptable level of safety for continued operation."

ATTACHED PAGES:

Encl. 3A (3.9) 7





DESCRIPTION OF CHANGES TO TS SECTION 3/4.9
(Continued)

HANGE
NUMBER NSHC DESCRIPTION

12-09

12-10

12-11

12-12

14-01

14-02

14-03

4-04

14-05

14-06

14-07

14-08

14-09

14-10

15-01

LG

LS9

LS26

LS11

LS12

LS13

LG

Thereq ementfor nOPE LEemerge ypowers rcefor n
OPER LE FHB trainis oved to the ses. This'onsi ent

'th UREG-14 . In~4- cpa.7. i5.1-3

The 'within 31 days after removal" requirement for completion of
laboratory analyses is deleted. This requirement is not contained in
the ITS nor is it contained in the regulatory guide or ANSI standards.

The SR to measure (FHBVS) flow rate is not identified as a separate
SR in the ITS because it is verified during the other in-place filter
tests (see ITS 5.5.11 a. and b.). This change does not result in a
change to technical requirements.

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 3B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 3B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 3B).

This change would delete the ACTION requirements to suspend all
other movement of fuel assemblies and crane operations. This
change is consistent with NUREG-1431.

Deletes the action statement requirement to verify spent fuel pool
boron concentration every 8 hours while ACTION is being taken to
relocate noncomplying spent fuel assemblies from Region 2 to
Region 1. This change is consistent with NUREG-1431.

q 9,7. l7. 2-?

The requireme~nt to keep recoras ot the bumup analysis for all
assemblies in%egion 2 would be relocated to a licensee controlled
document. This change is consistent with NUREG-1431, and moves
requirements that do not meet the criteria for inclusion in the TS.

tt t u d. ~Incurs
q+.1. i 7. 3-2.

Not used.

Not used.

Not used. cq+. 7.i l. 8"3
The Statement that 3.0.4 is not applicable is deleted. This is ~q 17 2 p
consistent with NUREG-1431. This change does not result in
change tc technical requirements. ~Inst. 'nn 7 t

The requirement to empty the spent fuel exclusion zone area prior to
any spent fuel shipping cask handling operations is relocated to a
Licensee controlled document.



0



!nsert for Q 3.7;16 -1, Q3.7.17.2-3 Q3.7.17.3-3

Enclosure (3.9) 3A - page 7

DOC (3.9) 14-10-A

An exception to LCO 3.0.4 is not required because compliance with the Required Action
would permit continued operation of the unit for an unlimited period of time in a MODE
or other specified condition. This provides an acceptable level of safety for continued
operation.





Enclosure 2
PG8 E Letter DCL-98-144

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONCOVER SHEET

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.7.16.-2

REQUEST'TS
3.9.14.2, Applicability

ITS 3.7.16, Applicability
JFD 3.7-53

APPLICABILITY'C

CTS 3.9.14.2, Applicability states "Whenever fuel assemblies are in the spent
fuel pool" and ITS 3.7.16, Applicabilitystates "When fuel assemblies are stored
in the spent fuel pool".

Comment: The STS Applicability provides an additional limitation which restricts the
LCO to only apply if"... a fuel storage pool verification has not been performed since the
last movement of fuel assemblies in the fuel storage". This is a less restrictive change
to the current licensing basis. Also, the STS 3.7.16 text directly couples this LCO to the
fuel storage requirements of STS 3.7.17 to ensure the double contingency principle is
maintained. The STS Required Action A.2.2 is directly related to the STS Applicability
and the Frequency (STS = 7 days; versus CTS = 31 days) must be consistent with the
fuel movement activities. Adopt the STS text omitted or provide additional explanation
and technical justification for not adopting the preferred STS LCO structure.

FLOG RESPONSE: The additional limitation in the STS Applicabilitywhich restricts the LCO to ~

only apply if "... a fuel storage pool verification has not been performed since the last
movement of fuel assemblies in the fuel storage." is not applicable to Diablo Canyon. The high
density storage racks are designed to assure that k,„equal to or less than 0.95 is maintained
with the racks loaded with fuel in each of the two regions as limited by the Technical
Specifications, and flooded with unborated water at a temperature of s 150'F corresponding to
the highest reactivity. For an abnormal condition involving the misplacement of a new or spent
fuel assembly (either into a storage cell location prohibited by the Technical Specifications or
outside and adjacent to a rack module), or for a temperature > 150'F, credit for boron in the fuel
pool water is taken to ensure a k,„of less than 0.95. The CTS frequency of 31 days is
acceptable because the addition of unborated water in sufficient quantity to decrease the boron
concentration to the limiting value in the criticality analysis is unlikely during that time interval.

ATTACHED
PAGES'one





Enclosure 2
PG8 E Letter DCL-98-144

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONCOVER SHEET

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.7.17.2.-1

REQUEST:
CTS 3/4.9.14.1 and 3/4.9.14.3
ITS 3.7.17.1 and ITS 3.7.17.2
JFD 3.7-51

APPLICABILITY'C

CTS 3/4.9.14.1 and 3/4.9.14.3 respectively control storage of fuel assemblies
into Region 2 and Region 1 of the spent fuel pool. ITS 3.7.17.1 and ITS 3.7.17.2
respectively control storage of fuel assemblies into Region 1 and Region 2 of the
spent fuel pool.

Comment: Issue ¹1 - The two LCOs under ITS 3.7.17 are acceptable; however, the
LCOs should be retitled so that the "for Region 1" and "for Region 2" are added to the
titles for the purpose of identification and to keep the requirements separated. Issue ¹2
- ITS 3.7.17.1 is stated as a "markup of NUREG-1431, Rev. 1" when this is not the case.
Revise the JFD, DOC or provide new justifications as appropriate for these CTS
changes.

FLOG RESPONSE: ITS LCO 3.7.17.1 and ITS LCO 3.7.17.2 state they are for Region 1 and
Region 2, respectively. To clearly identify the specifications and to keep the requirements
separated, the specification title for each LCO has been revised to read: "Spent Fuel Assembly
Storage - Region 1," and "Spent Fuel Assembly Storage - Region 2." The Bases for 3.7.17 is
applicable to both specifications; therefore, its title is not revised.

The proposed ITS 3.7.17.1 is annotated to indicate it is a markup of NUREG-1431, Revision 1.
JFD 3.7-51 states: "A new spent fuel storage specification is created for Region 1 fuel storage
due to the unique storage requirements."

ATTACHED
PAGES'ncl.

5A 3.7-38 through 3.7-42
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lOA 2
Spent Fuel Assembly Storage

3.7.17

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

3.7.17 Spent Fuel Assembly Storage R'~iun 2

cP9.7.I1.2- I

LCO 3.7.17'"..'.:.,:;:"::;,':,::,:,',-:::.:,"::-::"~The combination of initial enrichment',.::.::::!guet;::::,':pellet
'amel'eY',. and burnup of each spent fuel assembly"stored in

Reg)on:::;:.:2 shall be within the acceptable atarea of
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l7. 3-Q

APPLICABILITY: Whenever any fuel assembly is stored in Region":2 of the spent
fuel sic~ pool.

int

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLEl ION TIME

A. Requirements of the LCO
not met.

A 1 -------NOTE----------
LCO 3.0.3 is not
applicable. Immediately

Initiate action to move the
noncomplying fuel assembly
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Enclosure 2
PG8 E Letter DCL-98-144

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONCOVER SHEET

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.7.17.2.-2

REQUEST:

APPLICABILITY'C

CTS 4.9.14.3
ITS 3.7.17.1 or Licensee Controlled Documents
DOC (3.9) 14-05-LG

CTS 4.9.14.3 requires specific verification steps to be completed prior to placing
a fuel assembly in Region 1 and a record kept for the time period in storage. ITS
SR 3.7.17.1.1 does not retain these requirements.

Comments: Issue ¹1 - These CTS requirements are relocated to Licensee Controlled
Documents that are not identified. Generic DOC "LG" is inadequate because there is no
technical justification provided for the removal of these CTS requirements. Issue ¹2-
The first sentence should be addressed in this DOC. Provide a description of how this
sentence is treated in the conversion of CTS requirements. Revise the DOC or provide
a new DOC and a revised CTS markup which is appropriate for this CTS change.

FLOG RESPONSE: Issue ¹1 - Encl. 3B, "Conversion Comparison Table - Current TS 3/4.9,"
states that the requirement to maintain a complete record of initial enrichment, initial integral
boron content, and the cumulative burnup analysis for the time period that the fuel assembly
remains in Region 1 of the spent fuel pool will be relocated to the TS Bases. Accordingly, the
Bases for SR 3.7.17.1.1 and SR 3.7.17.2.1 has been revised to reflect this requirement.
Section 3.9 DOC 14-05-LG has been revised to add the following: "The relocation of this
record keeping requirement is consistent with the level of detail in NUREG-1431. The
surveillance requirement to review this information prior to placing a fuel assembly into either
Region 1 or Region 2 to ensure that the LCO for spent fuel assembly storage is met is not
changed. The TS Bases, FSAR, or other licensee-controlled document containing the
relocated requirement is subject to the controls of 10 CFR 50.59, or other appropriate controls."

Issue ¹2- New DOC (Section 3.9) 14-06-A has been added. The DOC states: "The
requirement in CTS 4.9.14.1 and CTS 4.9.14.3 to determine the cumulative burnup of each fuel
assembly by analysis of its burnup history prior to storage in Regions 1 or 2 is included in ITS
SR 3.7.17.1 and SR 3.7.17.2, which require verification that a fuel assembly meets the LCO
requirements prior to moving a fuel assembly into Region 1 or 2. Since cumulative burnup is
one of the LCO requirements verified by the ITS surveillance requirement, this change does not
result in a change to the technical requirements." The CTS markup has been revised to show
this change.

ATTACHED
PAGES'ncl.

(3.9) 2 3/4 9-21
Encl. (3.9) 3A 7
Encl. (3.9) 3B 8
Encl. 5B B 3.7-90
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DESCRIPTION OF CHANGES TO TS SECTION 3/4.9
(Continued)

HANGE
NUlHBER NSHC DESCRIPTION

12-09

12-10

12-11

12-12

14-01

14-02

14-03

4-04

14-05

14-06

14-07

14-08

14-09

14-10

15-01

LG

LS9

LS26

LS11

A

LS12

LS13

LG

hereq ementfor n OPE LEemerge ypowers rce for n
OPER LE FHB train is oved to the ses. This consi ent

'Ih UREG-14 . In~+ ps,7.15. I-3
The "within 31 days after removal" requirement for completion of
laboratory analyses is deleted. This requirement is not contained in
the ITS nor is it contained in the regulatory guide or ANSI standards.-

The SR to measure fFHBVS] flow rate is not identified as a separate
SR in the ITS because it is verified during the other in-place filter
tests (see ITS 5.5.11 a. and b.). This change does not result in a
change to technical requirements.

Not appiicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 3B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 3B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 3B).

This change would delete the ACTION requirements to suspend all
other movement of fuel assemblies and crane operations. This
change is consistent with NUREG-1431.

Deletes the action statement requirement to verify spent fuel pool
boron concentration every 8 hours while ACTION is being taken to
relocate noncomplying spent fuel assemblies from Region 2 to
Region 1. This chanpe is consistent with NVREG-1431. q3:r. I7.2 2.

The requireme~nt to keep recoras ot the bumup analysis for all
assemblies in%'egion 2 would be relocated to a licensee controlled
document. This change is consistent with NUREG-1431, and moves
requirements that do not meet the criteria for inclusion in the TS.

qS. 7. 11. 2-2
N tu d. Jn~a

q$ .1. l /. 9-2.
Not used

Not used.

Not used. cp9. 7 1'7. B-S

The Statement that 3.0.4 is not applicable is deleted. This is ~ q I-/ Z ~
consistent with NUREG-1431. This change does not result in
change tc technical requirements. ~lnasr t

The requirement to empty the spent fuel exclusion zone area prior to
any spent fuel shipping cask handling operations is relocated to a
Licensee controlled document.





Insert for Q 3.7.17.2 - 2, Q3.7.17.3-2

Enclosure 3A (3.9) - page 7

14-05 LG The relocation of this record keeping requirement is consistent with the
level of detail in NUREG-1431. The surveillance requirement to review
this information prior to placing a fuel assembly into either Region 1 or
Region 2 to ensure that the LCO for spent fuel assembly storage is met is
not changed. The TS Bases, FSAR, or other licensee-controlled
document containing the relocated requirement is subject to the controls
of 10 CFR 50.59, or other appropriate controls.





insert for Q 3.7.17.2 - 2, Q3.7.17.3-2

Enclosure 3A (3.9) - page 7

14-06 A The requirement in CTS 4.9.14.1 and CTS 4.9.14.3 to determine
the cumulative burnup of each fuel assembly by analysis of its
burnup history prior to storage in Regions 1 or 2 is included in ITS
SR 3.7.17.1 and SR 3.7.17.2, which require verification that a fuel
assembly meets the LCO requirements prior to moving a fuel
assembly into Region 1 or 2. Since cumulative burnup is one of
the LCO requirements verified by the ITS surveillance
requirement, this change does not result in a change to the
technical requirements.,





CONVERSION COMPARIS BLE - CURRENT TS 3I4.9 Pa

TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUMBER

14-04
LS13

14-05
LG

DESCRIPTION

Deletes the ACTION statement requirement to verify
spent fuel boron concentration every 8 hours while
action is being taken to relocate noncomplying spent
fuel assemblies from Region 1 to Region 2.

The requirement to keep records of the burnup
analysis for all assemblies in Region 1 and 2 would
be relocated to a licensee controlled document.

DIABLOCANYON

Yes

Yes, to the Bases

COMANCHE
PEAK

No, CPSES does
not have this
specification in
CTS 3/4.9

No, CPSES does
not have this
specification in
CTS 314.9

WOLF CREEK

Yes

Yes, to USAR

CALLAWAY

Yes

Yes, to FSAR

14-06 ~Mt8sed- ~ In~k cp37. I7.2-z %A'VeS

14-07-A Qg. l I'7.3-'2 ~do - (rs Rv.n 4A4r<-C+<.>
cue s nc+refei-~ ra% ~w~~ c/. 3.I. / 6~ in cTs 4.

14-08 Not Used N/A N/A N/A N/A

14-09 Not Used NIA N/A N/A N/A

14-10
A

15-01
R

The statement that 3.0.4 is not applicable would be
removed.

The requirement to empty the spent fuel exclusion
zone area prior to any spent fuel shipping cask
handling operations is relocated to Licensee
controlled document.

Yes

Yes, see
Attachment
21page 27-
c'd~

No, CPSES does
not have this
specification in
CTS 3/4.9

No, CPSES does
not have this
specification in
CTS 3/4.9

Yes

No, not in CTS

Yes

No, not in CTS

(93 9-25

DCPP Conversion Comparison Table - Current TS





insert for Q 3.7.17.2 - 2, Q3.7.17.3-2

Enclosure 3B (3.9) - page 8

14-06
A The requirement in DCPP CTS 4.9.14.1 and CTS 4.9.14.3 to

determine the cumulative burnup of each fuel assembly by analysis
of its burnup history prior to storage in Regions 1 or 2 is included in
ITS SR 3.7.17.1 and SR 3.7.17.2, which require verification that a
fuel assembly meets the LCO requirements prior to moving a fuel
assembly into Region 1 or 2.

Applicability: DC- Yes
CP-No
WC-No
CA- No
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Enclosure 2
PG8 E Letter DCL-98-144

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONCOVER SHEET

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.7.17.2.-3

REQUEST'TS
3.9.14.3 Action b

ITS 3.7.17.1 Note to Required Action A.1
DOC (3.9) 14-10-A

APPLICABILITY'C

CTS 3.9.14.3 Action b states "The provisions of Specification 3.0.3 and 3.0.4 are
not applicable". ITS 3.7.17.1 has a Note to Required Action A.1 which states
that only "LCO 3.0.3 is not applicable."

Comment: The DOC for this CTS change provides inadequate technical justification to
explain why this administrative change is acceptable. Provide a revised DOC that
contains this technical discussion.

FLOG RESPONSE: Section 3.9 DOC 14-10-A has been revised to add the following: "An
exception to LCO 3.0.4 is not required because compliance with the Required Action would
permit continued operation of the unit for an unlimited period of time in a MODE or other
specified condition; this provides an acceptable level of safety for continued operation."

ATTACHED PAGES:

Encl. 3A (3.9) 7





DESCRIPTION OF CHANGES TO TS SECTION 3/4.9
(Continued)

HANGE
NUMBER NSHC DESCRIPTION

12-09

12-10

12-11

12-12

14-01

14-02

14-03

'4-O4

'4-05

14-06

14-07

14-08

14-09

14-10

15-01

LG

LS9

LS26

LS11

LS12

LS13

LG

Thereq ementfor nOPE LEemerge ypowers rcefor n
OPER LEFHB trainis ovedto the ses. This'onsi ent

th UREG-14 . Instr-4 qg,7.i5.I-3
The within 31 days after removal" requirement for completion of
laboratory analyses is deleted. This requirement is not contained in
the ITS nor is it contained in the regulatory guide or ANSI standards.

The SR to measure [FHBVS) flow rate is not identified as a separate
SR in the ITS because it is verified during the other in-place filter
tests (see ITS 5.5.11 a. and b.). This change does not result in a
change to technical requirements.

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 3B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 3B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 3B}.

This change would delete the ACTION requirements to suspend all
other movement of fuel assemblies and crane operations. This
change is consistent with NUREG-1431.

Deletes the action statement requirement to verify spent fuel pool
boron concentration every 8 hours while ACTION is being taken to
relocate noncomplying spent fuel assemblies from Region 2 to
Region 1. This change is consistent with NUREG-1431. g'3,7, iv.Z- 2.

The requireme~nt to keep recoras ot the burnup analysis for all
assemblies inrRegion 2 would be relocated to a licensee controlled
document. This change is consistent with NUREG-1431, and moves
requirements that do not meet the criteria for inclusion in the TS.

gS. l I'7.2-Z
N tu d. lnserk

q+.1.1 V. 3-2
Not used

Not used.

Not used. cqQ. I i l 3"3

The Statement that 3.0.4 is not applicable is deleted. This is ~g '7 l7 Z p
consistent with NUREG-1431. This change does not result in
change tn technical requirements. ~lrl~g
The requirement to empty the spent fuel exclusion zone area prior to
any spent fuel shipping cask handling operations is relocated to a
Licensee controlled document.





Insert for Q 3.7.16 -1, Q3.7.17.2-3 Q3.7.17.3-3

Enclosure (3.9) 3A - page 7

DOC (3.9) 14-10-A

An exception to LCO 3.0.4 is not required because compliance with the Required Action
would permit continued operation of the unit for an unlimited period of time in a MODE
or other specified condition. This provides an acceptable level of safety for continued
operation.





Enclosure 2
PG8 E Letter DCL-98-144

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONCOVER SHEET

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO' 3.7.17.2.-4

REQUEST:
CTS 3.9.14.3.a and b
ITS 3.7.17.1 and SR 3.7.17.1.1
JFD (3.9)-bb

APPLICABILITY: DC

CTS 3.9.14.3.a and b states the combination of initial enrichment and cumulative
exposure shall be in accordance with Figure 3.9-3 which is similarly converted
into the format of ITS 3.7.17.1.

Comment: The LCO statement of STS 3.7.17 also provides for storage "in accordance
with Specification 4.3.1.1" and STS SR 3.7.17.1.1 also verifies these requirements prior
to placement to prevent an error. There is no JFD provided to explain why these similar
STS requirements were not adopted. Provide this detailed explanation or adopt the STS
text.

FLOG RESPONSE: JFD 3.3-60 was added: "ITS 4.3.1.1 provides criteria for maximum U-235
enrichment, k,„, and nominal center to center distance between fuel assemblies placed in the
storage racks for both the new and spent fuel storage racks. Reference to the design criteria
was not retained in ITS 3.7.17.1, SR 3.7.17.1, ITS 3.7.17.2, and SR 3.7.17.2 for the spent fuel
storage racks because it was not appropriate for an LCO (meeting the LCO ensures that k,„
criterion will be met; the nominal center to center distance between fuel assemblies placed in
the storage racks is inherent in the design of the racks - fuel assembly placement is further
limited by the LCO), or is included in the LCO (maximum enrichment)." The ITS markup was
revised to refer to this new JFD. Also refer the to response to Comment Number Q 3.7.17.3-4.

ATTACHED
PAGES'ncl.

5A
Encl. 6A
Encl. 6B

3.7-38, 3.7-39
5
8
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. CHANGE
NUMBER

3.7<4

3.7<5

3.7<6

3.7-47

3.7<8

3.7A9

3.7-50

3.7-51

3.7-52

3.7-53

3.7-54

3.7-55

3.7-56

3.7-57

3:7-59
3.7- % I~f 4.
91-40 In~> k
3.7 QI I~$

JUSTIFICATION

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 68).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Eenclosure 68).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 68).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 68).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 6B).
3.7.i'3,t-4,

The requirement to verify a 6iake~flow rate during the tests demonstrating
the capability to maintain (fuel handling) building differential pressure below
atmospheric pressure would be deleted. The current licensing basis of the
plant is to be able to maintain a negative pressure fin the fuel handling
building) with respect to the outside atmosphere.

The CTS ADV surveillance that verifies the back-up air bottle pressure once
per 24 hours is retained.

A new spent fuel pool storage specification is created for Region 1 fuel
storage due to the unique storage requirements.

ITS 3.7.11 is not used due to the mild coastal environment in which DCPP is
located, consistent with the CTS.

ITS 3.7.16 is revised to be consistent with the current licensing basis and
CTS. The boron concentration is required to be within limits whenever fuel is
stored in the spent fuel pool to prevent an increase in the k of the racks
above 0.95 should the spent fuel pool temperature increase above 150'F.
The Frequency for verification of the boron concentration is changed from 7
days to 31 days consistent with the CTS.

The LCO, Required Actions, and Surveillances are revised per the CTS. The
CTS evaluates Region 2 fuel storage on fuel pellet diameter and a checker
board loading pattern in addition to the other NUREG-1431 requirements.

The NUREG-1431 3.7.1iti4 specification is not used since an equivalent safety ~U ~z
grade system does not exist. Therefore, the deletion is per the current
licensing basis.

This change creates a new SR for the MSIVs{and MFIVBto distinguish
between the IST and the automatic actuation testing of these isolation valves.
The surveillance allows credit for an actual actuation, if one occurs, to satisfy
the surveillance requirements. The e changes are consistent with

/Although SRs 3.7.2.2 and 3.7.3. a new SRs, they may be performed in
conjunction with QRs 3.7.2.1 and 3.7.3.1. Therefore, the Note allowing testing
to be performed Sin MODE 3 is also needed for rtfteseemts ER~ ~sos.t
Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 6B).

G. I, IO-I
Q '3. 7. l7. 2-$
Q.7. i0-

DCPP Description of C an es to mproved TS
3.7-c 2 In+f-k cP~.v. io- P





Insert for Q 3.7.17.2 - 4

Enclosure 6A - page 5

3.7-60 ITS 4.3.1.1 provides criteria for maximum U-235 enrichment, k,„, and
nominal center to center distance between fuel assemblies placed in the
storage racks for both the new and spent fuel storage racks. Reference
to the design criteria was not retained in DCPP ITS 3.7.17.1, SR 3.7.17.1,
ITS 3.7.17.2, and SR 3.7.17.2 for the spent fuel storage racks because it
was not appropriate for an LCO (meeting the LCO ensures that k,„
criterion will be met; the nominal center to center distance between fuel
assemblies placed in the storage racks is inherent in the design of the
racks - fuel assembly placement is further limited by the LCO), or is
included in the LCO (maximum enrichment).
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Insert for Q 3.7.17.2 - 4

Enclosure 6B - page 8

3.7-60 Reference to the design criteria was not retained in DCPP ITS 3.7.17.1,
SR 3.7.17.1, ITS 3.7.17.2, and SR 3.7.17.2 for the spent fuel storage
racks because it was not appropriate for an LCO (meeting the LCO
ensures that k,„criterion will be met; the nominal center to center
distance between fuel assemblies placed in the storage racks is inherent
in the design of the racks - fuel assembly placement is further limited by
the LCO), or is included in the LCO (maximum enrichment).

Applicability: DC - Yes
CP-No
WC- No
CA- No





Enclosure 2
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ADDITIONALINFORMATIONCOVER SHEET

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.7.17.2.-5

REQUEST:
CTS 3.9.14.3, Action a
ITS 3.7.17.1
DOC (3.9) 14-04-LS13

APPLICABILITY: DC

With the fuel assembly storage requirements not met, CTS 3.9.14.3 Action a
requires the "boron concentration of the spent fuel pool to be verified > 2000
ppm at least once per 8 hours". This CTS action is not retained in ITS 3.7.17.1.

Comment: The CTS markup does not identify this "less restrictive CTS change".
Revise the CTS markup for this change.

FLOG RESPONSE: The CTS markup for CTS 3.9.14.3, Action a, has been revised to identify
Section 3.9 DOC 14-04-LS13 as the description/justification for the change. Also, Section 3.9
NSHC LS13 has been revised to agree with the proposed ITS SR 3.7.16.1 surveillance
frequency of 31 days (and the Bases for the surveillance frequency).

ATTACHED
PAGES'ncl.

(3.9) 2
Encl. (3.9) 4

3/4 9-20
36





REFUEL ING OPERATIONS

SPENT FUEL ASSEMBLY STORAGE

SPENT FUEL POOL REGION 1

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.9.14.3 The following conditions shall be met for storage of fuel assemblies
in Region 1 of the spent fuel pool:

a. The initial enrichment is 4.5 weight percent U-235 or less: or

b. The initial enrichment is from 4.5 up to a maximum of 5.0 weight percent
U-235. and any of the following conditions are met:

1) The combination of initial enrichment and cumulative burnup of the
assemblies is within the acceptable area of Figure 3.9-3; or

2) The assemblies initially contained a minimum of a nominal 36 mg/in.
per assembly of the isotope 8-10 integrated in the fuel rods; or

3) The assemblies are put in a checkerboard pattern with any of the
following:

a) water cells. or

b) assemblies that initially contained a minimum of a nominal 72
mg/in. per assembly of the isotope 8-10 integrated in the fuel
rods. or

c) partially irradiated fuel of at least 8000 MWD/MTU cumulative
burnup; or

4) The assemblies are put into a pattern with alternate rows of fuel
assemblies and water cells.

APPL ICABIl ITY:

ACTION .

Mhenever fuel assemblies are in Region 1 of the spent fuel pool.

a. Mith the requirements of the above specification not satisfied. 14-03-Ls12
C C '

move the
non-complying fuel assemblies into a pattern that complies with requirements
of the above specification or Specification 3.9. 14. 1.

C Ci 14~!SI3
aw C C

~3 ?. i?.2-5

3 3 3 33 ti « 3.3.3~
applicable.

is not 14-10-A

DIABLO CANYON - UNITS 1 8 2 3/4 9-20 Unit 1 - Amendment No. —'"'. l6
3 ln
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANTHAZARDSCPNSIDERATIPNS

NSHC LS13
10CFR 50.92 EVALUATION

FOR
TECHNICALCHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHINTHE TECHNICALSPECIFICATIONS

Consistent with NUREG-1431, the proposed change would delete the ACTION statement requirement to verify
spent fuel boron concentration every 8 hours while action is being taken to relocate noncomplying spent fuel
assemblies from Region 2 to Region 1. The Frequency ofverification of boron concentration would be in
accordance with Improved Technical Specification (ITS) 3.T.16, "Fuel Storage Pool Boron Concentration," i.e.,
eve days.

I sip
This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it involves no significant hazards
consideration. This determination has been performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10CFR 50.92
as quoted below:

"The Commission may make a final determination; pursuant to the proceduresin 50.91, that a proposed
amendment to an operating license fora facilitylicensed under 50.21(b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility
involves no significant hazards consideration, ifoperation of the facilityinaccordance with the proposed
amendment would not:

1. Involve a significantincreasein the probabi7ity or consequences ofan accident previously
evaluated; or

Create the possibility ofa new or different kind ofaccident from any accident previously evalu t
d'i

aua e;

involve a significant reduction in a margin ofsafety."

e following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant hazards consideration standards:

Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident
previously evaluated?

T
43.l.n. 2-0

r
he requirement to verify boron concentration in the spent fuel pool once per 8 hours is intenden e o

R
p event an inadvertent criticalitydue to an accident occurring while noncomplying fuel is present 'n

c
egion 2. A criticalityevent resulting from an accident would be prevented by maintaining the boro
oncentration ~2000 ppm. Deletion of this requirement would have an insignificant effect because the

oron

boron concentration in the spent fuel pool changes very slowly over time. The concentration of boron in
the spent fuel pool is maintained at ~ 2000 ppm in accordance with ITS 3.7.16, "Fuel Storage Pool Boron~'0

3
Action is to move the assemblies. Since the fuel pool boron concentration does not change rapidly over
time, there is no need to verify the concentration more frequently while the movement of fuel from Region
2 is occurring. Therefore, the proposed change would not result in a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of a previously evaluated accident.

Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previousl
evaluated?

n previous y

The proposed change involves removing a surveillance requirement on spent fuel pool boron
concentration. The intent of the surveillance is to prevent a criticalityaccident. The proposed change is
not related to plant design changes, equipment modifications, or to changes in system operation.
Therefore. this proposed change would not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident.





Enclosure 2
PG8 E Letter DCL-98-144

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONCOVER SHEET

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.7.17.3.-1

REQUEST:
CTS 3/4.9.14.1 and 3/4.9.14.3
ITS 3.7.17.1 and ITS 3.7.17.2
JFD 3.7-51

APPLICABILITY: DC

CTS 3/4.9.14.1 and 3/4.9.14.3 respectively control storage of fuel assemblies
into Region 2 and Region 1 of the spent fuel pool. ITS 3.7.17.1 and ITS 3.7.17.2
respectively control storage of fuel assemblies into Region 1 and Region 2 of the
spent fuel pool.

Comment: The two LCOs under ITS 3.7.17 are acceptable; however, the LCOs should
be retitled so that the "for Region 1" and "for Region 2" are added to the titles for the
purpose of identification and to keep the requirements separated.

FLOG RESPONSE: See response to Q 3.7.17.2.-1

ATTACHEDPAGES:

None
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PG8 E Letter DCL-98-144

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONCOVER SHEET

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.7.17.3.-2

REQUEST:

APPLICABILITY'C

CTS 4.9.14.1
ITS 3.7.17.2 or Licensee Controlled Documents
DOC (3.9) 14-05-LG

CTS 4.9.14.1 requires specific verification steps to be completed prior to placing
a fuel assembly in Region 2 and a record kept for the time period in storage. ITS
SR 3.7.17.2.1 does not retain these requirements.

Comments: Issue ¹1 - These CTS requirements are relocated to Licensee Controlled
Documents that are not identified. Generic DOC "LG" is inadequate because there is no
technical justification provided for the removal of these CTS requirements. Issue ¹2-
The first sentence should be addressed in this DOC. Provide a description of how this
sentence is treated in the conversion of CTS requirements. Revise the DOC or provide
a new DOC and a revised CTS markup which is appropriate for this CTS change.'

FLOG RESPONSE: Issue ¹1 - Encl. 3B, "Conversion Comparison Table - Current TS 3/4.9,"
states that the requirement to maintain a complete record of initial enrichment, initial integral
boron content, and the cumulative burnup analysis for the time period that the fuel assembly
remains in Region 1 of the spent fuel pool will be relocated to the TS Bases..Accordingly, the
Bases for SR 3.7.17.1.1 and SR 3.7.17.2.1 has been revised to reflect this requirement.
Section 3.9 DOC 14-05-LG has been revised to add the following: "The relocation of this record
keeping requirement is consistent with the level of detail in NUREG-1431. The surveillance
requirement to review this information prior to placing a fuel assembly into either Region 1 or
Region 2 to ensure that the LCO for spent fuel assembly storage is met is not changed. The
TS Bases, FSAR, or other licensee-controlled document containing the relocated requirement is
subject to the controls of 10 CFR 50.59, or other appropriate controls."

Issue ¹2 - New DOC (Section 3.9) 14-06-A has been added. The DOC states: "The
requirement in CTS 4.9.14.1 and CTS 4.9.14.3 to determine the cumulative burnup of each fuel
assembly by analysis of its burnup history prior to storage in Regions 1 or 2 is included in ITS
SR 3.7.17.1 and SR 3.7.17.2, which require verification that a fuel assembly meets the LCO
requirements prior to moving a fuel assembly into Region 1 or 2. Since cumulative burnup is
one of the LCO requirements verified by the ITS surveillance requirement, this change does not
result in a change to the technical requirements." The CTS markup has been revised to show
this change.

(See response to Q 3.7.17.2 - 2.)
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ATTACHED PAGES:

Enclosure 2
PG8E Letter DCL-98-144

Encl. (3.9) 2
Encl. (3.9) 3A
Encl. (3.9) 3B

3/4 9-17
7
8





REFUEL ING OPERATIONS

3/4.9. 14 SPENT FUEL ASSEMBLY STORAGE

SPENT FUEL POOL REGION 2

LIMITING CONQITION FOR OPERATION

3.9.14.1 The following conditions shall be met for storage of fuel assemblies in
region 2 of the spent fuel pool:

a. The combination of initial enrichment'uel pellet diameter. and
cumulative burnup of the assemblies is within the acceptable area
of Figure 3.9-2; or

The assemblies are put into a checkerboard pattern with water cells
or non-fissile material.

APPLICABILITY: Whenever any fuel
pool.

ACT10N:

assemblj::is>restored in the spent fuel
ve vA'hvAvI'NnedC'$ enen'Xlv vHIAV~

With the requirements of the above specification not
satisfied,

1

move the non-complying fuel
assemblies

'requ>:remenis;:,,::.of@the'~:above",,'sp'eep'::.tj'ca'i'j'o~'.."e te~~e "

14%3-LS12

14-04-LS13

Qg,7.l'7.'3-5

b. The provisions of Specifications 3.0.3
applicable.

,is not 14-10-A

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS @3.7 l7. 3-2

4.9. 14. 1 The +mulativ burnup of ch spent fue assemb y st ed in Regi 2
al e et r4ined b n

'
burnu hi or . rior stora e i e io

e e 4

14-05-LG

~~egg + GdrneneS~>~ meum ~~e. +e.l CSSPrn~<q Cl'ÃJ4c /f5fl~g~ f«>~M'cf s~c I~~4~ 1> n cccordcnaz. v i~ ITS le 3.7.'7.+

DIABLO CANYON - UNITS 1 8 2
e AQ

3/4 9-17 Unit 1 - Aaendment No. 6—. '.Q-". '!6
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DESCRIPTION OF CHANGES TO TS SECTION 3/4.9
(Continued)

HANGE
NUMBER NSHC DESCRIPTION

12-09

12-10

12-11

12-12

14-01

14-02

14-03

4-04

14-05

14-06

14-07

14-08

14-09

14-10

15-01

LG

LS9

LS26

LS11

LS12

LS13

LG

A

Thereq ementfor nOPE LEemerge ypowers rcefor n
OPER LE FHB train is oved to the ses. This 'onsi ent

th UREG-14 . Inser 4- cpa,7.i5.1-3

The ewithin 31 days after removal" requirement for completion of
laboratory analyses is deleted. This requirement is not contained in
the ITS nor is it contained in the regulatory guide or ANSI standards.

The SR to measure (FHBVS] flow rate is not identified as a separate
SR in the ITS because it is verified during the other in-place filter
tests (see ITS 5.5.11 a. and b.). This change does not result in a
change to technical requirements.

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 38).

Not applicable to OCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 3B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 38).

This change would delete the ACTION requirements to suspend all
other movement of fuel assemblies and crane operations. This
change is consistent with NUREG-1431.

Deletes the action statement requirement to verify spent fuel pool
boron concentration every 8 hours while ACTION is being taken to
relocate noncompiying spent fuel assemblies from Region 2 to
Region 1. This chanpe is consistent with NUREG-1431. q3, l.l7.2"2
The requireme~nt to keep records ot the bumup analysis for all
assemblies inrRegion 2 would be relocated to a licensee controlled
document. This change is consistent with NUREG-1431, and moves
requirements that do not meet the criteria for inclusion in the TS.

M t u d. ~Insert
+$ .1.L7. 9 2.

Notused

Not used.

Not used.
cq gt. I i'7.8-3

The Statement that 3.0.4 is not applicable is deleted. This is ~q I-f 2 ~
consistent with NUREG-1431. This change does not result in
change tc technicei requirements. ~in~i.
The requirement to empty the spent fuel exclusion zone area prior to
any spent fuel shipping cask handling operations is relocated to a
Licensee controlled document.





Insert for Q 3.7.17.2 - 2, Q3.7.17.3-2

Enclosure 3A (3.9) - page 7

14-05 LG The relocation of this record keeping requirement is consistent with the
level of detail in NUREG-1431. The surveillance requirement to review
this information prior to placing a fuel assembly into either Region 1 or
Region 2 to ensure that the LCO for spent fuel assembly storage is met is
not changed. The TS Bases, FSAR, or other licensee-controlled
document containing the relocated requirement is subject to the controls
of 10 CFR 50.59, or other appropriate controls.





Insert for Q 3.7.17.2 - 2, Q3.7.1?.3-2

Enclosure 3A (3.9) - page 7

14-06 A The requirement in CTS 4.9.14.1 and CTS 4.9.14.3 to determine
the cumulative burnup of each fuel assembly by analysis of its
burnup history prior to storage in Regions 1 or 2 is included in ITS
SR 3.7.17.1 and SR 3.7.17.2, which require verification that a fuel
assembly meets the LCO requirements prior to moving a fuel
assembly into Region 1 or 2. Since cumulative burnup is one of
the LCO requirements verified by the ITS surveillance
requirement, this change does not result in a change to the
technical requirements..





CONVERSION COMPARIS 'LE - CURRENT TS 3/4.9 Pa

TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUMBER

14-04
LS13

14-05
LG

DESCRIPTION

Deletes the ACTION statement requirement to verify
spent fuel boron concentration every 8 hours while
action is being taken to relocate noncomplying spent
fuel assemblies from Region 1 to Region 2.

The requirement to keep records of the burnup
analysis for all assemblies in Region 1 and 2 would
be relocated to a licensee controlled document.

DIABLOCANYON

Yes

Yes, to the Bases

COMANCHE
PEAK

No, CPSES does
not have this
specification in
CTS 3/4.9

No, CPSES does
not have this
specification in
CTS 3/4.9

WOLF CREEK

Yes

Yes, to USAR

CALLAWAY

Yes

Yes, to FSAR

14-06 A ~%ottHed- ~ InSar 4 @37 l7.2-2

14-07-A

14-08 Not Used

Q3. l I'7.3-'2

~4. we, ca na.~. iv.i-s.
hfO - I~ 'R7. I I

oe s nore~~~ c/.9.1./

N/A

Ah-cFisW 4
riOW in"vC ~>

ficNwn in e7s59.

N/A N/A N/A

14-09 Not Used N/A N/A N/A N/A

14-10
A

15-01
R

The statement that 3.0.4 is not applicable would be
removed.

The requirement to empty the spent fuel exclusion
zone area prior to any spent fuel shipping cask
handling operations is relocated to Licensee
controlled document.

Yes

Yes, see
Attachment
21page 27-
C@o

~i.o~ V~+.

No, CPSES does
not have this
specification in
CTS 3/4.9

No, CPSES does
not have this
specification in
CTS 3/4.9

Yes

No, not in CTS

Yes

No, not in CTS

(QS 9-25

DCPP Conversion Comparison Table - Current TS





Insert for Q 3.7.17.2 - 2, Q3.7.17.3-2

Enclosure 3B (3.9) - page 8

14-06
A The requirement in DCPP CTS 4.9.14.1 and CTS 4.9.14.3 to

determine the cumulative burnup of each fuel assembly by analysis
of its burnup history prior to storage'in Regions 1 or 2 is included in
ITS SR 3.7.17.1 and SR 3.7.17.2, which require verification that a
fuel assembly meets the LCO requirements prior to moving a fuel
assembly into Region 1 or 2.

Applicability: OC- Yes
CP-No
WC- No
CA- No





Enclosure 2
PG8 E Letter DCL-98-144

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONCOVER SHEET

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.7.17.3.-3

REQUEST'TS
3.9.14.1 Action b

ITS 3.7.17.2 Note to Required Action A.1
DOC (3.9) 14-10-A

APPLICABILITY'C

CTS 3.9.14.1 Action b states "The provisions of Specification 3.0.3 and 3.0.4 are
not applicable". ITS 3.7.17.2 has a Note to Required Action A.1 which states
that only "LCO 3.0.3 is not applicable."

Comment: The DOC for this CTS change provides inadequate technical justification to
explain why this administrative change is acceptable. Provide a revised DOC that
contains this technical discussion.

FLOG RESPONSE: Section 3.9 DOC 14-10-A has been revised to add the following: "An
exception to LCO 3.0.4 is not required because compliance with the Required Action would
permit continued operation of the unit for an unlimited period of time in a MODE or other
specified condition; this provides an acceptable level of safety for continued operation."

ATTACHED PAGES:

Encl. (3.9) 3A 7





DESCRIPTION OF CHANGES TO TS SECTION 3/4.9
(Continued)

HANGE
NUMBER NSHC DESCRIPTION

12-09

12-10

12-11

12-12

14-01

14-02

14-03

4-04

14-05

14-06

14-07

14-08

14-09

14-10

15-01

LG

LS9

LS26

LS11

LS12

LS13

LG

Thereq ementfor nOPE LEemerge ypowers rcefor n
OPER LEFHB trainis oved to the ses. This'onsi ent

ith UREG-14 . In~+ qs,g.ia.l-3
The "within 31 days after removal" requirement for completion of
laboratory analyses is deleted. This requirement is not contained in
the ITS nor is itcontained in the regulatory guide or ANSI standards.

The SR to measure [FHBVS] flow rate is not identified as a separate
SR in the ITS because it is verified during the other in-place filter
tests (see ITS 5.5.11 a. and b.). This change does not result in a
change to technical requirements.

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 3B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 3B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 3B).

This change would delete the ACTION requirements to suspend all
other movement of fuel assemblies and crane operations. This
change is consistent with NUREG-1431.

Deletes the action statement requirement to verify spent fuel pool
boron concentration every 8 hours while ACTION is being taken to
relocate noncomplying spent fuel assemblies from Region 2 to
Region 1. This change is consistent with NUREG-1431. Q3,7. i7. 2-2
The requireme~nt to keep records ot the bumup analysis for all
assemblies in@egion 2 would be relocated to a licensee controlled
document. This change is consistent with NUREG-1431, and moves
requirements that do not meet the criteria for inclusion in the TS.

p'9. I.l 1.2, 2
N tu d. In~+

q3.1. i /. 3-2.
Not used

Not used.

Not used. cq5. I.i'7. 8-3
The Statement that 3.0.4 is notapplicable is deleted. This is ~~q Ig Z p
consistent with NUREG-1431. This change does not result in
change tc technical requirements. ~Inner-t

The requirement to empty the spent fuel exclusion zone area prior to
any spent fuel shipping cask handling operations is relocated to a
Licensee controlled document.





Insert for Q 3.7.16 -1, Q3.7.17.2-3 Q3.7.17.3-3

Enclosure (3.9) 3A - page 7

DOC (3.9) 14-10-A

An exception to LCO 3.0.4 is not required because compliance with the Required Action
would permit continued operation of the unit for an unlimited period of time in a MODE
or other specified condition. This provides an acceptable level of safety for continued
operation.



0



Enclosure 2
PG8 E Letter DCL-98-144

ADDITIONALINFORINATIONCOVER SHEET

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.7.17.3.-4

REQUEST:
CTS 3.9.14.1.a; 4.9.14.1.1
ITS 3.7.17.2 and SR 3.7.17.2.1
JFD (3.9)-cc

APPLICABILITY'C

CTS 3.9.14.1.a states the combination of initial enrichment and cumulative
exposure shall be in accordance with Figure 3.9-2 which is similarly converted
into the format of ITS 3.7.17.2.

Comment: The LCO statement of STS 3.7.17 also provides for storage "in accordance
with Specification 4.3.1.1", and SR 3.7.17.2.1 also verifies these requirements prior to
placement in Region 2. There is no JFD provided to explain why these requirements
were not adopted. Provide this detailed explanation or adopt the STS text.

FLOG RESPONSE: The ITS markup has been revised to refer to JFD 3.7-60. See response
to Comment Number Q 3.7.17.2 - 4.

ATTACHED PAGES

Encl. 5A 3.7-41





-Re ion Z
Spent Fuel Assembly Storage

3.7.17

b
I

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

3.7.17 Spent Fuel Assembly Storage ~~ien z

gszn.a- ]

LCO 3.7.17.,':2:'".:,'::;.',.;"-''::",::;.:::-'.:The combination of initial enrichment,:::.;:,.gi'ie1:;,::;:::::.pe~Tlet
dsamet'er.;. and burnup of each spent fuel assembl'y "s'tored in
Regi'i'ri.':2 shall be within the acceptable area of
Figum e 3.7.17-42":.": 5'r...:.;.the'i fuel':;asseiiibly.;.:;:isa stormed:,"":in'. al':,',cFiecker,-'.
board,: patter'II!IIIitLI,;:wat'ei,'Ioi:e'i!s:",::o'.,'::;::"iiob'';fissiiidei'materiaiii—"'ma

cp3.7. l7. 3-Q

APPLICABILITY: Whenever any fuel assembly is stored in Rqgi5ii",t2 of the spent
fuel ster-age pool.

PS

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLEl ION TIME

A. Requirements of the LCO
not met.

A. 1 -------NOTE----------
LCO 3.0.3 is not
applicable. Immediately

Initiate action to move the
noncomplying fuel assembly

fata.,-':N

'.*,"'""i)!II" I::
. !7777'tlii':!733!i':

L'Ide::::-77777!„.",i::

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

3 37.77.7.7 7 if 3 3 7 7 ii Ii.f'~
,,d..

chagjcteristj'cs':;i'nd::j'ts'.:„:exp'ected:::;:stoi',:age
':.Oca )'o'j.,'"','8're'"m in accosr"'nce wi"

. f"CO
8::7j,",':0':",::::;2.

cP3.7. t7.3-9
Prior to etoeaea
abeigcb fuel
assembly
move:",':,:! wdtIen:;.'::Kfl9,:,",':".'',asssAb'Iyf
ij):1,1';,b'e:::::sdtmoire'd:7: io
Reoioii"-::2:::.

..'3'df'AY: ~.P

DCPP Mark-up of NUREG-1431, Rev. 1 3.7-41





Enclosure 2
PG8 E Letter DCL-98-144

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONCOVER SHEET

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.7.17.3.-5

REQUEST'TS
3.9.14.1, Action a

ITS 3.7.17.2
DOC (3.9) 14-04-LS13

APPLICABILITY: DC

With the fuel assembly storage requirements not met, CTS 3.9.14.1 Action a
requires the "boron concentration of the spent fuel pool to be verified ) 2000
ppm at least once per 8 hours". This CTS action is not retained in ITS 3.7.17.2.

Comment: The CTS markup does not identify this "less restrictive CTS change".
Revise the CTS markup for this CTS change.

FLOG RESPONSE: The CTS markup for CTS 3.9.14.1, Action a, references Section 3.9 DOC
14-04-LS13; however, it has been revised to clearly indicate that Section 3.9 DOC 14-04-LS13
is for the deletion of the requirement to verify boron concentration of the spent fuel pool. Also,
see response to Q 3.7.17.2.-5.

ATTACHED PAGES:

Encl. (3.9) 2 3/4 9-17





REFUEL ING OPERATIONS

3/4.9. 14 SPENT FUEL ASSEMBLY STORAGE

SPENT FUEL POOL REGION 2

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.9.14.1 The following conditions shall be met for storage of fuel assemblies in
region 2 of the spent fuel pool:

a. The combination of initial enrichment. fuel pellet diameters and
cumulative burnup of the assemblies is within the acceptable area
of Figure 3.9-2; or

The assemblies are put into a checkerboard pattern with water cells
or non-fissile material.

APPLICABILITY: Nhenever any fuel
pool.

ACTION:

assembly,::isgshored in the spent fuel

With the requirements of the above specification not
satisfied'

C

move the non-complying fuel
assembl ies

requvrements9of~uleg aDove~;5 jet::T~.i'on". R44

14-03-LS12

14-04-LS13

N C' Q3;7.11.'3-5

b. The provisions of Specifications 3.0.3
applicable.

;.is not 14-10-A

SURVE ILLANCE REQUIREMENTS cp9. 7 l7.3-Z

4.9. 14. 1 The +mu ativ burnup of ch spent fue assemb y st ed in Regi 2
at oe e r4ined b n f burnu hi or . rior stora e i e io 14-05-LG

C

1r,"
wC C

C A C

Ver f~ + earn n S~N~MHc~ ~~e. +e.t PSS~n V<g Cl~W FI5hcS~ iR exPeCWd >~e l~+~ I»A Qcg~cr2. quid ITS LCO 9 7. I7. Q

DIABLO CANYON - UNITS 1 & 2
~ Q

3/4 9-17 Unit 1 - Amendment No. I—. N4. 116
'I tT11 0' Aver,~ a> e ~





Enclosure 2
PG8E Letter DCL-98-144

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONCOVER SHEET

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.7.17.3.-6REQUEST'PPLICABILITY:DC

CTS page 3/4 9-16; Figure 3.9-1
Bases for ITS 3.7.17.2 or Licensee Controlled Documents?
DOC (3.9) 15-01-R

The CTS markup includes a CTS page 3/4 9-16 which is identified as "Figure
3.9-1, Units 1 and 2 Spent Fuel Pool Layout". This page is not in ITS 3.7.17.1 or
ITS 3.7.17.2. This appears to be part of Section 3.9 and not Section 3.7. With
which CTS LCO is this associated? The DOC also does not seem consistent
with the changes. Provide clarification of these changes.

FLOG RESPONSE: Figure 3.9-1 identifies spent fuel cask exclusion zones, and is associated
with CTS LCO 3.9.13. Section 3.9 DOC 15-01-R was revised in response to Q 3.9-25. PG8E
responses to Section 3.9 NRC questions are included in PG&E Letter DCL-98-107, dated
August 5, 1998.

ATTACHED PAGES:

None





Enclosure 2
PG8 E Letter DCL-98-144

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONCOVER SHEET

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.7 R DOCs

REQUEST:

APPLICABILITY: CP, DC, CA, WC

CTS Section 3.7 LCOs normally relocated in accordance with the Split Report:

For all plants:

1: 14-01-R
15-01-R
16-01-R
17-01-R
19-01-R

CTS 3/4.7.2, SG Pressure/Temperature Limits
CTS 3/4.7.6, Flood Protection
CTS 3/4.7.9, Snubbers
CTS 3/4.7.10, Area Temperature Monitoring
CTS 3/4.7.13, Main Feedwater Pressure/Temperature Limits

The above CTS LCOs are proposed to be relocated to Licensee Controlled
Documents.

Comment: For CPSES - There is no technical justification provided for the
relocation of these CTS LCOs. Revise the DOCs to provide the missing
technical justiTication. For the others - Where are the normal CTS LCOs
which are apparently not part of the respective current licensing basis for
these plants? Ifthese CTS LCOs still exist, provide the same technical
justifications as required for CPSES.

FLOG RESPONSE: For CPSES, DOCs:

14-01-R - CTS 3/4.7.2, SG Pressure/Temperature Limits,
15-01-R - CTS 3/4.7.6, Flood Protection,
16-01-R - CTS 3/4.7.9, Snubbers,
17-01-R - CTS 3/4.7.10, Area Temperature Monitoring, and
19-01-R - CTS 3/4.7.13, Main Feedwater Pressure/Temperature Limits,

have been revised to provide additional justification for the changes. Also screening sheets
have been provided to verify that the relocated specification does not meet any of the four
criteria in 10CFR50.36(c)(2)(ii) governing components, systems, and structures that must be
included in the TS. The location of the relocated specifications is provided in Enclosure 3B.

For the other plants, the equivalent specifications (where applicable) were moved out of the
CTS into licensee-controlled documents in previous license amendments.

ATTACHED PAGES

None





i

Enclosure 2
PG&E Letter DCL-98-144

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONCOVER SHEET

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: TR 3.7-001 APPLICABILITY: DC, CP, WC, CA

REQUEST:
Incorporate TSTF-173, Rev. 0, to revise ITS 3.7.18 Bases, Background, to
delete the statement regarding l-131 equilibrium. The August 18, 1998, industry
TSTF status reports indicates the status of TSTF-173, Rev. 0, as NRC approved.

ATTACHED
PAGES'ncl

5A
Encl 5B

Traveler Status Page
B3.7-92





INDUSTRY TRAVELERS APPLICABLETO SECTION 3.7

TRAVELER
NUMBER

TSTF-36
Rev.2

TSTF~

TSTF-51

TSTF-70
Rev. 1

TSTF-100

TSTF-101

TSTF-102

STATUS

Incorporated.

Not Incorporated.

Not Incorporated.

Not Incorporated.

Incorporated.

Incorporated.

Not Incorporated.

JUSTIFICATION NUMBER

3.7A2; only applicable
to DCPP.

Not applicable.

Not applicable.

Not applicable.

3.7-05 and 3.7-19

3.7-29

Not applicable

COMMENTS

Adds Note that states that LCO
3.0.3 is not applicable.

Retained CTS requirements.

Requires plant specific re-
analysis to establish decay time
dependence for fuel handling
accident.

NRC a roved
3.7 oo5

NRC approved.

NRC approved.

NRC rejected change.

OG- Incorporated
(Fo erly t Hct-

G-31)

757> >235

Incorpora by TU, UE & C.
Not Inc porated by D as
urr t lic

TSTF-139,~c< I Incorporated.
@Eee~ 1t. 3.1- oo5

TSTF-140,R~( Not Incorporated.

r Qi- Applic< JQ.

3.7- r
WC ot applicable t

Not Applicable- Bases
change.

Not Applicable.

evis to re r
ux ipsetpo treduct'fo
I ts licen d with ositiv

C. 9 3.7. I-0

Revises SIV TS to w
hours r AOT for o
ino rable MSIV.

4'5r
ITS LCO 3.7.15 Ba ge
only.

Editorial changes to ITS LCO
3.7.6 deemed unnecessary for
LCO understanding (level vs
volume).

4Raib
vw=.F7

lSTr -Ze-I

Wsvi=- i19

Incorporated by TU, UE & WC.
Not Incorporated by DCPP as
current licensing basis.

Inco orated.
@3.7.2

I nC-Or~<RcL
lrigorpofc&J

3.7-57 for TU, UE &
WC. Not applicable to
DCPP.

3.7-56.

h/oI Appliu.blc

+pl'~lgic

ro des ewApTIO for
fail reo avenglati sy e
e elo SR.

evise SIV[a d MFI,
MFR and by ss val e]
test' to se rate I

a matic tuatio
quirem nts.

Ilk'pparcd n2.'31-ool

'Wit.C. 4 0pmA 4





Secondary Specific Activity
B 3.7.18

8 3.7 PLANT SYSTEHS

B 3.7. 18 Secondary Specific Activity

BASES

BACKGROUND Activity in the secondary coolant results from steam generator
tube outleakage from the Reactor Coolant System (RCS). Under
steady state conditions. the activity is primarily iodines with
relatively short half lives and, thus'ndicates current
conditions. During transients. I-131 spikes have been observed
as well as increased releases of some noble gases. Other fission

roduct isotopes's well as activated corrosion products in
esser amounts'ay also be found in the secondary coolant.

A limit on secondary coolant specific activity during power
operation minimizes releases to the environment because of normal
operation, anticipated operational occurrences, and accidents.

This limit is lower than the activity value that might be
expected from a 1 gpm tube leak (LCO 3.4. 13, "RCS Operational
LEAKAGE") of primary coolant at the limit of 1"";;0 yCi/gm
(LCO 3.4. 16, "RCS Specific Activity"). The steam line failure is
assumed to result in the release of the noble gas and iodine
activity contained in the steam generator inventory. the TR>+-~~
feedwater, and the reactor coolant LEAKAGE. Host of 'i e
isoto es have short half lives, (i.e., < 20 hours). I- 31. wi
a a f i e of ays, con er an i decays but
does ot reach ui librium ca and her 1 ses.

p&ratiflgi';8L'„"of~',".'. P.,ow.;: g:„'::".- ",1."/glR:88sores"..::that!.',,itlk, „e,:~event'~0.„'ll
QBA':."iiiiffsh~tii:-'dokei',:ii'1;:1;i~bi.::!nisi!than":!10'-.CFR!!100':!iiejttt'ikiiiii88""

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

The accident analysis of the main steam line break (HSLB) ~

as discussed in the FSAR, Chapter KG (Ref. 2) assumes the initial
secondary coolant specific activity"to have a radioactive isotope
concentration of 0-".'10 yCi/gm DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131. This
assumption is used"in the analysis for determining the
radiological consequences of the postulated accident. The
accident analysis, based on this and other assumptions. shows
that the radiological consequences of an HSLB do not exceed-e

(continued)

OCPP Hark-up of NUREG-1431, Rev. 1 Bases B 3.7-92





Enclosure 2
PG8 E Letter DCL-98-144

ADDITIONALINFORlNATIONCOVER SHEET

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: TR3.7-002 APPLICABILITY:CP, WC, CA, DC

REQUEST:

Incorporate TSTF-174, Rev. 0, to revise ITS 3.7.6 Bases for Actions A.1 and A.2
to add a discussion of the Completion Time of "Once per 12 hours thereafter" for
verifying by administrative means the operability of backup water supply. The
August 18, 1998, industry TSTF status reports indicates the status of TSTF-174,
Rev. 0, as NRC approved.

ATTACHED
PAGES'ncl

5A
Encl 5B

Traveler Status page
B3.7-36





INDUSTRY TRAVELERS APPLICABLE TO SECTION 3.7

TRAVELER
NUHBER

TSTF-36
Rev.2

TSTFM

TSTF-51

STATUS

Incorporated.

Not Incorporated.

Not Incorporated.

JUSTIFICATION NUHBER

3.7A2; only applicable
to DCPP.

Not applicable.

Not applicable.

COHHENTS

Adds Note that states that LCO
3.0.3 is not applicable.

Retained CTS requirements.

Requires plant specific re-
analysis to establish decay time
dependence for fuel handling
accident.

TSTF-70
Rev. 1

TSTF-100

TSTF-101

Not Incorporated.

Incorporated.

Incorporated.

Not applicable.

3.7-05 and 3.7-19

3.7-29

NRC a roved

NRC approved.

NRC approved.

'iiZ3.7 005

TSTF-102

OG-
(Fo erly

G-31)
757''35

4maa&Twi 287

TNT=-l7'5
rsvp- i1)

Not Incorporated.

Incorporated.
L No& < bq ~Pi>

Incorpora by TU, UE 8 C.
Not Inc porated by D as
urr t Ii

Incorporated. g 3.7-oo5

Not Incorporated.

Incorporated by TU, UE & WC.
Not Incorporated by DCPP as
current licensing basis.

Inco orated.
Q3.7.2-P

Inc.~poc~ct
Inc.or ioore wg

Not applicable

(s~rp
i w~ a.pplic~~JC.

3.7- r
WC ot applicable t

Not Applicable- Bases
change.

Not Applicable.

3.7-57 for TU, UE &
WC. Not applicable to
DCPP.

3.7-56.

biol. Applimbl~

No/ +PliMbic.

NRC rejected change.

evis to re r
ux ipsetpo'reduct'fo
la ts licen d with ositiv

C. Q3.7 i-0
Revises SIVTS to I w
hours r AOT for o
ino rable MSIV.

ITS LCO 3.7.15 Ba ge
only.

Editorial changes to ITS LCO
3.7.6 deemed unnecessary for
LCO understanding (level vs
volume).

ro des ewAjt;TIO for
fail reo avenPlati sy e
e elo SR.

evise SIVA d MFI,
MFR and by ss val e]
test' tose rate I

a matic tuatio q37 2
quirem nts.

gk(. i p,~red Ti2.3 7-ocii

c,@pron.4





BASES

anOL FAT
CST

8 3.7.6

'Pc.3:7-A

Pf,',:,"',,".4i",:".':.,76$';::."::indjc .ted.:::;.lioral':.iQ

Unl.t',::l'Operate'ng~::%7he'8'e':.::;:3'ei'e'fi:::":„"..a'rj based on hol'd"ing"'the 'un'""in

RHR entry conditions at QR 28'F/hour. "Tb'iIS"basis fs
established in Reference 4

The OPERABILITY of the CST and.'"'",FgSJT; is determined by maintaining
the tank levell at or above the minimum required levels.

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, and 3. and in MODE 4, when steam generator is
being relied upon for heat removal, the CST m an'd:",-"::R6jp'rj
required to be OPERABLE.

In MODE 5 or 6, the CST m ocjFjIIISTg'ar'e not required because the
AFM System is not required.

" " "" *

ACTIONS A.1 and
A.2

A)3.7. 4-1

PemoW~4.~

::L:;,:,thh'e,,,':CST.;.'-,:.'oj,::::,:FHS „
~l,'evhe):s'";:<are;,,p,::;w,:,~n,.',:,:~..:,';:.;;,:, e;,';,: y, eve~lh.: ..u'st,':.;be,..:jes't'o'i',ed

"

lithic-,;.4)Ii r)>and::,.'.the::,',.

reStOr,-',:::tO,:.:':OPERABL''E~':ahtiiS'4itfiinYY4A":ho',:,S IbeCauS'e,

,tj"" .:.,'t'o,".",::r'e

ache'>'Chn'ash" or,":::" er'its:.':::i''Aequir'$ngl."t'h'";;,:.jl.ant"';!t'o)'.c'ojl'dpi':.";;

Il:s'j'0",:,':.'f,.',eas, abl e'.:4Ime:,".,.40".:".:l;:.t All.',t~', hB',;:ir)'sk",')o
c'o))d" """';.„.e)ent'":-:,:that:.',:ipould';:i'r.""

u).regthe'.'',,':usev'ddhfb"

"::: to.',-:::::tIhve'l%ol4iiie.'.:co" ai'ned',:~,':iiil'4li'ew"VCR~::;-:;A:.:terna e,:: Ino;,
I 'VWhhVAA WAYIVAWVNOAWAV&AIIYhVMRVWVhV A h'VAVACWW7ACAIWVWVAVAWAIA VAVAVIY V IWAAWAIWV WWVV@Ih 'AQ

AcUA)ona'tly, ver lfyiq~ t69up wal<l apply every l2houn
~ ~w ~a r s~v ~~~~ continued)4 bt. ggaihble.

'TR 3 7-OOZ
OCPP Hark-up of NUREG-1431. Rev. 1 Bases B 3.7-36
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Enclosure 2
PG8 E Letter DCL-98-144

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONCOVER SHEET

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: TR 3.7-005 APPLICABILITY: DC, CP, WC, CA

REQUEST:
Revise Traveler Status page to reflect NRC approval and latest revision number
of the following travelers:

- TSTF-1 39 Revision 1 - NRC Approved
- TSTF-70, Revision 1 - NRC Approved
- WOG 86 became TSTF-287

There are no changes involved to any CTS mark-ups, ITS mark-ups, DOCs, or
JFDs.

ATTACHED
PAGES'ncl

5A Traveler Status page





INDUSTRY TRAVELERS APPLICABLE TO SECTION 3.7

TRAVELER
NUHBER

TSTF-36
Rev.2

Incorporated.

STATUS JUSTIFICATION NUHBER

3.7%2; only applicable
to DCPP.

COHHENTS

Adds Note that states that LCO
3.0.3 is not applicable.

TSTF<4

TSTF-51

Not Incorporated.

Not Incorporated.

Not applicable.

Not applicable.

Retained CTS requirements.

Requires plant specific re-
analysis to establish decay time
dependence for fuel handling
accident.

TSTF-70
Rev. 1

TSTF-100

Not Incorporated.

Incorporated.

Not applicable.

3.7-05 and 3.7-19

NRC a roved

NRC approved.

Mi3.7 005

TSTF-101

TSTF-102

Incorporated.

Not Incorporated.

3.7-29

Not applicable

NRC approved.

NRC rejected change.

OG- Incorporated.
(Fo erly ~ pc I-

G-31)
757)- 2'35

Incorpora by TU, UE & C.
Not Inc porated by D as

urr t lic

TSTF-139ge< I Incorporated.
iSEee-~ 7t.'3.7-oo5

TSTF-140>Ror t Not Incorporated.

(~~I- applier-4JC.

3.7-
I'C

ot applicable t

Not Applicable- Bases
change.

Not Applicable.

evis to re r
ux p setpo reduct' fo
I ts licen d with ositiv

C. 93.7. r-0

Revises SIV TS to w
hours r AOT for o
ino rable MSIV.

ITS LCO 3.7.15 Ba ge
only.

Editorial changes to ITS
LCO'.7.6

deemed unnecessary for
LCO understanding (level vs
volume).

@MR
7 ~T~.267

'TSTF-ZW

Ter--l7 5
rsvp=- r79

Incorporated by TU, UE 8 WC.
Not Incorporated by DCPP as
current licensing basis.

Inco orated.
Q'3.7.2- p

Inc.~pcs 0++
Inc.oe porc&J

3.7-57 for TU, UE 8
WC. Not applicable to
DCPP.

3.7-56.
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ro des ewAPTIO for
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e elo SR.
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Enclosure 2
PG8 E Letter DCL-98-144

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONCOVER SHEET

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: DC 3.7-ED

REQUEST:

APPLICABILITY'C

Various changes that do not impact the technical content of the submittal or
other FLOG members.

Changes are noted with DC 3.7-ED in the margin and noted below:

1) ITS Bases SR 3.7.4.2 - retain NUREG wording - remove strikeout on
sentence: "Performance of inservice testing or use of the block valve during
unit cooldown may satisfy this requirement."

2) Revise JFD 3.7-56 in Enclosure 6A and 6B to be consistent with CTS
3) Revise ITS 3.7.7 Bases reference section to include WCAP-14282, Rev. 1

4) Delete "and adjacent areas" from ITS Bases SR 3.7.10.4 (renumbered
3.7.10.5 per Comment Number Q3.7.10-3). DCPP is committed to GDC 19
and not NUREG-0800 for this SR.

5) Revise ANSI 510-1980 with ANSI N510-1980 ("N" was previously omitted).
6) Revise Bases SR 3.7.10.1 to delete "(filtertemperature control)."
7) Revises ITS 3.7.7 Bases to reflect plant specific design.
8) Clarify frequency of SR 3.7.4.2 - performed in accordance with the Inservice

Testing Program.
9) TSTF-289 resulted in two new SRs. Consistent with DCPP's extended fuel

cycle program, the frequencies for SR 3.7.2.2 and SR 3.7.3.3 have been
revised to 24 months.

10) Various editorial changes.

ATTACHED
PAGES'ncl

2
Encl 3A
Encl 5A
Encl 5B

Encl 6A
Encl 6B

3/4 7-6, 3/4 7-16, 3/4 7-17
8
3.7-6, 3.7-9, 3.7-11, 3.7-16, 3.7-17, 3.7-39
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B3.7-38, B3.7-39, B3.7-40, B3.7-42, B3.7-52, B3.7-57, B3.7-58, B3.7-64,
B3.7-68, B3.7-69, B3.7-74, B3.7-88, B3.7-90
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PLANT SYSTEMS g3.7.l-l

AUXILIARYFEEDWATER SOURCES"-".-::CONDENSATE'":.':STORAGE-:TAMt,"::"" CaST~.:"AND'.":FIRENWATER-'SSTORAGE Oi->S-A

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

oper ation and

3.7. 1.3 The Condensate Storage Tank (CST) level shall
be at least 4~'.";3~"

. and the Fiere Water Storage an (FWST) ~„eve.,: shall
be a least 22.'::2$ for one Unit

4F:::.':::.7:. for two Unit oper'a'tfion

~3,7 &

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2 and 3-.,"„...,,
YAeHYNNwohC'5fhvhaYY Yaw vrs Y1Aefhvwwh1efh¹vhsNhvh1Awrf AYreuhv eeherrv!Yh Ah AAY1wh N'h'8 w eNYv11OHvuwx%Y srY!AMvwhvfh4rw

ACTION
and once, prar i2. hcVrs mergers~

)T&VB'Ifn05

, within seven days restore e
re ui re FWST conditions; or. be in at least,HOTYA STANDBY within
next ours and in HOT SHUTDOWN wi'XLLout!:";re':I:;cancel'":upon:.:,:::Heal

or FW5T
a. With the CST ';,1:eyeI not

Ni:theo"'.".':lgiiii;4,

, within four hour
zd,.„~<J~~ GB9~R; or. be in at least HOT STANDBY within the iiext 6

hours an!d in HOT SHUTDOHN rrr'theater'e1:I'an'ce,::;:urroTr,"„::.s!tea!a::Oeneosatonr

CST or
b. With an FWST

CP3.7.Co- l I

a3- eorI-LS43

cs-o5- r-SQtI

o3-04-LS%3

th
rp3.7.rr - 7

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4.7.1.3.1

4.7.1.3.2

4.7.1.3.3

The CST volume shall be demonstrated at least once per 12 hours byif i 1 ~ 'l.'"""'!::i
The FWST volume shall be demonstrated at least once per 12 hours byif i ~l!:.''!'"!
Verify the FWST is capable of being aligned to the Auxiliary
Feedwater System by cycling each FWST valve in the flow path
necessary for realignment through at least one full cycle once per
quarter.

DIABLO CANYON - UNITS 1 8 2
TA!R4AA

3/4 7-6





PLANT SYSTEMS

3/4.7. 6 AUXILIARYBUILDING

g3. I.l-l

ol-13-A
IIENTiiLATIIOIISYSTEW 'AWS:

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.7.6.1 Two Auxiliary Building
~hatet. trains

shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3. and 4.

ACTION:

Veri':1$hfohn System
Vh VVVVhV,V!hYV'V,V

da mcnuall wt8anf he~

]@5.1-6D

lz- aa Lch

Q3.'7 l2.'2 3

a. With the HEPA filter and charcoal adsorber bank inoperabl, restore the hz-ho-ai
HEPA filter and charcoal adsorber ban o OPERABLE status within 24
hours or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD
SHUTDOWN within the follm~in 30 hours.

b. With only one OPERABLE, restore at least
two - " to P BLE status within 7 days or
be in- at" ea'st-'HOT 'STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN
within the following 30 hours.

4.7.6.1 Each Auxiliary Building
shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

Venal,abon System train

a. At least once per 31 days by: tncnu Jlq in'cat( )am We cd.'7. I Z,2-$

C~CMC

ba@~d verifying that the train operates for at least 10
continuous hours with the heater< operatin . ac/

&lS+a 'n 43.'7.(z,.z-'E
1 e tfh AP,

1"" lt:.:"-,::,:A'1:,";f,"':"':,':i 1 1'i"hahfhifi!N,,:-:,',:, 1 1,,',":,:::1 Vi f A"'::-:-" ":.1'""" "!':::th lh""
LI!e'nht'I'Iatikohn.',: pi,:Itsear'."-„.Te'svnt%'n'! pro raiahhf.:VFTp I:;;-::

CLledCa IMiEEJAl -Au=ca I

b. At least once per or a er any structural
1 1 h 11 h 1 1 1 h 1 1

or (2) following painting. fire. or chemical release in any
ventilation zone communicating with the system. by:

DIABLO CANYON - UNITS 1 Im 2
TAB14. 4A

3/4 7-16





P ANT YS

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS Continued} X-ALL-oat

1) Verifying that the cleanup system satisfies the in-place penetration
and bypas»eakage testing acceptance criteria of less than Ig and uses
the test procedure guidance in ANSI 5510-1580, and the system flow rate
is 73,500 cfm+ 10'; ~5.7-GD

2) t 10. 1 -4 I"
C'.

At least once pet 18 months, or (I) after any structural maintenance on e
charcoal adsorber housings, or {2) following painting, fire, or chemical
release in any ventilation zone comnunicating with the system, or (3) after
every 730 hours of charcoal adsorber operation, by verifying, wiehie-55 t~o'a a

'htth' ty' t '

sample obtained in accordance with Regulatory Position C.6.b of Regulatory
Guide 1.52t Revision 2, March 1978m meets the laboratory testing criteria
of ASTM D3803-1989 at+7Pc R.H. for a methyl iodide penetration of less
6<; <~P ~C oI'M('')(.W neo.v-vo "- "-4

d. At least once per REFUELING INTERVAL by: l0-08-4

1) Verifying that the pressure drop across the combined HEPA filters and
charcoal adsorber hanks is less than 3e7 inches Mater Gauge while
operating the system at a flow rate of 73,500 cfm+ 10%,

~~( h ~In QOue&5 ('.yl(X. M~<
3) Verifying that flow is established through the HEPA filter and charcFfaa

adsorber hank on signal, and
OA ('A('mC, N'n u.tb4Cd- WaA

3) Verifying that the heaters dissipate 50 + 5 hw when tested in
accordance with ANSI N510-1980. ~lo 0

C) Verifying that leakage through the Auxiliary Building Safeguards Air
Filtration System Gampers H2A and H2B is less than or equal to 5 cfm
when subjected to a Constant Pressure or Pressure Decay Leak Rate Test
in accordance with ASHE N510-1989. The test pressure for the leak rate
test shall be based on a maximum operating pressure as defined in ASME
N510-1989, of 8 inches water gauge.

0 CANYON " UNITS 1 I 2

Z972902.4a TAB 14 20

3/4 7"17 Unit 1
- Amendment No. QQg,gg ~3—

Unit 2 " Amendment No. $)QQ1,$ ~





CHANGE
NUMBER NSHC DESCRIPTION

07-03

07-04

07-05

07-06

07-07

07-08

07-09

07-10

07-11

07-12

07-13

07-14

07-15

LS15

LS16

LS17

LS33

LS26

LS10

LS4

The CTS are written on a per feedwater line basis and NUREG-1431 is
written for four lines. A Note is added to the ACTION statement that allows
separate condition entry for each inoperable valve. The addition of the Note
allowing separate entry for each valve inoperable in a flowpath provides the
full AOT for each of the inoperable flow paths.

The AOT is revised for an individual inoperable valve from 4 hours to 72
hours. With one valve inoperable in the flow path, flow path isolation is still
available. The extended AOT is based upon the ability to isolate the flow
path and the low probability of the occurrence of a main steam line break
accident. The ACTIONS are further revised to add a new ACTION for two
inoperable valves in the same fiowpath to address the loss of isolation
capability. This new ACTION requires that the inoperable flow path be
isolated within eight hours. The CTS require entry into TS 3.0.3 iftwo
valves in a fiowpath are inoperable since the condition is undefined.

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

This change revises the ACTION to apply to one "or more" fMFIVEJ hhsN~ ~
<R.b'noperable,consistent with NUREG-1431. This is less restrictive than the

CTS which applied to only one inoperable valve. The proposed chan e is
acceptable due to the iow probability oi an event for which the [MptV are
required to be OPERABLE and the availability of alternate methods of
performing the required function.

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

A new requirement for a 7 day periodic verification of the closure for
isolation) of inoperable isolation valves is added. This proposed change is
accceptable because it results in more stringent TS requirements that are
both appropriate and consistent with NUREG-1431.

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

Not used.

Not used.

Not used.

07-16

07-17

LS34 Not applicable to DCPP.

Not applicable to DCPP.

See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

08-01 LG Not applicable to DCPP

LG Mapplique. WKiQ.
DCPP Description of Changes to Current TS

See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

eve Gnvrrsrcn tornpcrievr cobra tbpcrcerr~ a8)~tpa + a
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MSIVs
3.7.2

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.7.2.1 - ----------------NOTE-
Only required to be performed in MODES 1 and 2.

Verify closure time of each MSIV is s g-.R 5
seconds
6+g~.

In accordance
with the
fIgsery>;ce,
7e'st:~"09.",;":.Progiim

DCPP Mark-up of NUREG-1431. Rev. 1 3.7-6





INPR V N3.7.'3- s

RFIVs, aBibHFRVs sod,:,~yjpzzs::.,Vivos

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.7.3.1 Verify the closure time of each MFIV;,"::;::js.";::4'::66

Mcon s:.
In
accordance with the

~5

"'"""""""""""by'Oa'ss'~:::,~a'iVe';::::':is:,.':,~::;7''::::seci'ii'ds':::.'''"""'ss'Rs""'"'"'R'
w 'hS eh'NwNXYS')rSNOA'vh%v' ' 'Sw' SR'4NWNSS'Si SS'„

Q3.1. 5- <

ss":.,: !N
coL:0.','-;

'HUTGt3tIIH,:l

IIut)riot':-'::::ivor,:;e'::;frequency''3'j

hhaA'":„';:on'ci::.:';.per"-"'92':.,da j~i""

SR;::,3!7,::::8:::3::::Vori'Fj,;:;.sgch:,NFIV'cCostgg;:::tj;:tholssolati oo":::,.:O''os1tigrJ
os'::.:':::a'('a'ctua1':::.;:.;o'i,'.'"i~riiu3'a'ted.':::::j'c't'uat'j'osn:;s."i'gn'a),::'i
'"'hc4RN&4SNcw4'''< ': cN'c srkÃ&AN "N AAcNGY4owA'4 QAo 'c', %'"'Nc4

s':months
m:rw +w

~~,m
>
HIRE'ny HP'gf Jg„~g y~~

OCPP Mark-up of NUREG-1431, REV. 1 3.7-9





ADVs
3.7.4

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.7.4.1 Verify one complete cycle of each AOV. months
g.-ALlWl

SR':::::9..':.7;:;:,'4::::.':2'".,"':;:,':::::":,-..',':.':::,':.Vei',:j::::tj,:,::,on'',:;coiiip1ete":,':.,:ij'cl'.e",of:".::.':",eYBii:::,'ADV.:;51:Ock
VW4VhV,'VY«««WWhh«WMV«h«««V"4i'' «YWh%VhVVhVh4(Vh«YhW«YWhY IGhY~Y«YWYhWhY'hWW «Wh«YY«YhY)(

VB'!;.V9$«««re'X'«'j
V glVh

jz 3,7-GD
in Qccrv'kenc,c, wikh

in Ivy C«+tnt
V

24":;.hours

OCPP Mark-up of NUREG-1431. Rev. 1 3.7-11





3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

3.7.6 Condensate Storage Tank (CST) irked,':;F'~"r'e!MaQr'~';Storsage>'Tank~(FHST);

and. pgsT
CST

3.7.6
po.5:7- GD

LCO 3.7.6 Th,|w 1, l,h n, b,,~,rrrii'!0!,d

b'jerati'on::,..:"an'd",::,~"':::4f.:.-.'7.-"-.':,iw1owi'':::::tweuo".:un''t::::~operatjori.
yrRr rv~ww4w&enÃssvSSBs SNw's As4 wA4 ivke~ewp~ Nw&Ykv.> vv Nw'vw sva 7

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, and 3,
MODE 4 when steam generator is relied upon for heat removal.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

Or FW 'T
A. CST leve no within

limit.
A. 1

es or,ey S,:;:4:,,ew'~'ii:: NIAitF

PL~OIi
'hb~i Vr.-cud

4 hours

QAee-~~Mrsthe~~

g3.'7.r' l

.""';::-': ~,:-;FAST!', evel': n
'

st e
B

e
''wsi: in-',';.":I;::~iiii

',::"'NQ
Restore GST-,QST: level
to within im'it.

7 d
ays

Required Action and
associated Completion
Time not met.

Be in MODE 3.

ANO

Be in irODE e, without
reliance on steam
generator for heat
removal.

6 hours

LB hours

Q3. 7 4-7

DCPP Hark-up of NUREG-1431. Rev. 1

3.7-16









ACT'TONS

l

CGNDD3'08
~OW AV ~'VdA

ion 5

Spent Fuel Assembly Storage
3.7.17

Q3.7. l7. 2- i

PCQ+LlETIOI":TZNE';::.',;::,:":,':"':;:;,:Req~j

remerits':::of„::.:;the',:.:I.'CO
no

'.68;"'v&'Jv%% )h(wO~A
L',CO::,":,:3,::: 0:.'3;:,:::;;i;i.:,''riot"'="
hiipl::icabjeF' "

the.:bio'ncoiii'pljig)'...':fiiel,:
's'sembly)~:1 pt0;';:80

8'cimtab&',".,patte~rp-:;, hat
c'oiiijli™e's/fiith,''~tb'iC(CCO"
orgL'LO~r.,:3.P;,'g7...':P.".''.=

IamediatT'3",

SURVEILL'ANCE~::REGOIRENENS

'URVEILLANCE m>ggREQUENCY.

lgca8oii'i::;i's':,,'5'ii;.:akiorChr'i':;kith',"''ICQ:„"':::3",':7,;.":l7::.::,:::1,',9

~e %. 7- KlO

Pr'1'or/to,::::,calli
(f0&'1'.;:";;Msemb'lp, g3 7. 17. 2-9
move".'::.-,::,.:vIh equi:;:::the
equi'eibl'j.::::;:m:1::l::..::.':be

ski':,ed,:.'::::i.ii.'.:.Rmio'ii
:,;," v44wNCMN4Nv%ivNwN
.F

AYAP

DCPP Hark-up of NUREG-1431, Rev. 1 3.7-39





MSIVs
B 3.7.2

BASES

6 hours. and in NODE 4 within 12 hours. The allowed Completion
Times are reasonable, based on operating experience. to reach the
required unit conditions from MODE 2 conditions in an orderly
manner and without challenging unit systems.

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.7.2.1 g3. 1.2 3
This SR verifies that MSIV closure ti is ~ 44-.63 6'::.'.:0 seconds on

The;:remote'liiianiial.'and
Swiltch".::may:,::. e;::;use:'.as:;::,:f. e.::::ac ua it,on!.'signaa13.::;foi'<thai;:;,.SR:::iK TIiee NSIV'%)W +hCaeVN(" '&Pe WAAM%I "a)l'AKCAVl:'NVN". eVIW h%4'YWe%. CCae.'iW Y NNVWWAttclosure hme is a'ssumed iii the acciaent aria conrairimena analyses.
This Surveillance is normally performed upon returning the unit
to operation following a refueling outage. The HSIVs should not
be tested at power, since even a part stroke exercise increases
the risk of a valve closure when the unit is generating power.
As the MSIVs are not tested at power. they are exempt from the
ASNE Code, Section XI (Ref. 5). requirements during operation in
HODE 1 or 2.

The Frequency is in accordance with the fInservice Testin

This test ~aj'jbj conducted in NODE 3 with the unit at
operating tempertataure and pressur,

This SR is modified by a Note that
allows entry into and operation in NODE 3 prior to performing the
SR. a.

as"''jerlitted ..SP."':;Reference'":;6~Part.':80.".'.",":;: t'ai,'a'qr aors':::4:,'2l.":1i":2<c)'..~P- ' '":K'~""..'.'--'""P.
SR"':3 "7,"."'g".''g

skim'.f;ated'' a'ctiiit'Qadi":;:.'::ji''j'na'1':'..,"",":.,::::.:"':;,"fh)'::s:-::::::S'u''r'vi'$l::li)

Gp
tlii":::Si'i'illei;; anCe 'li'en:"::"er'tjir'ijied';,:lat::;;th'ei';iiinnteh.:'::FreqeenCj @Thence'rtOi:e'a'tth'it!:,:.Freqeenn:,.'ie|'.."a'CCe'stable':: rcreiaia':ir'e1:i'abi::I'jtj

DC37-~

(continued)
I

DCPP Hark-up of NUREG-1431, Rev. 1 Bases
B 3.7-11
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MFRV ~s.7.~ i

MFIVs ~ MFRVs 8nd:„ '„:Bypass',.II'fl,'ves

BASES

'3. t t4
4g'':~'3'::4 Mpgy ~ ~ Qq~ssvcJvc.

'S,IIU]j'ted'iaCtU'B$)'00:,:.."-";Slgfld'1>,',-','!'jTfllS,'f>!VGA,'laACB,$)S'~OONgl811$
per forjred'",up0nlir'eturriing;:.:.;,the>'pIaptg:.. o., 'o er8tj os:'.:folgovijng)~a
j'efiiel;::m'9.',:'',"oot'a"'i,"l,::j.:';:-'Th'i:;:!FI,"eqoen'cj'-:."o'f~.:',NF..' .':tes'tj)j":'is""'.,"'evei'j',''

8,:8A p01.„„'.8.
* * * *

N ')AAQ v Ah%YCC

gQ j)c3.1- ~
REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Section 29::::.''4,.'9„.

2.
0'"::*l987'.;::::(giSludwg.::GM'-a'-'.1888.ADDEND/),.

'ANSb.".ASNE
NxacacMxi >wv&xo

DCPP Matk-up of NUREG-1431, Rev. 1 B 3.7-18





ADVs
8 3.7.4

BASES

'RC

ISA ll reSu)Van
at t~~ eAW.

Ni'f'h'..~thre'e .aor;,.:,:.,more,":::ADV.,":::.:I".iiesi,"::inoperable::"-,!:":,acti'on. mus:;,':., ";;; a en,,:. o
i,'estore',:,', ".,,':two:,':ADV:;.'."',.':„ljn'e's",..:to,::OPKRAeBL'E::-','st'atIIs.;-.',;.',

blpck'.:;:;va1 v'e':.",.i:a'n'',.:bi"";.ct'o)ed:,.':„'Co'.:"'i s'ol ate'l'a'a,:',:ADV';"."::„:s'oiiie:'::,..r'eepa)r's".",ma'y',,;be

jeasonabl'e'"."'.':to;: repaa'i,'i:.':,'.:.,i'no'"er'ab1e"::,::ADV::::,1'inc's::''':;::-:::baasedi',,:on':,:',the"
""-='"

Bavai;:I:abil.:.ingot.'.;::the',:":;; '"and::,"MSSVs".'','.:;,aiid)the:.:.low
'pt':::obabili,ty,;:o'.',:;:::,'ai"."'eveyt.'ccurring;::. uring':",thi's::,.::,hei':;i%„'::that":.::;:,w'ould
pequi'i',:ei.":': 'e'.;;.'- '.'.:;..'i'jVes''-; ~ LXI~P+~&Cable~ dta~ VgiueS 4~~~
~B. dG .2

If the ADV lines cannot be restored to OPERABLE status within the
associated Completion Time, the unit must be placed in a MODE in
which the LCO does not apply. To achieve this status. the unit
must be'laced in at least
MODE 3 within 6 hours, and in MODE 4. without reliance upon steam
generator for heat removal. within 5183 hour s. The allowed
Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating experience,
to reach the required unit conditions from full power conditions
in an orderly manner and without challenging unit systems.

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

P1anet',;;procediigi r:. v~dg„:yg81~da~y,,:,:~ver'i'ficaM5n:::i:hat::;;:,th'e;:':10j
IIIIV.':iii~a~ne'a1"1 le'ck1,a!pe~ca,'. ,are:.-,',esca".*ii,'ace'aiirea:,tliRtXthe".";::ja~IIee'a;::le'~e::;,no't.
''e'e'e*::! eta iieii irie"'::i:.:2'5''

ae
i''

SR 3.7.4.1

To perform a controlled cooldown of the RCS ~ the ADVs must be
bt b p di:,O',:.:,:*'-'-I',, 8 ~, 1j~

;:,'us, n9Y,:,: '9:.:,.reemo 'e.:.ni'qua: „.

ADVs are 'tested th ough a'iiTl control cycle at least once per
fuel cycle. Performance of inservice testing or use of an ADV
during a unit cooldown may satisfy this requirement. Operating
experience has shown that these components uste~

ice.:.'expected'o

pass the Surveillance when performed at the month
" " "'=

Frequency. The Frequency is acceptable .from a reliability
standpoint.

SR 3.7.4.2

. —,;::,:, he functi . "block
va ve ss o iso a e a ai e o en ADV,ON.",,;:i8 at::an'e

a.,:;::;,o.,;:.: .: r,.: ng::.':, ;..;. r'ation yc ing e b ock
va ve o c ose o en e ns ra es its ca ability to erform
this function.
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ADVs
8 3.7.4

BASES

Operating experience has shown that these components are
i'. """ct'ed::::to ass the Sorveil lance when performed at the iecti,ed. +~i.mb

u c/1 The Frequency is acceptable from a
re'liabi ity standpoint.

SR~Os's7: '4'':3

tThe.::pIJnctioTf.',:,of;::"„:the;:::",basck':,:up::;:ai.rFbott'Isespjs ..:to,."assure,;:;"'tIIat'5

op8ne(f ~Bs.';;",'regs.,rid';:,"to',":peP fol;.8!:,:,6",.'!Gont're II ed'',c003downi',,Df:',"'the,;::;,RCS;::":;:.Aj
th6,',:everit::::;.'',:;:Of!ha'.:.:„'',"':::.'goes':.0'gjithe'hoihM-,,Bi."r',:,:,':siippl j,.:!sjsteN!'':'The'-

hoiirs" '" a1: o'w's::ifoi',:;,lt1iiieiyibottl$:.:.:;i!epn1'~cemweni'trawnd::tr'rnn'diiij::fo'r„"r

tea "S.:a

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Section BO-.Q3 15.

2'::.'!":,::,::";::".:.-':I:A'P'.,:.,',I'1723

„:,":ii":::i!i!KN:'!5':!258":;::!5,.-,::,38!.'-,':.:::AND!S'i'd„':i;.
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B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

8 3.7.6 Condensate Storage Tank (CST) aTTdgF,:
reLieiter'~St'arse'ge::Tank';:.,(FL)ST).'ST

8 3.7.6

j)c.9.7- GD

BASES

BACKGROUNO The CST sufYplementegby~the,",.FQST:: provides a safety grade source
of water" to 'the s'team"generators for removing decay and sensible
heat from the Reactor Coolant System (RCS). The CST an'd'-nFWST

provides a passive flow of water. by gravity. to the Auxi'Ti'ary
Feedwater (AFW) System (LCO 3.7.5). The steam produced is
released to the atmosphere by the main steam safety valves or the
atmospheric dump valves 'j'.f!:;.th'e'ala'jn':::.:.steam',.'..Lsd,'it1an,''valves,'-',::are
cia'sed. The AFW pumps operate"with a cont'snuous r'eci'rculation to
'the CST.

When the main steam isolation valves are open. the preferred
means of heat removal is to discharge steam to the condenser by
tt f d Ptl ftt:~',1':"::e

p'alves.The condensed steam is"'returned to the CST"by""the
condensate 4r ~er- pumps. This has the advantage of conserving
condensate while minimizing releases to the environment.

Because the CST bidFFtLST<~are.-;,the ~ principal components ~ fort
removing residual heat fromm"the"RCS. ~ they,'..."are designed to'
withstand earthquakes and other natural phenomenal 'including
missi les that might be generated by natural phenomena. The CST
ynd=,.:.R3ST,:':are m designed to Seismic Category I to ensure
avai'labilftey'f the feedwater supply. Feedwater is also
available from alternate sources a'L!:,".descri5N'."'.in'.-',the'.':,':FSAR.

A description of the CST is found in the FSAR, Section 9.": 2::.''6

(Ref. 1).

APPLjCABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

The CST and::-'::EST:: provides cooling water to remove decay heat
and to coo't dowii the unit following all events in the accident
analysis as discussed in the FSAR, Chapters 6 and 16 (Refs. 2
and 3 ~ respectively).

EST.:,::.,ai~nimumsvoIumes'."~~s',:-.:,:5'ased:, o'ri'::'asjloss™of.;.:-.'aff/'e,:-".power„-':.'whi'ch™
as'sumes<::'a',:';re'duced':,React'or'',CoOl antgS jsat)eiii'(",:RaCS'f;'-::caool doawn~ar'ate;.and
r'equai res'.,'''::Sei'siiiic) 1".ly'tqual~):fi)ed/water, ..as'our'cer;":"'.:":,.';::.:Thi .'„':.:1'owe'ar>'aRCS

" =
coordow'n-:.

rat'e",'on',;-sn'at'ural'ci'rc01ht'i'i'n"::.-::.tiiicreases",',thi'Fcooldo'wn"'ersiods'until:";'.';th'."".,'res'idualghe)t',"',aremo'V'al.""-.'{RHR) "jystm'':.cani be,",''used
tn'-:,iLaaOT'Vei'rt)r'the'r~deCii j::,beast":,j„'"-:;::,The"..eXte'widened, COdidONi::.'t'iiiie'~thiiS"'

(continued)
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CST
B 3.7.6

BASES

requi rpes.',.morel'FW.'.,'supply,::,:.tNanp.:.'can,",be:.',provided::by„':.'::i. e',",sej smica t ly
'q'ua,,i';;ie'ort:~on."."a,'e.',',"::. -;.'F'"'"

'hvphw'hwavhh pw ~,ph wpwvhpwwsrhwpvwNAYhwh'hwpphRRAvpf

Other;::;::.events,:..".'requir''.irig condensate
volume w 5r,e:.'.;"::

g~l",,";:~vthe large feedwater line break coincident with a loss of
offsite power. Single failures that also affect this event
include the following:

a. Failure of the diesel generator powering the motor
driven AFM pump to the unaffected steam generator
(requiring additional steam to drive the remaining AFM
pump turbine): and

b. Failure of the steam driven AFM pump (requi ring a
longer time for cooldown using only one motor driven
AFW pump).

These are not usually the limiting failures in terms of
consequences for these events.

LCO

RVhWJ
a ltd;::xd
Whh hph hSV

2)~~Ra break in either the main feedwater or AFW line near where
the two join. This break has the potential for dumping
condensate until terminated by operator action, since the
Emergency Feedwater Actuation System would not detect a
difference in pressure between the steam generators for
this break location. This loss of condensate inventory is
partially compensated for by the retention of steam
generator inventory.

aeLFNsr ~ p PS7. tp,- I

The CST satyrs ~~Criteria@'3 of 10 CFR 50.36 (c) (2) (ii).
CA@.'S ooZfe..d IR'ne

To satisfy ace-i4ea4Hosgrj analysis assumptions. the CST and.;,'FQST::
must contain sufficient cooling water to remove decay heat

CeV-'11

1 «lpl 112111P. 2 1

to cool down the RCS to RHR entry conditions. assuming a
coincident loss of offsite power and the most adverse single
fai lure. In doing this, it must retain sufficient water to
ensure adequate net positive suction head for the AFW pumps
during cooldown ~ as well as account for any losses from the steam
driven AFW pump turbin .

The CST level required is equivalent to a usable volume of
,,11::::,21122 e*,,"Rwe, e,:,:2122,'",:62hp;:,",11 "",,!'.—,,:,*,,w~~ TheJFQST;-.,gee@.'-'requ'."i:~d:.1's=,:,equ vale'rib-'.-,:.ho':,-a'-;:.usabl e v'ol'u'me

2I
(continued)
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CST
B 3.7.6

Unit'':.::.':i)'pei':,at4'ng''.:::".,:,'."';These,.„".I'eve,::.:5r'5"based on holdi"ng the uni't in

RHR entry conditions at QQ 29 F/hour. This'"bas'is is
established in Reference 4

The OPERABILITY of the CST Rd-,::.FCIISTQis determined by maintaining
the tank levels at or above" the mi'n'>mum required levels.

APPLICABILITY In HODES I, 2. and 3. and in HODE 4. when steam generator is
being relied upon for heat removal, the CST m and,;::A<ST',':::a~Fi

required to be OPERABLE.

In HODE 5 or 6, the CST m or",'.".:EST;;;:-".:are not required because the
AFW System is not required."

ACTIONS A.1 and
A.2.

q3.7.4- l

,:I: ...,.the!>:CSJ,,::,::,:ot,":.::,.::FW,

';,,eve]s':::.'::are:;::n ':::w>: ~n,:.;:,:,,g .:. ';::~:,: e,::,::,:::,:::,:;.;:::;:,eve)::::,"'.,ust:::.'.;:.be".':,ii'es't'o'i::,ed'

a'c'cJChn
'Com'p,l.'et) o)I".,'.-::

co'o'Id"""",event':::Chat":..,-:..would:"",r,."')"i':i;'::the.','„use,:;::::of~'t e":::Nb

a'dditi';;::,to'.:-;:;the.:<v'oluiii5',:,Co" a'i:ned':.:.:-::i'ii~',the,:lCSTl'-,':lA: erna e,,':.,no,,-;"""4--'.

AdctÃlonallY, vcr(fyiq~ baoup wafer supply evoke Iz hovrs'~'b~+ ~~«~~ ~~a>~r'~s ~~""~ continued)4 4. <g~udob.

'7R. 3.7-OOZ
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BASES (continued)

rstgt PF45T

CST ~

8 3.7.6
QC3 7-~

sefsmicall'yg:;qu'8'i'rpeikpaTer'":".,:sour'caesr~arre,:also>''au'a'i'1'ab'lijto~sup j1i
mater eo*:~suppl'eineot:."the",CST':ioiaume,-."

~2 ~of FlA5T Q3:l. (v=7

.1 and C

If the CST oar,..',,:FAST+<cannot be restored to OPERABLE status within
the associat'ed"Completion Time. the unit must be placed in a MODE
in which the LCO does not apply. To achieve this status. the
unit must be placed in at least MODE 3 within 6 hours. and in
MODE 4, without reliance on the steam generator for heat removal,
within l8 hours. The allowed Completion Times are reasonable.
based on"operating experience, to reach the required unit
conditions from full power conditions in an orderly manner and
without challenging unit systems.

'

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.7.6.1

This SR verifies that the CSTajcontains the required volume of
cooling water.

The 12 hour Frequency is based on
operating experience and the need for operator awareness of unit
evolutions that may affect the CST inventory between checks.
Also. the 12 hour Frequency is considered adequate in view of
other indications in the control room, including alarms. to alert
the operator to abnormal deviations in the CST level/.

SRl::3%7"~6". 2

This>SR'"„:ver>tTes':;that&hegHSJ,'.,::,~i'i''iins',":.:,the,:",:rmequiigd,,-::,'.veolume,:,"of.
coeol) ngs'„;':.wate'i',.:;:,::.„-::;The.:::-.:.1Z.hour.:,';:;::,Frequerjcyj~s))based,:„"on::ioperating
expel",i.eiicei!arid::.'',:the,:!'n
'that."„'iiiajI';."a'fife'c4::::."..,the"'!867:.:-,':.::inv'erector'y!.:;b'etWen~c
12:-'AQUAS,'"::.FreagUency<~1,.

:i'nd$ 'ca't~o'r'i's.:::,~lieth'e.';-','.'control l,"ro'om"."","':,'iiic14disrIj:;,'.al)'r'ms!,".":;":...t'o'::::.al'i'r e:,:::::the

omratoar: to:;":;ibnor'meal!,',dev',i.'ab'oens::,".,',:irI:."'thee.".lFHST':'l,'enamel s',"..

REFERENCES 1. FSAR. Section 9;-".2.;6 Lnd':";:,;9::GM.

2. FSAR. Chapter 6.

3. FSAR, Chapter 15.

45ji::.:;".,"::,GCH;:5";-','38
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Insert for DC 3.7-ED

Enclosure 5B - page B3.7-38

The two vital headers serve redundant ESF loads and the non-redundant post-LOCA
sample coolers. A third, non-vital header serves non-vital equipment. Each of the
headers are separable from the others to mitigate a passive single failure during post-
LOCA long term cooling.













:
CCM System

B 3.7.7

proper flow paths exist for CCM operation. This SR does not
apply to valves that are locked, sealed. or otherwise secured in
position, since these valves are verified to be in the correct
position prior to locking. sealing, or securing. This SR also
does not apply to valves that cannot be inadvertently misaligned.
such as check valves. This Surveillance does not require any
testing or valve manipulation: rather. it involves verification
that those valves capable of being mispositioned are in the
correct position.

The 31 day Frequency is based on engineering judgment. is
consistent with the procedural controls governing valve
operation. and ensures correct valve positions.

SR 3.7,7.2 Samsa A a Rosa 8 acvaa ~cell'msnn~

This SR verifies proper automatic operation of the CCM valves on
an actual or simulated actuation signal. The CCM System is a
normally operating system that cannot be fully actuated as part
of routine testing during normal operation. This Surveillance is
not required for valves that are locked. sealed. or otherwise
secur d in the required position under administrative controls.
The month Frequency is based on the need to perform this
urvei llance under the conditions that apply during a unit outage

and the potential for an unplanned transient if the Surveillance
were performed with the reactor at power. Operating experience
has shown that these co onents usually pass the Surveillance
when performed at the month Frequency. Therefore, the
Frequency is acceptable from a reliability standpoint.

2Q K-Au

SR 3.7,7.3
ln'editors ar (cd of ages'W ~(dvilcu+~~

This SR verifies proper automatic operation of the CCui pum s on ~eon<-'I
an actual or simulated

"
>'.actuation signal.

The
month Frequency is based on the need to perform this

urvei llance under the conditions that apply during a unit outage
and the potential for an unplanned transient it the Surveillance
were performed with the reactor at power. FThTs:,:::!survpeiHance
rvequi rue'merit.-,:.'appli "es'~to,.the,::,.''.SISi'::auto.:"'star.:5"i'ii'd'.;":.':the'"::"4kV„''~a'uaat'o;

transfer,'';:,'a'utomatic~-';sta~rts '.orily$N"Gperatinag experience has shown
that 'thaesme'componenstas usually- pass the Surveillance when
performed at the month Frequency. Therefore, the Frequency is
acceptable from a'eliability standpoint.

u

REFERENCES 1. FSAR. Section 9.".2"::2.

2. FSAR, Section 6:..2. ~ 3,1-E'D

>CAP-I4282., re't5'wn l, "Evcjug,wort g reit; -'8 t~~rrit.
F'~8JlAeios~ DifiUp MAv/ ~ Qadi;5 lCRc >a
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CREWS
B 3.7.10

B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

B 3.7.10 Control Room eeii5$1'et'ion system (cRKFvs>

BASES

BACKGROUND The CREFVS provides a protected environment from which operators
can control the unitsgfrom',':::;the'".:":commsoL":co5tiol,::::rooms following an
uncontrolled release"of" rad'ioact'ivi'ty'", 'cheiii>'c'als",:::,;.''.'or.;.".,".tox'ic",:."':tgas.

The CRKVS consists of two independent. redundant trains that
recirculate and filter the control room air:(one:.:.":.:,'tr'ai4':;'',::,fr'cin;!each
Gait'}::.. Each train consists of a.:,:,.hmeater:,";g a perefiltei ek4eRRXe'i'-,
a=h'i'gh efficiency particulate a'ir '(HEPA') filter, an activated
charcoal adsorber section for removal of gaseous activity
(princi pal ly iodines) . and a one,':.."'pfes'su'riza5fon''.,supp,'.Iy.-'.;.fan.":;.;one
fi'::3'ter,',".::.;booster.;:..„,.faofund.,"::one:-47aini;siipjl j. -fan. 'Oucmtwor'k, w~'~
dam ers. and"instrumentation also for'm'part of the system —. as

~-AU:ceZ

~Q io~cn$ ycequt~ ~~ ~
Cps W ~ ~gg~
ORBAL.E'.%c cheermt''5 ofeye~~
am ~g/I gr. certain
~agency silat'ups
Sum k> ~l agric~K,e. ~rnoAl; bu+
We/ Q 4 vga'- ~u<~+ cR45 OP8A3ILig(.

Actuation of the system to the rmjrcu[8tjoo:mode

closes the unfiltered outside air intake and unfiltered exhaust
dampers. and aligns the system for recirculation of the control
room air through the redundant trains of HEPA and the charcoal
filters. The pr.easier'T2atioo.,eYde also

The CRK@S is an emergency system, parts of which may also
operate during normal unit operations .

ed~a-. Upon receipt of 4'njactuating signalFsk, the
normal air supply to the control"r'oom is isolated„ and the'stream
of oiiG~de ventilation air ggm:::%he:.:;.'":presser,.:i@at)on:::-,'.sysfgi,;.:cNdi+s
rec'irculated controp;:„":f.;oom':;a'fi',:.,is''..:t'ai's'ed 'thr'ousgh""the"'system"'fil'ter

TIie,I."pr'e's'sui''.j.'he,,':.'ii)d,::di'.rjcC~on'",;,:oi:ghee'.":ab'seIice.;oui'.i:.'eli.'amses:;',a'::."::.the',.:",,i,
N" m .«'ew.'MBRAN A 4 'm 4x4%N*x ~ /Min NAAD~Qsm44Nvxa v~s~k~4s4scvm v.4&vw4ksprefilieers'

" '
remove'n'y'"i'arge par'ti'ciems 'in'ne air,

. to prevent excessive
loading of the HEPA filters and charcoal adsorbers. Continuous
operation of each f~iltirjtrain for at least 10 hours per month,
i h h I 0 .

d' b i 1d p h
d d b . S@mh ~ !,"i ip

the effectiveness of arcoal adsorbers.
~<~a 3:7. Io 2.

HaiiuKl-:::::pr,"~aotomaS~c)<actuation of e CR&VS places the system n
o@kof,:..:,::,-;three states".. 1Y'LjressvrizR~on

.';4')-":;.:;2)greg,r col aUan7(,.';:"::3).'::-:,:,or,'.":3>'::-siiioke;;,'i';emovi1.:",.@I ~~~
+:

(continued)
E
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CRKAS
B 3.7.10

BASES

SR 3.7. 10.

This SR verifies the integrity of the control room enclosure, and
the assumed inleakage rates of the potentially contaminated air.
The control room positive pressure, with respect to potentially
contaminated adjacent areas. is periodically tested to verify
proper functioning of the CRKVS. During the 'jr'essur''ization
e~ency mode of operation, the CRAPS is desi'giied"to"p'res's'urize
the control room ~ $0. 12M inches water gau e ositive ressure
with respect to t'e,.',',''out)i'e.:';,'atmos'prie'r'''e..", in x> t-~
order to prevent un'fi'1tered i'nleakage.

-
he „. is designed to

maintain this positive pressure with one
train)>, The Frequency of

months on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS is consistent with the
guidance provided in NUREG-0800 (Ref. 4).

OC.-AU -ul

REFERENCES 1. FSAR. Secti on 9,",4".';QE4-.43.

2. FSAR, Chapter I6.

, tv—.2ANl,:::!510:-':$980.

NUREG-0800, Section 6.4, Rev. 2, July 1981.

M3.1- CD
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ABLS ZC~mCS
8 3.7.12

BASES

SURVEILL''ANCE''.;::~l:„::::',::,':SR':3"":7-'":!I2.''6

REOIJIRENENT;:
ioont)'iioe'dig',:."i,:,:;::,;::~i%:::::":::'.:Thss':,SR'::sera't iesht he'1e,":".aka!t tghat ores s:,:::of id'a'iiiPi ra"::,.:,tha't:":,:,: i'so'i ate'Pf 1 oe

te! the'ir'tO'r'cia!'1'y"."Oper'at iii'p;,':tii tser',:,,",,:tt'rra is".";:-:,:,Ski'iS",,.::Sii'i''aSsa'O'r'e'S":,ttiaht;:::th'e

elm'''f'i::oui:<the',=."iiixfA.1'ai'.'yjbui'1ding,:Pass'e's;:: through.":::::tsh'ee',:: HEPA'.
an:.:::.,c arcoa.,:; .-:;unit:;::.,'A'en;"..:the,-'.'AtBVS."B~1'~dani)ss'. and.,:Sa fesguards

b of:::;;:,Sd fegua (fs;:".,:,',,n „y ':;Alodes'"::,.I've;;,:"'beeA...:,'actUBted.:":c03 nclden
Sf'~i,':;,::The.;,'.':Iiion'th',''Fi',:eq'uency„.."'::,i ~s~con's'isstent:,'ijth;:.:'.:.th'e ,':,',r'e jii'ir'm
o,:i'''e ersenc,:,,:","" '""'""'""'" "" " "'"" """'"*"" "

'hsesvhs AvwA'I

2 ~, ALL-QQI

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Section ¹A~ 9.'"4:,'":2.

0 2. FSAR. Section BS-.4-.3K-;:5.

4 g

'4!a:;i::::;:,::iNSf:',"';N5H~1989

ASTH.!9;:":3803'-',3:98'9~Awi~~~~ran

5. 10 CFR 100.11.

6. NUREG-0800, Section 6.5.1, Rev. 2, July 1981.

(,;:;::::'':;.:;:,:'::,':Virtu''f3t,.oi.'::;.$>St~~',8=' " "=*'
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ARCS FHBVS
B 3":7".13

B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEHS

B 3.7.13 Fuel IIendli'ng Building nSn-~enuetyentBl et'lu'n'.::System (FBABB FyHBIIS>

BASES

BACKGROUND

and ~ lee ACvtl~~p~. rneucnQlallon ~~ AFleI pue~p~sic ecol'nmi glow ~ kQ
consldcrckluns i.c, mdiv~7I~Cu'+. The VrnHlalmigns
ac+ eeruir ed +s ~cHun
Qts~deeq aye accident ~~~$ ~ hctscS rerutnd A
r~CVI RQg CenalBlenS dim'g
< natuccl ci~aticn co4l~yl

The AtAGS FHBVS filters airborne radioactive particulates arid
radiowacbVe:,".::,':iml~ne":::from the area of the fuel pool following a
tfuet™jiandl'idnhg acc'i dentm The
QAC4 FHBV

p fd 1 1«1 f p d
humidity in the fuel pool are .

The AtAGS FHBVS consists of two independent and redundant trains.
Each train"dconsists of a-4ea4er-, a 5ri::;,.e%hiust",:;;:prefi lter er-
ERR.Mr-, a high efficiency particulamtemasipphrh m(HEPA) filter. an
activated charcoal adsorber section for removal of gaseous
activity (princippal ly iodines). and a an',",:exhauspt fan. A';',.'third
non;-."v) tel.'."':,exhaust.:,':Ifangs'";,:,osedzfor~viorm%>opL!r'aiv5n.'::@0,::~h'asv::p.:'.o''nl j;,;=.a

j'refi':lier",:."::hand!@;::HEPA,;,Vi'1ter». Ductwork'. va"Jves or'dampers, 'and'"

The system initiates filtered ventilation of the fuel handling
building following receipt of a high radiation signal Or,,':„":.~Yoni:.',of1

The ARCS FHSVS is a standby system, parts of which may also be
operated during normal plant operations. Upon recei t of the
actuating signal. normal air discharges from the
fuel handling building is isolatedgajd:.":::.the;:"'„nomta:.t'<exhaust.'"'fan
Shuts.":;down and ihi~$ itafj~exha~gB;fans;;stir t::;~a'nd.'Iimeh'tream of

p f11 ~ i 1 1
. to prevent excessive

loading of the HEPA filters and c arcoal adsorbed.

The AQGS FHBIIS is discussed in the FSAR, Sections Q-A~} 9,-:"4,'4,,
34-A'~. arid QS-.7-A3 XBF'5 (Refs. 1, 5rid!:::2, and-3-.

respectiveldy')'ecauseit may be usedhforrw normal. as"'well as post:(''fp.,ueI::
hva7idl~iag accident. atmospheric cleanup functions.
dWh hVhWW4hV

(contj,nued)
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ARCS F,,.HBVS

B 3';7:13

BASES

SR 3.7.13.3
DC 3.1-ED

This SR verifies that each ARCS FHBVS train starts and operates
on an actual or simulated actuation"signal a'nj dire'ct','s';Mes
exhale~'0::,''..'Tl1.'o'i»;=:: hrough:: th'.:;::HEPA'.::,.Fj1't'erg'':a'nd cd'i.;co'a'.ll,:.-
bRanks'."'The 'mo'nth Fre'quency"is*"consisten't''ith "Reference

SR 3.7.13.4 XC-.Au;cot

This SR verifies the integrity of the fuel handling::;;building
enclosure. The ability of the fuel handl'ing:.:building to maintain
negative pressure with respect to potentially uncontaminated
adjacent areas is periodically tested to verify proper function
of the ARC4 FHBVS. During the impost accidentj-mode of
operation, the'%BAGS FHBVS is designed to maintain a slight
negative pressure in the"fuel handl;in'g building, to prevent
unfiltered LEAKAGE. The AQC4"FHB|I'5 is designed to maintain a
the'uvHIding"-.'pressure~ L0."..:125 inches water gauge with respect to
a "mosp 'eri'c 'pre'ssur'"""
bw-'k5ag. The Frequency of : months is consistent with the
guidance provided in NUREG 0, Section 6.5. 1 (Ref. 7).

tX'=Au:eoi
An 18 month Frequency (on a S GGERED TEST BASIS) is consistent
witli"Reference 6.

SR 3.7.13.5 gNU@
4B.7. < 3. I-8

O~Woa of dQmpef M-ZQ is n~<g % c'nsur~ ~a+ ~ sysw~
fg/1CRglS pCp~L/, % OPEPA8IU74$ dj QP171p8 N Zg I s @Cubi f784/
g i+ crt bc cloMcf . An Pv ~cvrfh <~$>«~
wi'm Re~ m ~.

/'continued)
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Spent Fuel Assembly Storage
B 3.7.17

B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

B 3.7. 17 Spent Fuel Assembly Storage

BASES

BACKGROUND The
spent fuel storage pool is divided into two separate and distinct
regions which, for the purpose of criticality considerations're
considered as separate pools. @egTo~nDQ. with QQQ 290 storage
positions, '

h'as„'":Ah%en..::,"anal'yz'ed',-:;f'or~the
s-orage~~o gaev ue

nas,'jD8en
yna'lied:,,'fo'.::;.,'th'"-;;stor: .','.Of,":.,"::fiieTFBsenI51'ies',:.:$ ~'ch.,meet,:;.".:thi"""" ~~~ ~
.'„.equi:i'::ements!ib':"L .'.::,:::ll;:.:'k.

* '* "'' """"" '"""""*

The water in the spent fuel ~Aerage pool normally contains
soluble boron, which results in large subcriticality margins
under actual operating conditions. However. the NRC

guidelines'ased

upon the accident condition in which all soluble poison is
assumed to have been lost, g~yreqiire that the limiting keffof the:":;,'.fpg;:.:conflux'at>o~3i..:a2-:„.oi;!b'eley"':.the;.:.",le'i4"::"."of.:„':":,0.95 be

analjs'H of both regions is based on the use of unborated water,
which maintains each region in a subcritical condition during
normal operation with the regions fully loaded. The double
contingency principle discussed in ANSI N-16. 1-1975 and the
April 1978 NRC letter (Ref. Ql') allows credit for soluble boron
under other abnormal or accident conditions, since only a single
accident need be considered at one time.

Prior to movement of an assembly, it is necessary to Peag,:fj.':,'.that";

*

(continued)
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Spent Fuel Assembly Storage
B 3.7.17

BASES

anal j2ed.,".l'condiiian.wr.v,swMrrrv.v9klvnw.wv'n%eZ~

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIRENENTS

SR 3 7.17 l~~l~Fand."':SR:-: ':":7;:73': ..:,2 3.7. l7.2.1

T~se SRs verif~y:, by administrative means that the each';fuel':
assemb3 j,,;.:aid5jts8'expected;:;.storage,'laci5foaYa'q'e.:.,:.-jr'',:.:".;ac~ordirice
pith';-':;the>;.appl)'cabl'i,,:; L'''CO,--.',.('3.;."..'7:;:,::;

or.',:::;.::.:.-:.5;;.:':, e~',soeri::::<:l ue,:-.':Oo5:;:

(P3,7. l7.2 2

A CernpgeM r eCcv'd of inik-le enri~~en+, iniA'aA inkrgral ~
CCnkn+ (Rpl~ <) ) +el pclle+ olia~c4c/ ('Ro)IOn2)

g
~ci +l1

<u~mulasve. burnup Qna(qs~s Shat/ be mainWincd W We +mW
pC/'iaCt ~ ~ +el CMernNly rum«nS in iC~rcV) I or 2 of~e
Spcnh Qe( pool.
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( i . CHANGE
NUMBER

3.7<4

3.7-45

3.7-46

3.7A7

3.7<8

3.7<9

3.7-50

3.7-51

3.7-52

3.7-53

3.7-54

3.7-55

3.7-56

3.7-57

3.1-5'9
37- % l~wk
9 l-40 In~p $
3.-/-C I Irexr4.

JUSTIFICATION

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 6B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Eenclosure 6B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 6B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 6B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 6B).
~3. I. i'3, l-(o

The requirement to verify a Iaak~flow rate during the tests demonstrating
the capability to maintain [fuel handling] building differential pressure below
atmospheric pressure would be deleted. The current licensing basis of the
plant is to be able to maintain a negative pressure [in the fuel handling
buiIding) with respect to the outside atmosphere.

The CTS ADV surveillance that verifies the back-up air bottle pressure once
per 24 hours is retained.

A new spent fuel pool storage specification is created for Region 1 fuel
storage due to the unique storage requirements.

'TS

3.7.11 is not used due to the mild coastal environment in which DCPP is
located, consistent with the CTS.

ITS 3.7.16 is revised to be consistent with the current licensing basis and
CTS. The boron concentration is required to be within limits whenever fuel is
stored in the spent fuel pool to prevent an increase in the k of the racks
above 0.95 should the spent fuel pool temperature increase above 150'F.
The Frequency for verification of the boron concentration is changed from 7
days to 31 days consistent with the CTS.

The LCO, Required Actions, and Surveillances are revised per the CTS. The
CTS evaluates Region 2 fuel storage on fuel pellet diameter and a checker
board loading pattern in addition to the other NUREG-1431 requirements.

The NUREG-1431 3.7.1io4 specification is not used since an equivalent safety
grade system does not exist. Therefore, the deletion is per the current
licensing basis.

> hl~>Cnd MCRV btI~ vi".iv'eS]

This change creates a new SR for the MS>VsLend MFIVJ to distinguish
between the IST and the automatic actuation testing of these isolation valves. +37+ 3
The surveillance allows credit for an actual actuation, if one occurs, to satisfy
the surveillance requirements. The e changes are consistent with

/Although SRs 3.7.2.2 and 3.7.3. a new SRs, they may be performed in
conjunction with QRs 3.7.2.1 and 3.7.3.1. Therefore, the Note allowing testing
to be performedsin MODE 3 is also needed forrtfli~SR>N(s ~STz.t

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 6B).

'5 I,lo-l
4s. 7. i7.Z-9
OS.V. io-

DCPP Description of C an es to mprovedTS
3.7-fd 2 InSerk e>.v, iO- ~
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Enclosure 2
PGSE Letter DCL-98-144

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONCOVER SHEET

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: DC-ALL-001
and DC ALL-002

REQUEST:

APPLICABILITY: DC

An errata to LAR 97-09 was submitted to the NRC January 9, 1998, in
DCL-98-003. Errata changes on pages affected by NRC comment numbers are
indicated with "DC-ALL-002." Errata changes that dealt with issuance of LAs
119/117 and 118/116 (issued 7/1 3/97) that addressed CTS surveillance interval
increases due to 24-month fuel cycles are indicated with "DC-ALL-001."

ATTACHED PAGES:

See notations on applicable pages for each comment number.





Enclosure 2
PG8 E Letter DCL-98-144

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONCOVER SHEET

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: DC ALL-003

REQUEST:

APPLICABILITY: DC

Diablo Canyon submitted the ITS conversion LAR two weeks after the other
FLOG members. Technical reviews were being finalized which resulted in
changes to Enclosures 3B and 6B (Conversion Comparison Tables). These
changes were identified with "( )" to ensure the difference between the other
FLOG members was noted. The changes occurred in JFD 3.7-57.

ATTACHED PAGES:

Encl 6B page 8



0



Pl

CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE FOR DIFFERENCES FROM NUREG-1431, SECTION 3/4.7 Page 8 of 8

NUMBER

3.7-54

3.7-55

3.7-56

TECHNICALSPECIFICATION CHANGE

DESCRIPTION 4

The LCO, Required Actions, and Surveillances are revised per
the DCPP specific CTS to incorporate Region 2 fuel storage
requirements.

NUREG-1431 Specification 3.7.14 is not used since an
equivalent safety grade system does not exist. Therefore, the
deletion is per the current licensing basis.

p Phd%/

This change creates a new SR for the MSIVs [and MFIV to
distinguish between the IST and the automatic actuation testing
of these isolation valves. The SR allows credit for an actual
actuation, ifone occurs, to satisfyQe surveillance requirements.

tAlthough SRs 3.7.2.2 and 3.7.3.5%'re new SRs, they may be
performed in conjunction with SRs 3.7.2.1 and 3.7.3.1..
Therefore, the Note allowing testing to be performedk MODE 3
is also needed for Qesaaew SR'- 8 7.2.I

DIABLO
CANYON

Yes, per LA
116/114.

Yes

Yes

iXP.7-&
Bc~-cd.

APPLICABILITY

COMANCHE
PEAK

No

No

Yes

WOLF
CREEK

No

No

Yes

CALLAWAY

No

No

Yes

3.7-57

5H-58
3.V-59
9.7- Ga
37-4I
9»7- 47.

This change establishes appropriate Required Actions and
Completion Times for venblation system pressure envelope
degradation.

ht4 ~
Iv5cr+ cp3.1. ga
/neer k
Instr+
In'

~ ~ lO-3

CTS~
X-ALLoc3

o, retained Yes Yes Yes
4

. DCPP Conversion Comparison Table - Improved TS





Enclosure 2
PG8 E Letter DCL-98-144

ADDITIONALINFORIIATIONCOVER SHEET

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: DC 3.7-008

REQUEST:

APPLICABILITY'C

DCPP LA 125/123 dated May 28, 1998, revised CTS 3/4.7.1.1, Table 3.7-1,
"Maximum Allowable Power Range Neutron Flux High Setpoint With Inoperable
Steam Line Safety Valves" and the associated Bases. The revisions were
included in the DCPP errata (dated January 9, 1998- DCL-98-003) based on the
submitted license amendment request (LAR 97-06).

ATTACHED
PAGES'one

- revisions were included as part of DCPP ITS errata submittal - changes noted with DC-
ALL-002 on affected RAI pages only.





Enclosure 2
PG8 E Letter DCL-98-144

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONCOVER SHEET

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: DC 3.7-009

REQUEST:

APPLICABILITY: DC

Revises ITS 3.7.9 Bases LCO to include a discussion of the maximum UHS
temperature consistent with DCL-98-007, "Reply to NRC Inspection Report Nos.
50-275/97-202 and 50-323/97-202."

ATTACHED
PAGES'ncl

5B B3.7-49, B3.7-50





UHS
B 3.7.9

BASES
A itsona in ormation on t e esign an operation of the system
along with a list of componentl served, can be found in Reference
1.

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

The UHS is the sink for heat removed from the reactor core
aod~coiitgintiie50 fo owing a l accidents and anticipated
opera6onal=occurrences in which the unit is cooled down and
)) d )d )h )(RR) )

('g.';:;„,(as@i:,T1$ ,::!vegan:.:a 5':,!'a'i!53ng I 9:,:3'wa4@f,„".;!$os,UK$9

re()'in(red:.".Us)::AEGiScerefdty":.':Gi)id e ::)r27.::l'(::R:e

f:,::.;-(:::;.3):,:a'he

UHS satisfies Criterion 3 ofrO CFR 50.36 (c) (2) (ii).~
~l(ne

LCO The UHS is required to be OPERABLE and is considered OPERABLE ifit begat or below the
maximum temperature that would allow the N@ 'A'5l))to operate for at
least 30 days following the

08$ without exceeding the
maximum design temperature of the CCH
Sy8t'em. To meet this condition, the UHS temperature should not

"

ex'ceed f80-R .64.:::,F..;::,:,:.volts„":::,:t'wo';::-":,:CCA„;.::,ILeat:;:;,::;.:exchao'ger.s'..::,:":ar''.:";.'Ln'~'s'e'rgb'ce""'*"""""'"""'"" '"'" "'''"''"" " ""' ""uring
normal unit operation. le, 3.7-CCR

A/i&MO he2,f e)dCACnPr"J Zn Senriee, ~~~ ~j~
etevmd auS Wn eWreS d.,s h h <s 7Q p's<ccep~.

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 , the UHS is required to support the
OPERABILITY of the equipment serviced by the UHS and required to
be OPERABLE in these MODES.

OCPP Hark-up of NUREG-1431. Rev. 1 Bases
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UHS
B 3.7.9

BASES
n M or . the L Y requirements o the UHS are

determined by the systems it supports.

ACTIONS A.l
+h~ ~~~y 3 - -os

If the'."UHS:,:;.'::,~..s".inoperabl e

service iiiu'st~be':'.perform'e
'a'ssur'a'n(eP't'hat':,.:'th'':."ASM:;::sys't'em',:and'i't'he,.;:.CCIII,:,:'i'sij si'teii~:.ca'ii':::."opera't'e
4'ithiiPNX's':;:fe'mpe'ra't'ui're",;-':3:ifiiitV, 'g~~ ~~ lj42+ cpcHM~B lf) s~ vice,

~on cviVh ele~Ccf UW &~~re
CS'he

7-4ay 8'~~hour„:,.:Completion Time is reasonab e based on the low .~'~ ~
probability of an accident occurring during the 7-days 8!::hours ' '~

'hat

r eqiiire "'o r'easona 'y 'c'omp e e 'e 'quire
'"

c ion.

B, 1 and B.2

Sillily" '„'':the'::,",secon'd,.'::,::h'eatYexcha'ice'r. cannoit',,!be
,'%,, 4i ...,,,'I','"'-"."ii''i'' iii:'!!!!il

Bssoc18E85!~00i!'BELQA!i'f lsd,',':

in which the LCO does not apply. To achieve this status. the unit
must be placed in at least MODE 3 within 6 hours and in MODE 5
within 36 hours.

The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating
experience, to reach the required unit conditions from full power
conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging unit
systems.

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.7.9.1

Pot':;:.,:used.".'„.'CPP
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Enclosure 2
PG8 E Letter DCL-98-144

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONCOVER SHEET

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: DC 3.7-010

REQUEST:

APPLICABILITY: DC

DCPP provided CTS 3/4.7.4 Bases changes on May 1, 1998 (DCL-98-065),
regarding a revision to state that each auxiliary saltwater (ASW) system pump
room drain check valve must be operable for its associated ASW train to be
operable. This change is administrative to clearly identify existing requirements
for operability of the ASW pump room drain check valves in the TS Bases.

ATTACHED PAGES:

Encl 5B B3.7-45





Q4S ASM
B3.7 8

BASES

ep,ati;:.,dur;ing"': e:.',, I ong)t: 'cool:.>n,. hase" f-.':a": A
s uld" iisln 18. ss Jve,';.>f8: ure;„'GccUr'.

~<n~s ~ 3.1-010

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1. 2, 3. and 4. the Q4S ASM system is a normally
operating system that is required"to support the OPERABILITY of
the equipment serviced by the Q4S ASM,::-.'inst@*Iii and required to be
OPERABLE in these MODES.

In MODES 5 and 6, the OPERABILITY requirements of the Q4S ASt4
syiCNi are determined by the systems it supports.

ACTIONS A.l

If one Q4SASff train is inoperable, action must be taken to
restore OPERABLE status within 72 hours. In this Condition.
the remaining OPERABLE Q4S ASPIC train is adequate to perform the
heat removal function. However, the overall reliability is
reduced because a single failure in the OPERABLE Q4S ASt4 train
could result in loss of QS O'S|4gsjsteii function. Aeq@Ved

II II

The
severed Note indicates that the applicable Conditions and Required
Actions of LCO 3.4.6. "RCS Loops -MODE 4," should be entered if
an inoperable QS 'ASH train results in an inoperable decay heat
removal train. This is an exception to LCO 3.0.6 and ensures the
proper actions are taken for these components. The 72 hour
Completion Time is based on the redundant capabilities afforded
by the OPERABLE train, and the low probability of a DBA occurring
during this time period.

B.l and 8.2

If the QJS A$$ trainmcannot be restored to OPERABLE status within
the associated Completion Times, the unit must be placed in a
MODE in which the LCO does not"'apply. To achieve this status.
the unit must be placed in at least MODE 3 within 6 hours and in
MODE 5 within 36 hours.

The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating
experience, to reach the required unit conditions from full power
conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging unit
systems.

/
(continued)
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